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PREFACE TO THIRD EDITION 

In preparing a new edition of this grammar I have found 

mispi'ints requiring correction to be few and insignificant. 

The alterations that seemed necessary are nearly all concerned 

with facilitating the use of the book for students. One of 

these is the indication of the relevant number of chapter and 

paragraph on the inside top corner of each page. Since the 

grammar is intended to supply a complete account of Classical 

Sanskrit, many paragraphs may be omitted till a later stage 

of study. I therefore here append a list of those which are 

essential for absolute beginners and thus constitute a virtual 

primer of Classical Sanskrit. 

1: 1-7, 8-12, 13. IJ: 16-22, 27, 30-34, 36 A. B., 37, 38, 40, 

42-44, 45, I. 2, 52-55, 65, 67. Ill: 70, 71, 73, 74, 77, 85, 

87,90, I, 97, 100, loi D (p. 63), 103, I, 2, 109-111, 120. 

IV: 121-128, 131, 132 (only Pres. Par., pp. 92, 98), 135, 136, 

138, I (only Vtud., Par.), 141 a (only Par.), 143, i (only Par.), 

147 (only Par.), 148 (only addm), 151 (only Par.), 154 (only 

Pres.), 156, 160, I, 2, 162, 163, 167, 168, 169, 172, 175. 

When the student has gone through these paragraphs he 

will be quite prepared to begin reading. Any new gram¬ 

matical forms he now meets with he will be able to find 

explained in the paragraphs that have been passed over. In 

this way he will understand, with the aid of a vocabulary, 

every word in the first canto of the Story of Nala within the 

course of a month, and know all the grammar necessary for 

reading easy Sanskrit texts. 
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VI PREFACE TO THIRD EDITION 

Since tlie fippenrance of tlie second e<lition of tliis Avork 

(1911) my Vedic Grammar for Students was published (1916). 

Tliough this new book seemed at first sight to make Appendix 

HI superfluous in the present work (pp. 236-44), I decided 

to retain it as presenting Vedic grammar in an abridged form 

and renilering it easier for absolute beginners to master. 

A. A. M. 

20 Bardwell Road, 

Oxford. 

November, 1926. 



PREFACE TO SECOND EDITION 

The original form of the present work was my abridgement 

(1886) of Max Miiller’s Sanskrit Grammar (2nd ed., 1870). 

That abridgement was the outcome of what I had found by 

experience, both as a learner and a teacher, to be unessential in 

an elementary grammar. It was also partly due to my con¬ 

viction that the existing Sanskrit grammars, being too much 

dominated by the system of Panini, rendered Sanskrit un¬ 

necessarily hard to learn. The introductory sketch of the 

history of Sanskrit grammar prefixed to the present volume 

will, I think, sufliciently show that the native Indian system 

is incompatible with the practical methods of teaching and 

learning in the West. 

In the first edition of this grammar, published in 1901, the 

earlier book was transformed into an entirely new work. 

Though, on the whole, considerably enlarged it showed many 

omissions. For I made it my guiding principle to leave out 

all matter that is found exclusively in Vedic literature or in 

the Hindu grammarians, the aim I had in view being to 

describe only such grammatical forms as are to be met with 

in the actual literature of post-Vedic Sanskrit. The student 

of Sanskrit grammar would thus not be burdened with matter 

which could never be of any practical use to him. Hence 

I refrained from employing, even in a paradigm, any word 

not to be found in the literature; though for the sake 

of completeness I here often gave inflected forms represented 

only by other words of the same type. The purpose of the 

book, then, was not to supply a mass of forms and rules 

mainly useful for answering examination questions more or 
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less mechanically, but to provide the student with the full 

grammatical equipment necessary for reading any Sanskrit text 

with ease and exactness. 

The present edition has undergone a tliorough revision aided 

by the experience of ten more years’ teaching and by the sugges¬ 

tions of pupils and others who have used the first edition. The 

improvements chiefly consist of additions, which have increased 

the size of the book by twenty-four pages. 

An entirely new portion of the grammar are the three 

sections comprised in pages 159—168. The first (182) deals 

with nominal stem formation, giving an account of the primary 

and secondary suffixes, and thus furnishing the student with 

a more complete insight into the structure of Sanskrit words 

than the first edition supplied. In connexion with these suffixes 

a survey (183) of the rules of gender is added. The third new 

section (184) describes the formation of verbal compounds. 

The most noticeable case of expansion is otherwise to be found 

in the rules about the treatment of final dental n in Sandhi: 

these now give a complete account (36, 40) of the changes 

undergone by that letter. In the accidence a few new paradigms 

have been introduced, such as grdvan (90, 4), and additional 

forms have been given, as in the difficult s-aorist of dah, where 

(144,5) even middle forms, though not occurring in that verb, are 

supplied as a model for other verbs presenting similar difficulties 

of euphonic combination. Other improvements are irltended to 

facilitate the use of the grammar. Thus in the list of verbs 

(Appendix I) abbreviations have been added to indicate the 

various forms which beginners have otherwise often found 

difficulty in identifying. Again, the Sanskrit Index has been 

made both fuller and more explanatory (see e.g. ^rra^rto). A 

decidedly practical improvement is the substitution of a brief 

synopsis of the subject-matter for an elaborate table of contents 

at the beginning, and the addition of a General Index at the 
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end. All these extensions and changes will, I feel sure, he 

found to have considerably increased the practical value of the 

grammar both in matter and form. 

As in the first edition, the book is transliterated throughout, 

excepting the list of verbs (Appendix I) and the syntactical 

examples at the end (i8o ; 190-218). The system of trans- 

litei’ation remains the same, being that which is now most 

generally adopted in the West. This system includes the use of 

r (to be pronounced with a syllabic value, as the r in French 

chambre) to represent the weak grade of the syllables ar and ra. 

The improvements appearing in this edition are largely due 

to the suggestions of former pupils or of friends. The gentlemen 

to whom I owe thanks for their advice are—Prof. E. J. Rapson; 

Dr. James Morison; Mr. M. L. Puri, B.A., of Exeter College; 

Mr. Horace Hart, M.A., Controller of the University Press; and 

especially Mr.T.E. Moir, I.C.S., of Wadham College, as well as Dr. 

F. W. Thomas, Librarian of the India-Office. Mr. J. C. Pembiey, 

Hon. M.A., Oriental Reader of the University Press, has read 

with his usual care the proofs of this edition, which is separated 

by no less an interval than sixty-four years from the first Sanskrit 

Grammar which he (together with his father) corrected for the 

press, that of Prof. H. H. Wilson, in 1847. To Dr. A. B. Keith 

I am incfebted for reading the proofs of this as well as of all the 

other books I have published since 1900. I must take this 

opportunity of thanking him not only for having read the proofs 

of the whole of roy Vedic Grammar, but also for having passed 

several sheets of that work through the press for me during my 

absence in India between September, 1907, and April, 1908. 

A. A. MACDONELL. 

107 Banbury Road, Oxford. 

July, 1911. 
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INTRODUCTION 

BRIEF HISTORY OF SANSKRIT GRAMMAR 

The first impulse to the study of grammar in India was given 
by the religious motive of preserving intact the sacred Vedic texts, 
the efficacy of which was believed to require attention to every 
letter. Thus, aided by the great transparency of the Sanskrit 
language, the ancient Indian grammarians had by the fifth cen¬ 
tury B.c. arrived at scientific results unequalled by any other 
nation of antiquity. It is, for instance, their distinctive achieve¬ 
ment to have recognized that Avords for the most part consist on 
the one hand of roots, and on the other of affixes, which, when com¬ 
pounded with the former, modify the radical sense in various ways. 

The oldest grammar that has been preserved is Panini’s. It 
already represents a fully developed system, its author standing 
at the end of a long line of predecessors, of whom no fewer than 
sixty-four are mentioned, and the purely grammatical works of 
all of whom, owing to the excellence and comprehensiveness of 
his work, have entirely perished. 

PSnini is considerably later than Yaska (probably about 
500 B. c.), whom he mentions, and between whom and himself 
a good number of important grammarians intervene. On the 
other hand, Panini is much older than his interpreter Patanjali, 
who probably dates from the latter half of the second century b.c., 

the two being separated by another eminent grammarian, Katya- 
yana. Panini himself uses the word yavananl, which Katyayana 
explains as ‘ writing of the Yavanas ’ (i, e. laones or Greeks). Now 
it is not at all likely that the Indians should have become 
acquainted with Greek writing before the invasion of Alexander 
in 327 B.c. But the natives of the extreme north-west, of 
whom Panini in all probability was one, would naturally have 
become acquainted with it soon after that date. They must, 
however, have grown familiar with it before a grammarian 
would make a rule as to how to form from Yavaua, ‘Greek,’ 
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a derivative form meaning ‘Greek writing It seems therefore 
hardly possible to place Paniui earlier than about 300 b.c. 

Panini’s grammar consists of nearly 4,000 rules divided into 
eight chapters. Being composed with the utmost imaginable 
brevity, each Sutra or aphorism usually consists of only two or 
three words, and the whole work, if printed continuously in 
medium-sized Devanagarl type, would not occupy more than 
about thirty-five pages of the present volume. And yet this 
grammar describes the entire Sanskrit language in all the details 
of its structure, with a completeness which has never been equalled 
elsewhere. It is at once the shortest and fullest gi’ammar in the 
world. 

In his endeavour to give an exhaustive survey of the hhdsa 
or classical Sanskrit with a view to correct usage, Panini went 
on to include within the scope of his grammar the language of 
the sacred texts, which was no longer quite intelligible. He 
accordingly gives hundreds of rules about the Veda, but without 
completeness. His account of the Vedic language, taken as a 
whole, thus shows many gaps, important matters being often 
omitted, while trifles are noticed. In this part of his work Panini 
shows a decided incapacity to master his subject-matter, attri¬ 
buting to the Veda the most unbounded grammatical license, 
especially in interchanging or dropping inflections. 

The grammar of Panini is a iahddnuidsana, or ‘ Treatise on 
Words ’, the fundamental principle of which is, that all nouns are 
derived from verbs. Starting with the simplest elements into 
which words can be analysed, root, atfix and termination, Panini 
shows how nominal and verbal stems are formed from roots and 
complete words from stems. He at the same time indicates the 
functions which words acquii'e by the addition of formative 
elements and by being compounded with other words. It is a 
peculiarity of Panini’s word-formation, that he recognizes deri¬ 
vation by suffixes only. Thus when a verbal root like hhid, ‘ to 
pierce,’ is used in the nominal sense of ‘piercer he has recourse 
to the highly artificial exi)edient of assuming an imaginary suffix, 
for which a blank is substituted! 

Yaska records that the universality of S^iikatayana’s principle 
of nouns being derived from verbs was contested by Gargya, 
who objected to the forced etymologies resulting from a general 
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application of this principle. Gargya maintained that if aiva, 
‘ liorse,' for instance, were derived from ai, ‘to travel,’ not only 
would everything that travels be called aha, and everything 
be named after all its activities, but states of being {hhdva) would 
be antecedent to things (which are presupposed by those states). 

Panini makes a concession to Gargya’s objection by excluding 
all words the derivation of which is difficult owing to their form 
or meaning, as aha, ‘horse,’‘cow,’ andpMrMsa,‘man.’ Primary 
nouns of this kind had been collected before Panini’s time in a 
special list, in which they were often forcibly derived from verbal 
roots by means of a number of special suffixes. The first of these 
suffixes being u, technically called un, the whole list of these 
formations received the name of unadi (‘beginning with un'). 
Panini refers to all such words as ready-made stems, the formation 
of which does not concern him. 

The Unadi list which Panini had before him survives, in a 
somewhat modified form, as theUnMi Sutra with the commentary 
(dating probably from the thirteenth century a.d.) of Ujjvala- 
datta. In its extant shape this Sutra contains some late words, 
such as dinara (Lat. denarius), a noun which cannot have come 
into use in India much before loo a.d. 

The proper object of Panini’s grammar being derivation, he 
does not deal with phonetics as such, but only incidentally as 
affecting word-formation, or the combination of words in a 
sentence. He therefore does not give general rules of phonetic 
change, but since his analyses, unlike those of the Unadi Sutra, 
move within the bounds of probability and are generally correct, 
being in many cases confirmed by comparative philology, he 
actually did discover several phonetic laws. The most important 
of these was the interchange of vowels with their strong grades 
guna and vrddhi (cp. 17), which Grimm called ablaut, and 
which comparative grammar traces to the original Indo-European 
language. The other great phonetic discoveries of the Indians 
had already been made by Panini’s predecessors, the authors of 
the original PrSti^akhyas, the phonetic treatises of the Vedic 
schools. 

Panini also treats of the accents of words in derivation and in 
the sentence, but with syntax in our sense he does not deal, 
perhaps owing to the simplicity of the sentence in Sanskrit. 
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The general plan of Panini’s work is as follows; Book i. con¬ 
tains the technical terms of the grammar and its rules of inter¬ 
pretation; ii. deals with nouns in composition and case relations; 
iii. teaches how sufi&xes are to be attached to verbal roots ; iv. and 
V. explain the same process with regard to nominal stems; vi. and 
vii. describe the accent and phonetic changes in the formation of 
words, while viii. treats of words in a sentence. This general 
plan is, however, constantly interrupted by single rules or by 
a series of rules, which were added by the author as a result of 
progressive grammatical studies, or transferred from their natural 
context to their present position in order to economize words. 

In formulating his rules, Panini makes it his aim to express 
them in as abstract and general a way as possible. In this he 
occasionally goes so far as to state a general rule for a single 
case; while, on the other hand, he sometimes fails to collect 
a number of related phenomena under a single head. 

In carrying out the principle of extreme conciseness dominating 
his grammar, Panini resorts to various devices, such as ellipse of 
the verb, the use of the cases in a special technical sense, and the 
employment of heading rules {adhikdra) which must be supplied 
with a number of subordinate rules that follow. By such means 
a whole rule can often be expressed by a single word. Thus the 
ablative dihdtoh, literally ‘after a root not only means ‘to a root 
the following suffixes are attached’, but is also an adhikdra extend¬ 
ing its influence {anuvrtti) over some 540 subsequent aphorisms. 

The principle of brevity is, moreover, notably applied in the 
invention of technical teiuns. Those of Panini’s terms which are 
real words, whether they describe the phenomenon, as sam-dsa, 
‘compound,’ or express a category by an example, as dvi-gu (‘two- 
cow’), ‘numeral compound,’ are probably all borrowed from pre¬ 
decessors. But most of his technical terms are arbitrary groups 
of letters resembling algebraic symbols. Only a few of these are 
abbreviations of actual words, as it, ‘indicatory letter,’ from iti, 
‘ thus.’ Most of them are the result of great deliberation, being 
chiefly composed of letters rarely occurring in the language. Thus 
the letter I was taken as a symbol of the personal endings of the 
verb ; combined with a cerebral t it refers to a primary tense or 
mood, but combined with a guttural n it denotes a secondary 
tense or mood. Thus lat, lit, lut, let, lot, mean present, perfect. 
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future, subjunctive, and imperative respectively; Ian, lun, lin, 
imperfect, aorist, and potential. 

Panini’s grammar begins with the alphabet arranged on scien¬ 
tific principles. To several of its letters is attached an it or 
anubandha (indicatory letter), by means of which can be formed 
convenient contractions (called pratydhdra) designating different 
groups of letters. The vowels are arranged thus : a i u-n, r l-k, 
e o-h, ai au-c. By means of the indicatory letter at the end of 
the group, all the simple vowels can be expressed by ak, the 
simple vowels together with the diphthongs by ac. As the last 
letter in Sanskrit is h, written ha-l, the entire alphabet is ex¬ 
pressed by the symbol al (much as if we were to express it by 
az). Indicatory letters are also attached to suffixes, roots, and 
words in order to point to cei'tain rules as applicable to them, 
thus aiding the memory as well as promoting brevity. 

Panini’s work has two appendixes, to which it refers. , One of 
these is the Dhdtu-patha, or ‘ List of Verbal Roots ’, arranged 
according to conjugational classes, the mode of inflexion being 
expressed by accents and indicatory letters. A striking fact about 
this collection is that of its 2,000 roots (many of which are, how¬ 
ever, merely variants of one form) only about 800 have yet been 
found in Sanskrit literature, while it omits about fifty Vedic verbs. 
The second appendix is the Gana-pdtha, or ‘List of Word- 
groups ’. Panini gives rules applicable to the whole of a group 
by referring to^ its first word. This collection, which contains 
many words occurring in Vedic works only, has been less well 
preserved than the Dhdtu-pdtha. The Ganas were metrically 
arranged in the Gana-ratna-mahodadhi, or ‘Ocean of the Gems 
of Word-groups’, a work composed by Vardhamana in 1140 a.d. 

Panini’s work very early acquired a canonical value, and has 
continued, for at least 2,000 years, to be the standard of usage 
and the foundation of grammatical studies in Sanskrit. On 
account of the frequent obscurity of a work which sacrifices 
every consideration to brevity, attempts soon began to be made 
to explain it, and, with the advance of grammatical knowledge, 
to correct and supplement its rules. Among the earliest attempts 
of this kind was the formulation, by unknown authors, of- rules of 
interpretation (j)uribhdsd), which Panini was supposed to have 
followed in his grammar, and which are mentioned by his sue- 
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cesBor Katyayana. A collection of such rules was made in tbe 
eighteenth century by Nagoji-bhatta in \ns PaHbhdsendu-iekhara, 
or ‘ Moon-crest of Interpretative Rules 

Next we have the Varttikas, or ‘notes’ (from vrtti, ‘ explana¬ 
tion’), of Katyayana, on 1,245, or nearly one-third, of Panini’s 
aphorisms. That grammarian belonged to the Deccan, and pro¬ 
bably lived in the third century b. c. When Katyayana’s criticism 
shows him to differ from Panini, an oversight on the part of the 
latter is usually to be assumed ; but in estimating the extent of 
such oversights, one should not leave out of account the fact' that 
Katyayana lived both later and in a part of India far removed 
from that of Panini. Other grammarians made similar notes on 
Panini both before and after Katyayana ; subsequent to the 
latter’s time are the numerous grammatical Karikas or comments 
in metrical form. 

All this critical work was collected by Patanjali in his extensive 
Mahahhdsya, or ‘ Great Commentary ’, with many supplementary 
notes of his own. His discussions take the form of a kind of 
dialogue, and deal with 1,713 rules of Panini. oPatanjali’s work 
probably dates, as has been said, from the latter half of the 
second century b. c. The Malidhhdsya in its turn was com¬ 
mented upon in the seventh century by Bhartyhari in his Vdk- 
yapadlya, or ‘ Treatise on the Words in a Sentence ’, which is 
concerned with the philosophy of grammar, and by Kaiyata 
probably in the thirteenth century. 

About 650 A.D. was composed another commentary on Panini, 
the Kdiikd Vrtti, or ‘ Benares Commentary’, the first five books 
being the work of Jayaditya, the last three of Vamana. Based 
on a deteriorated text of Panini, it contains some errors, but has 
the merit of conciseness and lucidity. Though much shorter 
than the Mahahhdsya, it is particularly valuable as the oldest com¬ 
mentary 011 Panini that explains every Sutra. The examples that 
it gives in illustration are, as a rule, derived from older inter¬ 
preters. Such borrowing was a usual practice; even Patan¬ 
jali speaks of stock examples murdhahhisikta, or‘consecrated’ 
(lit. ‘ sprinkled on the head ’). 

In the fifteenth century Ramacandra endeavoured in his Pra- 
kriyd-kaumudl, or ‘ Moonlight of Method ’, to make Panini’s 
grammar more intelligible by rearranging its matter in a more 
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practical way. The Siddhdnta-kaumudi, or ‘ Moonlight of 
Settled Conclusions’, in which Bhattoji in the seventeenth century 
disposed Panini’s Sutras in a more natural order, had a similar 
aim. An abridgement of this work, eniitleA. Laghu-{siddhdnta-) 
kaumvdl, or ‘ Short Moonlight (of Settled Conclusions)’, by Vara- 
daraja, is commonly employed as a useful introduction to the 
native system of grammar. A belief in the infallibility of Panini, 
which still prevails among the Pandits, has often led the above- 
named interpreters, fiom Patanjali onwards, to give forced 
explanations of Panini’s rules. 

Other later grammarians, not belonging to the school of Panini, 
are on the whole of little importance. While adducing hardly 
any new material, they are much less complete than Panini, since 
they omit whole sections, such as rules about Vedic forms and 
the accent. Introducing no new points of view, they aim solely 
at inventing technical devices, or at presenting their subject in 
a more lucid and popular form. Among these non-Pa^iniau 
grammarians may be mentioned the names of Candra*, who flour¬ 
ished about>65o A. D.’“; the pseudo-S^akatayana, who was posterior 
to iheKdiikd Vrtti ; and the most important of them.Hemacandra 
(twelfth century). The Kdtantra by S’arva-varman (of uncer¬ 
tain date), whose terminology has striking affinities with older 
works, especially the Prati^akhyas, seems to have been the most 
influential of these later grammars. It served as a model for the 
standard Pali grammar of Kaccayana, and the native grammars 
of the Dravidians and Tibetans. Vopadeva’s Mugdha-hodha, or 
‘ Enlightenment of the Ignorant ’, a very technical work dating 
from the thirteenth century, has been, down to the present day, 
the Sanskrit grammar chiefly used in Bengal. Lastly, we have 
the Sarasvafl Sutra, or ‘ Aphorisms of the Sarasvatl Grammar', 
by an unknown author, a work distinguished by lucidity as well 
as conciseness. 

There are, besides, a few works dealing with special depart¬ 
ments of the subject, which form contributions of some importance 
to our knowledge of Sanskrit grammar. The Phip Sutra of 

* Hiif Grammar, the Cdntlrii-ri/akarana, has been edited by Prof. Bruni) 
Liebich (Leipzis,', 190?). 

^ See Vienna Oriental Journal, 13, 308-15 ; Winternitz, GescMchte der 
indUcheii Litieratur, ii, p, 259. 
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S'antanava, composed later than the Mahdbhdsya, but at a time 
when there was still a living knowledge of the ancient accent, 
gives rules for the accentuation of nouns, not according to the 
analytical method of PSnini, but with reference to the finished 
word. As Panini does not determine the gender of individual 
words, though he treats of feminine suffixes and does not ignore 
diti’erences of gender in general, some value attaches to works 
dealing with the subject as a whole, especially to Hemacandra’s 
LingCinuimana, or ‘Treatise on Gender’. 

The first Sanskrit grammar ever written by a European was 
composed by the German missionary Heinrich Roth, a native of 
Augsburg, who died at Agra in 1668, as Superior of the Jesuit 
College in that city. This work was never published, but the 
manuscript is still preserved at Rome. There is, however, in 
Kircher’s China Illustrata (Amsterdam, 1667), pp. 162—63, a 
contribution by Roth, which contains an account of the Sanskrit 
alphabet with five tables in Devanagari characters (undoubtedly 
the earliest specimens of that script to be found in any book 
printed in Europe) *. 

The first printed European Sanskrit grammar was that of 
Paulinus a Sancto Bartholomaeo, written in Latin and published 
at Rome in 1790. This work was based partly on the MS. 
material left by a German Jesuit missionary named Hanxleden, 
who died in 1732. The first scientific grammar aiming at com¬ 
pleteness was that of Colebrooke, published in 1805. It was 
followed by that of Carey in 1806. The former work was based 
on Panini, the latter on Vopadeva. The earliest Sanskrit 
grammar written on European principles, and therefore of most 
influence on the study of Sanskrit at the beginning of the last 
century, was that of VVilkins (1808). The most notable among 
his successors have been Popp, Benfey, and Whitney. Bopp’s 
grammar was important owing no less to its lucidity than to its 
philological method. Benfey was the first to combine with the 
traditional material of Panini a treatment of the peculiarities of 
the Vedic and the Epic dialects. He also largely used the aid 
of comparative philology for the explanation of Sanskrit forms. 
The American scholar "Whitney was the first to attempt an 

^ See Zachariae in the Vienna Oriental Journal, 15, 313-20. 
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historical grammar of Sanskrit by treating the Vedic language 
more fully, and explaining from it the development of classical 
Sanskrit. The first grammar treating Sanskrit entirely from 
the comparative point of view is the excellent work of Prof. 
J. Wackernagel, of which, however, only the first volume, dealing 
with phonology (1896), and the first part of the second volume 
(1905) treating of compounds, have yet appeared. 

The best known of the Siuiskrit grammars used in this country 
during the latter half of the nineteenth century are those of 
Monier-Williams and Max Muller. Both of these contain much 
matter derived from the native system that is of no practical 
utility, but rather an impediment, to the student of literary 
Sanskrit. All such matter has been eliminated in the present 
work, not from any prejudice against the Indian grammarians, 
but solely with the intention of facilitating the study of the 
subject by supplying only such grammatical data of the actual 
language as have been noted by scholars down to the present 
time. Vedic forms have also been excluded, but in order to 
furnish English and Indian students with the minimum material 
necessary for beginning to read works written in the older 
language, a brief outline of Vedic Grammar is given in 
Appendix III. My recently published Fedtc Grammar being too 
elaborate for elementary students, I hope to bring out, as a 
parallel to the present work, a simplified ^'^edic Grammar, in¬ 
cluding syntax, which will afford beginners the same help in 
the study of Vedic literature as this grammar does in that of 
Sanskrit. 

Though the accent is never marked in classical Sanskrit, I 
have, owing to its philological importance, indicated it here in 
transliterated words as far as it can be ascertained from Vedic 
texts. A short account of the Vedic accent itself will be found 
in Appendix III. 
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THE DEVANAGARI LETTERS 

Vowels. 

Initial. Medial. Equivaleut. 

— a 

3T) 

m 
3TT 

T a 

f i 
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T 1 

0 U 

CS U 
1 

C r (or ri) 

Z 
i f(orn) 

C2 1 (or li) 

I?: ^ e 

•N 
^ ai 

TT 

0 

^ t au 

Consonants. 

Equivalent. 
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k-h 

g 

g-h 

n 

c 

c-h 

J 

or 

n 

t 

t-h 

d 

d-h 

n 

t 

t-h 

d 

d-h 

n 

p 

c 
I-* 
to 

j-h 

P r*- 
P 

09 

o 

CD 
cr 
p 
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(D 
P 
P 

00 

Equivalent. 

P 
p-h 

b 

b-h 

m 

s= 

> 2: 
£- 

^ y 

^ r 

1 

^ V 

02 
fB 
3. 

■ < 
o 
J3 
rt 

^ s (or 9)\ 

^ ? 

^ s 

? h 

} 

OJ 

to 
P 

*, h (Visarga) 

* rn or rii (Anusvara) 



CHAPTER I 

THE ALPHABET 

1. Sanskrit (from sam-skrta, ‘elaborated’) is that later phase 

of the literary language of ancient India which is described in the 

grammar of Panini. In phonology it is practically identical with 

the earlier Vsdic language. In accidence it has become different 

from the dialect of the Vedas by a process, not of growth, but of 

decay; a large number of older forms, Including the whole sub¬ 

junctive mood and all the many infinitives save one, having entirely 

disappeared. The chief modifications are in the vocabulary, which, 

while it has lost much of its old material,has been greatly extended 

by the accession of new words and new meanings. The difference, 

on the whole, between the Vedic and the Sanskrit language may 

be taken to be much about the same as that between Homeric and 

Attic Greek. 

2. From the Vedic language are descended the popular dialects 

called Prakrit (‘ derived from the fundament,’ i. e. from Sanskrit, 

thence ‘ vulgar ’). The oldest extant forms of these are preserved 

in King As'oka’s rock inscriptions of the third centirry B.c., one 

of them, under the name of Pali, becoming the sacred literary 

language of the Southern Buddhists. From the ancient Prakrits, 

preserved in inscriptions, in entire literary works, and in parts 

of Sanskrit plays, are descended most of the dialects of modern 

India, Panjabi, Sindhl, Gujarati, Maratbl, Hindi (which, with an 
B 
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admixture of Arabic and Persian, is called Urdu or Hindustani), 

Biharl, and Bengali. The Dravidian dialects of Southern India, 

Telngu, Tamil, Cauarese, Malayalam, though non-Aryan, are full 

of Sanskrit words, and their literatures are dominated by Sanskrit 

models. 

3. A form of Semitic writing was introduced into the north¬ 

west of India by way of Mesopotamia, probably about 700 B.c. 

The earliest Indian adaptation of this script, known from coins 

and inscriptions of the third century b.c., is called Brahml or 

‘ writing of Brahma.’ Though written fr om left to right it bears 

clear traces of having once been written from right to left. From 

the Brahml are descended all the later Indian scripts. The most 

important of these is the Nagarl (‘ urban writing,’ or perhaps 

‘ writing of the NSgara Brahmins ’ of Gujarat) or Deva-nagarl 

(‘ city writing of the gods,’ a term of late but obscure origin), 

which assumed its characteristic shape about the middle of the 

eighth century a. d. Sanskrit is most commonly written in Deva- 

nagarl in Northern India, but other modern Indian character.*, 

such as Bengali or Oriya, are also employed in their respective 

provinces; while in the non-Aryan south the Dravidian scripts 

are regvdarly used. 

4. The Devanagarl alphabet consists of forty-eight letters, 

thirteen vowels and thirty-five consonants (including the pure 

nasal called Anusvara, and the spirant called Visarga). These 

represent every sound of the Sanskrit language. The arrange¬ 

ment of the alphabet in the table facing p. i is that adopted by the 

ancient Indian grammarians, and being thoroughly scientific, has 

been followed by European scholars as the lexicographical order 

in their Sanskrit dictionaries^. 

* As Anusvara and Visarga cause beginners much difficulty in finding 
words in a glossary, the following note on their alphabetical order will 
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5. The vowels are written differently according as they are 

initial or follow a consonant. They are— 

(a) Simple vowels : 

T(r)i^ ^(Ju, W(jr, w(Jl 
^(T)a, ^(Ju, M(Jr. 

(b) Diphthongs; 

”^0 ai^ o^ ^(J) au^ 

probably be useful. The unchangeable Anusvara (before a semivowel, 

sibilant, or ^ h: cp. ^2 B i) has precedence of every other consonant : 

hence samvara, sarnsaya precede sa-ka. The 

changeable Anusvara (10; 42 B 2) occupies the place of the nas.al into 

which it might be changed. Thus sam-ga would be found beside 

sahga. Similarly the' unchangeable Visarga (before a hard 

guttural or labial) has precedence of every other consonant. Thus 

antalikarana and antahpura follow iinta 

and precede anta-ka. But the changeable Visarga (before 

a sibilant) occupies the place of the sibilant into which it might be 

changed. Thus antahstha would appear where 

antasstha might be written. 

* There is no sign for medial (or final) it, as this vowel is considered 

to be inherent in every consonant;—e. g. ^ = lea. 

“ Medial or final I is written before the consonant after which it is 

pronounced;—e. g. ki. Originally both I and 1 were written as 

curves to the left and the right respectively above the consonant; but 

for the sake of clear distinction were later prolonged with a vertical 

downward stroke, the one on the left, the other on the right. 

® Though based, in nearly all cases, on ai and &u respectively, e and o 

are at present, and have been since at least 300 b.c,, pronounced like 

the simple long vowels 5 and o in most European languages. 

* Though etymologically representating ai and au, ai and au are at 

present, and have been since at least 300 B.c., pronounced as ai and ilu. 

® The medial forms of the vowels are in combination with consonants;— 

e.g. ^ k, written as follows; ^ ka, ka, ki, ki, ^ ku. 
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6. The fallowing table contains a complete classification (known 

fo Piinini) of all the sounds of the Devanagarl alphabet according 

to the organs of speech employed in their articulation. 

llajrl 
i'teiiues). 

Hard 
a-vpirates. 

Soft 
(media?). 

Soft 
aspirates. 

(Soft) 
iiasal.t. 

(Soft) 
semi¬ 
vowels. 

Hard 
spirants. 

Soft 
Vowels 

Short, Long. Diphthongs. 

Gutturals ^ k-h ^ g tig-b : h^ If e ai 

Palatals ^ ^ c c-h ^ j Us T'‘ i 

Cerebrals ^ Z t Z t-h ^ <1 S <l-h XJT n T r ^ f f 

Dentals cT t ^ t-h Vf cl-h 1 ^s 

Labials ^ P TJ p-h ^ b H l.-h m ^ V : h^ ^ u ^ u , W 0 an 

5 kii, If kr^ ^ kr, ^ kl,^ ke, ejj kai, ko, kau. In com- 
^ g ' 02 ' 
bination with r, fi and u are written at the side instead of below : 

^ ni, ^ ru. 

' The palatals, being largely derived from original gutturals under 

the influence of palatal vowels, were transliterated liy Max Muller with 

italicized gutturals. 

This term is a translation of the old native Sanskrit word murdham/a, 

‘produced in the head’ {mardlian), i. e. on the roof or highest point 

of the mouth, which is nearest the upper part of the head. This class 

of sounds has also often been called linguals (since Bopp). They 

are as a rule derived from original dentals under the influence of a 

neighbouring cerebral s or r sound. 

5 ^ h is not a semivowel, but the soft breathing coiresponding to 

the guttural vowel ^ a, which, unlike the other simple vowels, has 

no semivowel of its own. It is identical with the second half of the 

soft aspirates g-h, &c. 

* 1 h (Visarga) the hard breathing, corresponding to the second half 

of the hard aspirates k-h, &c., is regularly used at the end of a word 

in pausd for s or r,and before hard gutturals and labials. In the latter 

case modifications of it called Jihvamuliya (‘formed at the root of the 

tongue’), a guttural spirant ( = Germ. ch), and Upadhmaniya (‘on- 

breathing’), the bilabial spirant y, were formerly employed, but have 

become obsolete. They were both written X. 

^ It is important to note that in the above table only the letters in 
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7. Auusvara (‘ after-sound ’), the unmodified nasal following 

a vowel and differing from the nasals given in column 5, is written 

wdth a dot above the letter which it follows;—e.g. ^ kani. Before 

^^1 it is sometimes written —e.g. ^ kam. Its proper place was 

originally before the sibilants and ^ h, whence its use extended. 

From AnussTira i.s sometimes distinguished Anuna.sika (' accom¬ 

panied by a nasal’), the nasalized vowel. 

8. In writing the Devanagarl alphabet, the distinctive portion 

of each letter is wuitten first, then the perpendicular, and lastly 

the horizontal line^;—e.g. r, d, fl ta. 

9. Consonants to be pronounced without any vowel after them, 

are marked below with a stroke slanting from left to right, called 

Virama (‘ stop ’). Thus ak must be written 

The only marks of punctviation are the sign | at the end of a 

half-verse or sentence, and the sign || at tlio end of a verse or 

paragia ph. 

The elision of ^ a at the beginning of a word is marked in 

European editions with the sign ^ called Avagraha (‘ se])ara- 

tion ’); —c. te ’pi for^ te api. 

All abbreviation is indicated by the sign ®; thus gat am, 

(ga) -tena. 

10. AVhen the five nasals are followed by consonants of their 

own class within a word, they are often, to save trouble, incor¬ 

rectly replaced by the sign for Auusvara :—e. g. arukita 

for ahkita ; kariipita for kampita. In the 

same w'ay final Jl^in at the end of a sentence is often wrongly 

w'ritten with Anusvara ; thus aharii for aliain. In both 

cases the pronunciation remains unaffected by the substitution. 

columns i, 2, :inj 7 are hard (surd, voiceless), while all the rest are soft 

(sonant, voiced). 

’ This was not originally an essential clement in the letter, but 

represents a part of the line below which the character.* were written. 
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11. If a consonant is followed immediately hr one or more 

consonants they are all written in a group;—e.g. atka; 

kartsnya. The general principle followed in the formation 

of these conjunct consonants, is to drop the periiendicular and 

horizontal lines except in the last letter. Most of these combina¬ 

tions, with the exception of those transliterated with thick type in 

the subjoined list, may be recognized without difficulty. 

12. The following are the most noticeable modifications of 

simple consonants when written in conjunction with others:— 

1. The component parts are indistinguishable in ? or ^ jBa = 

^ ; and in or ksa=e^ -b^. 

2, A horizontal line is sometimes substituted for the distinctive 

portion of ?[ t and for the loop of cfi k ;—e.g. tta = f^ 

4-71: W kta = ^4-7f. 

3. is often written ^ when followed by a consonant or by 

the vowels u or f ;—e.g. sc;i, ^ su, sf. 

4. r following a consonant is written with a short oblicjue 

stroke from right to left at the foot of the letter;—e.g. 

^ kra, ^ dra, ^ stra, "P?! ntrya. 

r preceding a consonant or the vowel ^ r is Avritten 

Avith placed at the top of the letter before Avhich it is to 

be sounded;—e.g.arka, varsma; nirrtib. 

This sign for is irlaced to the right of any other marks at 
•«». •f' 

the top of the same letter;—e.g. arkendu. 

List of Compound Consonants. 

13- ^ k-ka,^ k-kha, k-ca, ^ k-iia, W k-ta, ^ k-t-ya, 

^ k-t-ra, ^ k-t-r-ya, ^ k-t-va, ^ k-na, ^ k-n-ya, ^ k-ma, 

^ k-ya, ^ or k-ra, ^ or ^ k-r-ya, ^ k-la, ^ k-va, 

cW k-v-ya, or ^ k-sa, k-s-ma, k-s-ya, k-s-A'a.— 
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kh-ya, ^ kli-ra.—g-ya, g-ra, 731 g-i’-ya.—^ gh-na, 

^ gli-n-ya, ^ gh-ma, ^ gh-j'a, lET gh-ra.—^ n-ka, ^ n-k-ta, 

^ 11-k-t-ya, ^ n-k-ya, ^ h-k-sa, ^ n-k-s-va, ^ n-kha, 

^ n-kh-ya,^h-ga, ^ n-g-ya, ^ n-gha,^ ii-gh-ya, ^ fi-gh-ra, 

n-iia, ^ n-na, ^ fi-ma, ^ n-ya. 

c-ca, c-cha, 'SIf c-cli-ra, ^ c-fla, ^ c-ma, ^ c-ya.— 

10 ch-ya, ^ ch-ra.—j-ja, j-jha, ^ ov j*na, ^ j-n-ya, 

50 j-ma, 5llj-ya,^j-ra,^ j-va.—0 il-ca,^ fi-c-ma, ^ il-c-ya, 

5^ fi-cha, ^ n-ja, n-j-ya. 

f t-ta, ^ t-ya. —th-ya. ^ th-ra.—^ d-ga, ^ d-g-ya, 

^ d-gha, ^ d-gh-ra, 'fj d-ma, ^ d-ya—ST dh-ya, ^ dh-ia.— 

n-ta, T!5 n-tha,‘lTg' n-da, TTSJn-d-ya, n-d-ra, n-d-r-ya, 

n-dlia, ^ u>na, n-ma, T0 n-j-a, n-va. 

t-ka, t-k-ia, ^ t-ta, ^ t-t-ya, ^ t-t-ra, t-t-va, 

€0 t-tha, t-na, fi?I t-n-ya, f0 t-pa, 70 t-p-ra, <0 t-ma, 

rm t-m-ya, 51 t-ya, W or 0 t-ra, ^ t-r-ya, ^ t-va, <0 t -sa, 

t-s-ua, 700 t-s-n-ya.—70 th-ya.—sf d-ga, ^ d-g-ra, ^ d-gha, 

^ d-gh-ra, ^ d-da, ^ d-d-ya, ^ d-dha, 31 d-dh-ya, 3" d-na, 

IC d-ba, ^ d-bha, 31 d-bh-ya, ^ d-nia, ^ d-ya,^ d-ra, 31 d-r-ya, 

^ d-va, SI d-v-ya.— ’0dh -ua, VI dh-u-ya, 70 dh-tna, 70 dh-ya, 

W dh -ra, dh-r-ya, 70 dh-va.— n-ta, *51 n-t-ya, "T? u-t-ra, 

ii-da, ^ n-d-ra, *71 n-dha, 5y n-dh-ra, 0 n-na, ^ n-pa, 

50 n-p-ra, *0 n-ma, 50 n-ya, 0 n-ra, 50 n-sa. 

0 p-ta, ^ p-t-ya, 0 p-na, tCf p-pa, m p-ma, T0 p-ya, 0 p-ra, 

0 p-la, 70 p-va, 70 p-sa, 7^ p-s-va.—^ b-gha, ^ b-ja, 

^ b-da, 30 b-dha, ^ b-na, ^ b-ba, ^ b-bha, b-bh-ya, 

50 b -ya, 0 b-ra, ^ b-va.— 5^ bb -na, 50 bb-ya, 5^ bh-ra, 

50 bb-va.—50 m-na, 50 m-pa, 50 m-p-ra, 50 m-ba, 01 m-bha, 

WT m-nia, 50 in-ya, 50 in-ra, m-la, 50 m-va. 
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^ y-ya, ^ y-va.—^ 1-ka, ^ 1-pa, ^ 1-ma, ^ 1-ya, IT 1-la, 

^ 1-va, ^ 1-ha.—^ v-na, oJI v-ya, W v-ra, ^ v-va. 

^ s-ca, ^ s-c-ya, ^ s-na, ?iT s'-ya, ^ s'-ra, ^ s-r-ya, ^ s-la, 

’9' s'-va, ^51 s-v-ya, ^ s-sa.—'5 s-ta, ^ ?-t-ya, ^ s-t-ra, 

^ 8-t-r-ya, ^ s-t-va, ? s-tha, s-na, ISTlJf s-n-ya, ^ s-pa, 

m s-p-ia, s-ma, ^ s-ya, s-va.—s-ka, ^ s-kha, 

^ s-ta, ^ s-t-ya, ^ s-t-ra, ^ s-t-va, ^ s-tha, ^ s-na, 

s-n-ya, ^ s-pa, ^ s-pha, ^ s-ma, ^ s-m-ya, ^ s-ya, 

^ s-ra, ^ s-va, W s-sa. 

-na, ^ h-na, ^ h-ma, ^ h-ya, 5 h-ra, h-la, ^ h-va. 

14. The numerical figures in Sanskrit are— 

1234567890 

These figures were borrowed from the Indians hy the Arabs, 

who introduced them into Europe. 

Pronunciation. 

15- The following nxles should he noted :— 

1. The vowels are pronounced as in Italian. The short ^ a, 

however, has rather the sound of the so-called neutral vowel 

in English, like the u in ‘ hut.’ It had this sound (in 

Sanskrit samvrta, ‘closed’) at least as early as 300 B.c. 

2. The aspiration of the consonants should be heard distinctly. 

Thus ^IT=k-h in ‘ink-horn’; ’BT = t-h in ‘pot-house’; 

tT5=p-h in ‘ topheavy’; ^=g-h in ‘loghouse’; ’5sT=d-b in 

‘ madliouse ’; 3T = b-h in ‘ Hobhouse.’ 

3. The guttural ^ h has the sound of ng in ‘ king.’ 

4. The palatals ^ c and ^ j have the sound of ch in ‘church,’ 

and of j in ‘ join.’ 
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The cerebrals are pronounced similarly to the so-called dentals 

t, d, n in English, the tongue being, however, turned rather 

further back against the roof of the mouth. 

6. The dentals in Sanskrit are at the present day pronounced 

as inter-dentals, being produced by bringing the tip of the 

tongue against the very edge of the front teeth. In the 

days of the ancient Indian phoneticians they were pro¬ 

nounced as post-dentals, being produced at the back of the 

upper front teeth. 

7* The dental ^ s sounds like s in ‘sin,’ the cerebral ^s like 

sh in ‘shun’; while the palatal T[^^s is produced midway 

between the two, being the sibilant pronounced in the same 

place as the spirant in the German ‘ ich.’ 

8. The Visarga, being a final hard breathing, is in India generally 

pronounced as a hard h, followed by a short echo of the 

preceding vowel. 

9- ‘i’he Anusvara, being a pure nasal unmodified by any stop, is 

sounded like n in the French ‘bon.’ 

10. Since about the beginning of our era Sanskrit has been pro¬ 

nounced with a stress accent (instead of the earlier musical 

accent) much in the same way as liatin. Thus the stress is 

laid on a long penultimate (Kalidasa), on the antepenulti¬ 

mate when followed by a short syllable (Himalaya), and on 

the fourth from the end when two short syllables follow 

(karayati). 
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CHAPTER II 

RULES OF SANDHI OR EUPHONIC COMBINATION 

OF LETTERS 

l6. In Sanskrit every sentence is treated as one unbroken 

chain of sjdlables. The coalescence of final and initial letters is 

called Sandhi (‘putting together.’). The rules of Sandhi are 

hasedchiefly outhe avoidance of hiatns andon assimilation. 

The absence of Sandhi is in many cases sufficient to mark the 

stops which in other languages have to be marked by punctuation. 

Though both are based on the same phonetic principles, it is 

essential, in order to avoid confusion, to distinguish eztelrnal 

Sandhi, which determines the changes of final and initial letters 

of words, from internal Sandhi, which applies to the final 

letters of verbal roots and nominal stems when followed by certain 

suffixes or terminations. 

a. The rules of external Sandhi apply, with few exceptions 

(which are survivals of an earlier stage of external Sandhi), to 

words forming compounds, and to the final letters of nominal 

stems before the Pada or middle case-endings bhyam, 

bhis, bhyas, ^ su (71)1 or before secondary (182, 2) 

suffixes beginning with any consonant except ^^y. 

A. External Sandhi. 

Classification of Vowels. 

17- Vowels are divided into— 

A. I. Simple vowels: ^a,'^a; T,’\, ^u, ^u; tJJ. 

2. Guna vowels: a; TJe; ^0; ^T^ar; '^J^^al. 

3. Vrddhi vowels: "^a: ^ ai; Wan; W^ar^. 

‘ The Vrildhi form of ^ ] (which would be al; does not occur. 
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a. Guna ( secondary form’) is the strengthening of the simple 

vowels hy a jireceding ^ a (which leaves ^ a itself un¬ 

changed); Yrddhi ( increase’) is the further strengthening 

of Guna vowels hj" means of another a 

B. I. Vowels which are liable to be changed into semivowels : ^i, 

^ I; ^ u, ^ ii: ^ r, f, and the diphthongs (the 

latter half of which is i or ^ u): li'quul vowels. 

2. Those which are not; ^ a, ii. 

Combination of Final and Initial Vowels. 

18. If the same simple vowel (short or long) occurs at the end 

and beginning of words, the result is a long vowel;—e.g. 

sa api Iksate l)econies saplksate ; 

kimtu udeti becomes kiintiideti ; kartr rju 

becomes kartrju. 

19. a and a— 

a. coalesce with a following simple licpiid vowel to Guna;—e. g. 

tava iudrah = rr%^: tavendrah ; sa 

uktva = soktva ; sil rddhih = 

sarddhih. 

b. coalesce with Guna vowels to Vrddhi; — 0. g. tava 

eva = tavaiva ; w[ sa osadhiIji = 

sausadhih. 

c. are absorbed by Vrddhi vowels ; — e. g. sa 

autsukyavatl sautsukyavat). 

' In this vowel gradation, as Comparative Philology shows, the Guna 
vowel represents the normal stage, from which the simple vowel was 

reduced by loss of accent, while Vrddhi is a lengthened variety of Guna. 
The reduction of the syllables ya, va, ra (which are parallel with the 

Guna stage) to the corresponding vowels i, u, r is termed Samprasarana 

(‘distraction ’), 
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30. A simple liquid vowel followed by any other vowel or by 

a diphthong is changed into its semivowel;—e.g. dadbi 

atra = dadhy atra ; kartr uta = kartr iita; 

madhu iva = madhv iva ; iiadi 

artham = nadyartham. 

21, The Guna vowels TJ[ e and ^ 0- 

a. remain unchanged before ^ a, which is elided ; ^ te 

api = te ’pi; so api = so ’pi. 

b. become ’ll a (through ay and ’H^^av, which drop the 

semivowel) before every other vowel (or diphthong); 

sakhe iha=ll^ sakha iha; T[f^ prabho ehi= 

W T?ff prabha chi. 

22. The Vrddhi vowels ^ ai and ^ au respectively become 

’UT a (through '^H^ay) and av (the semivowel not being 

dropped in this case) before every vowel (or diphthong): 

sriyai arthah= sri\Li arthal.i; tau iti= 

tav iti. 

a. The (secondary) hiatus occasioned by the drojipiug of U^y 

and ^^v in the above three cases (216 and 22) remains. 

Irregular Vowel Sandhi. 

23- Vrddhi instead of Guna results from the contraction of— 

a. a preposition ending in H a or HT a with a verb beginning 

with ^ r;—e.g. ’3X1 upa rsati = 3m^fd uparsati; 

a rcchati = arcchati. 

b. the preposition V pra with the perfect participle passive 313 

udha (from vah, ‘carry’): 1:^3 praudha, ‘lifted up.’ 

c. the augment H a with au initial vowel;—e.g. ^ a 

uuat = auuat, ‘he wetted’ (from 3^ ucl, ‘wet’). 
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Absence of Vowel Sandhi. 

24. Intei'jectional particles consisting of or ending in vowels, 

such as a, ^ i, ^ 11, ^ he, aho, are not liable to Sandhi: 

i indra, ‘ 0 India ’; ^ evam, ‘ is it so indeed ? ’ 

aho apehi, ‘ Oh, go away.’ 

25- The vowels ^ u, 1J e, when dual terminations, nominal 

or verbal, remain unchanged before vowels a not being elided 

after this dual Tf e); they are called Pragrhya (‘ separate ’). The 

final of Wt ami, a nom.plui al (of the pronoun wl- asau, 112), 

is treated in the same Avay. 

E.g. kavT imau, ‘ these two poets sadhu 

imau, ‘these two merchants’; vidye ime, ‘ these two 

sciences’; -il^+pyacete artham, ‘they two ask for money’; 

■41 '41^11 ami asvali, ‘ those horses.’ 

26. In the Epics, the law-books, and other works not strictly 

conforming to the classical standard, vowel Sandhi is seldom 

applied between the first and second line (Pada) of a hemistich. 

Combination of Final and Initial Consonants. 

27. The rules of Sandhi are only applicable after the final con¬ 

sonant of a word has been reduced to one of the eight allowable 

(actually occurring) consonants at the end of a word in pmisd,\iz.: 

^ k, 31, ct,t, 

^ fi, •t^n, J^m 
and ; (Visarga). 

The thirty-four consonants given in the table (6) are reduced 

to these eight, as follows: 

A final must be hard and unaspirated, the palatals (including 

s') and ^ h are replaced by ^ k or ^ t (“S^^n by ^ n), \s 

by ^ t, ^s and '^r by Tisarga, while TH^n, ^y, 1, and ^^v do 
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not occur. Thus the second, third, and fourth columns, as well as 

the second line (the palatals), disappear entirely, leaving only 

four tenues in the first, three nasals in the fifth, and Visarga 

alone in the sixth and seventh. 

28. No word may end in more than one consonant, except 

when r precedes a final ^ k, ^ t, t^t, ^p, which is radical (or 

substituted for a radical) and not a suffix. In the case of all 

other combinations the final letter or letters must lie dropped till 

only one, in the form allowable as a final, remains. Thus 

bhavant-s becomes bhavan, ‘being ’; abibhar-t= 

abibhah, ‘ho carried t is a suffix; r must become 

Yisarga); but urk, ‘ strengtlr ’ (^ k substituted for radical 

amart, ‘ he wiped,’ from mrj (^ t sirbstituted 

for radical ^J). 

Classiflcatiou of Consonants. 

29. Place or organ of articulation. 

1. The throat, the palate, the roof of the mouth, tlie teeth, the 

lips, and the nose are called the places or organs of 

articulation. 

2. By contact between the tongue and tlie four ])laces—throat, 

palate, roof, teeth—the guttural, palatal, cerebral, and 

dental consonants are formed.. Labial consonants are 

formed by contact between the lips. 

3. In forming the nasals of the five classes, the breath partially 

passes through the nose while the tongue or the lips are in 

the position for articulating the corresponding tenuis. The 

real Anusvara is formed in the nose only, while the tongue 

is in the position for forming the particular vowel which tlie 

Anusvilra accompanies. 
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4- The semivowels ^ y, r, ^ 1, ^ v are palatal, cerebral, 

deutal, aucl labial respectively. They are described by the 

old ludian grammarians as produced by partial or imperfect 

contact of the tongue with the organ of articulation, ^ 1 

often interchanges with or is derived from r. 

5* The three sibilants are hard spirants produced by partial 

contact of the tongue with the. palate, roof, and teeth 

respectively. Sanskrit has not preserved any of the 

corresponding soft sibilants (English z, French _/). 

6. ^ h and I h are respectively soft and hard spirants produced 

w'ithout any contact, and articulated in the position of the 

vowel which precedes or follows. ^ h, corresponding to 

the second half of the soft aspirates g-h, j-h, d-h, b-h, from 

which it is in fact derived, occurs only before soft letters. 

Visarga, corresponding to the second half of the hard 

aspirates (k-h, &c.), occurs only after vowels and before 

certain hard consonants. In India Visarga is usually 

articulated as a hard h, followed by a very short echo of the 

preceding vowel;—e.g.kah=kah^kavih=kavih‘; 

^^5 rtuh=rtuh“. 

30. Quality of consonants. 

Consonants are— 

1. either hard (surd, voiceless): columns i. 2, 7 in the table, 

P-4; 

or soft (sonant, voiced): all the rest (columns 3, 4, 5, 6) and 

Anusvara (besides all the vowels and diphthongs). 

2. either aspirated : columns 2, 4, 7, besides ^ h (in 6); 

or unaspirated; all the rest. 

Hence the change of to ^ k is a change of place (palatal 

to guttural), and that of ^ c to is a change of quality (hard 

to soft); while the change of ^ c to (hard palatal to soft 
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guttural), or of to (hard dental to soft palatal) is one of 

both place and qualitj'. 

31. It is essential to remember that consonant Sandhi cannot 

be applied till finals have been reduced to one of the eight allow¬ 

able letters (27). The latter are then modified without reference to 

their etymological value (except partially in the case of Visarga). 

Only six of these finals occur at all frequently, viz. ^ k, r^t, ^I^n, 

tl^p, m, and Visarga. The changes which final consonants 

undergo are most conveniently treated with reference to (I) their 

quality, (II) their place or organ. 

I. Changes of Qnality. 

32. Final consonants must be soft before soft initials, and hard 

before hard initials. 

a. This rule affects only the five final hard consonants (^ k, 

^ t, t, p, and I h), the nasals (6; 36) not being liable to 

changes of quality (but two of them, •I_n,J^m, are liable to changes 

of place, like the two hard sounds cl^t and Visarga : 37). 

Hence final ^ k, ^ t, t, p before sonants become ^^g, 

d, d, ^^b respectively ;—e.g. 

samyag uktam, ‘ well said ’ : dig-gajab, 

‘ world-elephant. parivrad 

ayam, ‘he (is) a mendicant 

parivrad gacchati, ‘the mendicant goes. 

sarid atra, ‘the river here mahad-dhanuh, 

‘a large bow.’—kakub atra, ‘a region 

here ’; HI ab-jafi, ‘ born in water.’ 

33- ^ k, z t, <t.t, t(^p, when followed by initial or 

may, and in practice almost invariably do, become the correspond¬ 

ing nasals ^ n, n, •t.n, ?^m ;~e.g. = or 
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dig-nagali or din-uaga\i, ‘ world-elephant ’ ; 

= or I^♦ 33<g&d,»u3itli&^ or j9.gan-n3.th{Al^, 

‘ lord of the ^vorld ’; ZUW* = WTT^Jt san-inasah, ‘ period 

of six months ’ ; ^: = 3rr^: prah-mukha^i, ‘ facing 

the east.’ 

34- Final t before ^^1 becomes ^ 1 (through ^ d) ;—e.g. 

^afc|*^z=:?f@3bIP(^tal lahdham, ‘ that is taken.’ 

35. Since the nasals have no corresponding hard letters, they 

remain unchanged in quality before hard letters ; but in several 

cases a sibilant (after n) or cognate hard letter (after ^ n or 

^ fi) is inserted between the two. An original palatal ^ n or 

cerebral n never occurs as a final letter (27). The guttural 

^ n, which is rare as a final, remains unchanged in that position, 

but ^ k may be inserted after it before the three sibilants ;—e. g. 

■RTT prah sete or ITT^ ^ prank sete, * he lies eastward.’ 

Final is liable to change before all consonants (42). Final 

dental ^n remains unchanged before most letters, but is modified 

before all palatals and cerebrals (except IJ^s), before the hard 

dentals c[^t and ^^th, and before the semivowel ^ 1. Its treat¬ 

ment requires a somewhat detailed statement. 

36. A. The dental nasal •l.n remains unchanged— 

1. before vowels (cp. 52);—e.g. <TT^ tan uvaca,‘he spoke 

to them.’ 

2. before all gutturals, k, kh, ^g, ^gh, as well as ^ h ;— 

e g. buddhiman ko ’pi, ‘ a certain wise 

man ’; tan hatva, ‘ having slain them.’ 

3. before all the labials, P. ^ ph, ^^b, JT^bh, m;—e.g. 

TJfTT*!, etan pasan, ‘ these Imnds ’ ; *1*1 

bandhavan mama, my relatives.’ 

4. before the soft dentals ^ d, ^ dh, "f^n ;—e.g. l*V 

c 
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matsyau dhatta, ‘ put the fish rajaputiau 

uayati, ‘ he leads the princes.’ 

5. before the semivowels r, ^v;—e.g. 

hamsan raksati, ‘ he protects the geese.’ 

6. before the cerebral and the dental ^ s, but before the 

latter a transitional f^^t may be inserted ;—e. g. ffT^ 

tan sat, ‘ those six ’; ffT^ tan sahate or 

tant sahate, ‘ he endures them.’ 

B. The dental nasal •l.n is changed— 

1. before the hard palatal ^c and ^ch; cerebral ^ t and "S th; 

dental and ^^th, to Anusvara, a palatal ^s', a cerebral 

s, a dental ^ s being respectively interposed ^ ;—e. g. 

^^*1. ^ hasan cakara = hasams cakara, he 

did it laughing’; M1I*1^pas'an chettum = 

pasams chettum, * to cut the bonds 

calan tittibhah = calams tittibhah, * a moving 

sandpiper ’ ; patan taruh = patams 

taruh, ‘ a falling tree.’ 

2. before the soft palatals ?J^jh, and the palatal sibilant 

^s', to palatal ^ 3 (40). 

3. before the soft cerebrals ^ d and ^ dh to the cerebral 

(41). 

4. before the semivowel ^ 1 to nasalized ^ 1 written with 

Anusvara in the form of '";-e.g. mahan 

labhah= 41^1® mahat labhah. 

* This seemingly inserted sibilant is really a survival of the Indo- 
European s of the masc. accusative plural (in -ns) and the nominative 

singular (in -ns; cp. 88; 89). In the oldest Vedic period this sibilant appears 

only where it is historically justified, but in Sanskrit its use has been 

extended to the Sandhi of all cases of final n before hard palatals, 

cei-ebrals, and dentals. 
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II. Changes of Place. 

37- Itie only four final consonants liaLle to change of 2)lace 

are the dental and ^n, the labial m, and Visarga. 

a. The dentals become palatal and cerebral before palatals and 

cerebrals respectively. 

b. Visarga and, to a less extent, adapt themselves to the 

organ of the following consonant. 

1. Final c^t. 

38. Final fl^t before palatals (’^c, ^ ch, ^ jh, s') is 

changed to a palatal c or e.g. ffcl, tac ca, 

‘and that’; tac chinatti, ‘he cuts that’; 

taj jaj ate, ‘ that is born ’; = 

tac srnoti, but in practice) tac chrnoti 

‘ he hears that.’ 

39- Final c^^t before H t, th, ^ d, 5 dh (but not before ^s) 

is changed to a cerebral d or S dh) ;—e.g. TJrTrl, = 

etat thakkurali, ‘the idol of him’; 

tad dayate, ‘ it flies ’ ; tad dhaukate, ‘ it 

approaches.’ 

2. Final •l^n. 

40. Final *1,0 before IJJh, and ^ s“ becomes ^ n ;— 

c. g. = 717^^ tail jayati, ‘ he conquers them ’ ; 

Trrn. 7n»ini^T5i: tan sardulan or 

tan chardulan ‘those tigers.’ 

’ With the further change of the initial s to the corresponding 

aspirate ^ ch, cp. 53. 

^ For the change of •!_ n before the hard palatals c and ^ ch, 

see 36 B I. 
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41. Final before ^ (1,3 (Ib ^ (but not is changed to T!l.n 

e.g. mahan damarab, ‘ a great uproar.’ 

3. Final m. 

42. A. Final remain.s unchanged before vouels;—e.g. 

kim atra, ‘ what (is) here ? ’ 

B. Final in is ehauged to Anusvara before consonants ; 

1. necessarily before semivowels, sibilants, and ^ h;—e.g. TT^l. 

taiir veda, ‘ I know him 

karunam roditi, ‘he cries piteously’; 

moksanr seveta, ‘ one should devote oneself to salva¬ 

tion ’; madhuram hasati, ‘ he 

laughs sweetly.’ 

2. optionally before mutes and the nasals *1.0, J^m" (6, cols. 

1-5), where it may become the class nasal ^ (a change which is 

rarely made in European editions);—e.g. 

(or OfEf) kim karosi (or kin karosi), ‘ what doest 

thou ? ’ (or satrum jahi (or 

s'atrun jahi), ‘ kill the enemy ’; (or 

kim phalam (or kim phalam), ‘what (is) the use? ’ 5^ 

•T^rf^ = *1*1 (or gurum namati (or gurun 

namati), ‘ he salutes the teacher ’; 

(or s'astram mimamsate (or s'astram 

mlmamsate), ‘ he studies the book.’ 

a. This alternative Sandhi of final m is identical with that 

’ On the treatment of *1^ n before the hard cerebrals 3 t, 15 th, and 

^1 s, see 36 A 6 and B i. 

“ initial ^ h, ri,Tn. n do not occur. 

^ This assimilation was the noi inal Sandhi of the Vedic language. 
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of filial II lieforo the soft palatals W j, ^ jh (40), the soft 

coi ohrals ^ d and 5 dh (41), and the dental *t^n ; and with that 

of final t before 11 (33) ; thus e. g. in ^nTPT. ^ 

kiiiitaii iia the first word may represent the acc. jil. niasc. ^T" 

•fTT^kaiitan (36 A 4), the ahl. sing. masc. o|5T«?iXrC. kilntut (33I, 

or the acc. sing. fein. kantain (42 15 2). 

4, Final Visarga. 

43- Visarga is the spirant to which the hard ^s and the cor¬ 

responding soft r are reduced in pansu. If followed by a 

hard letter— 

1. a palatal, cerebral, or dental c, 1^ ch; Z ti ^ th ; f^^t, 

^^th), it is changed to tiie sibilant tf^s, ^s) of the class to 

which the following letter belongs ; — e.g. 

piirnas' candral;, ‘the full moon 

nadyas tlram, ‘the bank of the rivei.’ 

2. a guttural or labial k, kh, p, tR pfi), ii remains 

unchanged ^ ;~e.g. TTffl tatah kamali, ‘ thence love ’; 

nadyah parani, ‘ the ojiposite shore of the river.’ 

3. a sibilant, it remains unchanged or may be assimilated^; — 

e g. suptah s'isuly or the child is asleej)’; 

prathamah sargah or pratliamas sargah, 

‘the first canto.’ 

44. V isarga (excejit when preceded by ^ a or a) if followed 

by a soft letter (consonant or vowel) is changed to r;—e.g. 

<^*1^kavir ayam, ‘this poet’; ^^fd= 

gaur gacchati, ‘the cow walks ’; = 

frfTT vayur vafi, ‘the wind blows.’ 

' Cp. the treatment of "I^n before hard mutes, 36 A 2, 3 ; B i. 

® This assimilation was undoubtedly the original Sandhi, and is 

required )jy some of the ancient Vedic phoneticians. 
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45- 1- 'J' lie final syllable Sh tli'ops itsVisavga before vowels 

or sol't fonsopantse.g. '^T^Tl wr wt asva ami, 

‘those horses’; iigata rsayah, 

the poets have arri\e(l= hata gajah. 

‘the elephants (are) killed': TTTl inii-bhib, instr. 

plur. ofJT'ra: mas, ‘ moon.’ 

2. The final syllable '^1 ah— 

a. drops its Yisarga before vowels except ^ a; — e.g. ^rTl 

Icnta agatab, ‘ vhence come ?' ofj; 

11^1 = 0(5 TJ^: ka esah, ‘ vho (is) he?’ ^1 = ^ 

ka rsih, ‘ who (is) the poet ?’ 

b. before soft consonants and before ^ a, is changed to ^ O. 

after which ^ a is elided (21 a)-.— ^ti: = 

^^rft anlto dlpah. 'the lamp (has been) bronghi 

mauo-bhih, inst. plnr, ‘with minds’; 

naro ’yam, ‘this man.’ 

46. Tlie final syllables ^1 ah and ah, in the few instances^ 

in which the Yisarga represents an etymological r, are not 

subject to the exceptional inle stated in 45. In other words 

^1 ah and '^1 ah, jeverting to ar an ar, in this case 

follow the general rule (44). Thus ^^1 =^*r^fci pnuar api, 

‘even again’: bhratar dehi. ‘brother, 

give’; ir^ = ^lYMl dvar esa, ‘this door.’ 

47- T r followed by r is always dropped, a preceding short 

vowel being lengthened ;—e. g. vidhu 

piinar, ‘ again XTTcT^ pratar, ‘early,’ antar, ‘ within’; 

svar, ‘ heaven, ahar, ‘ day, ’ ^ dvar, ‘ door, var, 

‘ water voc. sing, of nouns in r, as pitar, ‘ father’ (loi) ; 

and some forms of verbs in r, as ajagar, 2. 3. sing, imperf. 

of jagT) ‘awake.’ 
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lujate, ‘the moon shines puna rogi, 

‘ ill again.’ 

48. The ttvo pronouns sah, ‘ that,’ and esah, ‘ this ’ 

(no a), retain Yisarga at the end of a sentence only, but 

become so and eso before ^ a (45, 2 h); — e.g. 5^1 

sa dadati, ‘he gives’; 

sa Indrah,‘that Indra ’; but so ’bhavat, 

‘ he was ’; mrtah sah, ‘ he (is) dead.’ 

49. Ht: bhoh, an irregular contracted vocative (for bhavas, 

used as an interjection) of >14ft hhavat, ‘your honour,’ drops 

its Yisarga before all vowels and soft consonants;—e.g. wt: 

bho isana, ‘ 0 lord ’; >fr: 
bho devah, ‘ 0 gods ’; but jft: 1^: = bhos' chettah, 

‘ O cutter.’ 

a. The same rule applies to the contracted vocative 

bhagob (for bhagavas) from >1*j«||ft^hagavat, ‘adorable one.’ 

50. Nouns ending in radical r (82) retain the r before the 

^ su of the loc. pi.;—e. g..4i ^ + var-su, ‘ in the waters.’ 

a. ahar (91, 2 n.) and svar (indeclinable) retain their 

T! r when compounded with TCTfrT pati ; ahar-patih, 

‘ lord of day,’ svar-patih, ‘ lord of heaven.’ 

Doubling of Consonants. 

51- W ch at the beginning of a word may always be doubled 

after vowels; it must be so after a short vowel and after the 

particles W a and >TT ma;—e.g. fj^ tc^T^T = <T4 tava 

cchaya, ‘thy shade’; ^ acchadayati, 

‘he covers’; >11 >11 ma cchidat,‘let him not 

cut’; but badarT-chaya or badarl- 

cchaya, ‘ shade of jujube trees.’ 
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a. In the body of a word the doubling takes place after all 

vowels: icchati,‘he wishes’; mlecchah,‘barbarian.’ 

52. Final ^ h and n, preceded by a short vowel and 

followed hya«2/ vowel (or diphthong), are doubled;—e.g. 

= Tiwirr^ pratyahfi aste, ‘he sits westv>ard’; 

dhavann asvab, ‘ a running horse ’; but 

kavTn ahvayasva, ‘ call the poets,’ l emains, 

Initial Aspiration. 

53- Initial ^s', not followed by a hard consonant, may be, and 

in practice nearly always is, changed to the corresponding aspirate 

^ cb after c (38) and fi (40)e.g. 

tac chlokena, ‘ by that verse ’; dhavan 

cha'''ah, ‘ a running hare.’ 

a. The same change is allowed after k, 3 t, p, though not 

usually applied; vak-s'atam may become 

vak-chatam, ‘a hundred speeches.’ 

54- Initial ^ h, after softening a preceding ^k, ^t, ?^^t, ^p, 

is changed to the soft aspirate of the preceding letter;—e.g. 

= vag ghi, ‘ for speech’; = tad dhi, 

‘ for that.’ 

55. If^gh, dh, JT^bh, or ^ h are at the end of a (radical) 

syllable beginning with ^^g, ^ d, ^^b, and lose their Aspiration 

as final or otherwise, the initial consonants are aspirated by w'ay 

of compensation^;—e. g. duh, ‘ a milker,’ becomes dhuk; 

^\^budh, ‘wise,’ becomes ^(^^bbut. 

* This is an historical survival of the original initial aspiration of such 

roots, which was lost (both in Greek and Sanskrit) by the operation of 

the later euphonic law that prohibited a syllable beginning and ending 

with an aspirate. Hence when the final aspirate disappeared the initial 

returned. Cp. Gk. nom. 9p[^ ( = 6/)(/c-s), ‘hair,’ beside gen. rpix-it. 
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B. Internal Sandhi. 

56. The rules of internal Sandhi apply to the finals of nominal 

and verbal stems before all terminations of declension (except 

those beginning with consonants of the middle stem : 73 a) and 

conjugation, before primary suffixes (182, i),and before secondary 

suffixes (182, 2) beginning with a vowel or ^y. They are best 

acquired by learning paradigms of nouns and verbs first. Many 

of these rules agree with those of external Sandhi j the most 

important of those which differ from external Sandhi are hei'e 

added. 

Final Vowels. 

57- In many cases before a vowel (and even the same vowel) 

i and are changed to u and u to uv ; 

to ir (cp. 18 and 20);—e.g. dhl + ^i = f%rf^ dhiy-i, loc. 

sing., ‘ in thought bhuv-i, ‘ on earth 

yu-yu + uly= yu-yuv-uh, ‘they have joined’; ^ 

gr + ati = gir-ati, ‘ he swallows.’ 

58. Final ^ r before consonant terminations is changed to 

Ir, after labials to ur; while ^ y (after a single con¬ 

sonant) before 'i^^y becomes ri (154, 3); — e.g. ^ gf, passive 

pres. 3. sing. gir-yate, ‘ is swallowed ’; gir-nali, past 

pass, part., ‘swallowed’; ^ pf, pass. pres. pur-yate, ‘ is 

filled’; past part., pur-nah, ‘filled’; ^ ky, pass. pres. 

kri-3'ate, ‘ is done.’ 

59. e, V ai, ^ o, ^ au are changed before suffixes 

beginning with vowels or ^ y to ^RI_^ay, W^ay, ^p^^av, 

■^RT^^av respectively (21; 22);—e.g. ^-f nay-ana, 

‘eye’; ray-e, ‘ for wealth ^ + T? = 3T% gav e, 

‘ for a COW' nav-ah, ‘ ships ’; 3i^-f^: = TO 

gav-yah, ‘ relating to cows.’ 
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Final Consonants. 

60. The most notable divergence from external Sandhi is the 

nnchangeahleness of the final consonants (cp. 32) of verbal and 

nominal stems before terminations beginning with vowels, semi¬ 

vowels, and nasals^ (while before other letters they usually follow 

the rules of external Sandhi);—e.g. TTTW* pranc-ah, ‘eastern’; 

vac-ani, ‘ let me speak,’ vac-ya, ‘ to be spoken,’ 

vac-mi, ‘ I speak ’; but vak-ti, ‘he speaks.’ 

61. Nominal or verbal stems ending in consonants, and followed 

by terminations consisting of a single consonant, drop the ter¬ 

mination altogether, two consonants not being tolerated at the 

end of a word (28). The final consonant which remains is then 

treated according to the rules of external Sandhi. Thus irr^+ 

^praiic-fs, nom. sing., ‘eastern,’ becomes prafi (the ^s 

being first dropped, the jjalatals being changed to gutturals by 

27, and the ^ k being then dropped by 28); similarly 

ci; a-doh-|-t = '?nfr^ a-dhok (55), 3. sing, imperf., ‘he milked.’ 

62. Aspirates followed by any letters except vowels, semi¬ 

vowels or nasals (60) lose their aspiration ;—e.g. 

rundh-f dhve =’e| rund-dhve ‘ you obstruct ^H,+ % labh-f 

sye = W^ lap-sye, ‘l shall take’; but yudh-i, ‘ in battle,’ 

lobh-yah, ‘ to be desired.’ 

^ ^ d is assimilated before the primary suffix ^ -na;—e.g. in 

an-na, ‘ food ’ (for ad-na); and t, ^ d before the secondary suffixes 

mat and maya;—e.g. vidyun-mat, ‘ accompanied 

by lightning’ (vidyut), and mm-maya, ‘ consisting of clay ’ 

(mrd). 

’“For Sanskrit tolerates two aspirates neither at the beginning and 

end of the same syllable, nor at the end of one and the beginning of 
the next. 
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a. A lost soft aspirate is, if possible, thrown liack before V^^dhv 

(not dbi),>^ bb, ^s, according to TjoJ—e g. a-bhud- 

dbvani, ‘ you observed, ’ bhud -bbih, inst. pliir,, ^7^ bhut- 

su, loc. plur., but dug-dhi, 2. sing, iniper., ‘milk.’ 

b. But it is thrown forward on a following t^t and ^tb wbieh 

are softened;—e.g.labhd-tah=:^3fcB lab-dhab,‘ taken ’; 

ruudbd-tbah = '^^; rund-dhab, ‘you two obstruct’; 

bandb+tumz= band-dlxum, ‘to bind.’ 

63. Palatals, a.While ^c regularly becomes guttural before 

consonants (cp. 61; 27 ; 6, x.i), in some cases (the majority) 

becomes guttural k, ^g)^, in others cerebral t, d, ^s);— 

e.g. ^3^ uk-ta, ‘ spoken ' (from vac); yuk-ta, ‘joined ’ 

(from g^^yuj); ^TXJI rug-na, ‘broken’ (from ruj; cp. 65); 

butX^T^rat, nom. sing, ‘king’ (for T^W^+^raj + mrd- 

dhi, 2.siug.imper.‘Avipe’ (from ^pf^mrj); riis-tra, ‘kingdom ’ 

(from '^^r^raj ; cp. 64). 

b. ^s', before \ij^dh, the middle terminations (73 a) and the nom. 

^s, usually becomes ^ t or ^ d (sometimes ^ k or ^g); before 

fl^^t, ^th, it always becomes ISI^s (cp. 64), and before the ^s of 

the future and of other conjugational forms, always k;—e.g. 

from vis we get vit -su, ‘in the settlers ’; vis-ta, 

‘ entered vek-syami (cp. 67), ‘l shall enter.’ 

c. ^ c and W j (not ^ s') palatalize a following n ;—e. g. 

^1^+^ yac+na=^nWT yac-na, ‘ request ’; ^JW^+*Tyaj+na= 

.yaj-na, ‘sacrifice’; but IIpras'-na, ‘question.’ 

* Except in the case of the root \i(T <lh.a, ‘place,’ which has (according 

to the analogy of o) dhat before t and th (see below, 134, 

third class, i). 

j regularly becomes ^ k before a conjugational ^ s (cp. 144,4). 
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d. The ^ ch of the root prach, ‘ask,’ is treated like ^s : 

^ prS-ta, ‘asked,’ IT^TTf^ iwak-syanii, ‘I shall ask,’ pras- 

na, ‘ question.’ (In external Sandhi, i.e. when final, and before 

middle terminations, it becomes "Z t.) 

64. Cerebrals change following dentals to cerebrals (cp. 39);— 

e.g. is-fta = is-ta, ‘ wished ’; dvis + dhi=; 

dvid-dhi, ‘hate sat+nam = wr»i san-nam 

(cp. 33), ‘of six,’ 

a. While the cerebral sibilant '^^s regularly becomes a cerebral 

(Z t or ^ d) in declension (cp. 80), and before ^dh in conjuga¬ 

tion, it regularly becomes ^ k before an ^ s in conjugation (cp. 

63?) and 67); dvek-si, ‘tbou hatest,’ from dvis. 

65. Change of dental ^ n to cerebral T!t. ?: 

A preceding cerebral ^ r, '^f, r, ^ s (even thougb a vowel, 

a guttural, a labial, ^^v, ^ h, or Anusvara intervene) changes 

a dental «l^n (followed by a vowel or «^^n, ?^m, ^y, ^ v) to 

cerebral n;—e. g. *11^= nr-nam, of men ’; 

kar-nah, ‘ ear dus-anam, ‘abuse’ (a vowel intervenes); 

brmh-anam, ‘ nourishing ’ (Anusvara, ^ h, vowel); 

arkena, ‘by the sun’ (guttural and vow'el); ksip-nuh, 

‘ throwing’ (vowel and labial); premna,‘bylove’ (diphthong 

and labial); brahman-yah,‘ kind to Brahmins ’ (vowel, ^ h, 

labial, vowel; «^^n followed by ^y); ni>an-nah, ‘ seated ’ 

(5^^n followed by ’^n, which is itself assimilated to T![.n) : 

pi-ayena, ‘generally’ (vowel, ^_^y, vowel). 

But '^'4arc-anam,‘worship’ (palatal intervenes); 

arnavena, ‘by the ocean’ (cerebral intervenes); ardhena, 

‘ by half’ (dental intervenes); kurvanti, ‘they do’ (*^^0 is 

followed by t); raman, acc. pi., ‘ the Bamas ’ n 

is final). 
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Note,—The niimher of intervening letters, it will be seen from 

the above examples, is not limited. In the word 

ramayana, for instance, five letters (throe vowels, a labial, and a 

semivowel) intervene between the r and the 

Table showing when 5^ n changes to X!ln. 

^ r in spite of intervening vowels, change if followed by 

gutturals (including ^ h), 5T^n vowels. 

labials (including ^v), to •l^n, 5F^,m, 

^y, and Anusvara, 

66. A. The dental — 

1. remains unchanged before ^y anfi ^ v ;—e. g. han- 

yate, ‘is killed ’; ^J^^I^tan-v-an, ‘ stretching.’ 

2. as final of a root becomes Annsvara before ^ s;—e.g. 

* it(fd ji-gham-sa-ti, ‘he wishes to kill’ ban); 

mam-sya-te, ‘ he will think ’ (?T^man) j also when it 

is inserted before ^s or ^(_s in the neuter plural (71 c; 83);— 

e.g. Wfll yasam.s-i, nom. pi. of yasas, ‘fame’; 

havlnis-i, neut. pi. of havis, ‘oblation’ (83). 

B. The dental ^ s— 

1. becomes dental r^^t as the final of roots or nominal stems:— 

a. before the ^ s of the verbal suffixes (future, aorist, desidera- 

tive) in the two roots vas, ‘ dwell,’ and ^EJ^ghas, ‘ eat ’; 

vat-syati, ‘will dwell’ (151 h 3); ^^Irtfld^a-vat- 

slt, ‘ has dwelt ’ (144, i); ji-ghat-sati, ‘ wishes to 

eat ’ (171, 5). 

b. before the endings with initial Ji(^bh or ^s (and in the nom. 
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acc.sing.neut.) of reduplicated perfect stems (89); I 

cakr-vad-bhifi, cakr-vat-su, N.A.n. cakr- 

vat. 

2. disappears— 

a. between mutes;—e.g. a-bliak-ta (for a-bhak-s-ta), 3. 

sing, s-aoi'ist of H^^bhaj, ‘sliare’; cas-te (for cak- 

s-te = original cas-s-te), 3. sing. pres, of ^^^caks, ‘speak.’ 

This loss also occurs when the preposition lul is com¬ 

pounded with the roots stha, ' stand,’ and stambh, 

‘ suiiport —e.g.^WT^ ut-thaya, ‘ standing up 

ut-tambhita, ‘ raised up.’ 

b, before soft dentals ;—e. g. sa-dhi (fur sas-dhi), 2. sing. 

imperat. of IJT^sas, ‘ order ’; also after becoming and 

cerebralizing the following dental;—e.g. a-sto- 

dhvam (for a-sto-s-dhvam), 2. pi. aor. of ^ stu, ‘praise.’ 

67. Change of dental ^ s to cerebral ^ s: 

Preceding vowels except ^ a or a (even though Anusvilra 

or Visarga intervene), as well as ^ k and r, change dental 

^ s (followed by a vowel, t, ^^th, u, ni, ^^v) to 

cerebral tl^s ;—e. g. from sarpis ; sarpis-a, ‘ with 

clarified butter’; sarpTmsi, uom. pi.; sarpihsu, 

loc. pi. (cp. 43, 3); from vac : vak-su, loc. pb, ‘in 

speeches’; from gir : g!r-su (82), loc.pl., ‘in speeches’; 

f^yfd tisthati, ‘stands,’ from ^TT stha, ‘stand’; 

bhavi-syati, ‘will be,’ from ^ bhu, ‘be’; susvapa, ‘he 

slept,’ from svap, ‘ sleep ’; from caksus ; 

caksus-mat, ‘possessing eyes ’; but sarpil,i (final); 

manas-a, ‘ by mind ’ (a precedes); tamis-ram, ‘ dark¬ 

ness ’ (r follows). 
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Table showing when changes to s. 

Vowels except ^ a, W a change if followed by 

(in spite of intervening vowels, 

Anusvara or Visarga), to ci;t, ^^th, 5f,n, 

also ^ k, r, s >» • ^m.^y, ^^v. 

Note.—The rules about the changes of the dental "^^n and ^s 

to the corresponding cerebrals, should be thoroughly acquired, 

since these changes must constantly be made in declension and 

conjugation. 

68. The labial m remains unchanged before ^^y, r, 

^^1 (cp. 6o and 42 B i); but before suffixes beginning with 

it becomes "l^n ;—e.g. kam-yah, ‘desirable,’ TTPET tam-ra, 

‘ copper-coloured,’ am-la, ‘ sour’; but ja-gan-van, 

‘Jiaving gone ’ (from ^IJ^gam, ‘ go ’). 

69. a. The (soft) breathing ^ h before ^ s and, in roots 

beginning with ^ d, before t, ^^th, V^dh also, is treated like 

>5(^gh;—e. g.%^+flr leh-|-si=%f^ lek-si, ‘thou liokest’ (67); 

+ dah-b syati = dhak-syati, ‘he will burn’ 

(55)- ^ + dah4-ta=;^7>|dag-dha,‘burnt ’ (62^); + 

dih -f dhve = dhig -dhve, ‘ ye anoint ’ (62 a). Similarly 

treated are the perf. pass, participles of the roots snih and, 

in one sense, muh : snig-dha, ‘ smooth,’ and 

mug-dha, ‘ foolish.’ 

b. ^ h, in all other roots, is treated like an aspirate cerebral, 

which, after changing a following f[^t, W.^th, tij^dh to ® dh, and 

lengthening a preceding short vowel, is dropped ;—e. g. + 

7Ilih + ta = #5 lidha, ‘ licked -f-7T muh4-ta = 
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mudha, ‘ infatuated.’ Similarly treated are the roots ^ vah and 

sab, but with an apparent irregularity in the vowel: ^3 

ndha ‘ carried ’ (for +• vab + ta); vodbura^, ‘to 

carry ’ (for + vah + turn); sodbum^, ‘ to bear ’ 

(for sab + turn). 

An exception to h is the root nab, in which f h is treated 

as ^ dh : ^ nad-dha, ‘ bound.’ An exception to both a and 

b is the root drh : ^ drdha, ‘ firm ’ (begins with ^ d and 

has a short vowel). 

CHAPTER III 

DECLENSION 

70. Declension, or the inflexion of nominal stems by means 

of endings, is most conveniently treated under the three heads of 

I. nouns (including adjectives); 2. numerals; 3. pronouns. 

In Sanskrit there are— 

a. three genders: masculine, feminine, and neuter; 

b. three numbers: singular, dual, and plural; 

c. eight cases: nominative, vocative, accusative, instru¬ 

mental, dative, ablative, genitive, locative 

^ The syllable ^ va, which is liable to Samprasaraija (p. 11, note l), 

becomes ^ u and is then lengthened. 

“ Here o represents the Indo-Iranian azh, which after cere- 

bralizing and aspirating the following dental becomes o, just as original 

as (through az) becomes 0;—e. g. in mano-bhih : cp. 45 f>. 

^ This is the order of the Hindu grammarians, excepting the vocative, 

which is not regarded by them as a case. It is convenient as the only 

arrangement by which such cases as are identical in form, either in the 

singular, the dual, or the plural, may be grouped together. 
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71. The normal case-endings added to the stem aie the 

following:— 

Singular. 

M. F. N. 

N. 

V. 

A. 

I. 

D. 

Ah. 

G. 

L. 

-a — 

am — 

Wa 

He 

b 

Dual. 

M. F. N, 

I # au t ‘ 

I bhyam 

^t^os 

Plural. 

M, F, N. 

I ^as 

^TO^bhis 

1 bhyas 

•^IH^am 

^ su 

a. The vocative is the same (apart from the accent) as the 

nominative in all numbers except the masc. and fern. sing, of vowel 

stems generally and the masc. sing, of consonant stems in -at, -an, 

-in, -as (cp. ']6a), -yas, -vas. 

b. The nom. acc. sing. neut. has the bare stem excepting the 

words in -a, which add 

c. The nom. voc. acc. plur. neut. before the i insert ^n after 

a vowel stem and before a single final mute or sibilant of a consonant 

stem (modifying the •t_n according to the class of the consonant). 

72. An important distinction in declension (in stems ending in 

^c, H^t, ^n, ^s, and ^r) is that between the strong and 

the weak stem. If the stem has two forms, the strong aud the 

weak stem are distinguished; if it has three forms, strong, 

middle, and weakest are distinguished. 

a. Shifting of accent was the cause of the distinction. The 

stem, having been accented in the strong cases, here naturally 

preserved its full form; but it w'as shortened in the weak cases 

by the accent falling on the endings. For a similar reason the 

last vowel of the strong stem, if long, is regularly shortened in 

o 
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the vocative, because the accent always shifted to the first syllable 

in that case. 

of masculine nouns' 

73- The strong stem appears in the following cases:— 

Nom. voc. acc. sing. 

Nom. voc. acc. dual 

Nom. voc. (not acc.) plur.; 

Nom. voc. acc. plnral only of neuters. 

a. When the stem has three forms, the middle stem appears 

before terminations beginning with a consonant ^ (®W| i+j^-bhyam, 

-bhis, ®Wr^-bhyas, -su); the weakest, before terminations 

beginning with a vowel in the remaining weak cases;—e. g. 

pratyafic-au, nom. dual; inirfTH: pratydg-bhih, inst. plur.; 

pratTc-6^, gen. dual (93). 

b. In neuters with three stems, the nom. voc. acc. sing, are 

middle, the nom. voc. acc. dual, weakest;—e. g. pratydk, 

sing., pratlc-i, dual, ITWfg pratj’dnc-i, plur. (93). The 

other cases are as in the masculine. 

NOUNS. 

74. This declension may conveniently be divided into two 

classes:— 

I. Stems ending in consonants ^:— 

A. unchangeable ; B. changeable. 

* Excepting the stems in ^ r (loi) nearly all nouns with changeable 

stems form their feminine with the suffix (100). 

^ It is practically most convenient to name changeable stems in the 

middle form, since this is also the form in which they appear as prior 

members in compounds. 

’ Some grammars begin with the vowel declension in 'N a (II. A) 

since this contains the majority of all the declined stems in the language. 
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II. Stems ending in vowels:—A. in a and ’^ITa; B. in i 

and ^ n; C. in T and ^ u; D. in ^ r; E. in ai, 

0, an. 

I. A. TTnchaiigea'ble Stems. 

75- The number of these stems is comparatively small, there 

being none ending in guttural or cerebral mutes, and none in 

nasals or semivowels (except r). They are liable to such 

changes only as are required by the rules of Sandhi before the 

consonant terminations (cp. 16 a). Masculines and feminines 

ending in the same consonant are inflected exactly alike ; and 

the neuters differ only in the nom. voc. acc. dual and plural. 

76. The final consonants of the stem retain their original sound 

before vowel terminations (71) ; but when there is no ending 

(nom. sing., the of the m. f. being dropped), and before the 

loc. pi. ^ su, they must be reduced to one of the letters ^ k, 

^ t, <^t, ^I^p or Visarga (27), which respectively become ^g, ^ d, 

^ d, ^b, or r, before the terminations beginning with bh. 

a. The voc. sing. m. f. is the same as the nom. except in stems 

in (derivative) as (83). 

b. Forms of the nom. voc. acc. plur. neut. are extremely rave 

in this declension;—e.g. from ®3TT^^-bhaj, ‘sharing, 

-bhanji; nom. sing. -bhak. 

But for practical reasons it appears preferable to begin with the con¬ 

sonant declension, which adds the normal ending.s (71) without modifi¬ 

cation ; while the wide deviation of the a-declension from these endings 

is apt to confuse the beginner. 

D 2 
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Stems in Dentals. 

77. Paradigm su-hrd, m. ‘friend’ (lit. ‘good-hearted’). 

SINO. 

N.V. 5pfl(su-hrt (27) 

A- su-hrd-am 

sn-hrd-a 

D. 8u-hrd-e 

DUAL. 

-hrd-au 

\ 

giwTR: -hrd-bhyatn 

Ab. 

G. 

L. 

su -hrd-ali 

sn-hrd-i 
-hrd-oh 

PLUR. 

-brd-ah 

-hrd-bbih 

jgiw: -h rd-bhyab 

-hrd-am 

-hi-t-su (32) 

a. In the paradigms of regular nouns with unchangeable stems 

it will be sufficient to remember the nom. sing, and the nom. 

inst. loc. plur.;—e. g. from -jit, ‘ conquering ’ : -jit, 

*f%r7!: -jit-ah, -jid -bhih, -jit-su ; from 

-math, ‘destroying’: -mat, -math-ah, -mad- 

bhih, -mat-su ; from "^>^-vrdh, ‘increasing ’: -^ft, 

“fv: -vrdh-ab, vrd-bhi^i, -vrt-su. 

Stems in Labials. 

STEM. 

kakubb, 

f. ‘ region ’ 

p and bh occur. 

■hrd. 

They are 

NOM. PL. INST. PL. LOC, PL. 

05T,: 

-gup-ab -gub-bhih -gup-su 

kakubh-ah kakub-bbih kakup-su 
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Stems in Palatals. 

79- The palatals (^c, undergo a change of organ 

when final and before consonant terminations (cp. 63). c 

always becomes guttural k or ^ g); ^ j and *l^s nearly always 

become guttural, but sometimes cerebral (Z t or ^ d). 

STEM. NOM. SO. NOM. PL. INST. PL. LOC. PL. 

TTf^: 

f. ‘ speech ’ vak vac-ah vag-bhfli vak-su (67) 

asrj, 

n. ‘ blood ’ asrk asmj-i asrg-bhih dsrk-Su 

^^rnj. 

f. ‘ disease ’ ruk ruj-ah rug-bhih ruk-su 

samraj. WT%: 

m. ‘ sovereign ’ samrat samraj-ah samrad-bhih sam-ratsu 

dis. f^fw: 

f. ‘ cardinal point ’ dik dlsLah dig-bhi^i dik-Sii 

m, ‘settler’ xi% vis-ah vid-bhll.! vi'^-sti 

a. Like vac are declined tvac, f. ‘ skin, rue, f. 

‘ light,’ sruc, f. ‘ ladle'; jala-muc, m. ‘ cloud ’ (lit. 

‘ water-shedding ’). 

b. Like ^^^ruj are declined rtv-ij, m.‘priest’ (lit. 

‘sacrificing in season’), banij, m. ‘merchant,’ 

bhisaj, m. ‘physician’; ^ISl^sraj, f. ‘garland’; also 'dl^^urj, f. 

‘ strength’ (nom. ur k, 28). 

c. Like 1^ samraj is declined MIXsJparivraj, m. 

‘ mendicant.’ 

* Stems in derivative ac are changeable (93). 
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d. Like dis are declined -drs, ‘ seeing, -xsprs, 

‘ touching ’ (at the end of compounds). 

Stems in Cerebrals. 

8o. The only cerebral stems are those in the sibilant t(^s, which 

is naturally changed to cerebral ^ t or ^ d. 

STEM. NOM. SG. NOM. PL. INST. PL. LOC. PL. 

f^^dvi.s. 

m. ‘ enemy ’ dvft dvis-ah dvid-bhih dvit-su 

pra-vrs. TTTf^: 

f. ‘ rainy season ’ pravft pravfs-ah prdvfd-bhih pi-av^-su 

Stems in ^ h. 

8l. Most of the few stems in ^ h change that letter when final 

or before consonant endings to a guttural, but (cp. 69 b) in 

-lib, ‘licking,’ it becomes cerebral, and in upa-nah, 

f. ‘shoe’ (that which is ‘tied on’), dental;— 

STEM. NOM. SG. NOM. PL. INST. PL. LOC. PL. 

-duh. “If* 

‘ milking ’ -dbuk -duh-ah -dhugf-bhih -dhuk-su 

“f f -chuh. ®ff* “wfw: “HI 

‘ injuring’ -dbruk -druh-ab -dbrug-bhih -dbruk-su 

usnih. 

f. ‘ a metre ’ u.snik usnih-ab usnig-bhih usnik-su 

madhu-lih, m. 

‘bee’ (‘honey-licker’) -lit -lih-ab -lid-hhib -lit-su 

upa-nah, 
SM 

f. ‘ shoe ’ npa-nat -nah-ab -nad-bhih -nat-su 
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Stems in T r \ 

82. The ^ r becomes Visarga only when final, that is, in the 

nom. sing, only, remaining before the su of the loc. plur. (50). 

A preceding i or ^ u is lengthened when the r is final or 

followed by a consonant. 

STEM. NOM. SO. NOM, PL. INST. PL. LOC PL. 

dvar. V' ?rn:: 
f. ‘ door ’ dvah dvar-ah dvar-bhliji dvar-su (67) 

gir, 

f. ‘voice’ gxh gir-at gir-bhih 

■ 

gTr-su 

^ Pwr. ti 
f. ‘ town ’ puh pur-ahi pur-bhih pur-su 

Stems in ^s. 

83. These stems consist almost entirely of words formed with 

the derivative suffixes as, us, chiefly neuters. 

They lengthen their final vowel (before the inserted nasal) in the 

nom, voc. acc.-plur. neut. The masculines and feminines are 

nearly all adjective compounds with these stems as their final 

member; those in ^TOi.as lengthen the a in the nom, sing. 

Paradigms: ^Hl^yas-as, n, ‘fame’; hav-is, n. ‘obla¬ 

tion’; -^i^tl^ay-us, n.‘life.’ 

N.V.A. 

yasah 

I. 
yas'as-a 

Singular. 

havih 

ffW 
havis-a (67) 

wg: 
ayu^t 

ayus-a (67) 

* There are no stems in other semivowels. 
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D. 

yas'as-e havis-e ayiis-e 

Ab.G, 

yasas-alj havis-ah ayus-ah 

L. 

yasas-i havis-i ayus-i 

Dual. 

N.V.A. 

yasas-T havis-I ayus-T 

i.D.Ab. ^i^fr>2rni 

yaso-bhyam (45, 2) havir-bhyam (44) ayur-bhyam 

G.L. inr^r: 

ya^s-oh havis-o)> ayns-oh 

Pluhal. 

N.V.A. ^nrtf% 

yas'ams-i (66, 2) havuus-i ayums-i 

I. ^IT^: 

yaso-bhi^i havir-bhih ayur-hhih 

D.Ab. 'mfrwr: wg*?: 

yaso-bhyah havir-bhyah ayur-bhyah 

G. ff^TTPR: ^gm*i 

yasas-am havis-am ayus-am 

L. 

yasah-su havih-su (67) -ayulj-su (67) 

a. 8U-manas, as an adjective, ‘cheerful,’ has in the 

non), sing. masc. sumanah (voc. sumanah), but 

neuter sumanah (but dirghayuh nom. sing, in all 

genders). Similarly angiras, m., usanas, m., 

names of seers, and us-as, f. ‘dawn,’ form the nominatives 

angirah, usdnah (sometimes 1 usdna), and 

usalj. 
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6. a-sis\ f. blessing,’ lengthens its i (like the stems 

ir) in the nom. sing, and before consonants : nom. sing, 

asih; pi. nom. asis-ah, inst. wsfVfir: as'ir-bhih, 

loc. asil^-su. 

c. dos, n. ‘arm,’ is quite regular: nom. sing. dob, 

nom. dual dos-I; inst. ^fi|j dor-bhih, loc. 

doh-su. 

I. B. Ch.augea'ble Stems. 

84. Regular changeable stems end in the dentals c^^t, "t^n, ^s, 

or the palatal ^^cj those in ?^t end in at (also ?Tcl^mat, 

vat)j those in "^^n end in ^^an (also JH«l^man, ^^van) 

or Tn: in (also min, vin); those in s end in 

yas (comparatives) or "4^1, vas (perf. participles active); those in 

^ c end in ac, VFhich is properly a root meaning ‘ to bend.’ 

The stems in ’^at (85-6), in (87),^ yas (88) have two 

forms, strong and weak; those in ^I^au (90-92), 4^vas (89), 

^R’^ac (93) have three, strong, middle, and weakest (73). 

BoTins with. Two Stems. 

85. I. Stems in '^Rr(^at comprise Present and Future 

Participles (156) active (masc. and neiit.)^. The strong stem 

is in ^fnl^ant, the weak in at®; — e.g. til4^*4 ad-ant and 

4|^<4ad-at, ‘eating,’ from ad, ‘to eat’—• 

* Derived not with the suffix is, but from the (weakened) root 

with the prefix '^| a. 

^ On the formation of the feminine stem see 95. 

’ In Latin and Greek the distinction was lost by normalization : gen. 

edentis, fSovTos. 
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Masculine. 

SINGULAR. DUAL. PLURAL. 

N.V. ’^J^addn addiit-au adant-ali 

A. addnt-am ad^nt-au adat-ah 

I. adat-a 

D. adat-e 

Ab.)_ , 
^ ♦ 8.u8»t*3,ll 

G. J 

L. adat-I 

N.A. ^ addt 

■ adad-bh jam 

adat-6h 

Neuter. 

adat-i 

adad-bhih 

adad-bhjaU 

adat-am 

addt-su 

addnt-i 

a. mah-at, ‘ great,’ originallj' a present participle^, forms 

its strong stem in ■'Jiim ant. 

N. TI^T^mahan pi. ro. mahant-ab n. "fTf^ -banti 

A. *1 ^ I m*1^ inahant-am mahat-iili 

I. mabat-a mahdd-bbih 

V.^T^ mdban L. mabdt-su 

86. The stems of the adjectives formed with the suffixes 

mat and ejcl^ vat, which mean ‘possessed of,’ ‘having,’ 

difPer from those in at solely in lengthening the vowel in 

the nom. sing. masc.; — e. g. i. agni-m^[t, ‘having a 

(sacrificial) fire ’ (masc. and neut.) ^— 

* From the root mah (originally magh), cp. Lat. mag-nus. 

“ On the formation of the feminine stem see 95, 
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N. 8g. m. pi. °w:-mlnt-ah n. -manti 

A. -nicLut-am 

V. -man 

®»TrT: -niat-al.i 

L. -mat-su 

2. jnaua-vat, ‘possessed of knowledge’ (masc. and 

neut.)* — 

N.sg. jfiaua-van 

A. ij jfiana -vant-ain 

pi. jfiaua-vant-ali 

jflana-vat-ah 

a. bh^[v-at, when used as the present participle of ^bhu, 

‘be,’ is declined like ■^J^r(^adat (only the accent remains on the 

first syllable throughout) j but when it means ‘your Honour,’ it 

is declined (as if derived with the suffix -vat) like ijf | 

jfianavat: nom. JT^T^bhavan, acc. JT^nf^bhavautam. Besides 

bhavan there is also an irregular voc. (cp. 49) »ft: hhoh, 

‘ sir! ’ (a contraction of an older bhavas). 

b. ki-y-at, ‘ how much ? ’ and -y-at, ‘ so much,’ are 

also declined like ^jfiana-vat. 

N.'N^rPT.kijan pi. kfyant-ah n.f%^lf^ kiyant-i 

A. kfyant-am kfyat-ah 

87. 2. Adjectives formed with the suflSx (masc. and 

neut.)^, which means ‘possessing,’ are very numerous. They are 

derivatives from substantives in ^ a; thus bala, ‘ strength,’ 

bal-in, ‘strong.’ The stem of these words is weak only 

before consonants and in the nom. acc. sing, neut., where it drops 

the •t^n. In the nom. sing, masc., where (as in all regular n- 

stems) the ^n is dropped, and in the nom. voc. acc. jd. neut.. 

* On the formation of the feminine stem see 95. 
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the i is lengthened;—e. g. dhan-in, ‘ possessing wealth,’ 

‘ rich 

Masculine. 

SINGULAR. 

X. dhau-i 

A. vfsrfw: dhauin-am 

I. dhanin-a 

V. dh;tn-in. 

PLURAL. 

dhanfn-ah 

dhahiii-al^ 

dhani-bhih 

Neuter. 

N.A. dhan-i dhanini 

V. dhani or dhanin. 

a. Stems in f?T^min and f^*I_vin have a similar meaning and 

are declined in the same way ;—e. g. tnanas-vin, * wise/ 

vag-min, ‘eloquent’ (from ^T^vac). sva-miu, 

m. ‘lord’ (lit. ‘having property’), is used as a substantive only. 

88. 3. Comparatives in 5^<miyas (masc.and neut.)^ form 

their strong stem in Tyamse. g. gar-Tyas, 

‘ heavier,’ comparative of guru, ‘ heavy’— 

Masculine. 

SINGULAR. PLURAL. 

N. ^lO^I’lg^rlyan 

A. arfhwi: ganyanis-am 

V. ^PCt^g^rlyan 

g^nyams-alj 

g^nyas-alj 

I. gdrly as-a g^rTyo-bhi^i(45, 2) 

Neuter. 

N.A. gdilyalji gdrlyas-I i ganyams-i 

^ On the formation of the feminine stem see 95. 
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ITouns with Three Stems. 

89. I. Participles of the reduplicated perfect in 

vas (masc. and nexit.)^ form their strong stem with 

vams, the middle with vat f the w^eakest with ^J^^ns (dy ^ 

cp. 157) ;—e. g. cakr-vas ‘ having done,’ from ^ kr, 

‘to do’— 

Masculine. 

N. ■^®cH* *Vcakr-vaa N.Y. -vams-au 

A. cakr-vams-am -vams-au 

V. @1 c4kr-van 

-vams-ah 

Ciikr-us-ah 

I- ^cnm cakr-us-a 
s» 

L. cakr-us-i 

-vdd-bhyam -vadbhih 

I cakr-us-oh -vatsu 

N. '<(^«id[^cakr-v£it 

Neuter. 

cakr-us-I 
V* 

cakr-vams-i 

' On the formation of the feminine stem see 95. 

* The change of ^ s to ?^t here began in the early Vedic period 

before bh, extending thence to the loc. plur. and the nom. acc. sing, 

neut. us is the unaccented form of vas (cp. I37i 2 c). 

’ Beginners sometimes confuse this reduplicated perf. part, active 

with the active participle formed by adding the suffix vat to tlie 

perfect passive part.;—e. g. nom. masc. StT®!!*!. krta-van, ‘ having 

done,’ acc. krta-vantam (cp. 161). The confusion is caused 

by both ending in -van in the nom. sing. 
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a. The i which is inserted before the ^ v in some of these 

participles is dropped before ^^us: thus fl(tgjq \ tasth-i-van, 

but tasth-ds-a. 

b. The following examples of these stems' may he useful (cp. 

157) 
NOM. so. NOM.PL. ACC. PL. INSTR. PL. 

WT stha, 

‘stand’ tasth-i-van tasth-i-vams-ah tasth-us-ah tasth-i-vad-bhih 

‘lead’ nim-van ninl-vams-ab niny-us-ab ninT-vdd-bhih 

^bhu, 

‘be’ babhu-van babhu-varns-ab babhu-v-iis-ab babhu-vad-bhih 

fT^T^tan, 

‘stretch’ ten-i-van ten-i-vams-ab ten-us-ab ten-i-vdd-bhib 

f^haii, 
‘kiir jaghn-i-van jaghn-i-vams-ah jaghu-us-ab jaghn-i-vdd-bhib 

^gam, 

go ’ jagan-van ^ jagan-vams-ab jagm-ds-ab jagan-vad-bhib 

o,.. wfnnrR, 
jagm-i-van jagm-i-vanis-ab jagm-us-ab jagmi-vdd-bhib 

f^fvid, 
know’ vid-van vid-vams-ab vid-ds-ah vid-vad-bhib 

90. 2. Nouns in an (also man, van), masc. 

and neut.®, form the strong stem in '%||«t^an, the weakest in *[^n, 

the middle in ^ a. In the nom. sing. masc. the final 5^ n is 

dropped. In the loc. sing, and the nom. voc. acc. dual the 

’ On this change of to see 68. 

’ Without reduplication, cp. Gk. tiSois. 

® On the formation of the feminine stem see 95. 
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syncopation of the ^ a of the suffix is optional. In the weakest 

cases syncope does not take place when man and van 

are immediately preceded by a consonant. 

The concurrence of three consonants is here avoided, though 

not in stems in simple ^l^an. Hence '^104^ I at-man-a, hut 

Hwr taks-n-a, murdh-n-a. Examples of the inflexion of 

these stems are :— 

I. '^Tal^raj-an, m. ‘king’— 

SING. PLUR. 

N. Tjwr raj-a TTWR: raj-an-ah 

A. ^ I I raj-an-am 

V. T:T^raj-an 

raj-fi-ah 

I. TTin raj-S-a 

L. raj-fi-i or raj-an-i- 

TT^: r^j-a-hhih 

raj-a-su 

2. na-man, n. ‘name’ (Lat. n5-men) — 

SING. DUAL. PLUR. 

na-man-i 

na-man-I 

V. nama or 

na-man 

I. na-mn-a ’TR’^TR na-ma-hhyam ^TRfn: na-ma-hhih 

^Rf^ na-man-i 

3* ^^pl.hrah-m^n, m. ‘creator’ ("Tf^^^-man after consonant)— 
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SING. 

N. biah-ma 

A. brah-man-am (65) 

V. br^h-mau 

I. brah-man-a 

4- gra-van, m. ‘ stone ’—■ 

PLUR. 

brah-man-ah 

brah-mSn-ah 

brah-nia-bhil3 

SING. PLUR. 

N. gia-va gra-van-ah 

A. gra-van-am 
til 0*111 grav-n-ah 

I. grav-n-a ilinfill gra-va-bhib 

2 a. Iirregnlar Stems in an. 

91. 1. p^nth-an, m. ‘path,’ has in,p^nth-an for its 

strong stem, path-f for its middle, and TTO'^path for its 

weakest stem; the nom. irregularly adds ^s^— 

SING. PLUR. 

N. panth-a-h *J*5|T^1 panth-an-ah 

A. M»*!| 1 p;iuth-an-am 
tl^l path-^h 

I. I path-a pathf-bhi^ 

* This ^8 is due to the fact that in the earlier language this word 

had two stems: the one tp^fT p^ntha, forming N. pdntha-h, 

A. p4ntha-m; the other, piinthan, forming N. tp^TT 

pintha, A. pdnthan-am. 
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2. ^T^^ah-an, n. ‘ clay,’ lakes ^Sf^^^dh-as as its middle stem- 

SING. DUAL. PLDR. 

L. ^h-ah^ ahn-T or dhan-T dhan-i 

dhn-a 1*1^ ^ho-bhyam dho-bhih 

f dhn-i 

Wff^ahan-i 
dhn-oh aha^i-sii 

3. ^^av-dn, m. ‘ dog,’ forms its weakest stem, ^^sun^, with 

Samprasarana. Otherwise it is declined like rajan. 

SING. PLUR. 

N. ^ sVa (kvoji') 

A. svan-am 

V. ^ svdn (kvou) 

N.v. s'van-ah 

siin-ah (Kvms) 

I. svil-bhih 

4. yii-van, m. youth ’ (Lat. juven-is), forms its weakest 

stem, yun, by Samprasarana (yu-un) and contraction (cf. 

Lat. jun-ior)— 

SING. PLUR. 

1 N. yu-va N.V. yd-van-ah 

1 
j A. yn-van-am 

j V. yii-van 

yun-ah 

I.'g^: yii-va-bhih 

'■ The Visarga in the N.V. A. sing., and when the word is the prior 

member of a compound (except in aho-ratra, m. n. ‘ day and 

night ’), is treated like an original r (46) : hence ahar-ahah, 

‘ day by day ahar-ganah, ' series of days.’ 

^ So also in Greek: «woj=sunah. 

E 
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5. maghd-van (lit. ‘bountiful’), m. a name of Indra, 

also forms its weakest stem, maghon', by Samprasarana 

and contraction :— 

SING. PLUR. 

N. magh^t-va N.V. magh^-van-ah j 

A. magha-van-am 

V. V|41 magha-van 

maghon-ab 

I. magh^-va-hhih 

92. The root ^^han, ‘ kill,’ when used as a noun at the end of 

a compound, for the most part follows the analogy of stems in 

an. The strong stem is IJ^han (with a long vowel in the 

nom. sing, only), the middle ha, and the weakest ^^ghn ;—e.g. 

brahma-han, m. ‘ Brahman-killer ’— 

N. -ha N.V. 

A. -han-am (65) 11 

V. mvi. -ban 

-h4n-ah 

-glin-ati ^ 

L. -glin-f^ 

-h4n-i 

I. -hd-bhib 

-h^-su 

3. Adjectives in ac. 

93. These words, the suffix® of which is generally expressed 

by ‘-ward,’ form the strong stem in ^I^^anc, the middle in 

‘ Forms from magha-vat are also sometimes found;—e. g. 

nom. I * *1, magha-van, gen. magha-vat-ah. 

* The cerebralization of 5^^n (65) does not take place here, probably 

because the guttural mute immediately precedes it. 

® These words are properly compounds formed with the verb anc, 

‘ bend,’ which has, however, practically acquired the character of a suffix. 
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ac, and tlie weakest in Tc or uc^ (according as 

ac is preceded by or ^v);—e. g. ITW^praty-ac, m. n.^ 

‘ backward,’ ‘ westward ’— 

Masculine. 

SING. DUAL. PLUR. 

N.V. 11(21^ praty-dn (61) -tydnc-aii *3rWi -tydfic-ah | 

A. pratyafic-am * *31^ -tydde-au 1 -tlc-dh 

T. pratlc-a -tyag-bbyam »3rfwi: -tydg-bhil? 

L. pratic-i -tic-6b »3r^ -tyak-su (30; 67) 

Neuter. 

N.A. 1131^ pratyak pratlc-i M3lf^ pratyafic-i 

a. Other words similarly declined are— 

Strong Stem. 

ny-anc, * downward ’ 

sam-y-dnc, * right ’ 

tir-y-aitc, ‘ transverse ’ 

'^^^dd-anc, ‘upward ’ 

Middle Stem. Weakest Stem. 

ny-ak life 

sam-y-ak sam-Ic 

rd4«tj tir-y-dk fn <^^tirds-c ^ 

lid-ak dd-Tc * 

* Contractions for -ac and v-ac respectively (which usually 

would be shortened to Ic and The apparent irregularity 

of the long vowel is probably due to the Samprasarana here being not 

internal, but external, at the junction of a compound. If the vowel 

were short, the stem would look as if formed with a suffix -c added to 

the final vowel of the prior member;—e. g. irfTp^ prati-c, anu-c. 

* On the formation of the feminine see 95. 

* From tiras (cp. Lat. trans) + ac, ‘ going across,’ ‘ hori¬ 

zontal as a noun, m. n., it means ‘animal.’ 

* I, though no ^3^y precedes the ’?! a of the suffix, by analogy. 

E 2 
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Strong Stem. Middle Stem. Weakest Stem. 

anv-cinc, ‘following ’ anv-iik aimc 

vfsv-anc, ‘ all-pervading visv-ak f%^ visuc 

b. lArac, ‘ turned away, prac, ‘forward,’ ‘ eastern.’ 

and iivac, ‘downward,’ ‘southern,’ have only two steins, 

p^iTinc, TTTW^pranc and ^RT^^^tvailc for the strong, 

parac, TTIR, prac and dvac for the weak ;— 

Masculine. 

SINO. PLUR. 

N.V. praii (6i) HTW* pranc-ah 

A. Mprahe-am TTRl pi-ac-ah 

I. ■RTRT prac-a ITTf^T: prag-hhih 

L. -RTfR prac-i prak-su 

94- llie beginner will find it useful to remember the following 

points with regard to changeable stems;— 

1. The vowel of the suffix is lengthened in the nom. sing. masc. 

except in stems in at and agni-man, 

IJ (^41"V jnana-van ; 1*1. g^r-iySn ; R3RR cakr-van ; 

raj-a, brah-ma, yii-va ; dhao-f, 

vag-mT, manas-vi; but ad-au, TI(?R praty-ah. 

2. The nom. sing. masc. ends in a nasal in all changeable stems 

except those in "t^n (’SRan, man, van, T^in, f»R min, 

vin), which drop it. 

All changeable stems which lengthen the vowel in the nom. 

sing, masc., keej) it short in the vocative, and always retain the 

n of the stem ;—e. g. ^fMTR ilgni-man, joana-van ; 

gdr-Iyan; cakr-van; ?J«R raj-an, Wi^Rbrdh- 

man, yu-vau; >ilf5R dhan-in, vag-inin, 

manas-vin. 
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a. In other changeable steins the vocative differs from the noin. 

solelj' ill always having the accent on the first syllable : 

ad-an, voc., addu, noin.; pratyah, voc., pratyah, nom, 

95. The feminines of nouns with changeable steins are 

fonned by adding T to the w'eak stem (when there are two 

stems) or the weakest (when there are three), and follow the 

declension of nadl (100);—e. g. adat-i; 

agni-mdt-T, j San a-vat-1 ; dhanfn-T, 

vag-mfn-T, manas-vfn-T; garlyas-I ; JMI 

cakriis-T; rajiil (‘ queen ’); ®«T -uamn-i (adj., ‘ named’); 

buin-i (‘bitch’); -ghn-i (‘ killing ’); 2iratTc-i, 

prac-I. 

a. The feminine of the present participle active of the 

first conjugation (125) is made from the strong masc. stem in 

ant (cp. 156) ; that of the second conjugation from the 

weak stem in at e. g. bhavant-I, ‘ being 

tuddnt-I ‘ striking, dTvyant-T, ‘ playing,’ ^ 

corayant-T, ‘ stealing ’; but juhv-at-i, ‘ sacrificing, 

yuilj-at-i, ‘joining, sunv-at-1, ‘ pressing, kurv-at-i, 

‘ doing,’ krm-at-i, ‘ buying.’ 

b. The feminine of the simple future participle active is usually 

formed like the present part, of the first conjugation; 

bhavisyant-i ‘ about to be, karisyant-I, ‘about to do.’ 

c. The few adjectives in -van form their feminines 

in -varl;—pi-van (mW), ‘fat,’ f. pi-vai‘i 

* But bhavat-i from H^^bhavat, ‘ your Honour’ (86 a). 

“ If the verbal base, however, ends in accented a;—e.g. tudit, 

bhavisy^ the weak form may optionally be taken, when the i receives 

the accent: tud-at-i, bhavisy-at-i. 
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(nUipa). The fern, of the irregvilar ^fl«(^yu-vau, ‘ young ’ (91, 4), 

is yuva-tf or yuva-tl. 

Irreg^ar Nonus with Changeable Stems. 

96. I. ap, f, ‘ water/ which is always plural, lengthens 

its a in the strong cases (N.V.) and substitutes f^^t for t(_p 

before bh:— 

A. ap-ah I. ad-bhib L. ap-sii 

2. anad-vah, m. ‘ox’ (lit. ‘cart-drawer/ from anas + 

vah), has three stems: the last syllable is lengthened in the strong 

stem, anad-vah, and shortened by Samprasarana in the 

weakest, anad-uh, and in the middle anad-ut 

(dissimilated, for anad-ud: cp. 27). The nom. and voc. 

are irregularly formed, as if from a stem in vat. 

N. ap-ah 

N. ^R^R^anadvan 

V. ^R^^dnadvan 

A. anadvah-am 

I- anadiih-a 

L. anaddh-i 

N.V. IRfTf: anadvah-ah 

A. wp: anaddh-abi 

I. ’^R^: anadud-bhib 

L. ^R^R anaddt-su 

pd-mams m. ‘ man,’ has three foims, being lengthened 

in the strong stem to pdmaras, shortened by syncope in 

the weakest to pums, aud in the middle to pum (with 

necessary loss of the ^ s : cp. 28 and 16 a):— 

1 Probably an old compound, with the second part of which the Lat. 
mas, ‘ male,’ may be allied. 
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-—- 

N. 8g. y*{|^puman (cp. 89, i) N.V. pi. pdmams-ah 

V. ^?T^piiman 
A. pums-dlj 

A. pdmams-am 

I. 
♦ ^ 

pums-a I. pum-bhih 

L. puips-f L. pum-sd 

II. Stems ending in Vowels. 

97 . A. Stems in ^ a (masc. neut.) and a^ (fern.) 

e.g. c|||«n kan-ta^, ‘beloved’ (past participle of kam. 

* love ’1— 
Singular. 

UA60. NEUT. FEM. 

N. mini; kanta-h mini*l,kanta-m mi*nl kanta 

A. kanta-m kanta-m 

I. mT%*T kantena^ mrnTVT kanta-y-a® 

D. mTnrni kantaya kanta-yai® 

Ab. mi«dl<i^kantat* minii«l(; kanta-yah 

G. kanta-sya 3 
mr^rrm; kanta-yah 

L. ?RT% kante min1l<il*t^ kanta-yam 

V. kanta min^ kante* 

^ a = Gk.-oy, -ov; Lat. -us, -um. a = Gk. -a, -j?; Lat. -a. 

^ Certain adjectives in ah, ’^SIT a, am follow the pronominal 

declension (iio). 

^ These terminations originally came from the pronominal declension 

(no)- 
* This termination is preserved in the Lat. o for od (e. g. Gnaivod in 

inscriptions), and in the Greek (Cretic) adv. rdi-df, ‘ hence.’ 

’ The terminations -yai (■= -ya-e), -yah ( = -ya-as), -yam are due to the 

influence of the feminines in -i (originally -ya);—e. g. nadyai, nadyah, 

nadyam (cp. loo). 

® The voc. of | amba, ‘ mother,’ is amba. 
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Dual. 

N.A.V. kautan kante kaute 

I.D.Ab. ?RTnrP*n»l.kanta-bhyani 

G.L. kanta-y-ol^ 

MASC. 

Plural. 

NEUT. FEM. 

N.V. qrntTD kantalj kanta-n-i^ kautah 

A. *m"HI•vkantan' kanta-n-i 'til’rtTJ kantalj 

I. ^rr^: kantaih^ <m«r1lfiT: kanta-bhib 

D.Ab. kaute-bbyah SjrpfTW: kanla-bbyab 

G. ^nTT^TRl.kanta-n-am^ kanta-n-am 

L. kante-su ^Tnrrg kanta-su 

98. B. Stems in ^ i and ^ n (masc. fem. neut.); 

buc-i, ‘ pure ’; mrd-u, ‘ soft ’— 

Singular. 

HASC. FEM. NEUl. MASC. FEM. NEUT. 

sdci-^ s'dci-li 8UC-i mrdd-h nardd-li mrdd 

s'lici-m siici-m b'dc-i mrdd-m mrdu-m mrdd 

I. W 
s'lici-n-a siicy-a b'dci-n-a mrdd-n-a mrdv-a mrdd-n-a 

* The ending was originally-ana (cp. 36 B, foot-note i), Goth, -ans, 
Gk. insc. -ovs, 

^ Due to the influence of the stems in an ; namani, 

Stmanam. 

“ This termination is preserved in such Gk. datives as tnnots. 
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MASC. FEM. NEUT. MASC. FEM. KEUT. 

D. 

suc-ay-e s'ucy-ai^ siici-n-e inrdav-e mrdv-4i^ mrdu-n-e 

Ab.G. 

siic-eh sucy-ah sdci-n-al; 1 mid-6b mrdv-ah mrdil-n-ah 

L.^ 
f / 2 
suc-au siicy-am silci-n-i mrd-axi inrdc-am mrdii-n-i 

V. ^ TT 
Slice Slice siici nirdo inrdo mrdu 

Dual. 

X.A.V. IT W gvf> 
suci s'uci siici-n-T nirdu mrdu mrdii-n-I 

I. D. Ab. suci-bhyam mrdu-bbyarn 

G.L. 

sdcy-ob siicy-oh siici-n-oh inrdv-6h mrdv-6h mrdu-n-oli 

Plural. 

x.v. 
sucay-al,i siicay-ati sdcl-n-i mrdav-al? mrd&v-ah mrdu-n-i 

A- ITT w- 
s'licm silcih siicl-n-i inrdun mrduh mrdu-n-i 

I. suci-bhih mrdii-bhib 

D.Ab. suci-bhyah mrdu-bhyah 

G. silci-n-am mrdu-n-am 

L. silci-sii mrdii-su 

* Cp. 97, foot-note 5. 

^ This very anomalous ending, being the Vrddhi vowel of ^ u, not 

^ i, seems to be due to the influence of the stems in ^ u, the inflexion 

of which is entirely analogous. 
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a. Neuter adjectives (not substantives) maybe declined through¬ 

out (except N.V.A. of all numbers), and fern, adjectives and 

substantives in the D.Ab.G. L. sing., like masculines. Thus the 

L. sing, of mati, f. ‘ thought,’ is matyam or 

matdu, but vari, n. ‘ wafer,’ only ^ Itfw varini. 

b. The voc. sing, of neuters may optionally foUow the masc. 

form^.g. ^TTfr vari or vare; madhu or mddho. 

c. The feminine of adjectives in ^ u is sometimes also 

formed by adding ^ I;—e. g. <T^ tand or tanv-I, f. ‘ thin ’; 

laghd or laghv-T, f. ‘light’; prthd, f. ‘broad,’ 

prthv-i, ‘ (the broad) earth.’ 

Irregularities. 

99- I- ^ pat-i (Gk. jrdo-t-s), m. ‘ husband,’ is irregular in 

the weak cases of the singular; I. MA|T paty-a, D. pdty-e, 

Ab.G. pdty-nh L. Mcefl paty-au. When it means ‘lord,’ 

or occurs at the end of compounds, it is regular (like s'uci). 

The fern, is patnT, ‘wife’ (Gk. norvia). 

2. ^ sdkh-i, m. ‘ friend,’ has the same irregularities, but in 

addition has a strong stem formed with Vrddhi, ^^TT^sakhay: 

N. ^Rin sakha, A. sakhay-am, I. I sakhy-a, D. 

sdkhy-e, Ab.G. ^4$^^ sakhy-uh^ L. sdkhy-au, 

V. sakhe; du. N.A.V. WTEpI' sakhay-au ; pi. N.V. 

Wra: sdkhay-ab, A. sdkhin. -At the end of compounds 

sakhi is regular in the weak cases, but retains the stem 

l^l^sakhay in the strong. The fern, is sakh-T. 

3. The neuters dksi, ‘ eye, ’ ^(fm dsthi, ‘ bone,’ 

dadhi, ‘ curds, sakthi, ‘ thigh,’ form their weakest cases 

from stems in an (^Sf^p^^aksan, &c., like naman):— 

‘ This anomalous ending appears to be due to the influence of the 

Ab.G. in names of relationship (loi) in ^ r, like fsT? pitdr. 
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v. dll. pi. 
dksi iiksi-n-I dksl-n-i 

I. 
aksn-a aksi-bhyam aksi-bhi^i 

G. ^RW»l 
aksn-41? aksn-6ti aksn-am 

4* ^ dyd, f, ‘ sky ’ (originally diu, weak grade of ^ dyo : 

102 a), retains this stem before consonant terminations (taking 

Vrddhi in the N.V. sing.), but changes it to div before 

vowels :— 

PLUR. 

N. div-ab 

A. div-ah 

1. dyd-bhili 

D.Ab. g«r: dyd-bhyali 

div-am 

L. dyd-su 

SING. 

N. dyau-hi (Zfijy=Ajevf) 

A.f^ div-am 

I. div-a 

D. div-e 

Ab.G. div-ah (Aifos) 

L. div-i (Aifi) 

V. dy4u-h^ (ZeO) 

lOO. C. Stems in I and ^ u (fem.), according as they 

are monosyllabic or polysyllabic, show various differences of 

inflexion:— 

1. Monosyllabic stems change and ^ u to ^(^iy and uv 

before vowels, the polysyllabic stems to ^y and ^^v. 

2. Monosyllabic stems have the normal terminations (71) 

throughout: they may take the special feminine terminations 

(-ai, -ah, -am)^, polysyllabic stems must. 

* The nom. with voc. accent, while the Greek has the proper voc. 

^ These terminations started from the polysyllabic stems in -i, 

originally ^TT -y^t which was fused with the normal endings IJ e and 

as to ^ -yai and -yas, and, in the loc., with an ending 

-am (of unknown origin) to tlllf(^-yam. 
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3. Monosyllabic stems use the uom. (which takes ^s), poly¬ 

syllabic stems shorten the ^ T and ^ u of the nom., in the 

voc. sing. 

4. Polysyllabic stems in have no s in the nom. sing, 

except laksmih, ‘ goddess of prosperity,’ tantrih, 

‘ string,’ and optionally tandri, ‘ sloth.’ 

5. Polysyllabic stems form the acc. sing, in im and ^f(_um, 

the acc. pi. in Is and us. 

Singular. 

Stem ^ dhl, ^ bhh, nad-I vadh-u 

‘ thought’ ‘ earth ’ 
< • > 
river ‘ woman ’ 

N.v. N. ^ 

dhi-h hhu-h nadi vadbu-h 

A. 

dhfy-am bhuv-am nadi-m vadhu-m 

I. fw 

dhiy-a bhuv-a nady-a vadhv-a 

D. 

dhiy-e bhuv-e nady-ai vadhv-ai^ 

Ab.G. w- 

dhiy-a(i bhuv-alj nady-^ vadhv-ah ^ 

L. ’RTHl 

dhiy-i bhuv-f nady-am vadhv-am ^ 

V. ^ 

nddi vadhu 

‘ The special feminine terminations in -ai, -as, -am are here, as in the 

a declension (97), due to the influence of the polysyllabic i declension. 
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N.V.A. 

Dual. 

dhiy-au bhuv-au nady-an vadliv-au 

I.D.Ab. vWr: 

dhl-bhyam bhu-bhyam nadi-bhyam vadhu-bhyam 

G.L. fVRft: 

dhiy-61i bhuv-6h uady-6h vadhv-6h 

N.V.A. 

Plural. 

N.V. 

dliiy-ah bhuv-al.i nady-at vadhv-ah 

A. 

I. vtf»T: 

nadih vadhuh 

dhl-bhfh bhu-bhilj nadi-bhih vadhu-bhih 

D.Ab. 

dhl-bhyah bhu-bhydh nadi-bhyah vadhu-bhyah 

G. 

dhiy-am bhuv-am nadi-n-am vadhu-u-am 

L. 

dhl-sii bhu-su nadi-su vadhu-su 

a. ^ stii, f. ‘ woman,’ thoiigh monosyllabic, has most of the 

characteristics of polysyllabic stems in (loo, 2-5): it must 

take the special fern, terminations, it shortens its ^ I in the voc., 

it has no ^ s in the nom., and has an optional acc. sing, in iiu 

and acc. plur. in IS. This is doubtless due to its originally 

having been a dissyllable. 
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N. stri 

8trfy-am 

stri-m 

I. striy-a 

D. striy-pi 

Ab.G. f^r^: striy-ah 

L. striy-am 

V. strf 

Dual. N.V.A. strfy-aU; 

G.L. striy-olj. 

N.v. f^: striy-ah 

(f^^I fitriy-ah 

sta-h 

I. strl-bhlli 

D.Ab. strl-bbyah 

G. strl-n-am 

L. ^ stil-sii 

I,D.Ab. tjsTlWJl*!, strl-bhyam, 

lOI. D. Stems in ^ r (masc. and fern.), -which in origin 

are consonant stems in -ar, are closely analogous in their 

declension to stems in -an (90). These nouns mostly end 

in the suffix ^ -tr (i. e. -tar, Gk. -rrjp, -rap, Lat. -tor). They dis¬ 

tinguish a strong stem TT^ -tar or —tar, a middle ^ tr, 

and a weakest tr. The inflexion of masc. and fern, differs in 

the acc. plur. only. 

In the strong stem the names of relations take the Guna form 

(ar), the names of agents take the Vrddhi form (ar). 

The sing. gen. is formed in ur, the loc. in ari, the voc. 

in ar; the pi. acc. masc. in fn, fem. in fs, the 

gen. in fnam. 

Stem datf, m. ‘giver’ fxig pitf, m. ‘ father ’ ^ matr, f. ‘ mother ’ 

(5o)t^P, dator) (Trar^pi pater) mater) 
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Singular. 

I. ^TTT datr-a 

D. datr-e 

Ab.G. dat-6r 

L. ^Td(\ 4ri 

V. 5[TrT^ datar {8a>T(p) 

N. ^T?rr data f^lrfT pita ^Idl mata 

A. ^I<1Tf!^datar-am pitar-am fl T7TT!*l. matar-am 

f^TT pitr-a 

pitr-e 

pit-dr 

pit-ari (irarepi) 

pftar (Ju-piter) 

TTRT matr-a 

matr-e 

mat- dr 

mat-ari 

matar {prjTtp) 

Dual. 

A. 1 d 10 datar-an fndO P'tar-an ?rnn^ maUr-au 

I.D.Ab. 1*1^-tf-bhyam -tf-bhyam -tf-bhy am 

G.L. datr-dhi ftpfr: pitr-6lj 

Plural. 

matr-o^i 

N. ^ 1 <11datar-a^i pitdr-ah Id matar-ah 

A. ^|d*v^datrn fi^d«L pityn ♦iT^J matrh 

1. datr-bhilj 

D. Ab. datf-bhyat 

pitf-bhih 

f^rg«r: pitf-bhyab 

matf-bhilj 

»rrg«r: matf-bhyah 

G. <^l^(qi*idatf-n-am ftmiTTR: pitf-n-am UT^WT^l^matr-n-am 

L. ^1^^ datf-su pitf-su *11^^ matr-su 
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naptr and bhartf, though names of relations, fol¬ 

low datf, taking the Vrddhi form in the strong stem : acc. 

sing. *1H1 ndptar-am, bhartar-am; also svasr, 

f. ‘sister’; acc. sing. ^*4 svdsar-am, but acc. pi. 

svdsrh. 

b. ^ nr, m. ‘man’ (Gk. a-vrjp), takes the Guna form in the 

strong stem; the gen. pi. is pTR nrnam as well as 

nrnam; the I.D.Ab.G. sing, are not found in classical Sanskrit 

(but the D. and G. in the Rig-veda are «n( nar-e, '*n(l nar-ah);— 

N. 5n nit, A. nar-am, L. nar-i (Ep. Gk. a-vep-i). N. 

pi. ndr-ali (Ep. Gk. d-rep-esj, A. ^^nfn, I. nf-bhih, 

L. nf-su. 

C. sfm kros-tf, m. ‘jackal’ (lit. ‘ yeller’), substitutes 

krostu in the middle cases : N. pi. krostar-ah, I. pi. 

sfiVnfir; krostu-bhih. 

d. Stems in ^ tr, if declined in the neuter, would be inflected 

like the neut. of s'uci: N.A. sing. dhatf, du. 

dhatr-n-T, pi. dhatr-n-i; I. sing. Vrr^T dhatf-n-a, pi. 

dhatr-bhih. 

e. Peminine agent nouns are formed from masculines in 

^ tr by the suffix : masc. datf, fern. datr-1, ‘ giver ’ 

(declined like nadi). 

E. Stems in ^ ai, o, an. 

10 2. The only stems in diphthongs are ^ rai, m. ‘wealth,’ 

^ft go, m. f. ‘bull, cow,’ ^ dyo, f. ‘sky,’ and nau, f. ‘ship.’ 

\ rai changes the i of the diphthong to ^y before vowels, 

but drops it before consonants. go, in the strong cases, takes 

Vrddhi and becomes gau, which is shortened to ^ ga in the 

acc. sing, and pi. The ab.gen.has a contracted form (os for av-as). 
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These stems form a transition between the consonant and vowel 

declension; they agree with the former in taking the normal 

endings; with the latter in adding IJ^s in the nom. sing, and 

in showing a vowel before endings with initial consonant:— 

N.v. tt: 
Singular. 

ra-h (Int. re-s) gan-h (0ovs) n^u-b (vavs) 

A. wm. 
ray-am ga-m (/Sav) nav-am (p^fa) 

I. Trar ’TRT 
ray-a gtiv-a nav^ 

D. 

ray-e (re-i) gdiv-e nav-e 

Ab.G. afr: 
go-h nav-ab 

L. 

ray-1 gdv-i nav-i 

N.A.V.TT^ 

Dual. 

ray-an gav-au nav-au 

I.D.Ab. ^wtpr: 
ra-bhyam go-bhyam nau-bhyam 

G.L. 

ray-6h gav-oh nav-6b 

N.v. 

Plural. 

ray-ab gav-ah nav-ab (vvF*^) 

A. ^n: 
ray-^h ga-b 

F 

nav-ali {''iF^^) 
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I. TTf»T: 
ra-bhf^i 

D.Ab. Tw: 

ra-bh 

g.trtr: 
± 

ray-am 

L-TT^ 
ra-s\i 

go-bhiti 

g6-bhyat 

gdv-am Oocov) 

g6-su 

ra-bhyd^ (re-bus) 

nau-bhfti {pav-(f)t) 

nau-bbyah 

nav-am (yr)fQ>v) 

nau-^ (pavai) 

a. ^ dyo, ‘ sky,’ is declined like go; the nom. sing, is 

the same as that of ^ dyu (99, 4) ; in the dual and plur. the 

strong forms alone occur:—N. 5fr: dyaub (Zfi^r), A. ^n*l.dyaiii 

(Lat. diem), D. dyav-e, Ab.G. dydh. L- djAv-i; 

Dual N.A. dyav-au, N. pi. «Sn«(I dyav-ah. 

Degrees of Comparison. 

103. I. The secondary suffix of the comparative -taia 

(Gk. -repo) and that of the superlative ®cl*( -tama (Lat. -timo) 

are added to the weak or middle stem of derivative adjectives 

(and even substantives);—e. g. suci : suci-tara, 

suci-tama; iTpq; prac: Ml prak-tara, UTlfW prak- 

tama; V|f<|*\^dhanin : dhani-tara, dhani-tama; 

f^^^vidvas: fqg^'ni.vidvat-tara, vidvat-tamaj 

pratyac: pratyak-tara, TTBPRIR pratyak-tama. 

a. These suffixes form their feminine in ^ a; but tama, 

when used as an ordinal suffix, forms its fern, in (cp. 107). 

2. The primary suffix of the comparative, lyas (Gk. 

-ia>p, Lat. -ior), and that of the superlative, istha (Gk. -loro), are 

added to the root, which generally takes Guna (and is accented). 

Before them every word must be reduced to one syllable by 

dropping suffixes;—e. g. ^n-u, ‘ minute ’: an-Tyas, 
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'^(fm an-istha; guv-ii \ ‘ heavy gar-iyas, 

gctr-istha; lagh-u, 'light ^m^l^gh-Tyas, ^rf^Ugh- 

i^ha (Gk. e-Xd^-ioTos) ; du-r^, ‘ far dav-Iyas ; 

var-a, ‘ choice ’; Vcir-Tyas, ‘better ksud-ra, 

‘ mean ’; ksdd-Tyas; yu-van, ‘ young’: 

ydv-Tyas; hras-va, ‘short ’: g hras-Tj’as; with irregular 

radical syllable ; dirgh-a, ‘ long dragh-iyas ; 

bah-u-ld, ‘ abundant ’: bdmh-Tyas. 

a. In some cases iltt^yas is attached (instead of t;^ra;Tyas);— 

e. g. SITT^I^ jy^yas, ‘ superior,’ jyestha (root ^ jya) ; 

bhu-yas, ‘more, ’ bhu-y-istha (root ^ bhu) ; 

pre-yas, ‘ dearer,’ pre-stha (root prl) ; sre-yas, 

‘ better’ (Gk. Kpdav), s're-stha; sthi-rd, ‘firm 

sthe-yas. 

b. Some comparatives and superlatives belong only in sense to 

their positives;—e. g. ned-Tyas, ned-istha, ‘ nearest,’ 

to antika, ‘near ’; kdn-Tyas, ‘lesser, 

kan-istha, ‘ least,’ to iilpa, ‘ small ’; v^irs-Iyas, 

‘ older,’ vdrs-istha, ‘ oldest,’ to ^5' vrddha, ‘ old.’ 

NUMEHALS. 

104. Cardinals. 

1 TT^ ^-ka. 

2 ^ 1[ dvd 

3 ? trf (Gk. Tpi-, Lat. 

tri-). 

4 B catiir (quatuor). 

5 4^ panca (rTtin-f), 

6 ^ ^ sas (sex). 

7 sapt^t (eVrd). 

* By assimilation for original gar-ti, cp. Gk. 0ap-v-s, Lat. grav-i-s. 

^ As first member of a compound dvi. 
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8 C ^JTS as^ (oKTm). 

9 ^ ^ n^va (novem). 

10 ^0 dasa (5fica). 

11 «|<^ ^a-dasa. 

12 dva-dasa^ (8(o- 

SeKa), 

13 trayo -dasa^. 

14 cdtnr-dasa. 

15 paiica-dasa. 

16 q$ 8<Jdasa®. 

17 ^TTT^ saptd-dasa. 

18 qr: wr^ asta-dasa. 

19 ndva-dasa. 

una-vira- 

sati. 

20 qo viinsatf(viginti). 

21 qq eka-vimsati. 

22 qq dva-vimsati. 

23 q^ tr4yo-virn- 

sati 

28 qt; asta-vim- 

sati. 

29 qo. ndva-viin- 

sati. 

una-triipsat. 

30 ^0 Pi Sift trimsat, 

39 •T^rf^^f^ndva-trim- 

s'at. 

una- 

catvarimsat. 

40 80 catva- 

rimsdt 

49 8Q. ^PRWrftini^ndva- 

catvariipsat. 

qR^mgTJff^una-pan- 

caaat. 

50 MO Tiwnni pailca-sdt. 

60 ifO sas-tf. 

70 '00 qrjrf^ sapta-tf. 

80 ^0 ^nftt^asltf. 

82 dvy-asiti. 

90 Q.0 nava-tf. 

96 Q.^ .‘dn-navati. 

100 qOO IJrlJ^satam(centum). 

101 qoq TfeRIpT^eka-satam. 

WfM5 Wleka- 

dhikam satam. 

102 qoq fljlTTW: dvi-satara. 

Slf^ dvy- 

adhikam satam. 

* Here dva is an old dual: ‘ two (and) ten.’ 

’ Trayo for trayah (45, 2) is the nom. plur. (105). 

’ For sds-dasa, through sdz-da^a (cp. 69 h, foot-note 2). 

‘ CatvMim for catvari (105), neut. plur., hke trim-sat. 
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103 ^0^ trl-satam. 

try- 

adhikam satam. 

no d^sa-sa- 

tam. 

da- 

sadhikam satam. 

200 ^00 ^ dve sate. 

flWl dvi-satam. 

300 ^00 trlni 

sataai. 

HI <1*1^ tri-satdm. 

1000 qooo ^11 dasa 

satani. 

sahdsram. 

100,000 lak^ (lakh). 

1,000,000 f^^fH^niyutam. 

10,000,000 k6ti (crore). 

a. In order to form the numbers from 20 to 100 not enumerated 

above, it is only necessary to remember that 2, 3, and 8 are 9[T 

dva {bva), trayalj (rpetf), and asta (oKra) before 20 

and 30 dva-trims'at, trayas -trims'at, ^STSTT" 

asta-trims'at), and dvi, tri, ^ asta before 80; 

both forms may be used with 40, 50, 60, 70, and 90. 

b. The alternative designations of 19, 29, &c. are formed with 

the old past participle u-na, ‘ diminished e.g.^irfqiflf^ 

una-vimsati, ‘twenty diminished (by one).’ By prefixing the 

necessary cardinal to this participle, other alternatives may be 

formed;—e. g. "s^HIpqUf^^try-uaa-trims'at, ‘thirty diminished by 

three,’ i.e. 27. 

c. Similarly alternatives to loi, 102, &c. are formed by means 

of the adjective adhi-ka, ‘ exceeding,’ ‘ plus ’;-e.g.Sl1^ 

dvy-adhikam s'atam, ‘a hundred exceeded by two,’ 

d. The difference of sense in dvi-^tam, 

Iri-s'atam, &c. is only to be distinguished by the accent, these 

compounds meaning 102, 103, &c., when accented on the first 

member, but 200, 300, &c., when accented on the last. 
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Declension of Cardinals. 

105. Only the first four cardinals distinguish the genders. 

1. ekah, eka, li^H^ekam, following the declension of 

the pronominal adjectives, is inflected like sarva (i2oi). 

2. ^ dvd, ‘two,’ is declined like the dual of kanta : 

N.A. m. ^ dvau, f. dve, n.^i dve; I.D.Ab. dva- 

bhyam, G.L. dvd-y-oh. 

3. trl, in the masc. and neut., is declined like the plural 

of 6uc-i, except in the gen., which is formed as if from 

traya (the regular form ^(!|I#(^tii-n-am is found in the Eig-veda). 

Its fern, stem is tisf, the inflexion of which differs in the 

N.A.G. from that of the regular stems in ^ r. 

4. catfir, ‘ four,’ in the masc. and neut., has the strong 

stem catvar (cp. quatuor). The G.pl., though the stem 

ends in a consonant, inserts *I^n before the ending (like sat). 

The feminine stem is catasr, which is inflected exactly 

like tisf. 

MASC. HEUT. FEM. MASC. NEUT. FEM. 

N.v. 
tray-alj trini 

A. 

trin trmi 

I. 

tri-bhf(i 

D.Ab. fw: 
tri-hhya^ 

G. wrwR 
trayiAam. 

L. 

tri-siii (rpi-ai) 

tisr-ah catvu-a^ catvar-i cdtasr-ah 

tisr-ah catdr-a^ catvar- ■i catasr-ah 

tisf-hhih catur-bhih catasr-bhi^ 

fifw: 
tisf-bhyal^ catiir-bhyalj catasf-bhyah 

tisr-nam(cp. loi 6) catur-^m catasr-nam 

tisr-su catdr-su catasf-9u 
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106. a. ‘six’: N.A. (27), 1. ead-bhit, 

D. Ab. sad-bhyaU, G- WrR,?an-nam (65), sat-sii. 

b. pdftca, ‘five,’ is declined like a neuter in ^js^^an (90, 2) 

except in the gen., where it follows kanta:—N.A. 

pdilca, I. paSca-bhilj, D.Ab. paficd-bhyah, G. 

myrsfR^ paSca-n-am, L. panca-su. 

The numerals for 7 to 10 are declined in exactly the same way. 

as^, however, has also the following alternative (older) 

formsN.A. ast&u, I. asta-hhil?, D.Ab. WW: 

asta-bhyat, L. asta-sd 

c. The cardinals 3 to 19 are used as plural adjectives, agreeing 

with their substantives in number and case (3 and 4 in gender 

also). The cardinals from 20 to 99 (which are feminine), as well 

as ind*<^8atam and 41t5^*i^sabdsram, are used as singular sub¬ 

stantives, the accompanying substantive being either in the same 

case or in the genitive;—e.g. or 

satena daslbhi^i or dasinam, ‘ with a hundred female slaves.’ 

Ordinals. 

107. The ordinals from ‘first’ to ‘tenth’ are formed with 

various suffixes; ^ tha (for original <T ta), ma, ^ ya, iya, 

or a combination of the first with the second and fourth (^f^ 

tha-ma, t- lya); those from ‘ eleventh ’ to ‘ nineteenth ’ 

have the same form as the cardinals (excepting both inflexion like 

kanta and change of accent); while those from ‘ twentieth ’ 

onward either abbreviate the cardinal or add the suffix TfIT fama 

‘ ^ ast^iu and asti (S/crdi, Lat. oct5. Gothic ahtiiu) are old 

dual forma, meaning probably ‘the two tetrads ’ (perhaps with reference 

to the fingers of the two hands). 
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to it. The feminine of all but ‘first’ to ‘fourth’ is formed 

with 

1st pra-thamdh, f. a. 

2ad dvi-tiyah, f. a 

(from an older dvi-td). 

3rd tr-tlyah,f. a (Lat. 

ter-tius). 

4 th catur-thdh, f. 1 (t*- 

rap-Tos, quar-tus); 

tur-iyab, f. a (for 

k-tur-Iya); 

tur-yah, f. a (for 

k-tur-ya). 

5th pafica-mal?, f. 1. 

6th sas-thab (sex-tus). 

7 th sapta-mdh (Septi¬ 

mus). 

8th asta-mdb- 

9th nava-mab. 

lOth das'a-mdb (d'eci- 

mus). 

19th 

11th ekadasab. 

asab. 

msab> 

!?• 

20th■ vimsati-ta- 

mab< 

30th 

40th 

Nu: dh. 

at-tamdh. 

im^b- 

r?'! catvarim- 

sat-tamab. 

paflcasdb. 

50th pancasat-ta- 

V mdb- 

60th MfgTTO: sasti-tamab' 

6l8t TT^s: eka-sastdh. 

70th saptati-ta- 

mab> 

ekasapta- 

71st- ti-tamab. 

eka-saptatali. 

80th asiti-tamali. 

; ekasiti- 

tamab. 

ekailtah. 

90th navati-tamab. 

ava- 

ti-tamab. 

eka-navatab. 

looth sata-tamab. 

8ist 

9I8t 
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Numeral Adverbs and other Derivatives. 

108. a. Multiplicative adverbs sa-kft, ‘once’ 

(lit. ‘ one making ’); dvf-h, ‘ twice ’ (Gk. Si'-s, Lat. bi-s); 

tri-b, ‘thrice’ (Gk. rpis, Lat.tri-s) catvib,' four times ’ (for 

^atdr-s); paflca-krtvab, * five times ’ (lit. ‘ five makings ’); 

sat-krtvdb, * six times ’; &c. 

b. Adverbs of manner ;—eka-dha, ‘ in one way ’; 

dvi-dha or dve-dha, ‘in two w'ays’; f^f^TT trf-dha or 

%vrr tre-dha, ‘ in three ways catur-dha, ‘ in four ways ’; 

pafica-dha, ‘in five ways’; (Ttiol so-dha, ‘in six ways’ 

(cp. 104, foot-note 3); NfTNT sapia-dha, ‘ in seven ways ’; NSNT 

aste-dha, ‘in eight ways’; &c. 

c. Distributive adverbs :—({.41eka-sab, * singly ’; 

dvi-sab, in pairs’; tri-^bi * in threes panca-8db» 

‘ by fives ’; &c. 

d. Aggregative nouns:—dvay-d, adj. ‘twofold’; n. ‘a 

pair’; vf?!! tray-a, adj., f- -1, ‘threefold’; n., 1, f., and 

tri-taya, n. ‘triad’; catus-taya, adj.‘fourfold’; n. 

‘ tetrad ’; pafica-ta^a, adj. ‘ fivefold ’; NSTfN asta-tayaj 

adj. ‘eightfold’; n. ‘ogdoad’; ddsa-taya, adj. ‘tenfold’; 

n. ‘ decade ’; &c. 

PBONOUNSL 

log. A. Personal Pronouns. 

Stem (in composition) Stem (in composition) 

mad (sing.) and tvad (sing.) and 

asmad (plur.) yusmad (plur.) 

Singular. 

N. ahdm, ‘ I ’ ^T^l. tv-dm, ‘ thou ’ 

A. nr: mam, ‘ me ’ tvam, ‘ thee ’ 
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I. TRIT m4-y-a, ‘ by me ’ 

me’ 

Ab. m^, ‘ from me ’ 

G. ^TR ma-ma, ‘ of me ’ 

L.JTf^ ma-y-i, ‘ in me ’ 

tvfi-y-a, ‘by thee’ 

tii-bliyam (tibi)/ to thee ’ 

tv&d, ‘ from thee ’ 

Tnr tdva, ‘ of thee ’ 

tY^-y-i,‘in thee’ 

Dual. 

N. A. •’MIRIH.avam, ‘ we or us two yuvam, ‘ ye or you two ’ 

I.D.Ab. ava-bhyam, ‘ by, yuva-bhyam, ‘ by, to, 

to, or from us two ’ or from you two ’ 

G.L.W^^: avJi-y-olj, ‘of or in yuv^i-y-ob, ‘of or in you 

us two’ two’ 

Plural. 

N. vay-am, ‘we ’ 

asman, ‘ us ’ 

1. asma-bhib, ‘ by us ’ 

D. ^I^nR^asmd-bhyain,‘to us’ 

Ab. asmad, ‘from us ’ 

G. wr^ asmiia-m ‘ of us ’ 

L. wrg asma-su, ‘ in us ’ 

yu-y-am^, ‘ye’ 

^^RT^yusman, ‘ you ’ 

giSRTf^T: yusma-bhib, ‘ by j'ou ’ 

^«H*<l*l^yu8ma-bhyam, ‘ to you ’ 

yusm&d, ‘from you’ 

1^*1, yusmdka -m^, ‘ of you ’ 

1^ yusm4-su, ‘ in you ’ 

* Changed from original yOs-^m by the influence of 

vay-am. 

’ These are properly not genitives at all, but neuter singulars of 

possessive adjectives,meaning ‘ belonging to us, our,’ ‘belonging to you, 

your,’ which have come to be used as genitives. Similarly in German, 

a case of possessive pronouns, mein, dein, sein, came to be employed as 

the gen. of personal pronouns. 
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a. The following unaccented forms, which are not allowed at 

the beginning of a sentence, are also used: Sing. A. JTT ma, ^ 

tva; D.G. % me te (rot). Dual. A.D.G. nau (Gk. vUi), 

TR. vam. Plur. A. D. G. if: nah (Lat. nos), val? (Lat. vos). 

B. Demonstrative Pronouns, 

IIO. The stem ta (in composition ta-d), ‘ that ’ (also 

= he, she, it ’), may be taken as the tj'pe of the pronominal 

declension:— 

Singular. Plural. 

MASC. HETJT. FEM. 

^ te (toO tani 7n: tail 

tan tani TH: tah 
--^• 

t^i(i {rots) TTTfH: ta-bhih 

te-bhyat TfW: ta-bhyah 

^Ml* *it^-sam ^ 7nBT^ta-sam* 

L- ta-smin ta-syam ^ te-su ta-su 

Dual. 

N. A. m. 7^ tdu, f. ^ te, n. % te. 

I. D.Ab. m.f. n. <rn5T77,ta-bhyam; G. L.TT^: ta-y-oh. 

a, A compound of 7T ta, ‘ that,’ is IPT e>t4, ‘ this.’ It is 

declined exactly like the former; Sing. N. TJttl esa-b (48,67), Tf^TT 

e^, eta-d; A.T^rTTT) eta-m, TJTTPl. eta-m, 1^71^ eta-d, &c. 

MASC. NETJT. FEM. 

N. W. sAh^ ta-d BT sa 

A. ^ tam 3 ta-d d 1*1 tam 

I. ^ tena 7RIT ta-ya 

D. ta-smai fl# td-syai 

Ab. d^ld,t^-smat] 

G. d<$( ta-sya^ 
tii-syah 

* Cp. 48 ; 84, sa, ta.d = Gk. d,t6, Gothic sa, so, that-a (Engl, that, 
Lat. is-tud). 

* Horn. Gk. roio (for r6nio), ’ Lat. is-torum. 
* Lat. is-tarum, Gk. raw (for raaoiv). 
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in. Both the pronominal roots ^ a and ^ i (which here in 

some cases show a double inflexion) are employed in the declen¬ 

sion of a-y-am, ‘ this ’ (indefinitely):— 

SiNGULAB. 

MASG. HEUT. 

N. a-y-am -fim 

A. f^^ni^i-ni-am i-d-am 

I. an-ena 

D. a-smai 

Ab. a-smat) 

G, a-syd j 

L. '^rf^a-smin 

FEM. 

T^*l.i-y-dm 

1[?rn^i-m-am 

an-^ya 

a-syjii 

a-syah 

a-syam 

Plural. 

MASC. HEUT. 

N, 

A 

• t^i-m-e I ^ ^ . 
__ . ^ i-m-ani 

i-m-an) 

I. 

D.Ab 

G. 

L. 

e-bhqn 

e-bhya)^ 

e-^m 

e-su 

Dual. 

FEH. 

fRTl i-m-ah 

RRTl i-m-alj 

'’snfn: a-bhfb 

a-bhya^i 

a-sam 

a-su 

N.A. m. i-m-du, f. n. i-m-e. 

I.D, Ab.m.f.n. ■^jnJTR^a-bhyam; G.L. an-dyoh. 
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II2. The demonstrative pronoun, which in the nom. sing, has 

the curious form m. f. a-a-au, n. a-d-as, meaning 

‘that,’ ‘yon,’ employs in the rest of its declension the stem 

a-m-Q, for which a-m-n is substituted in the fern. plnr. 

(also acc. sing, and partly in dual) and a-m-i in the masc. 

plur. (except the acc.). 

N. 

MASC. 

a-s-au 

A. a-m-u-m 

Singular. 

NEUT. 

a-d-dh 

I. 

D. 

Ab. 

G. 
L. 

amd-n-a 

amu-smai 

amd-smat 

amd-sya 

amd-smin 

MASC. 

Plubal. 

5i:XJT. 

FEM. 

a-s-au 

a-m-u-m 

arad-y-a 

amd-syai 

amd-syah 

amxl-syam 

FEM, 

N. ami ] f- . 
j. ( amunx 

A. '^g^amunj 

^gi amu-b 

amu-b 

T. ami-bhib amu-bhib 

D.Ah. '4|^wr: ami-bhya^ amu-bhyab 

G- aml-sam •^gyiH amu-sam 

L. ami-su ■^gg amu-su 

Dual. 

N.A.m. f. n. '^g^amu; I.D. Ab. ''?ig^I(,amu-bhyam ; 

amu-y-o)?. 
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a. The unaccented defective pronoun of the third person, XpT 

ena (‘he, she, it’), is declined in the A. of all numbers, I. sg., 

and G.L. dual: A. ena-ni, ena-m, Tl^ ena-d; Tpft 

enau, T]^ ene, TJ% ene; li«||n^ena-n, TpTTJ ena-h, enani; 

I. sg. T!i%^ enena, f. ena-y-a; G.L. du. ena-y-oh. 

C. Interrogative Frononn. 

113- The stem of the interrogative pronoun ^ ka, ‘ who, which, 

what?’ is inflected exactly like ff ta, excepting that the N. A. 

neuter is ki-m ;—e. g. N. kdh, ^ ka, kim; plur. 

% ke', kah, kani. L. sg. ka-smin, f. wtr: 

ka-syam ; pi.ke-su, f. ka-su. 

a. In derivation the stems ki and ^ ku, as well as ^ ka, 

are used;—e. g. ki-y-at, ‘how great ? ku-tra, ‘ where ? ’ 

ka-da, ‘ when ? ’ As the first member of a compound 

kim is generally employed, sometimes ^ ku : kim-rupa, 

adj. ‘ of what form ?’ ku-karman, n. (‘what kind of’=) 

‘wicked deed.’ 

D. Belative Frononn. 

114. The stem of the relative pronoun ^ ya, ‘who,’ ‘which,’ 

is declined exactly like rf ta:— 

SING. PLUR. 

N. W. 

yd-h ya yd-d ye yah yani 

A. ^ xrr: ^rrf^ 
yd-m ya-m yd-d yan yat yani 

D. ^ 

yd-smai yd-syai yd-smai y^-bhya^ ya-hhyati ye-hhyah 
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E. Beflexive Fronoims. 

115. a. sva-y-am, ‘ self,’ is indeclinable (originally a 

nom. sing, like a-y-dm). It may express any person or num¬ 

ber (e. g. ‘ myself,’ ‘ himself,’ ‘ yourselves ’). It usually has the 

meaning of a nominative, but often of an instrumental, aud some¬ 

times of a genitive. It frequently also means ‘ spontaneously.’ 

b. atman, ‘ self,’ is a masc. substantive (declined like 

brahman, 90, 3). It is used in the singular as a reflexive 

pronoun of all persons and genders. 

c. svdh, ^TT sva,4<|*(^svdm (Lat. suus), ‘own,’is a reflexive 

adjective (declined like sarva, 120 b) referring to all three 

persons and numbers (‘ my, thy, his, our, your, their own ’). It is 

also used (like atman) in the oblique cases as a reflexive pro¬ 

noun;—e.g. svam nindanti,* they blame themselves.’ 

d. ni-ja, propelly an adjective meaning ‘inborn,’ ‘native,’ 

is often used in the sensfeof a pronominal reflexive adjective (like 

^ sva). 

F. Possessive Frononns. 
« 

116. Possessives are formed with the suffix lya, from the 

stems of the personal pronouns mad, tvad, &c.: 

mad-iya, ‘ my,’ c^^il tvadrjiya, ‘ thy asmad-Iya, ‘ our,’ 

yusmad-iya, ‘ your ’; tad-Iya, ‘ his, her, its, their.’ 

a. With the suffix ^ ka are formed from the genitives 

mama and tava, mama-ka, ‘ my,’ and tTT^^ tava-ka, 

‘thy’ (cp. 109, foot-note 2); from ^T^c^^bhavat, ‘your Honour,’ 

bhavat-ka, ‘ your.’ 

G. Componnd Pronouns. 

117. By adding drs, drs'a, or drksa, to certain 

pronominal stems, the following compoimd pronouns have been 

formed:— ta-dfs, ta-drsa, ta-drk^, ‘such ’ 
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(lit. ‘of that look’); ^STT^^ya-dfa, ya-drsa, ‘what like,’ 

‘ of what kind’; I-drs, I-drsa, i-dfk^, ‘such’; 

kl-dfs, kl-drsa/ what like ? ma-drsa, ‘ like 

me,’ tva-drsa, ‘like thee.’ 

a. The feminine stem of the compounds in drs is the 

same as the masc. and neut.;—e. g. nom. sing. m. f. n. 

tadfk; that of the compounds in drsa is formed with ^ I;— 

e.g. mfifr tadrsT ; of those in drksa with ^ a;-e.g. 

ladrksa. 

118. By adding vat and yat to certain pronominal 

stems, the following compounds, implying quantity, have been 

formed TTRIT: ta-vat and TlfTHTfi: eta-vat, ‘ so much ’; 

ya-vat, ‘ as much ’; i-yat, ‘ so much, ki-yat, ‘how 

much ? ’ These are all declined like nouns in vat (86), and 

form their feminines in the same way (dl«(<r\ tavat-T, 

iyat-T, &c.). 

a. ka-ti, ‘how many?’ (Lat. quot), td-ti, ‘ so many’ 

(Lat. toti-dem), yd-ti, ‘ as many,’ are uninflected in the 

N.A., hut in the other cases are declined like suci (98) in 

the plural. 

119. The interrogative ^ ka, by the addition of cit, 

rana, or api, is changed to an indefinite pronoun, ‘some,’ 

‘ some one ’: kaa cit, ka cit, kim cit; 

^^•Tkas cana, ka cana, fdi-^dkitp cana; ko ’pi, 

Mllf^ kapi, kim api. 

a. In the same manner indefinite adverbs are formed: 

ka-da, ‘ when ? kada cit, kada cana, ‘some 

time or other,’ ‘once Wi kva, ‘ where ? ’ ^irrfq na kvapi, ‘not 

anywhere,’ ‘ nowhere.’ 

b. The relative precedingthe interrogative renders it indefinite : 

ya^L kaly, ‘ whosoever ’; yasya kasya, ‘ of whom- 
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soever.’ Similarly ^if^c^jalj kascit, 2)1^^ yah kasca, or 

ya^ kascana, ‘whosoever.’ 

c. The relative pronoun, if doubled, assumes a distributive 

meaning: yo yaljL, ‘ whoever, whatever in each case ’ (fol- 

low'ed by a double correlative). 

H. Pronominal Adjectives. 

120. Several adjectives derived from, or allied in meaning to, 

pronouns, follow the pronominal declension (like 7T ta) either 

altogether or in part. 

a. anyd, ‘other,’ anya-tara, ‘either,’ i-tara, 

other,’ ka-tara, ‘ which of tw’o ? ’ efTiTTT ka-tamd, ‘ which of 

many ?' eka-tama, ‘one (of many),’ follow the pronominal 

declension throughout,, taking ^ d in the N.V. A. sing, neut.; 

any^-h, anya, anyd-d (cp. Lat. aliu-d); D. 

anyd-sniai, f. anyd-syai,L.'^n5rf%^auyd-smin; &c. 

b. sdrva, ‘ every,’ ‘ all,’ ubhd-ya, ‘ both ’ (sg. and pi.) \ 

IRi eka,‘one’ (105),Tf^ifTT^eka-tara, ‘ either,’differ only in taking 

?l[m instead of ^ d in the N. A. sing, neut.;—e.g. sdrva-h, 

sarva, sdrva-m; D. sdrva-smai, Ab. 

sdrva-smat, G. sdrva-sya, L. sdrva-smin; pi. N. 

sdrve, sarvah, sdrvani. 

c. purva, ‘ prior,’ ‘ east,’ ^va-ra, ‘ posterior,’ ‘ w'est,’ 

’sjrvT ddha-ra, ‘ infeiior,’ ‘ west, ut-tara, ‘ subsequent,’ 

‘ north, dak.sina, ‘ south,’ p;ira, ‘ subsequent,’ ‘ other,’ 

apa-ra, ‘other,’ ‘inferior,’ dnta-ra, ‘outer,’ ^ svd, 

‘own,’ besides necessarily taking m in the N.A. sing, neut., 

may follow the nominal declension in the Ab. L. sing. m. n. and 

^ But ubh£i, ‘both,’ is declined in the dual only (like 

kanta). 

o 
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in the N. plur. masc.;—e. g. N. A. n. ^4*1. purva-m; Ab. m. n, 

T?l[ purva-smat or Ifl,purvat; purva-smin or 

purve; N. pi. m. purve or purvat* 

d. ^ ardha, ‘half,’ iilpa, ‘little,’ kati-paysi, 

‘ some,’ IHRTT pra-thama, ‘ first, cara-ma, ‘ last, ’ ^ dva-ya 

and dvf-taya, ‘ twofold ’ (and similar words in ^ ya and 

?T^ taya), are inflected like ordinary adjectives, except that they 

may follow the pronominal declension in the N. pi. masc.;—e.g. 

^1[TTTJ caramat or carame. 

e. fl^ dvitiya,* second,’ and trtiya, ‘ third,’may follow 

the pronominal declension throughout the oblique cases of the 

singular;—e. g. D. m.n. trtiyaya or trtiya-smai; 

L. f. trtfya-yam or trtlya-syam; hut N. 

pi. m. only trtiyah- 

f. Any of these pronominal words occurring at the end of pos¬ 

sessive compounds (189) are declined like ordinary adjectives. 

CHAPTER IV 

CONJUGATION 

I2I. Sanskrit verbs are inflected with either active or middle 

terminations. The active voice is called Farasmai-pada, 

i.e. transitive (lit. ‘word for another’). The middle voice is 

called Atmane-pada, i.e. reflexive (lit. ‘word for oneself’). 

The passive takes the terminations of the Atmanepada ; with 

which it coincides except in the present and imperfect (where 

it forms its stem with the suffix ^ ya), and in the third sing, 

aorist. 

a. The Sanskrit verb has in each tense and mood three 

numbers, Singular, Dual, and Plural, with three persons in each. 
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122. There are in Sanskrit five tenses conjugated in the 

indicative : i. Present (with imperative and optative moods) ; 

2. Imperfect; 3. Perfect; 4. Aorist (with a kind of optative 

called Benedictive or Precative); 5. Future (with the Conditional, 

a kind of past future). 

There are also participles connected with three of these tenses, 

present, perfect, and future ; and one infinitive (167), a verbal 

noun unconnected with any tense. 

a. Classical Sanskrit has neither a pluperfect tense nor a sub¬ 

junctive mood (excepting the survivals of it in the first pei sons 

imperative); nor has it an imperative or a proper optative of any 

tense except the present. There are, therefore, far fewer verbal 

forms in non-Vedic Sanskrit than in Greek. 

The Present System. 

123. While the perfect, aorist, and future tenses add the 

terminations directly (or after inserting a sibilant) to the root, 

the present group (the present with its moods and the imperfect) 

forms a special stem, which is made in ten different ways. Hence 

the native Sanskrit grammarians have divided all v^erhs into ten 

classes. The tenth class, which is really a secondary formation, 

retains its present stem in nearly all the other verbal forms also, 

as do the secondary verbs generally (causatives, desideratives, 

intensives, denominatives). 

The Ten Classes. 

124. The ten classes are divided into two conjugations. 

In the first, comprising the first, fourth, sixth, and tenth classes, 

the present stem ends in '^a, and remains unchanged throughout. 

In the second conjugation, which comprises all the re¬ 

maining classes, the terminations are added directly to the final 

o 2 
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of the root or to the suffixes ^ ii, ^ nu,^ na, nl, n), and the 

present stem is changeable, being either strong or weak. 

A. First Conjugation. 

125. I. The first or Bhu class adds a to the last letter of 

the root, which, being accented, takes Guna of a final vowel 

(short or long) and of a short medial vowel followed by one 

consonant; — e. g. ^ bhu, ‘ be,’ forms the present stem 

bhciv-a; budh, ‘ know ’; bodh-a. 

2. The sixth or Tud class adds an accented ^ a to the root, 

which (being unaccented) has no Guna. Before this ^ ^ final 

^ f changes to ir. Thus tud, ‘ strike ’: tud-a : 

^ kf, ‘scatter’ : kir-d. 

3. The fourth or Div class adds ^ ya to the last letter of 

the root, which is accented (but the weak form in some cases 

assumed by the root points to the ^ ya having originally been 

accented);—e.g. nah, ‘bind n^h-ya; div, 

‘ play ’: div-ya (133 B). 

4. The tenth or Cur class adds the suffix ^ya, before 

which a final vowel takes Vrddhi, but a short medial vowel 

followed by one consonant takes Guna;—e.g, cur, ‘ steal ’: 

cor-Jya. Short medial a followed by one consonant is in 

most cases lengthened;— e.g. kam: kam-aya, ‘desire.’ 

B. Second Conjugation. 

126. The strong forms are^— 

1. the singular present and imperfect active; 

2. all first persons imperative active and middle ; 

3. the third person singular imperative active. 

In these forms the vowel of the root or the affix, being 

accented, is strengthened ; while in the weak forms it becomes 

short because the terminations are accented. 
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a. In the ninth class the accented form of the affix is •TT nil, 

the unaccented ni or s^^n; in the seventh they are respec¬ 

tively ^ na and 

127. I. The second or Ad class adds the terminations directly 

to the root, which in the strong forms takes Guna if possible 

(125, i);—e. g. ad, ‘ eat ’: sing, dd-mi, 2. ilftM 4t-si, 

dt-ti; i,‘ go’: e-mi, Ijfir e'-si, e-ti; lih, 

‘lick ’: %% leTi-mi, lelt-si (69a), le-^i (696). 

a. This and the seventh are the most difficult classes to con¬ 

jugate, because terminations beginning with various consonants 

come into contact with the final consonants of roots, and conse¬ 

quently many rules of internal Sandhi have to he applied. 

2. The third or Hn class adds the terminations directly to 

the reduplicated root, which in the strong forms takes Guna if 

possible;—e.g. W hu,‘ sacrifice’: ju-ho-mi, ‘ I sacrifice ’; 

ju-hu-mah, ‘ we sacrifice.’ 

a. The intensives conjugated in the active (172) follow this class. 

3. The seventh or Rndh elass adds the terminations directly 

io the final consonant, before which ^ nd is inserted in the 

strong, and ^n in the weak forms;—e.g. ^^yuj, ‘join 

yu-na-j-mi; yuflj-md^i. 

4. The fifth or Sn class adds ^ nu, which takes Guna in the 

strong forms, to the root;—e.g. ^ su, ‘press out’: su- 

u6-mi; su-nu-mah. 

5. The eighth or Tan class adds ^ u, which takes Guna in 

the strong forms, to the root;—e.g. ?T*^,tan, ‘stretch’: 

tan-6-mi; tan-u-mah. 

a. All the (seven) verbs of this class end in '*(,n, except kr, 

‘ do,’ which has an irregular present stem: kai'-6 -mi(l34E). 

6. The or Kn class adds to the root "TT na in the 

strong forms, but in the weak nl before consonants and ^I^u 
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before vowels;—e.g. krl, ‘ buy ’: kn-na-mi; pi. r. 

krl-ni-mal.i, 3. kii-n-anti. 

The Augment. 

128. The imperfect, the aorist, and the conditional prefix to 

the root accented a as their augment, which forms Vrddhi 

with an initial vowel(23);—e.g. «[\(^budh, ‘know’: 3. sing, 

imperf. a-bodha-t; und, ‘ wet u-nd-t-ti, 

‘ he wets,’ 4u-na-t, ‘ he wetted ’; r, ‘ go ’: 

rcchdti, ‘he goes,’ arcchat, ‘he went.’ 

a. The augment is dropped in the imperf. and aorist (which are 

then used imperatively) after the prohibitive particle TTT ma (pi)): 

»rr or ma karsit or karot, ‘ may he not do it.’ 

Sednplication. 

129* rive verbal formations take reduplication in Sanskrit: 

the present stem of the third conjugational class, the perfect, 

one kind of aorist, the desiderative, and the intensive. Each of 

these five has certain peculiarities, which must be treated separately 

under the special rules of reduplication (130, 135, 149, 170, 173). 

Common to all are the following. 

General Snles of Bednplication. 

I. The first syllable of a root (i.e. that portion of it which ends 

with a vowel) is reduplicated;—e.g. budh; g^'^bu-budh. 

3. Aspirated letters are represented by the corresponding unas¬ 

pirated ;—e.g.^T^bhid,‘ cut’: bi-bhid; ^dhu, ‘ shake 

^Y.du-dhu. 

3. Gutturals are represented by the corresponding palatals, 

f h by ;—e. g. ^ kam, ‘ love ca-kam; ^[^khan, 

‘dig’; ^^I^ca-khan; ^PF^gam,‘go’; ^^fl^ja-gam; ^^has, 

‘ laugh ja-has. 
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4. If the root begins with more than one consonant, the first 

only is reduplicated;—e.g. ^'’^^krus', ‘shout cu-kru8; 

n^^^ksip, ‘throw’: fMf^H^ci-ksip. 

5. If a root begins with a sibilant followed by a hard consonant, 

the latter is reduplicated;—e.g. ^ stu, ‘praise tu-^u (67); 

stha,‘stand’: Tf^Tta-stha; scut,‘drip’: ^^c^cu-scut; 

8kand,‘leap’: ca-skand. But ^ smr,‘remember’: 

sa-smr (m is soft). 

6. If the radical vowel, whether final or medial, is long, it is 

shortened in the reduplicative syllable; — e. g. ^h,‘enter’: 

ja-gah; kri, ‘ buy ’: ci-kri; kuj, ‘hum ’: 

^[f^cu-kuj. 

7. If the radical (not final) vowel is TJ e, it is represented by 

Ti; 0 or au, by ^ u;—e.g. %^sev, ‘ worship ’: 

si-sev (67); ^auk, ‘ approach ’: dudhauk. 

8. Roots which, according to the native Sanskrit grammarians, 

end inTJ e,^ ai, 0 are more conveniently stated to end in'^a, 

and are so treated in reduplication;—e.g. % gai, ‘sing,’ 3. sing, 

perfect ja-gau (136, 4). 

Special Sole of Sedaplicatioa for the Third Class. 

130. ^ r and f are represented in reduplication by i;— 

^ bhr,‘bear’: bf-bhar-ti; ^ pr, ‘ fill ’: pi-par-ti. 

Terminations. 

131. The following table gives the terminations, which are on 

the whole the same for all verbs, of the present system. The chief 

difference is in the optative, which is characterized by e in the 

first, and ^ya and^i in the second conjugation. It will prevent 

confusion to remember that the present indicative has the primary 

(-mi, -si, -ti, &c.), while the imperative (with some variations) 
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and the optative, as 'well as the imperfect, have the secondary 

terminations (-m, -s, -t, &c.‘). Of the other tenses, the future takes 

the primary, and the aorist, with the benedictive and the con¬ 

ditional, takes the secondary terminations; while the perfect takes 

in the active (with many variations) the secondary, and in the 

middle, the primary endings. 

In order to understand clearly the difiFerence between the two 

conjugations, the following points should be noted. In the first 

or a-conjngation(as in the a-declension),the accent is never 

on the terminations, but always on the same syllable of the 

stem (the root in the first and fourth^ the affix in the sixth and 

tenth classes), which therefore remains unchanged. On the other 

hand, in the second conjugation (as in the declension of change¬ 

able stems) the accent falls on the strong stem, which is shortened 

in the weak forms by the shifting of the accent to the termina¬ 

tions. lu the second conjugation, therefore, the ter¬ 

minations are accented except in the strong forms (126) of 

the present. The same would apply to the imperfect, were it 

without an augment (128). 

Parasmaipada. 
Present. Imperfect. Op^tive. Imi)erative. 

1. mi^ 

ist conj. 2nd conj. 

^I^am* ll^m^eyam ® ^Jf^yam ani 

2. si Tl^es ^TT^yas —(i)ffhi"( 

3. ti TJfl^et ^rr?i.yat g tu 

I. ^^vas^ ^ va^ eva iq yava ■^iq ava 

2. ^T^thas cT^tam etam yatam TTJ^tam 

3. fre[, tas TTTJl.tam TTflT^etam ^TUT+byatam fTT^l^tam 

1. ?TlE(.mas^ ma^ ema ^rnr yama am a 

2. ^ tha ta Tt[fT eta ’JTRI yata <T ta 

3. anti® ^an® eyur g^yiir antu® 
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- 
Atmanepada. 

Present. Imperfect. Optative. Imperative. 

I. TJ X? T 
e e(i) i(2) eta ^ 1yd ai 

2.% 'crra: 
se tha? ethas Ithas sva 

3-^ r\ tTT rrm: 
te ta eta ltd tain 

1.^ TT^ 
vahe * vahi ^ evahi ivdhi avahai 

2. wr»c TIUT^TH. Tr«rm: 
ethe(i) etham (i) eyathain iyatham etham (i) 

athe(2) atham (2) atham (2) 

Tnrni xr^ITTm^ 
ete(i) etam (i) eyatam lyatam etam (i) 

’wni 
ate(2) atam(2) atam (2) 

1. TTfrff i?rff 
niahe mahi^ emahi Imdhi amahai 

2.^ Tl^ 
dhve dhvam edhvam idhvdm dhvam 

3- W 

ante(i) anla(i) eran Irdn antam (i) 

WRl 
dte(2) ata (2) dtam(2) 

1. The final ^ a of the first conjugation is lengthened before 

or ^^v;-e.g. JTTTf^ bhdva-mi, bliava-vah. 
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a. Terminations beginning with vowels should be added in 

the first conjugation after dropping the finals a;—e.g. 

i-bhav-am, bh^iv-et. 

3. The terminations of the first conjugation, given in the above 

table as beginning with TJe, really consist of the final Tfa of the 

base + ^i; but on practical gi’ounds it is preferable to assume 

that they begin with Tf e. 

4. Verbs of the first conjugation take no termination in the 

2. sing, imperat. Par. (being exactly parallel with the vocative 

singular of the a-declension). Those of the second take dhi 

(Gk. di) after consonants, hi after vowels. But— 

a. -in the ninth class ana takes the place of dhi;— 

e.g. math-anii^ (but kri-ni-hf). 

b. hi is dropped in the fifth and eighth classes, if the ^ u is 

preceded by a single consonant; — e. g. su-nd (but 

ap-nu-hi). 

c. in the third class ST hu adds dhi (instead of hi) after 

a vowel: ju-hu-dhi. 

5. Verbs of the third class and some other reduplicated present 

stems (cp. 134 A 4, B; 172) drop the *^^n of the 3. plur. pres, 

indie, and imperat. Par. In the Atm. the whole second con¬ 

jugation rejects the ^n of the 3. plur. pres. impf. impv. 

6. V erbs of the third class and some other reduplicated stems (cp. 

134 A 4, B; 172) take ur instead of an in the 3. plur. 

impf. Par. Those of the second class which end in ’5(1 a, as well 

as vid, ‘know,* and fl[^dvis, - hate,’ may do so. Before 

this sufifix a final a is dropped, while ^ i, ^ u, r are 

* The origin of this peculiar imperative ending is uncertain. It 

perhaps stands for -na-n^: a being the reduced form (>:Iong nasal 

sonant) of the class sufiBx -na, and na the ending which is found in the 

Vedic 2. pi. impv.;—e.g. i-ta-na. 
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gunated;—e. g. bhl,‘fear’: d-l[)i-bha)'-uh; 

d-ju-hav-ul^; d-ya-u or d-y-ul?. That the final of 

this ending (which also appears in the 3.plur. optative and the 3. 

plur. perf. active) is etymologically r, and not ^ s, is proved 

by the corresponding forms in the Avesta. 

Paradigms. 

132. As the four classes of the first conjugation are inflected 

exactly alike, one paradigm will suffice for them. The same 

applies to the fifth and eighth classes. In the second class 

f^«t^dvis has been used for the paradigm, because it illustrates 

better than ad both the rules of internal Sandhi and the 

difference between strong and weak forms. 
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Irregnlarities of the Present Stem. 

First Conjugation. 

133. A. First or Bhu Class, i. kram, ‘ step,’ 

a-cam, ‘sip,’ ‘conceal,’ ‘spit,’ lengthen their 

Towel:—kram-a, a-cam-a, ^ guh-a, sthiv-a.— 

mrj, ‘cleanse,’ takes Vrddhi: marj-a. sad, ‘sink,’ 

substitutes t^i for ^ a: sid-a (for si-s[a]da; Lat. sido). 

2. gam, ‘go,’ and yam, ‘restrain,’ form the present 

stem with cha (Gk, o-k) : g4-ccha, yi-ccha (see 

below, C 2). 

3. m ghra, ‘ smell,’ IJT pa, ‘ drink,’ ^TT stha, ‘ stand,’ redn))li- 

cate with ^ i: jf-ghra, pf-ba (Lat. bi-bo), ti-stha 

(Gk. "-oTij-pi, Lat, sisto). These verbs originally belonged to 

the third (reduplicating) class (cp. sad above, A i). 

4. ^ dams, ‘bite,’ IT^_^manth, ‘chum,’ B^sanj, ‘adhere,’ 

drop the na^-al:—ddsVa, m£ith-a, s^j-a. 

5. ■^*(^drs,‘see,’ dhma,‘blow,’ IRflmna,‘study,’substitute 

p^s-ya, dh^m-a, m^n-a. 

B. Fourth or Div Class, i. tarn, ‘ languish,’ 

bhram, ‘ roam, sam, ‘ cease,’ ^SH^sram, ‘ be weary,’ mad, 

‘rejoice,’f^^div,‘play,’ lengthen their vowel:—dl^ tam-ya, 

mad-ya, divya, &c. 

2. bhrams, ‘fall,’ drops its nasal: bhris-ya. 

vyadh, ‘ pierce,’takes Saraprasarana : vidh-ya.—jan. 

‘ be born,’ substitutes WT ja: WRI ja-ya (cp. 154 a, l). 

C. Sixth or Tud Class, i. ^Pt.krf. ‘cut, muc, ‘loosen,’ 

lup, ‘ break, ’ lip, ‘ paint,’ vid, ‘ find,’ sic, 

‘ sprinkle,’ insert a nasal:—^R(T krnt-a, muBc- a,^ lump-a, 

limp-B, vind-B, fBff siilc-a. 
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is, ‘ wish,’ substitutes ^ ch for ^^s, and ^ r, ‘ go,’ adds 

^ ch ;—i-cchd, r-cchd (cp. A 2). 

3. prach,‘ask,’ ^^^bhrajj, ‘ fiy,’ vrasc, ‘cut,’ take 

Samprasarana prcch-d, bhrjj-d, vrsc-d. 

Second Conjugation. 

134. A. Second or Ad Class. 

1. The root is irregularly strengthened in the following 

verbs 

a. ^ yu, ‘ join,’ and all other roots ending in ^ u, take Vrddhi 

instead of Guna in the strong forms before terminations beginning 

with consonants: yau-mi, but d-yav-am, 

b. ^ mrj, ‘cleanse,’ takes Vrddhi instead of Guna: 3. sing. 

mars-ti (cp. 63), 3. pi. mrj-anti. 

c. ift 81, ‘lie down,’ Atm., takes Guna throughout its weak 

forms, besides inserting X! r before the terminations in the 3. plur. 

pres.,impv., impf.:—3. sg. s4-te (Gk. Kei-rai), 3. pi. 

se-r-ate, se-r-atam, a-se-r-ata. 

2. The root is irregularly weakened in the following verbs:— 

a. ^ vas, ‘ desire,’ takes Samprasarana in the weak forms: 

3, sg. vas-ti (63 6), 3. pi. ^31 fin us-dnti. 

b. as, ‘be,’ drops its initial '^a in the optative and all the 

weak forms of the pres, and imperative;—e.g. 3. sg. opt. 

s-yat; 3. pi. pres. s-dnti (sunt). The 2. sing. impv. is TlfM 

e-dhf (for az-dhf, Avestic zdi). In the imperfect it inserts I 

before the endings of the 2. 3. sing.: as-Ilji, as-i-t. 

c. ^s^^han, ‘kill,’ Par., drops its ^n before H^t and ^^th in 

the weak forms: 3. sg. tjf«n hdn-ti, but 2. pi. ha-thd. In the 

3. pi. pres., impv., impf. the radical ^ a is dropped and the h 

becomes gh; ghn-dnti, ghn-dntu, 

The 2. sg. impv. is ja-hi (for jha-hf, with palatalized 

initial, instead of ^ gha-hf). 
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3. A vowel or semivowel is irregularly inserted in the follow¬ 

ing verbs:— 

a. H^an,‘ breathe,’ Sl^jaks,' eat,’ rud, ‘weep,’ ^^svas, 

‘ breathe,' ^I^^svap,* sleep,’ insert^! before terminations beginning 

with consonants except l(^y; but I or ^ a before the ^s and 

r^^t of the 2. 3. sg. impf. Par.;—e.g. rod-i-mi, but 

rud-tlnti, wni rud-yam; impf. 3. sg. d-rod-i-t or 

d-rod-a-t. 

b. id, ‘praise,’ and Is, ‘rule,’ both Atm., insert i 

before terminations beginning with ^s and ’^(^dh (i.e. 2. sg. pi. 

pres, and impv.): — is-i-se, fs-i-dhve; 

18-i-sva, is-i-dhvam. 

c. IJ^bru, ‘ speak,’ inserts in the strong forms before termina¬ 

tions beginning with consonants:—brdv-i-mi (but 

bru-mdh), ii-brav-I-t. 

d. |[ i preceded by adhi, ‘read’ (Atm. only), resolves 

in the pres, and ^ ai (augm. a-pi) in the impf. before vowels 

into ahd^^^^aiy:—pres. sg. i. adhi-y-e, 2. 

adhl-s^; impf. sg. 1. ^Pl^adhy-di-y-i, adhy-di-thah. 

4. The reduplicated verbs ^^T^ca-kas,‘shine,’ ja-ks 

(for ja-gh[a]s, from ghas), ‘eat,’ ja-gr, ‘wake’ (intensive 

of ^ g?). dari-dra. (intensive of dra, ‘run'), ‘ be poor,’ 

though accounted verbs of the second class, follow those of the 

third in taking ati and atu in the 3. pi. pres, and impv., 

and ur for an in the 3.pi. impf.;—3.sg. ddri- 

dra-ti, 3. pi. daridr-ati ; 3. pi. impf. d-jaks-uh. 

«. irra: sas, ‘mle,’ follows the same analogy; it also takes 

ftjU^sis as its weak stem before consonants:—3. sg. ^-ti, 

du. firs: s'ia-td)i, pi. IJT^tTT sas- ati. 
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B. Tliird or Hu Class, i. ^ da, ‘ give,’ and VT dha, 

‘ place,’ nse dad and i^>sj^dadh as their stems in the weak forms. 

^V^dadh (against 62b) becomes ^jjr^^dhat before t and^^tb ; 

da-dha-mi, but du. r. dadh-valji, 2. dhat-th^b. 

The 2. sg.impv. Par.is de-hf (for da-z-dhf) and dhe-bf 

(for dba-z-dhi). 

2. ^TT ma, ‘measure,’ and V ha, ‘depart.,’ both Atm., have 

mi-mi and ji-hT as their present stems, dropping the 

^^i before vowels:—pres. sg. i. f^jih-e, 2.fgr^ jfhi-se, pi. 3. 

jfh-ate ; • impf. sg. I. ^-jih-i, 2. ^«rf%rfhrT: 

ii-jihi-thah, pi. 3. a-jih-ata. 

s. fT ha, ‘ abandon,’ Par., has jalu in the weak forms, 

dropping ^^i before vowels and 3- sg. ^tSlfd jdha-ti, but 

du. ^^dl jahi-ta^i, pi. jah-ati; impv, 2. sg. 

jahi-hi; opt. i. sg. jah-yam. 

C. Fifbh or Sn Class, i. Roots ending in vowels may drop 

theB u before ^v or m :—su-no-mi, but sun-v^h 

or su-nu-vdli. 

a. Roots ending in consonants change B u to B^^uv before 

vowels:—s'ak-nuv-anti. 

3. ^ sm, ‘hear,’ and ^ dhu, ‘shake,’ form the present stems 

sr-nu and dhu-mi. 

D. Seventli or Budh Class, '^l^^ailj, ‘ anoint,’VT^^bhafij, 

‘ break,’ hims, ‘injure,’ drop their nasal before inserting ^ 

na:—a-n^-j-mi, bha-ntJ-j-mi, hi-na-s-mi. 

E. Eighth or Tan Class. 9 kr,‘do,’ takes kar-6 as 

its strong stem, and as its weak kur-u,the^ u of which must 

be dropped before m, ^y, kaio-mi, 

kuru-thah; but J kur-v^h> kur-nicih; kur-yam. 

Other verbs of this class may drop the ^ u before tf^v and m 
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as in the fifth. When compounded with the jmepositions pari 

and sam, the verb W kr has an initial Vl(\'^d pdri- 

skrta, ‘adorned, sani-skrta, ‘put together.’ This is 

not oiiginal. 

F. Ninth or Kri Class, i. dhu,' shake, purify,’ 

^lu, ‘cut,’ shorten their vowel: dhu-na-mi, H’rrm 

pu-na-mi, lu-na-mi, 

2. "NT jna, ‘ know,’ and grab, ‘ seize,’ are shortened to WT ja 

and ^ grh^ H11*1 ja-na-mi; grh-na-mi (65). 

3. ^5l^bandh,‘ bind,’ and HJ^manth,* churn,’ drop the nasal:— 

wriN badh-na-mi, math-na-mi. 

The Perfect Tense. 

135. This tense is formed either by reduplication or peri- 

phrastically. Eoots follow the former method, derivative verbs 

(chiefly causatives) the latter. There are also four roots with a 

prosodically long initial vowel (140 a, i) which take the peri¬ 

phrastic perfect. 

Special Stiles of Sednplication. 

1. ^ r, f, ^ J are represented by N a in the reduplicative 

syllable;—e. g. W kr, ‘ do ’: ca-kar-a j ^ tf, ‘ cross 

ta-far-a; ^p(^klp, ‘be able’: ca-klp-^. 

2. InitialN a ora becomes'^a;—e.g.ad, ‘eat ’: 'NR[ 

ad-a; 'NPl.ap, ‘obtain’; ap-a (cp. 140a, i). 

3. Roots beginning with ^ i contract i i to ^ i; but if 

the radical i takes Giina or Yrddhi, is inserted between the 

reduplicative syllable and the root;—e.g. T^is, ‘desire,’ 3. pi. 

is-fih (for i-is-u^), but i. sg. i-y-^s-a. 

4. Roots beginning with or containing N ya or ^ va, and liable 

to Samprasarana (cp. 137, 2c), reduplicate with i and ^ \r: — 
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^^yaj. ' ' sacrifice ’: i-yaj-a; ^ vac, ‘ speak ’: 

11-vac-a. 

136. The singnlar perfect active is strong, like the 

singular active present and imperfect, the root being accented; 

the remaining forms are weak, the terminations being accented. 

The endings are the following:— 

Parasmaipada. 

SINGULAR. 

1. 

2. 

3- 

1. U e 

2. (T)'^(i)-8e 

3- He 

(x)^ (i)-tha 

^a 

DUAL. 

{t)H (i)-Vd 

^i-thnr' 

d-tnr' 

Atmanepada, 

(t)h| (i)-vahe 

athe 

ale 

PLUBAL. 

ix)^ ii)md 

^ nr (131,6) 

(t)^ (i)-mahe 

(i)-dhve 

^i-v6 

a. The terminations with initial consonant are added with the 

connecting vowel ^ i '^ except in the eight verbs ; T dru, 

‘run,’ ’g sru, ‘hear,’ ^ stu, ‘praise,’ ^ sru, ‘flow,’ kr, ‘do,’ 

^ bhr, ‘ bear,’ g vr, ‘ choose,’ ^ sr, ‘ go,’ where it must be 

omitted. The 3. pi. Atm. retains the i even in these verbs. 

In 2. sg. Par. it is omitted by many other verbs also, and is 

optional in verbs ending in ’95(1 a, as well as in most of those 

ending in ^ i, I, ^ u. 

* In these two dual forms ur has been borrowed from the 3. pi., 

the two endings thur and tur corresponding to the 2. 3. du. pres, 

thas and tas. 

’ This ^ i was in origin probably the reduced form of the final a of 

roots like HT da, ‘ give,’ and became the starting-point of ^ i as a con- 

iiecting vowel in other verbs. 
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The Strong Stem. 

1. Short vowels followed hy a single consonant take Gnna 

throughout the singular;—e. g. ‘wish’: i-y-es; 

budh,‘wake’: ^wY^bu-hodh; but^^^jiv,‘live’: 

ji-jiv. 

2. Final vowels lake Vrddhi or Guna in the first person singular, 

Giina ill the second, Vrddhi only in the third;—e.g.i, ‘go’: 

1. i-y-ay-a or i-y-i3'-a; 2. i-y-e'-tha; 3. 

i-y-ay-a ; ?! kr, ‘ do ’: r. ^41 < ca-kar-a or ca-kdr-a : 

2. ca-kdr-tha ; 3. ca-kar-a. 

3. Medial a followed by a single consonant takes Vrddhi in 

sg. 3. and optionally in I.;—e.g.^^han, ‘ kill’: i. ^'EJT’1 jaghan-a 

or jaghdn-a, 3. jaghan-a. 

4. Foots ending in ^ a (or diphthongs: 129, 8) take an 

in 1.3. 8g.,and may retain '^a before '81 thain 2.8g.(cp. 136 a);— 

e. g. \rr dha, ‘ place ’: 1.3. da-dhau, 2. dadha-tha 

or dadh-i-tha. 

But 5T hva or ^ hve, ‘ call,’ is treated as ^ hu:—3. sg. 

ju-hav-a (cp. 1540, 3). 

The Weak Stem. 

137* In roots containing the vowels T, u, r, the radical 

syllable remains nnchanged, except by Sandhi ;—e. g. 

budh: bu-budh-i-ma; Ifkr: ca-kr-ma; ^ stu : 

tu-stu-ma. 

a. Before terminations beginning with vowels final ?;i, r 

if preceded by one consonant become ^^y, r, if by more than 

one, 'y> nr; while ^ u, ^ u, and r always become 

uv and ar;—e.g. nT, ‘ lead ’: ni-ny-ulj ; sri, 

■ resort ’: si-iJriy-iih ; W kr, ‘ do ’: ca-kr-iib; ^str, 
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‘ strew ta-siar-iHi; ^yu,‘join 

kf, ‘scatter': ca-kap-iilj. 

3. In roots containing a medial ^ a or a final a, the 

radical syllable is 'weakened. 

a. Roots in which ISf a is preceded and followed by a single 

consonant (e. g. pat), and which reduplicate the initial con¬ 

sonant unchanged (this excludes roots beginning with aspirates, 

gutturals, and for the most part ^^v), contract the two syllables 

to one with the diphthongise (cp.Lat.fac-io, fe-I)This contrac¬ 

tion takes place even in 2. sg. Par. when ^ tha is added with i 

(the strong form being used when ^ tha is added without |[i);— 

e.g.Tl^ paCj ‘ cook ’: 2. sg. pec-i-thd (but papdk- 

tha), 3. pi. pec-dh ; 71*1^ tan, ‘ stretch ’: rlRVi ten-i-thd, 

ten-iih. 

b. (139, 2), ‘ be born,’ and four roots with medial ^ a 

beginn’ng with gutturals, viz. khan, ‘ dig, ’ gam, ‘go,’ 

ghas, ‘ eat,’ ban, ‘ kill,’ weaken the root by dropping 

the radical vowel:—3. sg. Atm. ja-jn-d; 3. sg. Par. 

ja-gam-a, but 3. pi. irrg: ja-gfm-uh ; ja-ghas-a, but 

ja-ks-uh ; ja-ghan-a, but ja-ghn-dh (cp. 134, 2 c). 

c. Five roots beginning with ^ va, viz. vac, ‘speak, 

vad, ‘speak,’ ^t^vap, ‘strew,’ vas, ‘dwell,’ vah, ‘carry 

also yaj, ‘sacrifice,’ ^IV^vyadb, ‘pierce,’ svap, ‘sleep,’ 

grab, ‘ seize,’ take Samprasarana. In the first five ^ u + ^ u 

(cp. 135, 4) contract to ^ u, in the sixth Ti + T i to 3. sg. 

u-vM-a, but pi. '3f^; uc-db (for u-uc-dh); i-yaj-a, 

but -dh (for i-ij-db) ; su-svap-a (67), but 

su-s'ap-db; ja-grah-a, but ja-grh-dli. 

’ This vowel spread from contracted forms like sa-z-d (Avestic hazd), 

weak perfect stem of sad, ‘ sit ’ (az becoming e; cp. 134, 2 b and 

133 A I). 
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d. Roots ending in ^ a drop it in all the weak forms, and 

optionally in 2. sg. Par. (see 136 a and 138, 3). 

Paradigms of the Sednplicated Perfect. 

138.1, gf tud, ‘ strike ’: strong stem gwl? tu-tod; weak tu-tud. 

Parasmaipada. 

tn-tod-a ggf^^ tu-tiul-i-vd ggfc^IT tu-tud-i-mi' 

tu-tod-i-tha gg^gt tu-tud-dthui) gg^ tu-tnd-a 

tu-tod-a gg^gi tu-tud-^ituh gggi tu-tud-ubi 

tu-tud-e ^ 

AtmanepaDa. 

ggf^^^ tu-tud-i-vdhe ggf«^*I^ tu-tud-i-mahe 

ggfl^ tu-tud-i-s< gg^t^ tu-tud-athe ggf^^ tu-tud-i-dhve 

gg^ tu-tnd-e gg^irl tu-tud-ate ggf^?[ tu-tud-ire 

2. W kr, do’: strong ca-k^r,ca-kar weak^gf cakr, ^JRcakr. 

! ca-k^ir-a^ 

Parasmaipada. 

ca-kr-va ^9*1 ca-kr-ma 

ca-kar-tha ca-kr-athuh ca-kr-a 

ca-kar-a •qqigt ca-kr-^tulj ca-kr-d^i 

. ca-kr-e 

Atmanepada. 

ca-kr-v^he ca-kr-m^he 

ca-kr-s^ ca-kr-athe ca-kr-dhve 

ca-kr-^ ca-kr-ate ca-kr-ire 

‘ Lat. tu-tud-i-mu8. “ Lat. tu-tud-i. ® Or ca-kiir-a. 
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1. 

2. 

i-ma 

1. 

2. 

3. dha, place’: strong da-dha; weak ^\^da-dh. 

__ Parasmaipada. 

da-dh-i-va 

da-dh-dthu^i 

da-dh-dtuh 

Atmanepada. 

da-dh-i-vdhe da-dh-i-mdhe 

da-dh-athe da-dh-i-dhve 

da-dh-ate da-dli-ire 

da-dhdu 

da-dha-tha^ 

da-dbdti 

da-dh-i 

da-dh-a 

da-dh-dh 

da-dh-e 

da-dh-i-se 

da-dh-e 

4. ^ nT, ‘ lead’: strong fit*! ni-ne, f^T»T ni-ndi; weak ni-nl. 

1. 

2. 

1. 

2. 

ni-ndy-a^ 

ni-nd-tha' 

ni-nav-a 

ni-ny-e 

ni-ny-i-se 

ni-ny-e 

Pabasmaipada. 

ni-ny-i-va 

ni-ny-athuh 

ni-ny-atu^ 

Atmanepada. 

ui-ny-i-vahe ni-ny-i-rndhe 

ni-ny-athe ni-ny-i-dhve 

ni-ny-ate ni-ny-iie 

ni-ny-i-ma 

ni-ny-d 

f^: ni-ny-ii^ 

I. 

5. ^ stu, ‘ praise ’: strong tu-std, tu-stau; weak gi tu-s^l- 

_ Paeasmaipada. 

gs^ tii-stu-va gs^ tu-sUt-md 

gs^: tu-stu-v-dthnh gi^ tn-stu-v-d 

tn-stu-v-dtuh gii’ tu-sU^-v-iih 

Atmanepada. 

g?^% tu-stu-vdhe gs’Tt tu-stu-mdhe 

gs^% tn-stu-v-athe tu-stu-dhve 

g?^ tii-stu-v-ate g^t^ tu-sUr-v-ire 

g^ tii-stdv-a ^ 

grt^ tu-sto-tha 

g^^ tu-stav-a 

tu-stu-v-e 

g^ tu-stu-se 

gs^ tu-stu-v-e 

Or da-dh-i-thd. 

Or ni-uay-i-tha. 

Or ni-nSy-a. 

Or gST^ tu-stav-a. 
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6. ‘stretch’: strong Tfrf^ta-tan, f||dl*^ta-tau; weak ten. 

Parasmaipada. 

ta-tau-a^ ten-i-va ^fiRT ten-i-ma 

dd»«j ta-t^u-tha^ ten-dthulj ten-S 

ta-tan-a ten-^tuh ten-iih 

ten-e 

Atmanepada. 

ten-i-v^he ten-i-mdhe 

ten-i-se ten-athe ten-i-dhve 

ten-e ten-ate ten-ire 

7. ^TH^gam, go’: strong ^<|*(^ja-g^m, ^JR+Ija-gam ; weak ja-gui. 

W^TR ja-gJm-a^ 

Parasmaipada. 

ja-gm-iv^ ja-gm-im4 

ja-g£ia-tha ja-gm-athuh oRIT ja-gm-d 

oRTHT ja-gani-a ja-gm-aluh ja-gtn-lilj 

]'a-gm-e 

Atmanepada. 

ja-gm-i-v^he ja-gm-i-mahe 

ja-gm-ise ^TTilT^ ja-gm-athe ja-gm-i-dhve 

ja-gm-e ja-gm-ate ]a-gm-ire 

8. vac, * speak ’ : strong u-v£ic, u-vac; weak uc. 

u-vac-a‘‘ 

Parasmaipada. 

'dtfdd ut'-i-v^ uc-i-ma 

u-Y^c-i-tha® uc-^thuti uc-a 

1^ u-vac-a uc-^tul^ uc-iit 

uc-e 

Atmanepada. 

uc-i-vdhe uc-i-mahe 

uc-i-se 'dt'd uc-athe uc-i-dhv^ 

uc-e uc-ir^ 'dpqin uc-ate 

^ Or flfTTR ta-tfin •a. > Or ten-i-thit. • Or ^r^IRT ja-gim-a. 

* Ur u-vSc-a. * Or u-vdik-tha. 
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Irregularities. 

139. I. JT^^bhaj,' share,’ though beginning with an aspirate, 

follows the analogy of the contracting verbs with TJ e (137, 2 a); 

3. sg. ^*11^ ba-bhaj-a, but 3. pi. bhej-iHi. Similarly ^ 

raj, ‘shine’ (medial a), and optionally tras, ‘tremble’ (two 

initial consonants), and bhram, ‘wander’ (initial aspirate, 

two consonants):—3. sg. A. rej-e; 3. pi. P. ta-tras-uh 

or tres-uh; ba-bhram-uh or bhrem-uh. 

2. ^JT^yam, ‘reach,’ and vam, ‘vomit,’ though beginning 

with ^ya and ^ va, do not take Samprasarana, but follow 137,2 a:— 

ya-yima, but yem-e ; va-vam-a, but 

vem-u^i; while ^Ifl^vas, ‘wear,’ Atm., does not weaken the root 

at all va-vas-e. 

3. f^ vid, ‘ know,’ fonns an unreduplicated perfect with 

present meaning vM-a,‘lknow’(Gk. o?da. Germ, weiss), 

v^t-tha (oi(7-do), ved-a (otfif); fiRI vid-m^ {td-fi€u, wissen), 

vid-d, vid-iilj. 

4. ci, ‘gather,’ f%I ji, ‘conquer,’ hi, ‘impel,’ han, 

‘kill,’ revert to their original guttural in the radical syllable;— 

ci-kay-a, ji-gay-a, ji-gkay-a, 

ja-ghan-a (cp. 137, 26). 

5. ^ ah,‘say,’ is defective, forming only 2. sg.dual and 3. sg. 

dual pi.:—'WW at-tha, ^-a : ah-athub, 

ah-atub; jil ah-iib. 

6. '^Si^ams, ‘reach,’ reduplicates with the syllable W’l.an, in 

which the radical nasal is repeated with the init'al vowel (cf. Gk. 

aor. inf. «»'-ey»f-<I>') j on the other hand, the radical nasal is dropped 

in the weak forms: 3. sg. P. an-dmsa, 3. pi. A. 

an-as-ire. The analogy of this \:erb is followed by arc, 

‘praise’:—3. sg. an-arc-a. 
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7. bhu, ‘ be,’ has the double irregularity of reduplicating 

with^a and retaining its ^u throughout (cp. Gk.iTe-(f>v-a<Ti):— 

ba-bhu-v-a 

ba-bhu-tha 

ba-bhu-v-i-tha 

ba-bhu-v-a 

ba-bhu-v-i-vd 

ba-bhu-v-athu^i 

ba-bhu-v-dtu^ 

ba-bhu- v-i-ma 

ba-bhu-v-a 

ba-bhu^v-uh 

Periphrastic Perfect. 

140. The verbs which cannot reduplicate, form their perfect 

by making an abstract feminine noun in the accusative, ■^|+(_am, 

and adding to this the reduplicated perfect of kr, ‘ do,’ as, 

‘ be,’ or ^ bhu, ‘ be.’ This formation started, with the employ¬ 

ment of the transitive verb ^ kr, e. g. gamayam 

cakara, ‘ he did going,’ i. e. ‘ he did go ’; but in classical Sanskrit 

the periphrastic perfect is usually formed with '^^as, the other 

two auxiliaries occurring only exceptionally. The periphrastic 

i erfect is almost entirely limited to the derivative verbs in 

aya (tenth class, causatives, and denominatives);—e.g. ^WT- 

bodhayam asa, ‘he awakened.’ Hardly any examples of 

desideratives or intensives are found in this tense. 

a. The following are the few’ primary verbs taking the peri- 

])hrastic perfect: — 

1. four roots beginning with a prosodically long vowel: 

as, ‘ sit,’ t^’^^Tks, ‘ see,’ ujjh, ‘ forsake,’ edh, ‘ thrive ’;— 

e.g. wm as-am cakre, ‘he sat.’ 

2. the reduplicated roots ca-kas, ‘ shine,’ and grig 

ja-gr, ‘awake ’ (properly an intensive, 134 A 4) 

cakas-am cakara, jagar-am asa. 

3. the roots ^ bhr,‘bear,’ and, in the Epics, nT,‘lead,’ and 

^ hve, ‘call,’ optionally; bibhar-am babhuva or 
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ba-bhar-a, ‘ he bore (a-)nayain asa or 

ni-nay-a, ‘ he brought ’; hvay-am asa or 

ju-hav-a, ‘ he called.’ 

Paradigm of the Periphrastic Perfect. 

Parasmaipada. 

bodhayam as-a bodhayam as-i-va bodhaj’am as-i-ma 

bodhayam as-i-tha (^cr-da) bodhayam as-athuly bodhayam as-a 

bodhayam as-a bodhayam as-atuh bodhayam as-uh 

Aorist. 

141. There are two kinds of aorists in Sanskrit, as in Greek. 

The First is formed by inserting a sibilant between root and 

termination, the Second by adding the terminations to the root 

with or without the connecting vowel a. Both aorists take the 

augment (which is accented) and the secondary terminations. 

There are four forms of the First Aorist, and three of the Second. 

Pirst Aorist. 

a. The first form is made by adding to the augmented root 

the suffix 9 sa, and is inflected like an imperfect of the first 

conjugation (d-bhava-t) except in the Atm. i. sg., 2. 3. dual 

(where it follows the impf. of f^^dvis). It is taken by only a 

few roots ending in ^ s and ^ h (which become ^ k before ^ s: 

63 b; 69 a), and containing the vowels i, ^ u, or ^ r, which 

remain unchanged;—e.g. dis', ‘ point ’: 3. sg. 

a-dik-sa-t. This form corresponds to^the Greek First Aorist 

(e-Sei^e, Lat. dixi-t). 
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Pahasmaipada. 

I. 

a-dik-s-am ^-diksa-va d-diksa-ma 

2. 

a-dik-sa-l]i a-diksa-tam ci-dik^-ta 

3. 

^-dik-sa-t d-diksa-tam d-diks-an 

Atmanepada. 

I. 

d-diks-i 4-diksa-vahi d-diksa-mahi 

2. 

^-diksa-thah d-diks-atham a-diksa-dhvam 

3. 

d-diksa-ta d-diks-atam d-diks-anta 

b. Similarly inflected is the aorist of duh, ‘ milk,’ the stem 

' which is d-dkiik-sa (55):—Par. i. sg. 41 d-dhuk-sa-m, 

Atm. a-dhuks-i. 

142. The other three forms of the First Aorist.are made 

by adding to the augmented root the suffixes ^s, ^[^i-s, 

s-i-s respectively, and are inflected like imperfects of the 

second conjugation (d-dves-am). The sis-form is used, in the 

Par. only, by a few roots ending in '^a, which remains unchanged 

throughout. The s-form and is-form are used by roots ending in 

other vowels than a, or in consonants ; both have Vrddhi 

throughout the Parasmaipada (a medial vowel has only Guna 

in the is-form) and Guna throughout the Atmanepada (a medial 

vowel and final ^ r remain unchanged in the s-form). All 

three forms have the peculiar endings is, in the 

2. 3. sing. Par., and must take ur in the 3. plur. 
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Second or s-form. 

143. I. ^nT,‘lead,’ as an example of a root ending in a vowel:— 

Parasmaipada. 

I. 

^-nai-s-am d-nai-s-va d-nai-s-ma 

2. 

a-nai-s-ih a-nai-s-tam a-nai-s-ta 

3- 

^-nai-s-it a-nai-s-tam d-nai-s-Tilh 

Atmanepada. 

I. 

d-ne-s-i d-ne-s-vahi d-ne-s-mahi 

2. ^J^|»1(66B2) 

^-ne-s-thali a-ne-s-atbam a-ne-dhvam 

3. 

a-ne-s-ta a-ne-s-atam d-ne-s-ata 

2. chid, ‘cut off,’ as an example of a root ending in a 

consonant;— 
Parasmaipaba. 

I. 

d-cchait-s-am d-cchait-s-va a-cchait-s-ma 

2. ’?r%Tni(66B2) ^^Tr(66B2) 

a-cchait-s-ih d-cchait-tam a-cchait-ta 
■■ ^ ... 

3. 1*1(66 B2) 

a-cchait-s-xt a-cchait-tam a-cchait-s-uh 

Atmanepada. 

I. ^r^fcH 

a-cchit-s-i a-cchit-s-vahi a-cchit-s-mahi 

2. '?rf^?!n:(66B2) •^rf^^^(66B2) 

a-cchit-tM.h| d-cchit-s-atham d-cchid-dhvam 

3. (66 B 2) 

a-cchit-ta a-cchit-s-atam a-cchit-s-ata 
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a. 'Sf kr, ‘do,’ as ending in ^ r, is similarly inflected:—Par. 

^?I^d-kar-s-am, ^-kar-s-ihj'^cfiT'^f^d-kar-s-Tt, &c. 

Atm-'^raif^ a-kr-s i, ’%|fli^Tia-kr-th.ah,^5fcT d-kr-ta, &c. The 

last two forms do not properly belong to the s-aorist, being 

borrowed from the second form of the root aorist (148) which 

is not otherwise inflected in the Atm. 

Irregularities of the s-form. 

144.1. Before the suffix ^ s final radical (a) ^ n as well as 

m becomes Annsvara (cp. 66 A 2) ;—e. g. ^-mam-sta, 

from man, ‘ think,’ as well as a -ratn-sta, from 

ram, ‘ be glad ’ (cp. 42 B r); (6) ^s in the verb vas, ‘ dwell.’ 

becomes rl^t: -vat-sIt (66 Bi). 

2. The termination dhvam (before which the of the 

aorist is always lost) becomes dhvam when the ^s would 

have been cerebralized (cp. 66 B 2);—e.g. a-ne-dhvam 

(for a-ne-s-dhvam), a-kr-dhvam (for a-kr-s-dhvam). 

3. ^ da, ‘ give,’ VT dha, ‘ place,’ ^TT stha, ‘ stand ’ (which 

takes the second aorist in the Par., 148), weaken their vowel to ^i 

(cp. 136 a, note 2) before the terminations of the Atmanepada :— 

a-di-s-i, a-di-thah (cp. 143 a), a-di-ta 

(f-So-To), a-di-s-vahi, &c. 

4-T^ drs, ‘ see, ’ srj, ‘ create, ’ ^ sprs, ‘ touch,’ take 

Vrddhi with metathesis in the Par.;!—e.g. 3. sg. 

a-srak-sTt (63 a,note 2), du. 18j|H^a-sras-tam (63 a; 66 B 2), 

pl.'^^'^: a-siak-snh; A.^T^f^ a-srk-si, a-srs-thah, 

a-srs-ta, &c. 

5. The aorist of dah, ‘burn,’ and rudh, ‘ hinder,’ is 

difficult owing to the Sandhi(69 a; 62 b);—sg.'^^T^J^a-dhai-sam, 
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d-dliak-sl^i, a-dhak-sit; du. 

d-dkak-sva, a-dag-dkam, a-dag-dham ; 

pi. a-dhak-sma, a-dag-dha, ^VIT^: a-dhak- 

sut ; A. sg. a-dkak-s-i, ■iI^4Vin'l d-dag-dhah, 

a-dag-dha; a-dhak-svahi, ^V^TT^TRl, ^-dhak-s- 

athani, ^VT^TTTT^ a-dhak-s-atam ; pi. d-dhak- 

smahi, a-dhag-dhvam (62 a), a-dhak-s-ata; 

a-raut-sam; du. 2. a-iaud-dham (62 b), pi. 2. 

d-raud-dha ; Atm. sing. i. d-rut-s-i, 2. 

a-rud-dhah, 3. d-rud-dha ; pi. 2. d-rud-dlivam, 

3- d-rut-s-ata. 

Third or is-form. 

145. This form differs from the preceding merely in adding the 

with the connecting vowel i (which changes it to '5(^s, 67). 

The endings of the 2. 3. sg. are t^is, (for is-s, is-t; cp. 

28; 150). Hai'dly anyParasmaipada forms of is-aorists from roots 

ending in vowels occur in classical Sanskrit, hut one such, formed 

from ^pu, ‘purify,’ in the older language and inflected in both 

voices, may be taken as a paradigm for the active as well as the 

middle:— 

Parasmaipada. 

I. 

a-pav-is-am a-pav-is-va d-pav-is-ma 

2. ^xrr^: 

d-pav-ih d-pav-is-tam d-pav-is-ta 

3. 

d-pav-it d-pav-is-tam d-pav-is-uh 
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Atmanepada. 

1. 
a-pav-is-i 

2. 
^-pav-is-tha^i 

3. 

a-pav-is-ta 

a-pav-is-vahi 

d-pav-is-atham 

’^RfWTfTR: 
^-pav-is-atam 

^^Rf^nsFrff 
d-pav-is-mahi 

d-pav-i-dhvam (144, 2) 

^-pav-is-ata 

budh, ‘awake,’ as an example of a root ending in a 

consonant, does not take Vrddhi in the Par. (142);— 

Pakasmaipada. 

I. ^Rtf^ 

a-bodh-is-am a-bodh-is-va d-bodh-is-ma 

2. ^5Rtf>iR^ 

a-bodh-ih d-bodh-is-tam d-bodh-is-ta 

3. 

d-bodh-it d-bodh-is-tam d-bodh-is-nh 

Atmanepada. 

I. 

a-bodh-is-i d-bodh-is-vahi d-bodh-is-mahi 

2. "^Rttwr: ■4l«rifx4§*l(i44.2) 
a-bodh-is-tha^ a-bodh-is-atham a-bodh-i-dhvam 

3- ^RtfWTTHl ^Rtt>iR<T 

a-bodh-is-ta a-bodh-is-atam d-bodh-is-ata 

6. TIf mad, ‘ exhilarate,’ and vad, ‘speak,’ take Vrddhi in 

the Par.; a-mad-is-uh ; a-vad-it. 
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Fonrtli or sis-form, 

146. This form difpers from the preceding one simply in pre¬ 

fixing an additional ^ s to the suffix. It is conjugated in the 

Parasmaipada only, and is used by not more than six roots, all 

ending in a. ^ ya, ‘ go,’ may serve as an example ;— 

Parasmaipada. 

1. 

d-ya-sis-am 

2. 

a-ya-sih 

3- 

a-ya-sit 

a-ya-sis-va 

a-ya-sis-tam 

a-ya-sis-^m 

wrflnsT 
a-ya-sis-ma 

a-ya-sis-ta 

d-ya-sis-uh 

Second Aorist. 

147. This aorist is like an imperfect formed directly from the 

root, the terminations being added with or without the connecting 

vowel a. 

The first form is like an imperfect of the sixth class, the 

stem being formed by adding ^ a to the unmodified root. It 

corresponds to the Second Aorist of the first conjugation in 

Greek (e-rvTr-o-v). The inflexion of this aorist formed from 

sic, ‘sprinkle,’ is as follows:— 

Parasmaipada. 

I. 

a-sic-am d-sica-va d-sica-ma 

2. 

d-sica-h a-sica-tam a-sica-ta 

3. 

a-sica-t d-sica-tam d-sic-au 
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1. 
a-sic-e 

2. 

a-sica-thalj 

3. 

a-sica-ta 

Atmanepada. 

d-sica-vahi 

4-sic-etham 

a-sic-etam 

a-sica-mahi 

a-sica-dhvam 

a-aic-anta 

Irregpalarities. 

a. 1. ISTT khya, ‘tell,’ substitutes a for a: 

<t-khja-t.—2.'5’*^ clrs,‘see,’ lakes Guna: a-clars'-a-t.— 

3. as, ‘ throw,’ acids ^ th to the root; as- th-a-t\— 

4. pat, ‘ fall,’ and vac, ‘ speak,’ form contracted re¬ 

duplicated aorists :—d-pa-pt-am, d-voc-am 

(for d-va-uc-am, cp. Gk. (-fnr-o-v). 

Second Form. 

148. The imperfect terminations of the second conjugation are 

attached to the root. This form corresponds to the Second Aorist 

of the second conjugation in Greek:—^Vn^d-dha-in, ‘ I placed’ 

{i-6r]-v)-, ■^T^TTfl. d-stha-t, ‘ he stood ’ (e-arr)); d-ga-t, ‘ he 

went’ a-bhu-t, ‘he became’ (e-0v). A few verbs 

ending in ■’50’ a (as well as ^bhu, ‘be’) take this form. This 

Wa is retained throughout except before the ur of the 3. pi. 

There is no Atmanepada (cp. 143a; 144, 3). 

I. ^ da, give ’: — Pakasmaipada. 

r.^r^ a-da-m a-da-va a-da-ma 

2. a-da-h ^ ^ I a-da-tam a-da-ta 

a-da-t a-da-tam a-d-ulh 

‘ The root of this aorist is, however, probably | stha, ‘ stand,’ with 

the vowel shortened as in d-khyat. 
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2. ^bhu, be’;— Parasmaipada. 

1. ^^^H_d-bhu-v-am a-bliu-va a-bbu-ma 

2. ^: a-bhu-h •^^(rT*i^a-bhu-tam WT a-bhu-ta 

3 -a-bhu-t ^^<H*i^a-bhQ-tam d-bhu-v-an 

Third or Reduplicated Form. 

149' Excepting the primary verbs ^ dru, ‘run,’ and sri, 

‘go,’ this aorist has attached itself to the secondary conjugation 

in aya (tenth class and causatives). The stem is formed by 

a peculiar reduplication of the root, to Avhich ^ a is attached. 

The inflexion is like that of an imperfect of the first conjugation. 

Upwards of forty verbs take this aorist in classical Sanskrit. 

Special Rules of Reduplication. 

I. a, a, r, f, ^ ! are represented in the reduplica¬ 

tive syllable by X. i- 

5. The vowel of the reduplicative syllable, unless already long 

by position, is lengthened. 

The quantity of the first three syllables of the stem is thus 

almost invariably yj — yj : a-ji-jan-at, a-ji-grah-at, a-si-sri-y-at, 

a-\i-vis'-at, a-dl-dfs-at, a-dl-dar-at (from dr), a-du-dru-v-at, a-mu- 

muc-at, a-ci-kjp-at. 

muc, ‘ release ’: stem a-mu-muc-a:— 

Parasmaipada. 

I. 

a-mumuc-am a-mumiica-va a-mumuca-ma 

2- 

a-mum>ica-h 

3. 

a-inumuca-t 

a-mumuca-tam 

a-mumuca-tam 

a-mumuca-ta 

a-mumuc-an 
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a-mumuc-e 

2. -^nggwr: 
a-murauca-thalji 

3. 
a-mumuca-ta 

Atmanepada, 

a-mumuca-vahi 

a-mumuc-etham 

a-mumuc-etam 

a-inunuica-malii 

a-mum uca-d hvam 

a-mumuc-anta. 

Irregularities. 

e. 1.TTH radh,‘ succeed,’ and vyadhj* pierce,’ shorten their 

radical syllable, so as to produce'the prevailing rhythm : 

a-rl-rSdh-a-t, -vl-vidh-a-t (cp. 133 B 2). 

2.^ dip, ‘ shine,’ and mil, ‘wink,’ retaining their long 

radical vowel, do not lengthen the reduplicative syllable, thus 

inverting the usual quantity of these two syllables; 

a-didip-a-t, a-mimll-a-t. 

Benedictive or Frecative. 

150. The active of this form is very rare, while the middle does 

not occur at all, in classical Sanskrit. It is an aorist optative, 

being formed by adding the terminations directly to the root. 

The terminations are those of the optative of the second conjuga¬ 

tion, with ^8 inserted between ^ ya and the personal inflexions. 

The endings of the 2. 3. sing, are ^TT^yas (for ya-s-s), ^H^yat 

(for ya8=ya-8-t: cp. 28; 145), being thus identical in form with 

those of the optative present (131). The Benedictive Par. of IH 

budh, ‘awake,’ would be formed as follows :— 

I* IWRR, 
budh-ya-3-am budh-ya-s-va budh-ya-s-ma 

2 iwn 
budh-ya-^i budh-ya-s-tam budh-ya-s-ta 

3- iwrg: 
budh-ya-t budh-ya-s-tam budh-ya-s-uh 
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Simple Future. 

151. The future is formed by adding to the stem the suffix 

^ syd, or, with the connecting vowel i, i-syd, and is 

inflected like a present of the first conjugation (bhavami). Most 

roots ending in vowels (except ^ r) take sya, more than half 

of those ending in consonants take isya. Derivative verbs 

regularly take the latter. 

a. Final vowels and prosodically short medial vowels take Guna;— 

e- g- T i> * go ’: e-sya-ti budh,‘awake 

bllot-sya-te (55); ^^[V^rudh, ‘hinder’: rot-sja-ti j ISkr, 

‘do’:^ft«5rf^ kar-i-sya-ti; ^bhu,‘be’: bhav-i-sjd-ti. 

1. Several roots take both forms;—e.g. dah, ‘burn’: 

dh.ak-sya-ti (55) and dah-i-sj-a-ti. 

2. Derivatives in '^51 aya retain their present stem, dropping 

only their final ^ a;—e. g. cor-aya, ‘ steal ’: 

coray-i-sya-ti. 

^ da, give ’:— Parasmaipada. 

I. 

da-sya-mi da-sya-val?' da-sya-ma(j 

2. 

da-sya-si da-sya-tha^ da-sya-tha 

3- 

da-syd-ti da-sya-tal,! da-sy-anti 

Atmanepada. 

I. ^ ^TWlt 
da-sy-e da-sya-vahe da-sya-mahe 

2. 

da-sya-se da-sy-ethe da-sya-dhve 

3. 

da-sya-te da-sy-dte da-sy-ante 
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Irregularities. 

b, I. Several verbs have ra instead of ar before ^ sya 

(cp. 144, 4): — '^■*(^drs, ‘see,’ ‘emit,’ srp, ‘creep,’ 

sprs, ‘touch ’: drak-sya-ti (63 l>), srak- 

sya-ti (63a), srap-sya-ti, sjrak-sya-ti. 

2. A few verbs strengthen the root with a nasal before^sya:— 

nas, ‘ be lost ’: nank-syati as well as 

nas-i-sya-ti; *i^w(^majj, ‘ sink mank-sya-ti. 

3. ^15^ vas, ‘dwell,’ changes its s to t before ^ sya : 

vat-sya-ti (66 B i). 

4. grab, ‘ seize,’ takes instead of ^ i as its connecting 

vowel: grah-i-sya-ti (cp. 160, 3 0). 

Periphrastic Future. 

152. It is formed by adding the present of the verb as, 

‘be,’ to the uom. masc. of an agent noun in ^ -tr (101). The 

nom. sing, is used in all forms except the third persons dual and 

plural, in which the nom. dual and plural appear. The auxiliary 

is omitted in the third persons. The Parasmaipada only is found 

in use. About forty verbs, chiefly in the Epics, take this form 

of the future. 

a. ^ tr is added, with or without ^ i, to the gunated root, 

much in the same way as ^ sj’a. But roots ending in ^ r, as 

well as gam, ‘go,’ and 'f’^han, ‘kill,’ reject the connecting 

vowel:—^ kr: kartasmi (but ^fwrfTT kar-i-sya-mi); 

gantasmi (but gam-i-sya-mi). 

^bhu, ‘ be ’:— 

Pauasmaipada. 

I. 

bhav-i-tasmi bhav-i-ta-svah bhav-i-ta-smah 
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2. 9Tf%<TT^ 
bhav-i-tasi bhav-i-ta-stha^ bhav-i-ta-stha 

3. 

bhav-i-ta bhav-i-tarau bhav-i-taxah 

‘go*:- Parasmaipada. 

I. TlfTT^: TjfTr^: 
e-tasmi e-ta-svah e-ta-smab 

2. innftr IPTRI: TPTT^ 
e-tasi e-ta-sthah e-ta-stha 

3- W wd 
e-ta e-tarau e-tarah 

Conditional. 

153- This is a past tense of the future, meaning ' would have.’ 

It is formed by turning the simple future into a past, which is 

inflected like an imperfect of the first conjugation (ahhavam). 

Extremely rare even in the Par., it is still rarer in the Atm. It 

is to he met with chiefly in the Epics and the dramas. Examples 

are:—from ^bhu,‘be’: (fut.Jlf^tJl [fil bhav-i-syami) 

a-bhavisy-am, a-bhavisya-h, a-bhavisya-t, 

&c.; Atm. a -bbavisy-e, &c.; i, ‘ go ’: (fut. 

e-sya-mi) aisy-am, aisya-h, ^^f^aisya-t, &c.; Atm. 

^isy-e, &c. 

Passive. 

154- The passive, which takes the terminations of the Atmane- 

pada, differs from the latter only in the forms made from the 

present stem and in 3. sg. aor. From the Atm. of verbs of the 

fourth class it differs in accent only : ndh-ya-te, ‘ he binds*; 

nah*ya-te, ‘ he is bound.’ 

K 
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Before adding'll ya, the root undergoes the following changes:— 

1. Final ^SIT 5 (or diphthongs ; 129,8) remains or becomes I;— 

e.g. jaa, ‘ know ’; jha-ya-tej ITT pa, * drink ’; 

pT-ya-te; ^ ga, ‘sing’ (or % gai): <n«<rl gl-ya-te. 

2. Final ^ i and ^ u are lengthened;—e.g. i, ‘go’: t?ai^ 

I-ya-te; ci, ‘ collect ’: cl-ya-te ; ^ sru, ‘ hear ’: 

sru-ya-te. 

3. Final ^ r after a single consonant becomes fT ri, after two 

consonants, ar e. g. kr, ‘ do ’: kri-yd-te ; but 

smr, ‘ remember ’: smar-ya-te. 

4. Final f is changed to and, after labials, to ur;— 

e. g. kr, ‘ scatter’: kir-ya-te ; ^ str,‘strew’: 

stir-ya-te; bnt ^ pf, fill’ (the only example); pur-ya-te. 

5. Roots ending in a consonant preceded by a nasal, lose the 

nasal;—e. g. H^^bhafij, ‘break ’: bhaj-ya-te. 

6. Roots liable to Samprasarana (137, 2c) take it;—e.g. 

yaj: ij-ya-te ; vac : uc-ya-te ; grab : 

grh-ya-te ; svap : sup-ya-te. 

7. Derivative verbs in aya drop the suffix while retaining 

the strong radical vowel;—e. g. cor-aya; cor-yate; 

kar-aya (from H kr): kar-ya-te. 

The passive of ^bhu, ‘be,’ would be inflected as follows:— 

Present. 

I. ^ 

bhu-y-e bhu-ya-vahe bhu-ya-mah'^ 

2. 

bhu-ya-se bhu-y-ethe bhu-ya-dhve 

bhu-ya-te bhu-y-ete bhu-y-ante 
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Imperfect. 

a-bhu-y-e d-bhu-ya-vahi d-bhu-ya-mahi 

2. 

^-hhu-ya-thah a-bhu-y-etham a-bhu-ya-dhvam 

3 

li-hbu-ya-ta d-bhu-y-etam d-bhu-y-anta 

Imperative. 

’ # 

hhuy-ai bhu-ya-vahai bhu-ya-mahai 

2- 

hhu-y^-sva bhu-y-etham bhu-yd-dhvam 

3. jjwm: 

hhu-yd-tam bliu-y-etam bhu-y-dntam 

Optative. 

I. 

bhu-y-eya bhu-y-evahi bhu-y-emahi 

2. 

bhu-y-elhah bhu-y-eyatham bhu-y-edhvam 

3->J^ 

bhu-y-eta bhu-y-eya tarn bhu-y-eran 

Irregnlarities. 

a. I. ^^khan, 'dig,’ has either khan-yd-te or 

kha-yd-te; cT^tan,‘stretch’; tan-yd-te or ta-yd-te; 

^T^jan, ‘beget,’has WR?^ja-ya-te, ‘is born’ (properly an Atm. 

of the fourth class ; cp. 133 B 2). 

2. ’SIT^ sas, ‘command,’ has either sas-ya-te or 

s'is-ya-te (cp. 134, 4 a). 
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3- ^ hva, ‘call’ (or ^ live), has hu-y£ite (cp. 136, 4); 

^ va (or^ ve), ‘weave,’ u-y^i-te. 

Aorist Passive. 

155* The Atm. of this tense supplies the place of the passive 

except in the third person singular, which has a special 

form. Here the augmented root adds the suffix ^ i, which re¬ 

quires Vrddhi of a final vowel and Guna of a medial vowel (but 

^ a is lengthened) followed by a single consonant ; after a, 

a ^_^y is inserted;—e.g. ^ sru, ‘hear’; lf% d-srav-i; ^ kr, 

‘do ’: d-kar-i; pad, ‘ walk’: d-pad-i; 

vis,‘enter’: a-ves-i; ^^muc,‘release’: d-moc-i; 

’sn jfia, ‘ know d-jna-y-i. 

a. The following are peculiarities or irregularities in this 

formation ;—i. rabh, ‘ seize,’ shows the nasalized form of 

the root: a-rambh-i.—2. ^ pr,‘fill,’ hasa-pur-i 

(cp. 154, 4).—3. gam, ‘go,’ rac, ‘ fashion,’ vadh, 

‘ slay,’ do not lengthen their a a-gam-i, a-rac-i, 

a-vadh-i.—4. Verbs in aya drop the suffix (cp. 154,7): 

rop-aya, causative ofruh,‘mount a-rop-i. 

PARTICIPLES, GERUirDS, AND INFINITIVE. 

I. Active Participles. 

156. The stem of the present and future participles Par. is 

formed with the suffix (cp- 85). The strong stem is obtained 

by dropping the i of the 3. pi. pres, and fut. Par.; hence 

verbs of the third class and other reduplicated verbs 

(134 A 4) have no nasal in the strong stem of the pres, part., 

while the fut. part, always has 'N^^ant as its strong stem. 

Thus:— 
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Pres. 3. pi. Pres. part. Fut. 3. pi. Fur. PART. 
(strong). (strong). 

bhavant-i (i) bhavant bhav-isyant-i bhavisyant 

kri-n-ant-i (9) krlnant kre-syant-i kresyaut 

jiihv-at-i (3) juhvat ho-syant-i hosydnt 

a. The stron':; stem of the pres. part, of as, ‘ he,’ is 

sant(3. pi. s-ant-i); that of ^^han, * slay,’ is 'a«t1^ghn-ant 

(3- pi. ghn-ant-i) 

157. The reduplicated perfect participle (89) is most easily 

formed by taking the 3. pi. Par., with which the weakest stem 

is practically identical (only that r^ must be changed to ^s 

Avhich, being always followed by a vowel, appears as ^ s). In 

forming the middle and strong stems from this, the final vowel 

of the root (changed to a semivowel before us) must be 

restored, and in verbs which, after dropping ur, become mono¬ 

syllabic, i must be inserted:— 

3. Plue. Weakest Stem. Strong Stem. Middle Stem. 

ca-kr-uh cakr-us-a cakr-vamsam cakr-vdd-bhih 

babhu-v-dh babhu-v-us-a babhu-vams-am babhu-vitd-bhih 

teu-uh ten-iis-a, ten-i-vams-am ten-i-vdd-bhih 

Tj-iih ij-iis-a ij-i-vams-am Ij-i-v^id-bhi^l 

^ On the declension of participles in ^f(^at, see 85 ; on the formation 
of their feminine stems, 95 a, “ Cp. 131, 6. 
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a. The participle of the present perfect of vid, ‘know’ 

vid-iit), does not take the intermediate ^i:—inst. 

vidus-a; acc.i^^vid-varns-am; inst.pl.f^^f^. 

vidviCd-bhih. 

II. Atmauepada and Passive Participles. 

158. Present and Future Participles Atmanepada and 

Passive are fomed with the suffix 1*1 mana, which is added 

after diopping the 3. pi. termination -nte:—Atm.pres. !•( 

hhava-mana, fut. JtfqBlJillTIJ bhavisya-mana; Pass. pres, 

bhuyd-mana. 

a. The second conjugation takes an4 in the pres. 

Atm.: jhhv-ana (but fut. ^ ^^ I li( hosjd-mana, Pass, 

pres. huyd-mana). The root as, ‘sit,’ takes the 

anomalous suffix iua: as-ma, ‘ sitting.’ 

159- The Perfect Atm. would be formed with the suffix 

and, which is added after dropping the termination Tt ire 

of the 3. pL Atm.;—e. g. babhuv-ire: babhuv-and. 

It has, however, become obsolete, only a few instances of it sur¬ 

viving in the sense of substantives or adjectives ;—e. g. 

am^c-and (from anu-vac, ‘ having repeated ’=) ‘ learned.’ 

160. The Perfect Passive Participle is formed with the 

suffixes na and the much commoner rf ta. 

I. ^ na, which is taken by primary verbs only, and is attached 

immediately to the root, is used by a good many roots ending in 

the long vowels a, I, ^ u, f (which becomes ir or 

^T^ur) and especially in ^d;—e. g.^^mla,‘fade’; ^^^mla-na; 

^1I,‘ cling’: iT-na; ^lu,‘cut’: ^|^lu-na; str, ‘ strew ’: 

stir-nd; ^ pr, ‘fill’; pur-nd (cp. 154, 4); tw? bhid. 

‘ cleave ’: bhin-nd. 
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nv.d, ‘ push,’ and vid, ‘ find,’ optionally take ta:— 

niin-na or nut-t^; vin-na or vit-t^. 

b. The final of a few roots in ^^3 that take ^ na reverts to the 

original guttural;—e.g. 3T^_^hhanj, ‘break’: bhag-na; 

bhuj, ‘ bend ’: hhug-na; J4^^majj, ‘ sink ’: mag-na; 

vij, ‘ tremble ’: vig-na. 

2. fT ta is attached to the root with or without the connecting 

vowel ie. g. ji-t^, ‘ conquered ’; HfFffT pat-i-ta, ‘ fallen.’ 

When attaching the suffix immediately, the root has a tendency 

to he weakened in the usual way: verbs liable to Samprasarana 

(137, 2c) take it, a is in some cases weakened to ^ i or even 

i, a final nasal is in several cases lost^;—e.g.'^IW^yaj,* sacrifice’: 

is-t^ {63 a; 64) ; vac, ‘ speak ’: ^3r3f uk-t^i; svap, 

‘ sleep ’ : sup-tci; pa, ‘drink ’ : pT-t^ ; stha, 

‘stand’: fi^rl sthi-tdl (Gk. ora-rd-s, Lat. sta-tu-s); gam, 

‘ go ’: ^T?T ga-tci; ’^^han, ‘kill ha-t4. 

а. 'Vn' dha, ‘put,’ is doubly weakened: fftT hi-td (for dhi-td). 

б. ^ da, ‘ give,’ uses its weak present stem dad ; 

dat-ta. After certain verbal prepositions datt4 is weakened 

to ^ t-ta;—e.g. "^(Tt a-tta (for a-datta), ‘taken.’ 

c. Several roots in am, instead of dropping the nasal, retain 

it, and lengthen the preceding vowel;—e.g. kam, ‘love’: 

«M«rt kan-ta. 

d. dhvan, ‘ sound,’ follows the analogy of ^5?^ kam, &c.: 

^|«ri dhvan-t^; while a few others in an use a collateral 

form of the root in W a;—e. g. khan, ‘ dig ’: kha-t£i; 

^*l^jan, ‘ be born ’: WHT ja-td. 

3. i-ta is taken by a considerable number of primary verbs 

which end eifher in double consonants or in single consonants 

' On the peculiar Sandhi of roots ending in ^ h, cp. 69. 
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not easily combining with and by all derivative verbs (which 

drop the final a or aya before it);—e, g. sank, ‘ doubt ’: 

sahk-i-ta; likh,‘scratch ’: likh-i-td; 

Ip-sa, desiderative of '^SlT^ap, ‘ obtain ’: Ips-i-ta; 

kar-aya, causative of kr, ‘ do ’: em |\fl kar-i-ta. 

a. The full form of the root is usually retained before ita; 

but vad, ‘ speak,’ and ^^vas, ‘dwell,’ usually take Sampra- 

sarana:—^ ud-i-ta, ^3f^7T us-i-ta ; while grab, ‘ seize,’ 

always takes Samprasarana and the connfecting vowel instead 

of i: grh-I-td (cp. 151 6 4). 

161. By adding the possessive suflfix '^7^ vat to the past pass, 

part., a new form of very common occurrence is made, which has 

the value of a perfect active participle;—e. g. W7T kr-ta, ‘ done ’; 

krta-vat, ‘ having done.’ It is generally used as a finite 

verb, the copula being omitted;—e.g. ^ rTr(^ ®d<=(l*t, sa tat 

krtavan, ‘ he (has) done it ’; ^ sa tat krtavatl, 

‘she (has) done it’ (cp. 89, foot-note 3). 

162. The Future Passive Participle is formed with the 

suffixes ya, 71^ tav-ya, and an-ij'a. They correspond 

in sense to the Lat. gerundive in -ndus. 

I. Before the suffix ya— 

a. final a becomes TJ e ;—e. g. V da: d4 -ya, ‘to be 

given.’ 

b. final ?(i, take Guna,^ u, ^ uGunaorVrddhi,^ r,'^r 

Vrddhi;—e. g. f^ji: je-ya, ‘to be conquered’; ul: 

ne-ya, ‘ to be led ’; ^ hu: hav-yd, ‘ to be offered ’; bhu : 

bhav-ya, ‘ about to be ’; ^ kr: ^ kar-y^, ‘ to be done.’ 

c. medial ^ i and ^ u followed by a single consonant generally 

take Guna, ^ a is sometimes lengthened, ^ r remains un¬ 

changed ;—e. g. bhid: bhed-ya, ‘ to be split ’; ^pf^yuj; 
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^311 yoj-ya, to be joined ’; sak: sak-ya, ‘ possible ’; 

but ^ vac: vac-ya/to be said’; f^ dfs-ya, 

to be seen.’ 

a. Before the suffix tavya, the root, if possible, takes 

Guna, being treated in the same way as before the fTT ta of the 

periphrasticfut.(i52);—f%Iji: %fI^je-tavya,‘tobe conquered’; 

^bhu : bhav-i-tavyk, ‘ that must be ’; gam ; 

gan-tavya, ‘ to be gone da: da-tavya, ‘ to be given ’; 

m? bhid: %tI31 bhet-tavya, ‘ to be split.’ 

3. Before the suffix an-iya, the root takes Guna;— 

e.g. ci : cay-aulya, ‘ to be gathered ’; bhu : 

bhav-anlya, ‘ that must be ’; ^ kr: kav-anlya, 

‘ to be done lubh : ’<i!pl+l«ri'4t lobh-anlya, 'to be desired.’ 

a. The^R aya of the causative is rejected;—bhav-aya; 

bhav-aniya, ‘ to be supposed.’ 

III. Gerund or Indeclinable Participle. 

163. The suffix used for forming this particijde from the 

simple verb is WT tv-a (an old instrumental singular of a stem 

in ^ tu). It is most easily attached to the root by being sub¬ 

stituted for the fT td of the passive participle;—e. g. 'STf kr-tfi, 

‘done’: kr-tva,‘having done’; y rfi uk-td,' spoken ’: 

uk-tva,‘having sjroken ’; ga-td, ‘ gone’: I ga-tva, ‘having 

gone.’ 

a. The suffix of the causative, aya, is, however, retained: 

cor-i-ta, ‘stolen,’ but cor-ay-i-tva, ‘ having 

stolen.’ 

164. If the verb is compounded with a preposition it takes 

^ ya instead of 1 tva : from ^bhu, ‘ be, bhu-tva, but 

sani-bhu-ya; from vac, ‘speak,’ uk-tva,but 
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prauc-ya; from ^ tf, ‘cross,’ ava-tir-ya, ‘having de¬ 

scended ’; from pf, ‘ fill, sarn-pur-ya. 

a. The suffix of the causative, aya, is retained (excepting 

the final a) before ^ ya if the radical vovel is short ^;—e. g. 

sam-gam-ay-ya from sam-gam-aya, ‘ cause to 

assemble ’; but vi-car-ya from vi-car-aya, 

‘ consider.’ 

165. W tya is added, instead of ^ ya, to compound verbs 

ending in a short vowel;—e. g.f^c^Tji-tva, but vi-jf-tya. 

a. Tlie analogy of these verbs is optionally followed by roots 

ending in "^^n or <ll(m, preceded by ^ a, which may drop the 

nasal if it is dropped in the.perfect participle passive (r6o, 2);— 

e.g.^T*?: gam, ‘ go ’: a-gam-ya or a-ga-tya (part. 

^Tcf ga-tfi); •!*(( nam, ‘ bend ’: pra-nam-ya (65) or MUjcSf 

pra-na-tya (part. •TfT na-t^); man,‘think ’: -man-ya 

or -ma-tya (part.TfrT ma-td); ^^han,‘kill’: -han-ya 

or -ha-tya (part. ^cT ha-t^); tan, ‘stretch’; ®«il^ 

-ta-ya (cp. 154 o i) or -ta-tya (part. (TrT ta-t^). But 

kram, ‘ stride,’ has only -kram-ya (part. sfiT*fT kranta) ; 

khan, ‘dig,’ only |4| -kha-ya (part. kha-ti ; cp. 

154 a i). 

166. There is also a rare indeclinable participle in am. 

It is most easily formed by adding the suffix to that form which 

the root assumes before the ^ i of the 3. sg. aor. passive (155);— 

e.g. ^ sru (■4|UHf% ii-srav-i, ‘it was heard’): srav-am, 

‘ having heard.’ 

IV. Infinitive. 

167. The infinitive (=Lat. supine) is formed by adding 

tn-m (originally the acc. sg. of a verbal noun) to the form which 

* Otherwise the gerunds of the simple and the causative verb would 

be identical. 
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the verb assumes before the rTT ta of the periphrastic future (152), 

or the rf^ tavya (162,2) of the future part, pass.;—e.g. ^TT stha: 

stha-tum (Lat. sta-tum),‘to stand’; ^Vi^^budh; 

bodh-i-tum, ‘ to awake ^bhu: JTf^ bhav-i-tum, * to be ’; 

kr: ^^J^kiir-tum, ‘ to do drs : dras-tum (15161), 

‘to see vah: vo^um (696), ‘to carry’; sah: 

sodhum (69 b), ‘ to bear cur: coray-i- 

tum, to steal.’ 

DERIVATIVE VERBS. 

I. Causatives. 

168. This, the commonest class of derivative verbs, is formed 

with the suffix aya in the same way as the tenth class (125,4), 

and is similarly inflected ;—e.g. ^ m, ‘lead’: nay-aya, 

‘ cause to lead ’; kr, ‘ make ’: kar-aya, ‘ cause to make ’; 

vid, ‘ know ’: ved-dya, ‘ cause to know sad, 

‘ sit ’; sad-aya, ‘ set.’ 

a. Most of the verbs in a insert before the causative 

suffix;—e.g. ^ da, ‘give’: da-p-aya; stha, ‘stand’: 

mq stha-p-aya. 

b. The causative suffix is retained (as in the tenth class) 

throughout the conjugation excepting the (reduplicated) aorist 

(which is connected with the causative in sense only: cp. 149). 

Irregularities. 

1, jna, ‘know,’ gla, ‘languish,’ mla, ‘fade,’ 

sna, ‘ wash,’ optionally shorten the radical vow^el before tRT paya : 

jna-p-aya or jila-p-aya, &c. 

2. A few roots ending in other vowels thana takeTRJ paya:— 

f%r ji, ‘ conquer ’: ja-paya, ‘ cause to win ’; ?(i with 

adhi, ‘read’: adhy-apaya, ‘teach’; ^ r, ‘go’: 
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ar-paya, ' put ’; ruh, ‘ grow ro-paya, as well as 

rob-iiya, ‘ raise.’ 

3. ^ dhu, ‘ shake,’ makes dhu-n-aya, ‘shake’; pri, 

‘love ’: prT-n-aya, ‘delight’; bhi, ‘ fear ’: jf^hhl- 

s-aya, as well as the regular JTT^ni bhay-aya, ‘frighten.’ 

4. ^n^labh, ‘take,’ inserts a nasal; lambh-aya; while 

dams,‘ bite,’ retains its nasal; dams'-aya (cp. 133A4). 

5. ban, ‘ kill,’ substitutes the denominative stem 

ghata-ya, ‘ make slaughter of.’ 

II. Desideratives. 

169. Desiderative stems are formed by adding to the root, 

reduplicated in a peculiar way, the suffix ^ sa, directly in about 

seventy cases, but with the connecting vowel ^ i (i. e. i-sa) in 

nearly thirty others. Thus ^bhu, ‘ be,’ becomes bd-bhu-sa, 

‘desire to be,’ but jiv, ‘live, ji-jiv-isa, ‘desire 

to live.’ Desideratives are inflected like verbs of the first con¬ 

jugation (p. 92). 

The accent being on the reduplicative syllable, the root as a 

rule remains unchanged, but— 

1. before^sa, final i and^ u are lengthened, while ^ r and 

r become ir or, after labials, ur;—e.g. ci, ‘ gather ’; 

ci-ci-sa; ^ stu, ‘ praise tu-stu-sa; tr, ‘ cross ’; 

ti-tir-sa; ^ mr, ‘die’; mu-mur-sa. 

2. before^ isa, final ^ u, '^f must take Guna; medial 

^ r takes it also, medial ^ u does so in one case, and medial ^ i 

not at all;—e.g. s'l, ‘ lie s'i-say-isa; sr, ‘ crush ’: 

s'i-sar-isa; nrt, ‘dance’; ni-nart-isa; 

s'ubh, ‘beautify s'u-sobh-isa; vid, ‘ know ’; 

vi-vid-isa, as well as vi-vit-sa. 
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Special Bales of Bednplication. 

170. I. a, a, and r are represented by ^ i in the 

reduplicative syllable (but ur, standing for ^ r after labials, 

reduplicates with ^ u);—e. g. dah, ‘ burn ’: '^>4^ di-dhak-sa 

(55; 69a); ^Tstha,‘standti-stha-sa; srj,‘create’: 

si-srk-sa (63 a); ^ bhr, ‘ bear ’: bu-bhar-sa. 

a. The reduplication of roots containing i and ^ u is 

normal j—e. g. vis, ‘enter’: vi-vik-sa (63 6); 

budh, ‘ know ’: bu-bhut -sa (55) J dull, ‘ milk 

du-dkuk-sa {55; 69 a); ruh, ‘grow’; rii-ruk-sa. 

Thus all desideratives, except those from roots containing ^ u, 

^ u, reduplicate with i. 

2. The two or three roots with initial vowel that take the 

desiderative reduplicate internally with i: ^'*4 

ds'-is-isa; t^^iks, ‘ see ’: Ic-iks-isa. ■^(H^ap, 

‘ obtain,’ forms its stem by contraction: -sa. 

Irregalarities. 

171. I. ^IHgam, ‘go,’ and ^•t_han,‘ kill,’ lengthen their radical 

vowel; while ?T^man,‘think,’lengthens the reduplicative vowel 

as well ji-gam-sa (beside ji-gam-isa) 

ji-gkarn-sa (66 A 2); mi-mam-sa (66 A 2), ‘ reflect.’ 

2. grab, ‘seize,’ piach, ‘ask,’ ^t^^svap, ‘sleep,’ take 

Samprasarana:—ji-glirk-sa (55; 69 a), pi- 

prcch-isa, su-sup-sa. 

3. da, ‘give,’ VT dha, ‘place,’ ma,‘measure,’ pad, 

‘go,’ rabh, ‘grasp,’ labh, ‘take,’ sak, ‘be able,’ 

contract the first two syllables of the stem in such a way as to 

retain only the reduplication and one consonant of the root: 

di-t-sa, dhi-t-sa (for di-dh(a)-sa: 55), mi-t-sa, ftJcB' 

pi-t-sa, ri-p-sa, li-p-sa, fir^ s'i-k-sa. 
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4. ci, ‘gather,’ ji, ‘conquer,’ ^i^^han, ‘ kill’ (cp. 171,1), 

revert to their original guttural; ci- K -sa (beside 

ci-ci-sa); jl-gl-sa; jf-gllarn-sa. 

5. ghas, ‘ eat,’ changes its ^ s to t; ji-ghat-sa, ‘ be 

hungry.’ 

III. Inteusives (Freqneutatives). 

172. These verbs are meant to convey an intensification or 

frequent repetition of the action expressed by the simple root. 

Only monosyllabic verbs beginning with a consonant are liable to 

be turned into intensives. Hence neither verbs of the tenth class 

nor roots like ad can form this derivative. About sixty roots 

(less than half the number found in Vedic literature) take the 

intensive in Sanskrit, but forms of it rarely occur. 

The stem, which takes a peculiar kind of strong reduplication, 

has two forms. The one adds the personal endings immediately 

to the reduplicated stem (accented on the first syllable in strong 

forms), being conjugated in the Parasmaipada only, like a verb 

of the third or reduplicated class (p. 96);—e. g. bo-bho-ti 

from ^ bhu, ‘ be.’ The other adds accented ^ ya, in the same 

way as the passive (154), to the reduplicated stem, being conj ugated 

in the Atmanepada only, like the passive (p. 130);—e. g. 

bo-bhu-ya-te from ^bhu. 

a. The first intensive may optionally insert before termina¬ 

tions beginning with consonants in the strong forms. Stems 

ending in consonants do not take Guna either before this I 

or before terminations beginning with vowels; — e.g. vid, 

‘ know ve-ved-mi or ve-vid-i-mi, 

ve-vidmah, imper. ve-vid-ani; but ^ hu, ‘ call ’: 

jo-ho-mi or j6-hav-i-mi, jo-hav-ani. 
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Special Rules of Reduplication. 

173- The reduplicative syllable takes Guna and lengthens 

ae. g. nij, ‘ cleanse ’: n6-nek-ti; ^ nl, ‘ lead ’: 

ne-nl-yd-te; ^^budh, ‘ know ’: bo-budh-I-ti; 

^ pin, float ’: po-plu-ya-te; rPl. tap, ‘ be hot ’: 

ta-tap-ya-te. 

a. Roots ending in repeat the nasal instead of lengthening 

the vowel;—e. g. kram, ‘ stride ’ : can-kram-i-ti, 

can-kram-yd-te. 

b. Roots containing ^ r insert i between the reduplication 

and the root;—e. g. ^ mr, ‘ die ’: mar-i-mar-ti; 

drs, ‘see dar-i-drs-ya-te; ^cj^^nrt, ‘ dance ’: 

nar-i-nrt-ya-te. 

Irregularities. 

174- ^ gr, ‘awake,’ reduplicating with a (as from 

gar), forms the stem ja-gr, which has almost assumed the 

character of a root (134 A 4) and is used as the only present stem 

of the verb: 3. sg. ja-gar-ti, 3. pi. WnTf?! ja-gr-ati. 

s. ^ dab, ‘burn,’ and ^ jabh, ‘ snap at,’ reduplicate with 

a nasal, while car, ‘ move,’ changes its radical vowel as well: 

dan-dah-i-ti and dan-dah-ya-te; 

jan-jabh-yci-te; can-cur-yd-te. 

b.T^l pad, ‘ go,’ besides reduplicating with a nasal, inserts 'l^i 

after it: pa-n-i-pad-ya-te; while dra, ‘ run,’ redu¬ 

plicates as if (173 b) it contained ^ r (only that the inserted 

vowel is ^ i, which, however, is long by position): 

dar-i-dra-ti (cp. 134 A 4). 
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IV. Denominatives. 

175. A large number of verbs, inflected like those of the 

a-conjiigation (p. 92), are derived, with the suffix ^ yd, from 

nouns, to which they express some such relation as ‘be or act 

like,’ ‘ treat as,’ ‘ make,’ ‘ desire.’ Before the suffix, final i and 

^ u are lengthened; ^ a often is also, but sometimes becomes 

(cp. 154, i). Examples are:—namas-yd, ‘ pay homage 

(namas) to svaml-ya, ‘ regard as a master ’ (svami) ; 

gopa-yd, ‘be like a herdsman (go-pa) to,’ ‘protect’; 

raja-ya, ‘play the king’ (raja); jf druma-ya, ‘rank 

as a tree’ (druma); putrl-ya, ‘desire a son’ (piitra). 

a. Denominatives which have the causative accent (d-ya) are 

reckoned verbs of the tenth class by the Hindu grammarians. 

Such are mantrd-ya, ‘take counsel’ (mdntra), 

kirtd-ya, ‘celebrate’ (kirtf, ‘fame’); varnd-ya, ‘depict,’ 

‘ describe ’ (vdrna, ‘ colour ’); kathd-ya, ‘ tell how,’ ‘ relate ’ 

(ka-thdm, ‘ how ? ’). 

CHAPTER V 

INDECLINABLE WORDS 

Prepositions. 

170. Owing to the cases having a more independent meaning 

than in other Aryan languages, the number of prepositions is 

quite small, and their use is very limited in Sanskrit. They are 

nearly all postpositions and they do not ‘ govern,’ but only 

define the general sense of, the case to which they are added. 

* In Homeric Greek the prepositions preserve their original position 

as well as accent in anastrophe: airo (Skt. dpa), tm (dpi), ndpa (pdra), 
nipi (pdri). 
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Of the dozen Vedic postpositions (also employed as verbal pre¬ 

fixes) Sanskrit preserves only three in common use:— 

1. cinii, ‘after,’ and prdti (Gk. rrpoTi'), ‘ towards,’ 

‘ about,’ after the accusative. 

2. W a, ‘ from ’ or ‘ up to,’ before the ablative. 

a. The following are also occasionally met with, nearly always 

following their case:—'WfH abhi, ‘ against ’ (acc.); pur£is, 

‘ before ’ (gen.); ^dhi, ‘ over ’ (loc.), ant^r (Lat. inter, 

Eng. under), ‘ within,’ ‘ between ’ (loc., rarely gen.). 

Prepositional Adverbs. 

177. The loss or obsolescence of the Vedic prepositions in the 

true sense is compensated in Sanskrit by the increasing use of 

ungenuine prepositions, that is to say, those which cannot be 

attached to verbs and the origin of which from cases is still for 

the most part clear. They are employed with all the oblique 

cases except the locative and the dative; mth the latter case no 

prepositional word is ever connected in Sanskrit. These adverbs 

are given in the following list, grouped under the cases which 

they accompany :— 

a. Acc. antara and ^ntarena, ‘ between,’ 

‘ without ’ ; the latter also ‘ regarding nika^ and 

samitya, ‘ near abhi-tah, pari-tah, 

sarva-tah, samanta-talj, ‘around’; ubhayd-tah, 

‘onbothsides of’; pdrena,‘beyond’; ^rr^ff.y a vat,‘during,’ 

‘up to,’ ‘till’ (also abl.). 

b. Instr. 5^1^ sahd, ^^TR^samam, l«ft*t.sakim, sar- 

dham, ‘ (together) with’; vina,‘without,’‘except’ (also acc., 

rarely abl.). 

c. Abl. All the adverbs used with this case express some 

modification of the fundamental ablative notion of sepai ation:— 

L 
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I. ‘ before ’ (of time): arvak, HTT puiu, purvam, 

prak. 2. ‘after’ (of time): f.*!,an-antaram, 

urdhv^m, param, para-tah, p^rena, 

prabhrti (originally a fem. nonii meaning ‘ commencement ’). 

3, ‘ outside,’ ‘ out of ’: bahil?. 4. ‘ apart from ’; any4- 

tra; ^ rte (also acc.). 

d. Gen. Nearly all the adverbs used with this case express 

some relation in space:—i. ‘ before,’ ‘ in presence of’: agre, 

agra-tdh. pura-tab, purds-tat, 

praty-aksam, sam-aksdm. 2. ‘after’: pascat. 

3. ‘beyond’: para-tah, Mpards-tat. 4. ‘above,’ 

‘ over,’ ‘upon’: up^ri (also acc.) and updri-stat; 

the former also ‘ with regard to.’ 5. ‘ below ’: adh^h and 

^I^JWJft^adhds-tat.—With the gen. is also used kite, ‘for 

the sake of.’ 

178. The case-notions of the accusative (‘whither’), ablative 

(‘whence’), and locative (‘where’) are often paraphrased by 

nouns meaning ‘ proximity,’ such as antikd, 

upa-kantha, ni-kata, sa-kas'a, sam-nidhi, 

wW sam-Ipa, tUg parsvd (‘side’). In the acc. they mean 

‘ towards,’ ‘ to,’ ‘ near ’; in the abl., ‘ from ’; and in the loc., 

‘ near,’ ‘in the presence of’: in each case governing the genitive. 

For example :—‘go to the king’; 

‘ he withdrew from Eaghii’; 

‘ beside me,’ ‘ near mg ’; W^TTl ‘ tbey 

praised Nala in her presence.’ 

Prepositional Gerunds. 

179- Several indeclinable participles are used in the sense of 

prepositions:— 

1. with acc. ud-dis'-ya, * pointing at ’ = ‘ towards,’ 
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‘about,’ ‘at,’ ‘for’; a -da-ya, grhi-tva, ‘ taking,’ 

I nl-tva, ‘ leading’ = ‘ with ’; adhi-stha-ya, 

ava-lamb-ya, '^iRicei a-sri-tya, ^RTWT^ a-stha-ya, ‘ re¬ 

sorting to’=‘by means of muk-tva, pari-tyaj-ya. 

varjay-i-tva, ‘ putting aside ’=* except 

adhi-kr-tya, ‘putting at the head’=‘with reference to,’ ‘about.’ 

2. with abl. ’^1 a-rabh-ya, ‘beginning from’=‘since.’ 

Conjunctive and Adverbial Particles. 

180. angd, in exhortation8=‘pray ’: pray do 

it.’ kim aiiga: i. ‘why, pray? ’ 2. ‘how much more? ’ 

4-tba ; i. introducing something new at the beginning of 

a sentence = ‘ now,’ ‘then,’ ‘afterwards.’ 2. in the headings of 

books, chapters, sections,‘now’ = ‘here begins’ (opposed to 

iti, ‘here ends’). 3. connecting parts of a sentence = ‘and,’ 

‘also.’ 4. ‘if’: ^ ‘if 

I do not follow them, I shall go to Yama’s abode.’— 

atha kim, ‘ what else?’ = ‘it is so,’ ‘certainly,’ ‘yes.’—^ 

atha va; i. ‘ or else,’ ‘ or.’ 2> correcting a previous statement = 

‘or rather,’ ‘but.’ 3. adding a corroborative statement, ‘or 

so’=‘80 for instance’; ’UIRTT ‘thus it is well 

said.’ 

dtho, ‘then,’ ‘afterwards’ (see ^ u). 

anyac ca, ‘ and another thing ’ = ‘ and besides,’ ‘ more¬ 

over.’ 

'4m4^*1^aparam, ‘fui-ther,’ ‘moreover,’ ‘besides.’ 

api: I. connecting (like ^ ca) parts of a sentence=‘like¬ 

wise,’ ‘moreover,’ ‘and’ (4rf^—‘both—and’). 2. also,’ 

‘ on one’s own part ' Damanaka also 

(on his part) went away,’ 3. ‘even,’ ‘though’: ‘even 
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a child’; ekakl^pi, ‘though alone.’ 4. ‘only,’ ‘but’ 

(of time): but a moment.’ 5. ‘ all ’ with numerals : 

‘ of all the four castes.’ In the above five 

senses api always follows the word to which it belongs. It 

is also used at the beginning of a sentence as an interrogative 

particle, and with the optative to express a wish or preference: 

rnfr ' ‘ is your penance prospering ? 

would that the time had come ’; grin ^ 

‘I would rather abandon life than thee. api 

nama, ‘ peihaps ’ (see nama). 

■^JrgRalam, ‘ enough,’ construed with the instrumental, gerund 

or infinitive, expresses a prohibition : * away with fear’; 

‘cease reproaching me’; ‘do not 

awaken.’ 

iti,‘thus ’: I. is used after the exact words of quotations. 

With verbs of saying it supplies the place of inverted commas 

and of the indirect construction in English: 

‘he said to me, I will do thy bidding (tavaajilam),’ 

or ‘he told me that he would do my bidding.’ 

a. It is similarly used to quote thoughts, intentions, knowledge, 

though not uttered: 

‘one should not despise a king, though a child, (thinking = ) 

because he is a mere human being 

‘a gift which is presented (thinking‘it ought to be given’=) 

horn a sense of duty’; ^ ehKoR ‘(the 

knowledge) that he reads the book of the law, is not a cause (of 

confidence in him).’ 

2. =‘here ends,’at the end of books, chapters, sections, acts: 

‘here ends the third act.’ 

3. ‘in the capacity of,’ ‘as regards,’ ‘as for 

as for (doing it) quickly, it (would 
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be) easy; as for (doing it) secretly, it would require consideration.’ 

(See also and rT^TT tatha.) 

iva, being enclitic, follows the word to which it belongs iti 

sense i. ‘ like ’: ^ ‘ this man looks like a 

thief.’ 2. *as if,’ ‘as it were 

I see, as it were, Siva himself before me.’ 3. ‘somewhat’: 

somewhat angrily.’ 4. ‘almost almost 

an hour.’ 5. ‘just,’ ‘quite’; ‘just a little’; 

quite soon.’ 6.‘indeed,’ ‘pray’(German ‘ wohl’), 

with interrogatives: what, 

indeed, i.s not an ornament to lovely figures?’ 

u, an old particle of frequent occurrence in the Veda, meaning 

‘and,’ is preserved in Sanskrit only in combination with 

kim (q. v.), and in dtho (for athau, ‘and so’), ‘then,’ and 

no (for naai, ‘and not’), ‘not.’ 

ntk, a common particle in the Veda, meaning ‘ and,’ ‘ also,’ 

‘ or,’ survives only i. in combination with and 

pratijita, ‘ on the contrary kim uta, ‘how much more,’ 

‘ how much less ’; 2. in the second part of a double question;—• 

(=utrum—an) ‘whether—or.’ It is also frequent as 

an expletive at the end of a line in the Epics. 

ev4 is a restiictive particle following the word which it 

emphasizes. It may often be rendered by ‘just,’ ‘ only,’ ‘ exactly,’ 

‘ quite,’ as well as in various other ways, sometimes merely by 

stress :—TJefi Xftgf ‘ quite alone ’; ‘the very sight’; 

‘I myself’; TT^cf ‘that very,’ ‘the same sure 

death *; ‘ the whole earth.’— caeva, ‘and also.’— 

tathaeva, ‘likewise,’ ‘also.’ — naeva, ‘ not at all,’ ‘ by no 

means.’ 

‘thus,’ ‘so ’:—‘so be it’; ♦(qt^m^vam, 

‘ not so! ’ 
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k4o-cit (Vedic neuter of interr. ka-d+f^^ cid), 

used in questions expecting the answer ‘yea’ (Lat. nonne)=*I 

hope’:—‘I hope you have seen 

DamayantT, 0 king ? ’ With negative=‘I hope not ’ (Lat.num): — 

^ ‘Ihave not done you any injury, 

I hope?’ 

kama-m (acc. of WRT ‘desire’), primarily used as an 

adverh meaning ‘at will,’ ‘gladly,’ is frequently employed as a 

concessive particle:—i. ‘indeed,’ ‘certainly,’ ‘forsooth,’ ‘to be 

sure’; 2. ‘granted,’ ‘supposing’ (generally with imperative), 

followed by adversative adverb: — rJ'SJlfM, or 

it is true—but,’ ‘although—yet’; ^ certainly— 

but not,’ ‘rather—than’ (cp. ^TTT^varam—^ na). 

-m ; I. ‘what?’ 2. ‘why?’ 3. a simple interrogative 

particle not to be translated, and expecting the answer ‘no’ 

(Lat. num), 4. ‘whether?’ in double questions, followed by 

TT. or simply or *or.’ 

Combinations of kim with other particles are the follow¬ 

ing;— 'moreover.’ — ‘but,’ ‘however.’ — 

‘wherefore?’—^ ‘perchance?’—‘why, 

pray?’ ‘l wonder?’—i.‘very,’ ‘vehemently’: 

' ‘weeping bitterly’; 2. ‘nay, more.’— 

how much more,’ ‘how much less 

even each singly (leads) to ruin, how much 

more (is it so) when the four (are combined)! ’ 

kila (quidem): 1. ‘indeed,’ ‘certainly,’ ‘to be sure,’ 

follows the word it emphasizes; ‘ to 

be sure the rogue deserves calamity.’ Sometimes may be 

rendered by stress merely; 

‘one day a tiger did come.’ 2. ‘they say,’ ‘we are told’: 
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f%5^ ‘there lived, it is said, a devotee 

named Kartavirya.’ 

5r<n^kr-ta-m (neut. of past part.), ‘done,’ is used (like 

ilam) with the instrumental in the sense of ‘ have done with’: — 

Wfi ‘ away with doubt.’ 

kevala-m, ‘ only ’: ‘ he merely sleeps.’— 

^ ‘not only—but.’ 

IR kva, ‘ where ? ’ if repeated with another question, expresses 

great difference, incongruity, or incompatibility; fR 

' where (is) the race sprung from the 

sun, and where (my) limited intelligence?’ i.e. ‘how great is the 

discrepancy between the glory of the solar race and my powers 

of description.’ 

kkaln: i. ‘ ' indeed,’‘ surely,’ often merely emphasizing 

the preceding word. 2. pray,’ ‘please,’ in entreaties; 

please give me an answer’ (German ‘doch’). 

3. with gerund =‘enough of,’ ‘do not’ (like ^^f^^^lam): 

‘do not weep.’ — ^ ' not at all,’ ‘certainly not,’ 

‘ I hope not.* 

^ ca, enclitic (=Te, que), ‘and,’ ‘also 

‘Govinda and Rama.’ In poetry the particle is occasionally 

misplaced; for in this world and in the 

next.’ When more than two words are connected, the conjunc¬ 

tion is commonly used with the last only, as in English.— 

^^ I. ‘both—and.’ 2. ‘on the one hand—on the other,’ 

‘ though—^yet.’ 3. ‘ no sooner—than.’ 

c6d (ca-j-id), ‘if,’ never begins a sentence or half-line (as 

^rf^'y^di, ‘if,’ does).—^ ‘but if.’—'if or ^ 
‘if not’ (elliptically) =‘otherwise ’: ^ ^ 

^TZrfll ‘ everything should be done after delibera¬ 

tion, otherwise you will come to repentance. cen na, ‘ if— 
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not’ (apodosis): ‘ if it (is) to be, it (will) not 

(be) otherwise.’— ‘if this (is objected, it is) not (so).’ 

jatu; i.‘atall,’‘ever.’ 2.‘possibly,’‘perhaps.’ 3.‘once,’ 

‘ one day. ‘ not at all,’ ‘ by no means ’; ‘ never.’ 

fffll t^-tah: I.‘thence.’ 2. ‘thereupon,’ ‘then.’ dd^dl 

tatas tatab=‘'vhat next,’ ‘pray go on’ (with what jmn are 

saying). 

Tf^TT ta-tha : i. ‘thus,’ ‘so,’ ‘accordingly.’ 2. ‘likewise,’ 

‘also,’ ‘as well as,’ ‘and’ (=^). 3. ‘that is so,’ ‘yes,’ ‘it shall 

be done.’—d^I ^ ‘so also,’ ‘similarly.’ — TTSTTf^ tath^pi, 

‘nevertheless.’—d'!IT ‘for so (it is),’ ‘so for instance,’ ‘that 

is to say,’ ‘namely.’— tath^'ti, ‘yes.’ 

ti-d (neut. of pron. ‘that’): 1. ‘then,’ ‘in that case.’ 

2. ‘therefore,’ ‘accordingly’: 

vve are princes; therefore we have a curiosity 

to hear of war.’ 

d Nd, ta-vat: I. ' ' so long’ (correlative to ‘how long,’ 

‘while,* ‘till’). 2. ‘meanwhile.’ 3. ‘in the first place,’ ‘first.’ 

4. ‘just,’ ‘at once’ (with imperative = before doing anything 

else): pray come here at once.’ 5.‘already,’ 

even’ (as opposed to ‘how much more,’ ‘how much less’). 

6. ‘ only,’ ‘ merely.’ 7. ‘ at least ’: ' ‘ she is at least 

not a human being.’ 8. (concessively) ‘ Indeed,’ ‘ certainly,’ ‘ it is 

true’ (followed by ^ ‘but,’ &c.). 9, emphasizes a notion (like 

‘as for,’ ‘as regards,’ ‘only,’ ‘just,’ ‘quite,’ or to be rendered 

by stress only. 

dldd,—‘scarcely—when.’ ^ * not yet.’ 

g tu (never commences a sentence): ‘but,’ ‘however.’ It is 

sometimes = ^ or or a mere expletive; it is even found 

combined with or repeated in the same sentence.—g 

‘ but rather.’ ^ ^ ‘ but not. na tu_eva tu, ‘never 
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at all.’ Xlt; ^ ‘yet,’ ‘however.’ ^ ‘indeed—but.’ ^ 

‘ although—yet not.’ 

^ n4, ‘ not ’; with indefinite pronoun=‘ no ’; *1 (‘ not 

any’=) ‘ no man’; nothing ‘ nowhere ’; 

never.’ ^ if repeated amounts to an emphatic 

positive; ^ rR frf^ 1 ‘no one was there (who 

w'as) not satisfied,’ i.e. ‘every one was thoroughly satisfied.’— 

’PTTfxi n^pi, ‘ not even. naeva, ‘not at all.’ 

na-nn : i. ‘ not ? ’ in question.s expecting an affirmative 

answer (Lat. non-ne) = surely’: ^ nanuaham te 

priyah, ‘surely I am thy beloved?’ 2. with interrogative pro¬ 

nouns and imperatives =‘pray pray who are 

you?’ •T^f^TfTT^nam^cyatam, ‘pray tell.’ 3. in arguments: 

is it not the case that?’ = ‘it may be objected’; followed by 

atrajicyate, ‘ to this the reply is.’ 

^TRT naana,besides its adverbial meaning ‘ by name’ (e.g. 

Nala by name ’), has the following senses as a particle: 

I. ‘indeed,’ ‘certainly,’ ‘to be sure’: •TR ‘ I have 

indeed conquered.’ 2. ‘perhaps’: •TRT 

you have perhaps seen a righteous man.’ 3. ironically, with 

interrogatives =‘ pray ’: Who, pray, is a 

favourite with kings?’ 4. with imperatives =‘granted,’ ‘no 

matter if,’ ‘ ever so much ’; ‘ let him be ever 

so rich. ’—I. at the beginning of a sentence with 

potential z=‘perhaps.’ 2. emphasizes a preceding word more 

strongly than alone.—‘ surely 

' surely I am dear to thee.’ 

^ nu, ‘ now,' with interrogatives =’ pray ’: who, pray?’ 

^in double questions expressing uncertainty,‘(either)—or’: 

can this he Bhlma or Dharma ? ’ 
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xin>n4-iii, usually the first word in a sentence: in all 

probability,’ ‘undoubtedly,’ ‘assuredly’: ^ 

‘ assuredly, I think, it is not the fault of the king of 

Nisadha.’ 

u6 (nd+u) in the Veda meant ‘and not,’ nor,’ but in 

Sanskrit simply =‘ not ’ (cp. ced). 

para-m : i. ‘ highly,’ ‘ greatly,’ ‘ entirely,' ‘ very ’: 

‘I am greatly obliged.’ 2. ‘at the most’: 

‘ in it the life of mortals 

(lasts) at most thirty (years).’ 3. ‘nothing but,’ ‘only 

‘you only lack the horns.’ 4. ‘but,’ ‘however’: 

' they (are) thoroughly versed 

in all learning, but lack intelligence.’ 

ptinah ; i. ‘again.’ 2. ‘on the other hand,’ * on the con¬ 

trary,’ ‘but. or simply again and again,’ 

‘ repeatedly.’ 

ITRi: prayah, ITPHT: praya-s’ati, irr^ prayena: i.‘forthe 

most part,’ ‘generally,’ ‘as a rule.’ 2. ‘in all probability.’ 

a|Iba^a-m : i. ‘certainly,’ ‘assuredly,’ ‘indeed.’ 2. ex¬ 

pressing consent: ‘ very well.’ 3. expressing assent: ‘ so it is,’ 

yes. 

ina» prohibitive particle (=Gk. fxt)), generally used with 

imperative or unaugmented aorist: ^ or ITT ‘do not 

go.’ JTT ^ ma sma is employed in the same way. Both JTT 

and ma^vam are used elliptically =‘not so!’ ‘don’t’; 

similarly ^TT ‘ not for heaven’s sake! ’ ‘ God forbid.’ 

with potential or elliptically: =‘ would that not,’ ‘ if 

only not ’: «TT ^ TfW: ‘ heaven forbid (that it should be) 

the warders.’ 

; i. ‘every moment,’ ‘repeatedly,’ ‘ incessantly ’ 
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(often repeated: on the contrary.* 

now—now,’ ‘ at one time—at another.’ 

^5 yi-tah: i. ‘ whence ’ (often =' where,’ sometimes = 

‘ whither’; often=ablative of the relative ^ ya). 2. ‘ wherefore,’ 

‘for which reason.’ 3. ‘because,’ ‘since,’ ‘for’ (often introduc¬ 

ing a verse in support of a previous statement). 4. ‘ that,’ after 

questions or before oratio recta : g 1:^^: 

^ ^rrf^' 'what misery is greater than this, that there is no 

fulfilment of desire ? ’ 

y&-tra ; I. ‘ where.’ 2.‘if.’ 3.‘when.’ 4.‘since.’ 

y^-tha ; i. ‘ as ’: ‘as your Majesty 

commands.’ 2. ‘like’ (= 

‘the daughter of Bhima shone like the lightning.’ 3. ‘as for 

instance.’ 4. ‘in order that’: ^ ‘in 

order that she shall think of no other man than thee.’ 5. ‘so 

that’: fRnr ^ ^ ‘ I shall so con¬ 

trive that he will slay him.’ 6. ‘ that,’ introducing (like ydd) 

a direct assertion, with or without at the end; % 

‘ you told me that—.’ | ‘ in proper tion 

as—so,’ ‘ the more—^the more.’ TRPZTT tad yatha, ‘ that (is) as 

(follows),’ ‘ thus for instance.’ 

y4-d ; i. ‘that,’ introducing direct assertions (like Gk. on) 

with or without at the end; fH^td 

‘you must say, I have slain my beloved here.’ 2. (so) ‘that’: 

c^F^‘how (is it) that you do not know? ’ 3. ‘ in 

order that ’: ^ ^ ‘ what can be done 

in order that the king be not angry ? ’ 4. ‘ inasmuch as,’ ‘ because,’ 

‘since.’ 

y4d-i, ‘if’ (cp. ced). —^ ; I. ‘ or else,’ ‘ or 

rather,’ ‘ or ’: ^ ‘ unwittingly or wit- 

tingly.’ 2. sometimes = ‘ however.’—yadi^pi, ‘ even if,’ 

‘ although.’ 
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ya-vat: i. (with correlative cTRfi:) ‘as long as,’ 

‘while,’ ‘till,’ ‘as soon as.’ 2. ‘meanwhile,’ ‘just,’ expressing 

intended action: 

‘ having resorted to this shade, I will just wait for her.’—<11 

yavanna; i.‘while not’=‘till.’ 2. sometimes=:‘if not.’—^ 

scarcely—when,’ ‘no sooner—than.’ 

^T^y^na; i.‘in which manner,’ ‘as’ (corr. %«T). 2.‘ whereby,’ 

‘ on what account,’ ‘ wherefore,’ ‘ why 

hear why the kings do not appear.’ 3. ‘ because,’ 

‘ since ’ (generally with corr.^*!) 

7T ^ ' since thou seest my beloved even 

when far away, teach this s])ell to my eye also.’ 4. (so) ‘that’ : 

' a device has been contrived 

so that no blame will be incurred.’ 5. ‘in order that’: 

wrf^ ^ ‘ i will become his pupil, 

in order that he may be inspired with confidence.’ 

vat, ‘like,’ is used at the end of compounds in the sense 

of iva ; mrta-vat, ‘ like a dead man.’ 

'qX^vara-m—^na, lit.‘the better thing (is)—(and) not’ = 

‘better—than’ (’q', or being generally added to the 

i? na): ^ XnUItgWr ^ ‘ better death 

than association with the base.’ 

va, enclitic (Lat. ve), following its word (but for metrical 

reasons sometimes preceding it); i.‘or.’ 2.‘either or not,’ ‘option¬ 

ally’ : ^ child) that has cut its teeth, 

they may optionally make (the offering).’ 3. ‘like,’ ‘as it were’ 

(=X[^); ^TfTt WinJxTfW qf^' ‘ I ^eliev e 

her to have become changed in appearance like a lily blighted 

with cold.’ 4, with interrogative8=‘pray ’: 

^ what, pray, (with=) is the use of a blind eye?’ ^ 

‘ either—or.’ 
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% vii, used in the older language as a particle emphasizing the 

preceding word, is common in Sanskrit poetry as a mere expletive. 

^(HJ^satya-m ; i. ‘truly,’ ‘certainly,’ ‘indeed.’ 2.‘rightly,’ 

‘justly,’ 3. ‘true,’ ‘it is so.’ 4. ‘very well’ (in answers). 5. ‘it 

is true—but’ ( 

^ ha, an enclitic particle, which in the older language slightly 

emphasized the preceding word, is in Sanskrit a mere expletive, 

mostly occurring at the end of a verse. 

hi, never at the beginning of a sentence, but generally after 

the first word: i. ‘for,’ ‘because.’ 2. ‘to be sure,’ ‘indeed’: ^ 

ff ‘thou art indeed his dear friend.’ 3. with 

interrogatives or imperatives =‘pray ’: 

‘how, pray, shall I know the gods? pray, show it.’ 

4. often used as a mere expletive, especially in order to avoid 

a hiatus or to obtain a long vowel in poetry. The particle some¬ 

times occurs twice in the same sentence. 

Interjections. 

181. a-ydf used with the vocative or supplying its place, 

= ‘friend,’ ‘prithee’: ‘ prithee, let 

us go to the garden of love.’ 

aye: i. a particle expressive of surprise, occurring chiefly 

in dramas: Tnrn ‘AhjVasantasena has arrived! ’ 

2. sometimes used like as a vocative particle, 

are, exclamation of address : ‘ ho! ’ ‘ sirrah ! ’ 

ahaha, expresses i. joy, ‘ ha! ’ 2. sorrow, ‘alas! ’: 

‘ alas! I have fallen into a deep quag¬ 

mire.’ 

aho, exclamation of surprise, joy, sorrow, anger, praise, 

or blame, commonly used with the nominative 
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Oh, the sweetness of the song! 

^TQfr«jflr ‘ Ah, Hiranyaka, you are praiseworthy 1 ’ 

a (cp. 24) is used especially to express sudden recollection : 

^ * Ah, so indeed it was! ’ 

ah (cp. 24) expresses joy or indignation, ‘ ah ’: 

Ah, you who slight your guest! ’ 

kas'^a-m, ‘ woe! ’ ‘ alas! ’ often combined with f^dhik 

or ha dhik. 

f^^IT dist^ (inst. ‘ by good luck ’=) ‘thank heaven ! * often 

with vrdh, ‘ prosper’=‘to have cause for joy or congratu¬ 

lation ’: ‘your Majesty is to be 

congratulated upon your victory! * 

f^dhik, exclamation of dissatisfaction, reproach, or lamenta¬ 

tion ; ‘fie! ’ ‘woe! ’ It is regularly used with the accusative, but 

the nom. gen. voc. also occur: ‘ shame on you! ’ 

^RT bata, expresses 1. astonishment: ‘ ah! ’ 2. regret: ‘alas! ’ 

It is also combined with other interjections in the same sense: 

bat^re, 

Ht: bhoh: I. usually an exclamation of address : * sir! ’ ‘ ho! ‘ 

‘listen! ’ Though a contracted form of an old masculine singular 

vocative (bhavas), it is used in addressing female as well as male 

persons, and is connected even with the plural number. It is 

often repeated: — jfr: ‘ listen. Pandits ! ’ 2. it 

sometimes occurs in soliloquies=‘alas !’ 

sadhu ; i. ‘ well done ! ’ ‘ bravo! ’ 2. with imperative= 

‘ come ’: come, let Damayanti 

be played for as a stake.’ 3. ‘ well ’ with i.per. pres.; 

‘ well, I will go.’ 4. ‘ assuredly ^ 

‘if I live, I shall undoubtedly see him.’ 

Bv-asti: I.‘hail!’ 2.‘farewell! ’ 
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h4iita: i. exclamation of exhortation = ‘come,’ ‘look,’ 

' pray ’: ‘ come, I will tell thee’; fnl 

pray listen.’ 2. expresses grief: ‘alas!’ 3. joy, surprise, or 

hurry: ‘ oh! ’ ‘ ah I ’ 

^ ha, expresses i. astonishment or satisfaction: ‘ ah! ’ 2. pain : 

‘ alas!' alas! I am undone.’ It is frequently accom¬ 

panied by a vocative; and is sometimes used with a following acc. 

=‘ alas for 1 ’ It is often combined with , or 

CHAPTER VI 

NOMINAL STEM FORMATION AND COMPOUNDS 

A. Vominal Stems. 

182. Declinable stems, though they often consist of the bare 

rcmt (either verbal or pronominal), are chiefly formed by means 

of suffixes added to roots. These suffixes are of two kinds : 

primary, or those added directly to roots (which may be com¬ 

pounded with verbal prefixes); secondary, or those added to 

stems already ending in a suffix. 

I. Primary derivatives as a rule show the root in its strong 

form ;—e. g. ved-a, ‘ knowledge ’ (f^^ ' know ’). In meaning 

they may be divided into the two classes of abstract action nouns 

(cognate in sense to infinitives) and concrete agent nouns (cognate 

in sense to participles) used as adjectives or substantives;—e. g. 

ma-tf, f. ‘ thought ’ (^T^ man, ‘ think ’); yodh-a, m. 

‘ fighter ’ (^V^yudh, ‘ fight ’). Other meanings are only modifica¬ 

tions of these two. Thus abstract substantives often acquire a 

concrete sense;—e.g. •TSf^ nay-ana, n. ‘leading’ comes to mean 

‘ eye ’ (the organ that leads). 
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а. When the bare root is used as a declinable stem, it usually 

remains unchangedj—e.g. f^if^dvfs, m. (hater) ‘enemy’ (80); 

yddh, f. ‘fight,’ m. ‘fighter.’ Many of these stems are used 

ouly at the end of compounds;—e.g. -duh, ‘milking’ (81). 

Roots ending in W a are shortened to ^ a, and those in ^ i, 

^ u, or are always modified by adding a <^t: these stems 

are only used as the last members of compounds;—e. g. 

su-kf-t, ‘doing well’ (cp. 1876). 

б. Several primary nominal suffixes connected with the verbal 

system have already been sufficiently dealt witli, viz. those of 

the present and future participles: ^(^at (85; 156), ana 

and mana (158); of the perfect: ^^vams(89; 157); of 

the past Jussive participle (160): cT ta and ^ na; of the gerundive : 

whi an-Iya tav-ya^, and '?I ya (162). The formation 

of stems to which the primary suffixes of the comparative and 

superlative, Tyams and istha, are added has also been 

explained (88; 103, 2). Of the rest, the following, in alphabetical 

order, are the most usual and important:—• 

^a: substantives and adjectives;—e.g. sarg-a, m. ‘ creation ’ 

srj, ‘ emit’); megh-d, m. ‘ cloud ’ (lit. ‘ discharger ’: 

mih); bhag-d, m. ‘share’ (STW^bhaj, ‘divide’); flT^ 

priy-d, ‘ pleasing,’ ‘ dear ’ (^ prl, ‘ please ’). The substantives are 

almost exclusively masc.; but yug-d, n. ‘yoke’ (Gk. (vy-o-v, 

Lat. yug-u-m). 

an: masc. agent nouns and a few defective neuter stems;— 

e.g. raj-an, m. ‘ruler,’ ‘king’ (90, i); ah-an, n. 

‘ day’ (91, 2). 

‘ The latter part, iya and ya, of these two suflBxes is secondary 
(182, 2), but the whole is employed as a primary suffix (163, 3). 

^ The first part of 7131 tav-ya is probably derived from the old infinitive 

ending tave (App. Ill, 136). 
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ana ; neut. action nouns;—e. g. d^rJ-ana, n. ‘ sight ’ 

C^^drs, ‘see’), hhoj-ana, n. ‘enjoyment’ (^^^hhuj, 

‘enjoy’); also agent nouns;—e.g. vah-ana, ‘conveying,’ 

n. ‘ vehicle ’; very' rarely with ' weak vowel: STtlXST krp-and 

(‘lamenting’), ‘miserable.’ 

as, is, ns ; neuter action nouns, ofien with 

concrete meaning (cp.83);—e.g.'^^^vdc-as, ‘speech 

jyot-is, ‘ light dhan-us, ‘ bow.’ 

i; fem. action nouns, also agent nouns (adj. and suhst.), 

and a few neuters of obscure origin ;—e. g. krs-i, f.‘tillage ’; 

suc-i, ‘bright’; mftl pan-f, m. ‘hand’; '^Tf^ aks-i, n. 

‘ eye,’ ;isth-i, n. ‘bone,’ dadh-i, n. ‘sour milk’ (cp. 

99. 3)- 

^ u; agent nouns, adj. and suhst., the latter being mostly 

masc., hut including several fem. and neut.;—e.g. tan-ii, 

‘thin’ (Lat. ten-u-i-s); hah-ii, m. ‘arm’ (Gk. ; 

fg hdn-u, f. ‘ jaw’; jau-u, n. ‘knee’ (Gk. yov-v). 

nna: adj. and masc. neut. suhst.;—e.g. tdr-una, 

‘young’; mith-una (m.), n. ‘pair, ’ 3rf ^ s'ak-una, m. 

‘ bird.’ 

^ n : fem,, mostly corresponding to m. and f. in ^ u;—e. g. 

fT^ tan-u, ‘body’; independently formed: cam-u, ‘army,’ 

vadh-u, ‘ bride.’ 

TT ta: besides ordinarily forming past passive participles 

appears, in a more general sense, as the suffix of a few adjectives 

and substantives;—e. g. si-t^,‘cold,’ as-i-ta,‘black’; 

du-td, m. ‘messenger,’ hds-ta, m. hand.’ 

ti: fem. action nouns; — e.g. bhu-tf, ‘well-being’ 

(Gk. <f)v-<ri-g); ja-ti, ‘birth jna-ti, ‘kinsman,’ is, 

however, masc. (owing to its concrete sense designating a male 

being). 

M 
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g tu: chiefly forms the stem of infinitives in -turn;— 

e. g. gan-tum, ‘to go’; also a few masc. and neut. sub¬ 

stantives :—tdn-tu, m. ‘ thread, he-tti, m. ‘ cause ’(tf hi. 

‘impel’); vas-tu, n. ‘dwelling’ (Gk. Scr-rv). 

g tr; masc. agent fiouns ;—e.g. kar-tr, ‘doer’; also 

names of relationship, fem. as well as masc.;—e.g. ma-tf, 

f. ‘mother,’ pi-tr, m. ‘father’ (loi). 

tra, m. n., tra, f.: expressive of the instrument or 

means;—e. g. pa-tra, n. ‘ cup ’ (tTf pa, ‘ drink ddips- 

tra, m. ‘tusk’ (‘biter’: dams), mdn-tra, m. ‘prayer’ 

man, ‘think’); ma-tra, f. ‘measure’ (Gk. fit-rpo-v). 

^ tha, m.n., ^ tha, f.;—e.g.^ir-tha, m. ‘aim,’ ‘object’; 

tir-th^, n. ‘ford’; J||V!j| ga-tha, f. ‘song.’ 

^ ua, m. n., na, f.: besides ordinarily forming past pass, 

participles (160, i), also adjectives and substantives;—e.g. 

krs-na, ‘ black ’; vdr-na, m. ‘ colour ’; par-n^, n. ‘ wing ’; 

gWT tfs-na, f. ‘thirst.’ 

ni, m. f.e.g. ag-ni, m. ‘fire’ (Lat. ig-ni-s); 

sre-ni, f. ‘line.’ 

^ nn, m. f.;—e. g. bha-nu, m. ‘ light, su-nfi, m. 

‘ son ’; dhe-nu, f. ‘ cow.’ 

ma, adj.; m. subst.;—e.g. hhi-md, ‘terrible 

dhu-md, m. ‘smoke.’ 

man, m. n. : chiefly neut. action nouns;—e.g. 

k£(r-man, n. ‘action,’ brdh-man, n. ‘prayer’; ds- 

man, m. ‘stone’ (Gk, oK-pav), brah-mdn, m. ‘one who 

prays’ (90, 3). 

mi, m. f., mi, f.;—e.g. ras-mi, m. ‘ray;’ 

bhu-mi, f. ‘earth’; bhu-mi, f. id.; laks-mi, f. 

‘ prosperity.’ 

^ yu, m.;—e.g. man-yfi, ‘anger’; rcrt-yfi, ‘ death.’ 
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ra, adj. ; m. n. subst.;—e.g. '3R7 ug-rd, ‘terrible*; 

rnd-rd, m. name of a god; abh-r^, n. ‘cloud.’ 

^ ru, adj.; n. subst.;—e.g. bbl-rd, ‘timid’; as-ru, 

n. ‘tear.’ 

^ va, adj.; ni. subst.;—e.g. s^r-va, ‘all’ (Lat. sal-vo-s); 

■41 ly as-va, m. ‘horse’ (Lat. eq-uo-s). 

^van, adj.; m. n. subst.;—e.g. -van, ‘ fat 

gra-van, m. ‘ stone’ (90, 4); pdr-van, n. ‘ joint.’ 

2. Secondary nominal SnfBjces:— 

^ a, adj.; m. n. subst.: forms adjectives, chiefly uitb initial 

Vrddhi, expressing the sense of relation to or connexion with the 

primitive woid;—e.g. manav-^, ‘belonging to man’ 

manu). Many of these have become substantives in the masc. 

and, as abstracts, in the neuter;—e. g. *( 1*1^ manav-fi, m. human 

being’; vaisvamitra, m. ‘ descendant of Visvamitra’; 

paurus-a, ‘manly,’ n. ‘manliness.’ When formed with 

Vrddhi, these derivatives ahvays take in the feminine. 

a: forms the fern, of adjectives which in the masc. and 

neut. end in ^ a;—e.g. c^iI«riT kant-a, ‘beloved’ (97). 

ani : foi ms the fern, of the names of deities ending in 

’4Ia;-e.g. indr-am, ‘wife of Indra.’ 

ayana, m.: forms patronymics with initial Vrddhi;— 

e.g. as'val-ayana, ‘descendant of As'vala.’ 

i, m.: forms patronymics with initial Vrddhi;—e.g. 

marut-i, ‘ descendant of the Maruts.’ Similarly formed is 

sarath-i, ‘ charioteer sa-ratha, ‘driving on the same car’). 

in: forms, in the sense of ‘possessing,’ adjectives from 

stems ending in ^a; — e.g. bal-in, ‘strong,’ from 

bala, n. ‘strength’ (87). 

i : forms the fern, of masc. stems made with suffixes ending 

in consonants (95), or with ^ tr (lOie), often to those in ^ u 

u 2 
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(98 c), or in a (always when formed with Vrddhi);—e. g. 

dev-i, ‘goddess’ dev-d, ‘god’). Cp. 107. 

ina: forms adjectives, chiefly expressive of direction and 

made from words in ^^aiic;—e. g. prac-ina, ‘ eastern ’ 

(RT^^prafic, ‘eastward’). 

iya: forms general adjectives ;—e. g. parvat-fya, 

‘ mountainous ’; tad-Iya, ‘ belonging to him,’ ‘ his.’ 

Ri ka ; forms adjectives and diminutives;—e. g. anta-ka, 

‘ endiug ’; with Vrddhi, vars-i-ka, ‘ belonging to the rains ’ 

(varsah); raja-ka, m. ‘petty king,’ putra-ka, ‘little 

son.’ The fern, of such derivatives (in a-ka) is often formed with 

ika;—e. g. putr-ika, ‘little daughter.’ 

tana: forms adjectives with a temporal meaning;—e.g. 

nu-tana, ‘ present, pura-taua (f. T), ‘ancient.’ 

<T?T tama : forms superlatives and ordinals ;—e. g. ut-tamd, 

‘ highest ’; sata-tamd, ‘ hundredth.’ 

tara : forms comparatives;—e. g. '^tTT ut-tara, ‘ higher.’ 

fTT ta, f., ^ tvaj n.: form abstract substantives with the sense 

conveyed by the English suffix ‘-ness e.g. |wr devd-ta, 

‘divinity ’; amrta-tvd, n. ‘ immortality ’; pauca- 

tva, ‘five-ness’ (i.e. dissolution into the five elements), ‘death.’ 

SI tya, adj.; m. n.: forms nouns from prepositions and 

adverbs; — e. g. ni-tya, ‘ constant ’; SmSI dpa-tya, n. ‘ off¬ 

spring’ ; SniTSI ama-tya, m.‘companion ’ (SWTama,‘at home’). 

W tha, adj.: forms some ordinals from cardinals;—e.g. 

catur-thd, ‘ fourth.’ 

9Tblia, m.: forms the names of animals;—e. garda-bha, 

‘ ass,’ vrsa-bhd, ‘ bull.’ 

ma, adj.: forms some superlatives, partly from prepositions, 

and some ordinals ;—e. g, SISJT ava-md, ‘ lowest,’ madhya- 

md, middlemost’; pafica-ma, ‘ fifth.’ 
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adj.: forms, in the sense of ‘possessing,’ derivatives 

from substantives (except such as end in ^a);—e.g. 

agni-mdt, ‘ maintaining the (sacred) fire'; ‘ fiery.’ 

*1^ inaya, adj. (f. i), ‘consisting of’; — e.g. 

niano-maya, ‘consisting of mind,’ ‘spiritual.’ 

^ ya, adj.; m. n. subst.: forms adjectives in the sense of 

‘ relating to,’ masc. patronymics and neuter abstracts with Vrddhi, 

as well as ordinary adjectives without Vrddhi;—e. g. grdiv-ya, 

‘ relating to the neck’ (<^^1 grlva); adit-yd, m.‘sou of 

Aditi’; saubhag-ya, n. ‘ good fortune ’ (from 

su-bhdga, ‘ fortunate ’); pitr-ya, ‘paternal’ (f^l^ pitf, 

‘ father’). 

ra, adj.: forms comparatives from prepositions and ordinary 

adjectives; — e.g. dva-ra, ‘lower dhum-r£i, ‘ grey ’ 

(from dhuma, ‘smoke’). 

^ la, adj.; m. subst.: forms adjectives and a few diminu¬ 

tives ;—e.g. kapi-ld (‘monkey-coloured’), ‘brown,’ 

bahu-M, ‘ abundant ’; vrsa-l^, m. ‘ little man,’ ‘ man of low 

caste,’ ‘S’udra.’ 

vat, adj. ‘possessing’;—e.g. Ipraja-vat, ‘having 

offspring’; »W^f^^ndbhas-vat, ‘cloudy,’ m. ‘wind.’ 

van : forms in the sense of ‘ possessing ’ adjectives and 

masc. substantives;—e.g. ITEI^^maghd-van, ‘bountiful,’ m. an 

epithet of Indra; fithar-van, m. ‘fire-priest.’ 

f*^«t^vin : forms adjectives meaning ‘possessing’;—e.g. 

f^^yas'as-vin, ‘glorious.’ 

183. The above lists practically supply the rules of gender 

for the Sanskrit noun. These may be summarized as follows. 

Speaking generally, all stems ending in the long vowels ’’SIT a, 

are feminine; stems ending in ^ a, r^^t, *^n, may be 
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masculine or neuter; stems ending in i or ^ u may be of any 

gender. 

a. Feminine are all stems formed with the suffixes a, T, 

^ u, TIT la, TT tra, ti. 

b. Neuter are all stems formed with the suffixes ^tva, ^rii, 

?[^is, ^^ns, aud (unless the name of a living being) N15.as, 

and (unless meaning an agent) ana. 

c. Masculine are (in so far as they are not used adjectivally) 

all stems formed with the suffixes tf ta, ^ va, g yu; 

ayana, i (patronymic), ^ ka, H bha, ^ la. 

d. Masc. or fern, are stems formed with the suffixes ni, 

^ nu, mi, ^ tr; also stems formed with the bare root (neuter 

also if adjectives). 

e. Masc. or neut. are stems formed with the suffixes ^ a, 

^ tha, ^ na, uua, TI ma, N ya, ra, HI tya, tra, ^ tu, 

Hl^an, TT^ man, van; also the adjectives formed with in, 

vin, ina, lya, tana, flTI tama, tara, TPI maya, 

TIcl mat, vat. 

f- Masc., fern., or neut. are stems formed with i or ^ u. 

B. Compounds. 

184. I. Verbal Compounds are formed by combining roots 

with some twenty prepositions and a few adverbs. The com¬ 

pound verb is conjugated like the simple verb. Thus TIT^^^gam, 

‘to go,’ combines with sam, ‘together,’ to sam-gam, 

‘to go together,’ ‘unite’; 3. sing. pres. sam-gacchati. 

d’he compound root can be used to form nominal stems by means 

of the primary suffixes enumerated above (182, i);—e. g. TRITT 

sanr-gam-ci, m. ‘ union.’ 

a. The prepositions which are compounded with roots are the 

following:^—ati, ‘beyond’; Hlf%t ddhi, ‘upon’; HI^ ^nu, 
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‘ after ’; ^ ant^r, ‘ between ’; dpa, ‘ away ’; ^pi, 

‘on’; abhf, ‘ againstava,‘down’; a^,‘near’; 

^^ud,‘up’; ^ lipa, ‘ up to ’; nl,‘down’; f^T^nfs,‘out’; 

pdra, ‘ away ’; pdri, ‘ around ’; K prd, ‘ forth ’; 

prdti, ‘ towards ’; vf, ‘asunder sdm, ‘ together.’ 

b. A few adverbs are also compounded with a limited number 

of verbs : tirds, ‘ across,’ ‘ aside,’ with ^ kr, ‘ make,’ \ilT 

dha, ‘ put,’ ^ bhu, ‘ be ’;—e. g. tiras-kurvanti, ‘ they 

abuse’; tiro-dha, ‘put aside,’ ‘conceal 

tiro ’bhavan, ‘they disappeared’; purds with ^ kr and 

ViTT dha, ‘put in front,’ ‘honour’;—e.g. ifl], puras- 

kriyantam, ‘let them be honoured avis, ‘openly,’ with 

kr, ‘ to manifest,’ with as and ^bhu, ‘ to appear ’;—e. g. 

avis-karoti,‘ he shows’; avir-asit, ‘ he 

appeared’; dlam, ‘enough,’ with kr, ‘to adorn. ’ 

s'rdd, an old w’ord meaning ‘heart’ (Lat. cord-), having acquired 

the character of an adverb, is compounded with ^ilT dha, ‘ put ’; 

and similarly ndmas, ‘ obeisance,’ dsta-m, acc. of 

W dsta, ‘home,’ are compounded with participles of ^ kr, ‘do,’ 

and i, ‘go,’ respectively; — e.g. s'rad-dadhami, ‘I 

put faith,’ ‘credit’ (Lat. credo); namas-kftya, ‘ having 

adored ’; Wf»Trr dstam-ita, ‘set’ (of the sun). 

Note. Adjectives or substantives may be compounded with ^ 

kr and ^bhu, before which final ^ a, W a, or ^ i becomes ^ T, 

final ^ u becomes ^ u;—e. g. vasa, m. ‘ control ^ir 

vasT-kr, ‘reduce to subjection, ’ vas'i-bhu, ‘ become sub¬ 

ject’ ; parikhl-krta, ‘turned into a moat ’ (^rfw 

parikha). The sense of these verbal compounds implies a trans- 

‘ The preposition a reverses the sense of verbs of going or 

givinge. g. a-gam, ‘ come ’; a-da, ‘ take.’ 
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formation; thus ratni-bhuta would mean ‘ turned info a 

jewel,* but ratna-bhuta, ‘ being a jewel,’ as a nominal 

compound (188, i c). 

II. Nominal Compounds., 

185. The power of combining two or more words into one, 

which belongs to all the Indo-European languages, has been 

more largely developed in Sanskrit than in any of the others. 

Not only are long and complex compounds here in constant use, 

but they also take the place of the analytical modes of expression 

which prevail in the other cognate tongues. Thus Kalidasa 

describes a river as ‘ wave-agitation-loquacious-bird-row-girdle- 

string-ed,’ while we should say: ‘ her girdle-string is a row of 

birds loquacious because of the agitation of the waves.’ Com¬ 

pounds being therefore of great syntactical importance in Sanskrit, 

it is necessary to distinguish and classify the various kinds, in 

order that the meaning of a Sanskrit sentence may be clearly 

understood. The most convenient division is into the three 

classes of Co-ordinatives, Determinatives, and Possessives. The 

Determinatives, so called because tbe former member determines 

(or qualifies) the latter, are of two kinds, Dependent and 

Descriptive. Possessives are secondary compounds, consisting 

chiefly of Determinatives turned into adjectives. 

a. All words making up a compound except the last, ordinarily 

appear in the form of their uninflected stem ; those with two stems 

using the weak, and those with three, the jniddle stem (73 a). 

'The last word, in the case of Co-ordinatives and Determinatives, 

retains, as a rule, its usual form and inflexion, as well as, if a 

substantive, its gender; while, in Possessives, it is variable like 

an adjective. 

Eg. deva-dasah,ra. ‘ servant of a god, or of the gods ’; 
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8vami-seva, f. ‘serving a master raja-karma, 

n. ‘ duty of a king ’; l*1«t^sa-naman, ‘homonymous’: nom.m. 

f.n. 

1. Co-ordinative (Dvaudva) Compounds. 

186. These consist of two (or more) nouns, far less commonly 

adjectives, very rarely adverbs, connected in sense by the copula 

‘and.’ Dvandva, the name applied to Co-ordinatives by the Hindu 

grammarians, means ‘pair’ or ‘couple.’ 

1. Compounded substantives are inflected in the dual or plural 

according as two or more objects are denoted, the gender being that 

of the last member;—e. g. hasty-asvau, ‘an elephant and 

a horse’; hasty-asvalj^, ‘elephants and horses.’ When, 

however, the parts of the compound express not individuals but 

categories, the Dvandva is inflected in the neuter singular as 

a collective; — e. g. gavaasvam, ‘ kine and hoi'ses.’ 

Names of objects associated in pairs by way of contrast are often 

combined in Dvandvas ;—e. g. f^wr: simha-gajalji, ‘lions and 

elephants’; till4l<1J sarameya-maijarati,' dogs and cats’; 

aho-ratra, m. n. ‘day and nightThe number 

of members in the compound is not limited and is often con¬ 

siderable ;—e. g. deva-gandharva- 

manus^raga-raksasafj, ‘gods, heavenly musicians, men, serpents, 

and demons.’ 

2. Adjectives (including past participles) are comparatively 

seldom compounded as Dvandvas;—e.g. '^Tluttara- 

daksina, ‘ north and south ’; wjj sTt^sna, ‘ cold and hot ’; 

fwrftrfT sit^asita, ‘ white and black^’; IpTRITT ghana^yata. 

’ Cp. Lat. su-ove-taurilia. 

’ Cp. \€vito-n(\as. 

* Cp. Gk. yvxOriftepov 
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‘dense and extensive’ (forest); krtaakrta, ‘done and 

undone ’; ^TTTWTfT mrt^jata, ‘ dead and unborn.’ 

a. Two past participles are sometimes compounded to express 

immediate sequence, the relation of the second to the first being 

often translatable by ‘as soon as’;—e.g. drsta-nasta,‘seen 

and vanished’=‘vanished as soon as seen’; jata-preta, 

‘died as soon as born ’; ut-khat a + prati-ropita, 

‘ uprooted and replanted supt^tthita, ‘ having slept 

and arisen,’ i. e. ‘having just arisen from sleep.’ 

3. Examples of the rare Dvandvas composed of adverbs are 

saycitn-pratar, ‘in the evening and morning 

diva-naktam, ‘ by day and night.’ 

a. Occasionally complex Dvandvas, made up of compounds of 

another class, are met with; — e.g. 

vyakirna-kesara+kaiula-mukha,‘having a dishevelled mane and 

terrific jaws,’ consists of two possessives (189). 

b. Of the numerous Vedic Dvandvas consisting of the names 

of deities, each member being in the dual and separately accented, 

only very few survive in S9,nskrit; mitra^-Vcirunau, 

‘ Mitra and Varuna’; dyava^-prthivyah, ‘ Heaven 

and Earth.’ In cases other than nom, voc. acc. the final 

member only is inflected: mitra-varunayo\i and 

dyava-prthivyoh. 

c. matr, ‘mother,’ and pitr, ‘father,’ as the first 

member of a Dvandva of relationship, assume the form of the 

nom. sing.: ^TTfTrf^m^ mata-pitarau, ‘ mother and father ’; 

pita-putrau, ‘father and son.’ 

‘ Mitra and Dy^va are Vedic duals. This type of compound was 

perhaps originally due to the juxtaposition of elliptic duals (c) ;—e. g. 

Mitri,‘the two Mitras’being = ‘Mitra and Varuna.’ dvS-dasa 

is a numeral Dvandva (‘ two and ten’) in which the first number is an 

old dual. 
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The masc. of co-ordinate pairs of relations can be used alone in 

the dual so as to include the female; — e.g. pitarau = 

parents’; svasurau ^ =”parents-in-law’; putrau= 

son and daughter’ (as well as ‘two sons’); bhrataraii 

= ‘brother and sister^.’ 

2 a. Dependent (Tatpnrnsa) Determinatives. 

187. A dependent determinative is one in which the first 

member depends on the last, the syntactical relation of the former 

to the latter being that of an attribute (noun or pronoun) in an 

oblique case. The compound may be a substantive or an adjective, 

according as the last member is one or the other. 

E.g. tat-purusa, m. ‘the man of him,’ ‘his man’ (an 

example used by the Hindu grammarians to designate the class); 

sura-manin, adj. ‘thinking oneself a hero 

gunaupeta, adj. ‘endowed with virtues ’ (upajta is a past part.). 

In dependent compounds the first member may have the sense 

of any oblique case, but that of the gen. is by far the commonest. 

I. Acc. The last member is naturally always an adjective of 

a verbal nature^; jaya-prepdu, adj. ‘desiring victory’ 

(pr^psu is a desid. adj., cp. 170, 2); varsa-bhogya, adj. 

‘to be enjoyed for a year ’ (bhogya is a fut. part, pass.); 

grha^gata, adj. ‘ come to the house ’ (agata is a past part.); 

TTRnrrF grama-prapta, ‘arrived at the village^.’ (A past part, 

is more commonly placed at the beginning, when the compound 

* Cp. Lat. 8oceri = socer et socrus. 

’ Cp. Gk. d5f\<poi and Lat. fratre9 = ‘ brother and sister.’ 

® Cp. Gk. lirird-Safio-s, ‘ horse-taming,’ Lat. ju-dex, ‘ pointing out the 

law,’ ‘judge.’ 

■* The past part. TTfT gata, ‘ gone to,’ is often used at the end of 

Tatpurusas in the sense of ‘ relating to,’ ‘existing in’;—e.g. 

hasta-gata, ‘ held in the hand.’ 
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becomes a possessive;—e.g. prapta-grama, lit.'having 

a reached village.’) 

а. Instr.Hre^ masa-purva,‘ earlier by a month 

svami-sadrsa, ‘like (his) master’ (cp. 199, 2c) ; alpajina, 

‘ deficient by a little ’=‘ almost finished ahi-hata, ‘ killed 

bya snake deva-datta/given by the gods’ (cp.^ed-Soror), 

commonly used as a proper name with an auspicious sense (Dieu- 

donne) and often denoting an indefinite person=:‘so-and-so.’ 

3. Dat. yupa-daru, n. ‘ wood for a sacrificial post ’; 

visnu-bali,m.‘ offering to Visnu’; prabhu-hita, 

adj. ‘advantageous to the king.’ 

4. Abl. svarga-patita, adj.‘fallen from heaven’; 

bhavad-anya, adj. ‘different from you.’ 

5. Gen. raja-purusa, m. ‘ king’s man ’; ceil 

vyaghra-buddhi, f. ‘thought of (its being) a tiger.’ 

б. XiOC. uro-ja, adj .‘produced on the breast ’; 

asva-kovida, adj.‘skilled in horses’; grha-jata,adj.‘born 

in the house’; 1d purvahna-krta, adj. ‘done in the fore¬ 

noon.’ 

a. Some dependent compounds retain the case termination in the 

governed noun;—e. g.dhanam-jaya, adj. ‘ winning booty,’ 

m. as a proper name; parasmai-pada, n. ‘word for 

another vacas-pati, m. ‘ lord of speech ’; 

yudhi-sthira, adj. ‘ firm in battle,’ m. as a proper name. 

6. If a root forms the last member of a Tatpurusa it undergoes 

no change except that a is shortened to ^ a, while ^ i, ^ u, 

^ r add f^^t (cp. 182, ra); — e.g. vara-da, adj. ‘ granting 

boons da, ‘ give ’); visva-ji-t, adj. ‘ all-conquer¬ 

ing’; karma-kr-t, adj.‘doing work,’ ‘laborious.’ 

c. At the end of a dependent, visesa, m. means ‘ special 

kind of,’ i.e. ‘choice,’ ‘pre-eminent ’; similarly antara, n. 
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difference,’ generally means ‘other,’ sometimes ‘special,’ ‘par¬ 

ticular ’;—e. g. tejo-vis'esa, m. ‘extraordinary splen- 

donr’; des^ntara, n. ‘another country’; II*n^ 

upayajmtara, n* ‘a special means’; JTT^rT«fnC bhasy^ntara, 

u. ‘ particular conversation.’ 

d. ^ artha, m. ‘ object,’ ‘ purpose,’ is often used adverbially 

at the end of dependents in the acc. and less commonly in the 

dat. and loc.;—e.g. damayanty-artham, ‘for the 

sake of Damayanti.’ 

2 b. Descriptive (Earmadbaraya) Determinatives. 

188. A descriptive determinative is one in which the first 

member describes tbe last, the syntactical relation of the former 

to the latter being that of a predicate. This relation may be 

expressed in three ways;— 

I. By a ITonn (in apposition);—e. g. raj^si, m. ‘ king 

sage,’ i. e. ‘ roj'al sage strl-jana, m. ‘ womeu-foik.’ 

a. A title is thus sometimes compounded with a proper name; 

—e.g. amatya-Eaksasa, ‘Minister Rak^sa.’ Oc¬ 

casionally the proper name comes first;—e.g. 

Sandili-matr, ‘ Mother Sandili.’ 

b. The apposition often expresses a comparison;—e.g. 

jalada-s‘yama, adj. ‘dark as a cloud’; hima-sisira, adj. 

‘cold as ice|ni^»5E_'«m^jalaantas'-candra-capala, adj.‘fickle 

as the moon reflected in the water.’ When both members are 

substantives the object with which a comparison is made is placed 

not at the beginning of the compound, but at the end;—e.g. 

pnrusa-vyaghra, m.‘man-tiger,’ i.e. ‘tiger-like man,’ 

‘ human tiger vah-madhu, n. ‘ speech-honey,’ i. e. 

‘ honied speech ’; pada-padma,n. ‘foot-lotus,’ i. e. ‘lotus¬ 

like foot.’ 
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c. The past part. bhuta, ‘ become,’ ‘existent,’ is often added, 

in the sense of ‘being,’ to an appositional substantive (which is 

thus turned into an adj.);—e.g. tamo-bhuta, ‘ existing in 

a state of darkness ratna-bhuta, ‘being a jewel’ (cp. 

184 b, note). 

2. By an Adjective;—e.g. krsna-sarpa, m. ‘black 

snake nd^tpala, n. ‘blue lotus ma- 

dhy^hna, m.‘midday’; ardha-marga, m. ‘half way’; 

vartamana-kavi, m. ‘living poet.’ 

a. Those compounds in which the adjective is a uameral are 

by the Hindu grammarians treated as a special class, called 

Dvigu (‘two-cow’). They are generally neuters or feminines 

(in ^ T) expressing aggregates;—e. g. tri-loka, n. or 

tri-lokl, f. ‘the three woilds.’ They may also become 

adjectives by being turned into jrossessives (189);—e.g. 

tri-guna, n. ‘the three qualities’; adj. ‘possessing the three 

qualities.’ 

b. purva, ‘ previous,’ is put at the end, instead of adverbially 

at the beginning, in the sense of ‘ before,’ after past participles;— 

*seen before.’ 

c. At the beginning of a descriptive compound mahat 

becomes maha, while at the end rajan, ahan, 

sakhi, ratri, become (m. n.) 

respectively;—e.g. ‘great king’; gT!?IT^^puny^ham, 

‘auspicious day ’; ‘ ’ dear friend ’; ardha-ratra, 

m. midnight.’ 

d. anyo-(a)nya and para-s-para, ‘one another,’ 

are a kind of irregular compound in which the nom. masc. form, 

due to frequent syntactical juxtaposition, became generalized; 

thus acc. sing. fem. = '^n?rr~^n* *n^auya-anjam. 

3. By an Adverb (inclusive of particles and prepositions);— 
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e.g. ^ su-jana, m. ‘ honest man adhi-loka, m. 

‘ highest world ’; a-jfiata, adj. ‘ unknown ’; 

yathajikta, adj, ‘as stated ’; HqJlIfl evam-gata, adj. ‘ thus faring.’ 

a. Compounds of this kind, when used in the acc. neuter as 

adverbs, are treated by the Hindu grammarians as a special class 

called Avyayi-bliava (‘indeclinable state’). Such are 

anu-iupam, ‘ conformably yatha-sakti, ‘according to 

ability ’; sa-vinayam, ‘ politely ’; yavaj- 

jlvam, ‘for life.’ 

3. Possessive (Balinvrllii) Compounds. 

189. These compounds are essentially adjectives agreeing with 

a substantive expressed or understood. They are determinatives 

(generally of the adjectivally descriptive class) ending in substan¬ 

tives, which are made to agree in gender, number, and case with 

another substantive. Thus bahu-vrihi, m. ‘much rice,’ 

becomes an adjective in the sense of ‘ having much rice ’ (an 

example used by the Hindu grammarians to designate the class). 

^very kind of determinative can be turned into a possessive;— 

e.g- indra-satru, m.‘foe of Indra’: adj. ‘having India 

as a foe ’; bhima-parakrama, m.‘terrible prowess’: 

adj. ‘ of terrible prowess ’; tri-pdd, adj. ‘ three-footed ’ 

(Gk. Tpi-TToh-, Lat. tri-ped-); adho-mukha, adj. ‘ down¬ 

cast’ (mukha, n, ‘face’); a-putra, adj. ‘ sonless 

sa-bhaiya, adj. ‘accompanied by his wife’ (bharya); 

tatha-vidha,adj. ‘ of such a kind ’ (vidhi, m.); ^*i^TH.dur-manas, 

adj. nom. m.f. {Sva-pevris), ‘ill-minded,’ ‘dejected.’ 

a. In the Vedic language possessives were distinguished from 

determinatives by accent;—e.g. raja-putra,‘king’s son’;raj4-putra, 

adj.‘having kings as sons.’ 

b. Possessives often come to be used as substantives or proper 
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names;—e.g.5^^su-hrd, ‘good-hearted,’becomesniasc. friend’; 

satyd-sravas, adj. nom. m. ‘ of true fame,’ becomes 

the name of a man (cp. ’ETto-KKerjs). 

c. Possessives are often very intricate, containing several other 

compounds. Thus [(vIci-ksobha)-stanita-(vihaga-sreni)]-(ka3cI- 

guna) is based on an appositional descriptive consisting of two 

main parts. The second, ‘kancT-guna,’ m.‘girdle-string,’ is a 

Tatpurusa. The first is an adjectival descriptive in which the 

Tatpurusa ‘ vihaga-s’reni,’ ‘row of birds,’ is described by ‘ vlci- 

ksobha-stanita,’ ‘loquacious through wave-agitation.’ The latter 

is a compound Tatpurusa, in which ‘stanita’ is qualified by the 

simple Tatpurusa ‘vici-ksobha,’ ‘agitation of the waves. 

sitamsna-kiranau, ‘moon and sun,’ is an example of a 

Bahuvrlhi which is used as a substantive and contains aDvandva. 

It is in reality a kind of contracted Dvandva (‘the cool and the 

hot-rayed’ for ‘the cool-rayed and the hot-rayed’). 

d. Bahuvrlhis with a past participle at the beginning are 

syntactically often equivalent to a gerund or loc. absolute;—e. g. 

tyakta-nagara, ‘having the city left ’ = 

nagarani tyaktva, having left the city,’ or nagare 

tyakte, ‘ the city being left.’ 

e. Bahuvrlhis based on appositional descriptives often imply 

a comparison;—e.g.^*5^|*1 candra^nana,‘moon-faced 

padmaaksa (f. I), ‘lotus-eyed.’ Inversion of the natural oider 

does not take place here as in descriptives (cp. 188, i b). 

f. kalpa, m. ‘manner,’ and ITRI praya, m.‘chief part,’ are 

used at the end of Bahuvrlhis in the sense of ‘like,’ ‘almost’; 

e.g. amrta-kalpa, adj. ‘ambrosia-like’; IWlrTfll?! 

prabhata-praya, adj.‘almost dawning.’ In the same position tR] 

para and XRTT parama, adjectives meaning ‘highest,’ ‘chief,’ used 

as substantives, signify ‘engrossed in,’ ‘intent on’ (lit. ‘having 
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as the chief thing ’);—e. g. cinta-para, ‘ immersed in 

thought.’ 

g. wnr\ matra, f. ‘ measure,’ is used at the end of Bahuvrihis 

in the sense of 'only’;—e.g. namamatra nara]^, 

‘ men bearing the name only,’ At the end of past participles it 

means 'as soon as’;—e. g. WTfTTT'R: in* jata-matra]^ satrub. 'an 

enemy as soon as (he has) come into being.’ It is, however, 

generally employed as a neuter substantive in this way;—e. g. 

^^♦tT^^i^jala-matram, 'water alone’ (lit. ‘that which has water 

for its measure ’). 

adi, m. and prabhrti, f. ‘ beginning,’ adja, 

' first ’ (used as a substantive), are employed at the end of Bahu- 

viihis in the sense of 'and the rest,’ 'and so forth,’ ‘etcetera,’ 

primarily as adjectives and secondarily as substantives;—e.g. 

(^) (deva) Indr^dayah, ‘ (the gods) India and the 

rest’ (lit. ‘having Indra as their beginning’); itijdi, n. 

‘beginning thus’ (i.'e. with these words)=‘and so on.’ 

puro-gama, purva, purah-sara, ‘preceding’ 

= 'leader,’ are similarly employed in the sense of ‘preceded, led, 

or accompanied by ’;—e. g. ‘the gods led 

by Indra.’ and are also used adverbially at the end 

of Bahuvrihis;—e. g. ‘ with the accompaniment of a 

smile,’ ‘smilingly’; bahumana-pura)jsaram, 

‘with respect,’ ‘respectfully.’ 

/. Words meaning ‘ hand’ are placed at the end of possessives;— 

e g. IIWntT!T s'astra-pani, ‘weapon-handed,’ ‘having a weapon 

in one’s hand’; ^If^^ kusa-hasta, ‘ with kusa-grass in (his) 

hand.’ 

/. The suffix in is pleonastically added to dharma, 

‘duty,’ if^ slla, ‘character,’ mala, ‘garland,’ s'ala, 

‘ house, ’ ifmr sobha, ‘beauty,’ varna, ‘colour’; — e.g. 

u 
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vara-varn-in, * of excellent colour.’ The adjectival 

suffix ^ ka is similarly often added, especially to unusual finals, 

as to words in ^ r, to feminines in I (like nadi), and in 

the feminine to words in ?^ine.g.^RW^^ST mrta-bhartr-ka, 

‘ whose husband is dead ’; sa-patni-ka, ‘ accompanied by 

his wife.’ 

CHAPTER VII 

OUTLINES OF SYNTAX 

190. As the great bulk of the literature consists of poetry, the 

syntactical’arrangement of the Sanskrit sentence is primitive and 

undeveloped, as compared with Latin and Greek. Its main 

characteristic is the predominance of co-ordination, long com¬ 

pounds and gerunds constantly taking the place of relative and 

other subordinate clauses, while the oratio obliqua is entirely 

absent. Another feature is the comparatively rare use of the 

finite verb (frequent enough in the Vedic language), for which 

past participles or verbal nouns are very often substituted. There 

is also a marked fondness for passive constructions. A special 

feature of Sanskrit syntax is the employment of the locative 

absolute. 

The Order of Words. 

191. The usual arrangement of words in a Sanskrit sentence 

is:—first, the subject with its attributes (a genitive preceding its 

nominative); second, the object with its adjuncts (which precede 

it); and lastly, the verb. 

Adverbs or extensions of the predicate are commonly placed 

near the beginning, and unemphatic connective particles follow 
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the first word;—e.g. ‘but 

Janata went in haste to his own city.’ 

When there is a vocative, it generally comes first. Instead of 

the subject any other word requiring emphasis may be placed at 

the head of the sentencee. g. 

‘at night you must not enter the monastery.’ 

a. The subject, if a personal pronoun, is not expressed unless 

emphatic, being inherent in finite verbal forms. Even the general 

subject ‘one’ or ‘they’ is often indicated by the verb alone;— 

e.g. l|^Tf(_‘one should say’; WF’l ‘they say’=‘it is said.’ 

b. The copula ' is,’ unless the tense or mood has to be 

expressed, is generally omitted. In that case the predicate pre¬ 

cedes its noun;—e.g. ‘the night (is) cold.’ If the 

predicate bears any emphasis, is used, not ;—e.g. 

cnreT ^ ^ ‘he 

who is distinguished by knowledge, penance, or birth, is (certainly) 

to be respected by the twice-born.’ 

c. Just as attributes precede their nouns and the qualifying 

word comes first in compounds, so a relative or other subordinate 

clause precedes the principal clause, which regularly begins with 

a correlative word; — e.g. TO 'KR rrer lit. ‘ of whom 

wealth, of him power,’ i.e. ‘he who has wealth has power.’ 

Similarly fT^, &c. 

The Article. 

192. There is properly neither an indefinite nor a definite 

article in Sanskrit. But T!R5 ‘ one ’ and some’ (119), 

being frequently used to express ‘a certain,’ may sometimes be 

translated by ‘a.’ Similarly ^ ‘that’ (no) may, when referring 

to persons or things just mentioned, be rendered by‘the’;—e.g. 

^ XTWT ‘ the king ’ (of whom we are speaking). 

H 2 
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NTim'ber. 

193.1. Singular collective words are sometimes used at the end 

of compounds to form a plural j—e. g. strl-jana, m. 

' womenfolk’=* women.’ Such collectives are sometimes them¬ 

selves used in the plural;—e.g. or 'the world,’ 

‘ peoplQ,’ 

2. The dual number is in regular use and of strict application, 

the plural practically never referring to two objects. It is there¬ 

fore invariably employed with the names of things occurring in 

pairs, such as parts of the body;—e.g. the hands 

and the feet.’ A masc. dual is sometimes used to express a male 

and female of the same class;—e. g. the parents 

of the universe’ (see 186, 3c, p. 171). 

3. a. The plural is sometimes applied to others by tbe speaker 

or writer as a mark of great respect, and faking 

the place of ^andJT^T*l,;—e.g. ' 'has your Majesty 

heard? ’ In this sense the plur. ‘ feet ’ is employed instead 

of the dual (cp. 193,2);—e.g. ‘he 

insults your Majesty(’s feet).’ Proper names are occasionally 

used in the same way;—e.g. 'thus (say.s) 

the revered teacher Sarnkara.’ 

b. The I. pers. pi. is sometimes used by the speaker referring 

to himself (like our editorial ‘ we ’) instead of the singular or dual 

(cp. 193, 2);—e.g. fqifqfq-<«e(?T: ‘we (=1) too ask 
^ ^ 

something what shall we (= you and I) 

do now ? ’ 

c. The names of countries are plural, being really the names of 

the peoples (like ‘Sweden ’ in English aud ‘ Sachsen ’ in G erman);— 

in Vidarbha’ (Berar). In the singular the name 

of the people often denotes the king of the country. 
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d. Some nouns are used in the plural only:—f. ‘water’ 

(96,1); HTXirr: m.'life’; the rains ’=‘ the raiuy season ’; 

?rrTT:m. ‘ wife.’ 

Concord. 

194. The rules of concord in case, person, gender, and number 

are in general the same as in other inflexional languages, hut the 

following special points may be noted:— 

1. The nominative with may take the place of a predicativ e 

acc. governed by verbs of calling, considering, knowing, &c.;— 

e.g.WT^ »TT ‘ know me to be a Brahmin ’ (instead 

of »Tt 

2. When a dual or plural verb refers to two or more subjects 

the first person is preferred to the second or third, and the second 

person to the third;—e. g. ^ ‘you and I go.’ 

3. a. A dual or plural adjective agreeing with masc. and fem. 

substantives is put in the masc., but when neuters are associated 

with masculines and feminines, in the nenter (sometimes 

singular);—e.g. ‘ the 

chase, dice (aksat), and drinking are reprehensible in kings ’; 

‘ a bird with clipped wings, a withered tree, 

a dried-up pond, a toothless serpent and a poor man are of equal 

account (neut. sing.) in (the eyes of) the world.’ 

b. Occasionally an attribute or predicate takes the natural in¬ 

stead of the grammatical gender;—e. g.^T 

HWri ‘thinking (masc.) of thee the subjects (fem.) have 

been reduced to taking no food.’ 

c. As in Greek and Latin, a demonstrative pronoun agrees with 

its predicate in gender;—e.g. ‘this (masc.) 

is the best counsel’ (masc.). 

A participle used in place of a finite verb, which should agree 
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with the subject, may he attracted in gender by a substantive 

predicate if in close proximity with it;—e.g. ^ 

‘ thou (masc.) hast become (neut.) my friend’ (neut.). 

4. A singular collective noun is necessarily followed by a singular 

verb. Two singular subjects require a predicate in the dual, three 

or more require it in the plural. Occasionally, however, the pre¬ 

dicate agrees in number with the nearest subject, being mentally 

supplied with the rest;—e.g. 

Kantimatl, this kingdom, and my very 

life (are) at your mercy ’ (sing.). 

a. Similarly, the verb which should agree with a single plural 

subject may be attracted in number by a noun predicate in its 

immediate proximitye. g. tg 

‘these seven constituent parts are said (sing.) to form the entire 

kingdom.’ 

Frouonus. 

195. I. Personal, a. Owing to its highly inflexional character 

Sanskrit uses the nominatives of personal pronouns far less 

frequently than modern European languages do (cp. 191 a). 

b. The unaccented forms of and (109 a) being 

enclitic, can bo used neither at the beginning of a sentence or 

metrical line (Pada), nor after vocatives, nor before the particles 

fe.g. my friend ’ (not%): 

xrrff ‘0 God, protect us’ (WT^, not ^ 

‘ his house or mine.’ 

c. your Honour’ (f. *T^), the polite form of 

‘ thou ’ (with which it often alternates even in the same sentence), 

takes the verb in the 3. person;—e.g. what does 

your Honour say?’ The plural JTcfffT; (f. JT^(€E) is construed 

in the same way; it frequently has a singular sense (193,3 a). Two 

compounds of *1^ 1*1^ are often used in the drama 
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ati a-bhavan refers to some one present, either the person addressed 

or some third person=‘your Honour here’ or ‘his Honour here’; 

if 1 •t^tatra-bhavan, ‘ his Honour there,’ referring to some one 

off the stage, can only be used of a third person. Both take the 

verb in the 3. sing. 

2. Demonstrative, a. and refer to what is near 

or present=‘ this.’ The former is the more emphatic of the two. 

Both are often employed agreeing with a subject in the i. or 3. 

pers. sing, in the sense of ‘ here ’e.g. ‘ here 

a devotee stands here am I’; 

‘here comes your son.’ ‘this person’ is frequently 

used as an equivalent of ‘ I.’ 

b. ^ and refer to what is absent or remote=‘that.’ ^ is 

the more definitely demonstrative of the two, being, for instance, 

the regular correlative to an antecedent relative. It has the 

following special uses. It has often (like Lat. ille) the sense of 

‘well-known,’ ‘celebrated’;—e.g. ^ that well- 

known charming city.’ It is frequently also the equivalent of 

‘ the aforesaid’;—e.g. I (being) such’ (as just described). 

In this sense it may often be translated simply by the definite 

article ‘the’ (cp. 192). When unaccompanied by a noun 

supplies the place of a personal pronoun of the third person= 

‘he, she, it, they,’ but with a certain amount of emphasis when 

used in the nominative and are employed in the 

same way as personal pronouns of the third person). Finally 

when repeated means ‘various,’ ‘several,’ ‘all sorts of’;—e.g. 

'he read variorrs treatises.’ 

3. Possessive. These pronouns (i 16)are comparatively little 

used, as the genitive of the personal pronouns is generally em¬ 

ployed. In accordance with the sense of (195, i c), its 

derivatives bhavad-Tya and bhavat-ka are used 

as possessive pronouns of the second person in respectful address. 
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TEE CASES. 

Nominative. 

196. The nominative is far less frequently used in Sanskrit as 

the subject of a sentence than in other Indo-European languages. 

Its place is very commonly supplied by the instrumental of the 

agent with a passive verb;—e. g. 

‘a certain field-watcher was standing aside’ (lit. ‘by a certain 

field-watcher it was stood aside ’). 

a. ITie nominative is used predicatively with verbs meaning 

‘ to be, become, seem, appear,’ as well as with the passive of verbs 

of calling, considering, sending, appointing, making, &c.;—e.g. 

‘ the dog w'as turned into a tiger 

by the sage.’ 

b. The nominative followed bymay in certain circumstances 

take the place of the accusative (see 194, i). 

Accusative. 

197. Besides its ordinary use of denoting the object of transitive 

verbs, the accusative is employed to express— 

I. the goal with verbs of motion;—e. g. 

‘ he went to Vidarbha.’ 

a. verbs of going, like and are very commonly joined 

with an abstract substantive where either the corresponding 

adjective with ‘to become,’ or merely an intransitive verb would 

be used in English;—e.g. ^ he becomes famous ’ 

(lit. ‘ goes to fame ’); ' ' he dies ’ (lit. ‘ goes to death ’). 

3. duration of time and extension of space;—e. g. 

‘ he learns for a month ’; be goes (the distance 

of) a Yojana’ (nine miles). 

3. the object of desiderative adjectives in ^ (cp. 169) and of 

some compound adjectives beginning with prepositions; — e.g. 
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I am desirous of crossing the ocean ’; 

devoted to Damayantl.’ 

4. the cognate object of intransitive verbs in the case of sub¬ 

stantives and the analogous adverbial sense in the case of 

adjectives;—e.g. eh I *t | (*• grant) 

all desires ’; iftri 'let us go quickly’ (originally, ‘go a 

quick gait ’). 

Doulile Accusative. 

198. Two accusatives are governed by— 

1. verbs of calling, considering, knowing, making, appointing, 

choosing;—e.g. WT^TTf^ ‘I know thee (to be) 

the chief person.’ 

2. verbs of speaking (s, asking begging 

(irrq:, instructing fining 

winning (f%) , milking 

•IH+b * ^^ird addressed a speech to Nala ’; 

flRR ‘he should ask true evidence from the twice-born’; 

‘he asks Bali for the earth 

»rR‘ what she commands me’; ^»!^^<\‘he should 

fine them a thousand (panas)’; | *4‘having won 

the kingdom from Nala they milked 

(i. e. extracted) gems from the earth.’ 

a. qr5R ‘ tell,’ ‘make known,’ and * enjoin,’ 

never take the accusative of the person addressed, but the dative 

(or gen.). 

3. verbs of bringing, conveying, leading, dispatchinge.g. 

he brings the goat to the village’; IJ 

' having sent Sakuntala away to her husband’s 

house.’ 
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4. causative verbs;—e. g. ' he causes Eama 

to learn the Veda’; if stress is laid on the agent (the direct acc.), 

it may be put in the instrumental; eft * he should 

cause her to be devoured by dogs.’ 

a. When the causative meaning has faded, the dat. or gen. of 

the person is used instead of the acc.; this is generally the case 

with show’ (‘cause to see’), and ^*tell’ (’cause to 

hear’), and always with ' 'make known,’ ‘tell’ (‘cause to 

know’). 

b. In the passive construction the direct acc. (the person or 

agent) becomes the nom., the indirect acc. (the object or thing) 

remains;—e. g. ‘ Rama is caused to learn 

the Veda’; rTT ‘ dogs are caused to devour her ’; 

‘ Bali is asked for the earth.’ 

Instrumental. 

199. The fundamental notion of the instrumental, which may 

be rendered by ‘ by ’ or ‘ with,* expresses the agent, the instru¬ 

ment (means), or concomitant by or with which an action is 

performed;—e. g. ‘ it w'as said by him ’=‘ he said ’; 

he was killed with a sword ’; 

•TT^^ ‘there is no one happier (201, 2a) 

in this world than he who has converse with a friend.’ 

I. The following are modiheatioDS of the instrumental sense 
expressing— 

a. the reason ; ‘by,’‘through,* ‘byreason of,’ ‘because of,’ ‘on 

account of ’;—e. g. * through your favour ’; %5TT- 

^ ‘I punish you for that fault’; 1I 

‘ by the thought of a tiger ’=‘ because he thought it was a tiger ’ 

(ep. p. 172, 5); ‘under the delusion of (the existence 

of) pleasure.’ 
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b. accordance; ‘ by,’ ‘ in conformity with ’;—0. * by 

nature ’; ^ Irtj! ‘ by birth ’; ^ * he goes by (acts 

in accordance with) my opinion.’ 

c. the price: (‘with,’‘bymeansof’=)‘for,’‘atthepriceof’;— 

e.g. ‘ a book sold for a hundred 

rupees’; ‘a man should 

always save himself even at the cost of his wife or of his wealth.’ 

d. time within which anything is done: (‘ by the lapse 

of’=) ‘in’;—e.g. ‘grammar is 

learnt in twelve years.’ 

e. the way, vehicle or part of the body by which motion 

is effected;—e.g. IRFr: ?RT^: ‘in what direc¬ 

tion (lit. ‘by what road’) have the crows disappeared? ’ 

'he goes on horseback’ (lit. ‘by means of a horse’); 

he carried (uvaha) the dog on his shoulder.’ 

‘ in respect of ’: with words implying superiority, in¬ 

feriority or defectiveness;—e.g. f ‘ inferior 

to these two (abl.) in valour ‘0 

fortunate man, you excel your ancestors in that (devotion)’; 

‘wind of an eye.’ 

g. ‘of,’ ‘with’: with words meaning need or use, 

M<r\^*l+I,(used interrogatively or with a negati ve), or what?’ 

(with or without 31 ‘ do ’);—e. g. ‘ what is the 

use of life to me ’ (gen.); ‘ your 

Majesty’s feet have no need of servants ’; THTT ( 

‘ what is to be done with that cow ? ’ f35 ^ ‘what have 

we (to do) with this ? ’ Similar is the use of ‘ done with ’= 

‘away with’ and ‘enough of’ (cf. 180): 

‘away with ri sing’=‘pray do not rise.’ 
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b. ‘ with,’ ‘ at ’: with verbs of rejoicing, laughing, being 

pleased, satisfied, astonished, ashamed, disgusted;—e.g. 

IIM *a low person is satisfied even with \evy little’; 

‘he laughed at it.’ 

/. ‘of,”by’: with verbs of boasting or swearing;—e. g. 

^srnJi^T ^ ‘ I swear by Bharata and myself.’ 

/. the object (victim) with ‘ sacrifice ’;—e. g. 

‘he sacrifices a bull to Eudra.’ Here we have the real 

inst. sense surviving from the time when meant ‘worship’ 

a god (acc.) with (inst.). 

2. The concomitant or sociative sense is generally supple¬ 

mented by the prepositional adverbs 35^, and 

‘ with,’ which are used (like ‘ with ’ in English) even when 

separation or antagonism is implied;—e. g. 

‘the father went with his son ‘dis¬ 

agreement with a friend he engaged 

in a fight with him.’ This sense is also applied—• 

a. to express the accompanying circumstances or the 

manner in which an action is performed;—e. g. 

‘that pair lives in great affection’; <R^<TT 

‘ with great pleasure.’ 

b. with the passive of verbs which have the sense of accompany¬ 

ing, joining, endowing, possessing, and the opposite;—e.g. ccftH 

‘accompanied by you; ‘possessed 

or destitute of wealth ’; ‘ bereft of life.’ 

c. with adjectives expressive of identity, eg^uality, or 

likeness; ’ETflT, ;—e. g. ^%T!r ‘equal 

to Indra’; ^1^: ‘like him’; ^ 

‘ he is not even equal to the dust of my feet.’ The genitive 

is also used with these adjectives (cp. 202, 2 d). 
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Dative. 

200. The dative case expresses either the indirect object, 

generally a person, or the pnrpose of an action. 

A. The dative of the indirect object is used— 

1. with transitive verbs, with or without a direct object:— 

a. of giving (^, telling ’sK. 

promising or showing 

—e.g. ^ ‘ he gives a cow to the 

Brahmin ’; ‘l tell you the truth.’ 

b, of sending, casting;—e.g. fjrt fws: ‘a 

messenger was sent by Bhoja to Eaghu 

‘ they cast (47) darts at Rama.’ 

2. with intransitive verbs meaning to please (^). desire 

be angry with 

e.g.fr^ it pleases me ’; ^ ‘ I do not 

long for the kingdom ' he is angry with his 

servant.’ and ff when compounded with prepositions 

govern the acc.) 

3. ^Yith words of salutation;—e.g. ' salutation to 

Ganesa ‘ health to thee hail to Rama’; 

‘welcome to her Majesty.’ 

B. The dative of pnrpose expresses the end for which an action 

is done, and is very often ecjuivalent to an infinitive;—e.g. 

fft ‘he worships Hari for (= to obtain) salvation’; 

‘he goes for (=to obtain) fruit’; 

wfiiifi: ‘ your Honour (has) full 

authority for the instruction of (= to instruct) my sons in the 

principles of morality ’; ‘ he started for a tight ’ 

(=‘ to fight ’); ‘ au revoir.’ 
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This dative is specially taken by verbs meaning— 

1. ‘be fit for,’ ‘tend or conduce to 

piety conduces to knowledge.’ 

a. '^^andJJ^are used in the same way, but are often omitted;— 

e.g. #>!nEfr ‘ the combination even of 

the weak leads to safety m w»i:‘ your weapon 

(serves) for the protection of (=to protect) the distressed,’ 

2. ‘be able,’ ‘begin,’ ‘strive,’ ‘resolve,’ ‘order,’ ‘appoint’;— 

e. g. ‘ this story was able to 

win over (akarsanaya) the warrior ‘he began 

to (take) an oath ’; ‘ I will try to find her ’; 

‘he has resolved on abandoning 

his life’; ‘having charged 

(a-disya) his daughter with the reception of the guests ’; 

‘he was appointed by the gods 

for the destruction of (=to destroy) Havana.’ 

a. The adverb sufficient ’ is used in the sense of ‘ be 

able to cope with,’ ‘be a match for’;—e.g. 

‘ Hari (is) a match for the demons.’ 

Ablative. 

201. The ablative primarily expresses the starting-point or 

source from which anything proceeds. It thus answers to the 

question ‘ whence ? ’ and may in general be translated by ‘ from.’ 

E.g. JllidfiiTdjffit ‘I wish to depart 

from this forest ’; tlTWHI ‘ ruin results from sin ’ 

(papad); w. ‘ he did not swerve from his 

purpose’ (niscayad); ‘he heard of 

the death of his son from his relations ’; cTT ‘re¬ 

leasing her from her bonds’; ‘desist from 

this act’; protect me from hell.’ 
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a. The source of apprehension is put in the ablative with 

verbs of fearing ^f^'^^ud-vij);—e.g. 

‘you are afraid of the hunter’; WRTf 

‘a Brahmin should always shrink from marks of honour.’ 

b. Verbs expressing separation ‘from’ naturally take the abla¬ 

tive;—parted from you’; ^ 

and she is deprived of her husband’s place’ (such words 

also take the instr.: cp. 199, 2 b). Allied to this use is that of 

‘to cheat of’ (= so as to separate from); — e.g. 

' to cheat a Brahmin of his he-goat.’ 

c. As the abl. expresses the terminus a quo, it is employed with 

all words meaning ‘ far,’ or designating the cardinal points;— 

far from the village ’; ITRTTfi: 

‘ the mountain (is) to the east of the village.’ 

d. Similarly the abl. also expresses the time after which 

anything takes place;—e.g. seen after a long 

time after a week.’ 

The abl. also expresses the following senses connected with its 

original meaning:— 

1. the cause, reason, or motive = ‘on account of,’ ‘be¬ 

cause of,’ ‘through,’ ‘from ’;—e. g. ' he 

eats the flesh through greed.’ This use of the abl. is especially 

common, in commentaries, with abstract nouns in ^ tva;—e. g. 

‘the mountain is fiery because of its 

smokiness.’ (The instr. is also employed in this sense: 199, i a.) 

2. comparison:— 

a. with comparatives'(=‘than’) or words with a comparative 

meaning;—e. g. * Kama is more learned 

than Govinda’; ‘knowledge is superior 

to action.’ In this sense it is used even with positives (= in 

comparison with’);—e.g. a 
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wife is dear even in comparison with (i. e. dearer than) the whole 

world’: ' hearts 

harder even than adamant, more tender even than a flower.’ 

b. with words meaning 'other’ or ‘different’ 

e.g. ‘Oovinda is different 

from Krsna.’ 

c. Allied to the comparative abhis that used with multiplicative 

words like ‘double,’ ‘treble,’&c.;—e.g. 

‘ a fine five times (in comparison with) the value.’ 

Genitive. 

202. The primary sense of the genitive is quasi-adjectival, since 

its qualification of another substantive means ‘belonging to’ or 

‘ connected with.’ It may generally be expressed in English by 

the preposition ‘of.’ With snbstantives the gen. is used in a 

possessive, subjective, objective, or partitive sense;—e.g. ■((I'ljl 

‘ the king’s man ’; ‘ your con¬ 

cealment of Raksasa’s wifq’ (i.e. ‘by you ’); ‘by 

the supposition of her (i.e. supposing it was she’); 

the foremost of the wealthy.’ 

X. The gen. is used with a number of verbs ;— 

a. in the possessive sense with Is', be master of,’ 

‘ have power over,’ and with ^ ‘ be,’ ‘ exists’;—e.g. 

-wmw. ‘ I shall be master of myself’; 

‘ I have a book.’ 

b. in the objective sense (concurrently with the acc.) with 

have mercy,’ ^ ‘ remember, ’ ‘ imitate ’;—e. g. 

may these men have mercy on you 

he remembers your favours 

wrfii I will imitate Bhima.’ 
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c. in the objective sense (concurrently with the loc.) with verbs 

meaning ‘do good or harm to’ 

‘ trust in ’ ‘forbear with’ {^);_e.g. fil’^TXrR. 

‘benefiting his friends’; ^licTO( 

‘ how have I done her an injury ?’ % ‘ forbear with me.’ 

d. with verbs meaning ‘speak of’ or ‘expect of’;—e.g. 

‘ he speaks thus of me though I am 

guiltless ’; anything may he expected 

of that fool.’ 

e. frequently (instead of the dat. of the indirect object) with 

verbs of giving, telling, promising, showing, sending, bowing, 

pleasing, being angry; — e.g. (T^T*T?I ‘ I have 

granted safety to him ’ (tasya); ‘does he please 

you? ’ *the sage (is) not very angry with me’ 

(mama). 

/ sometimes (instead of the instr.)with verbs meaning ‘be filled 

or satisfied ’;—e. g. ‘fire is not satiated 

with logs.’ So also the past part. full of’ (gen.), or ‘filled 

with ’ (instr.). 

2. The gen. is frequently used with, adjectives :— 

a. allied to transitive verbs; — e.g. lf^*n 

‘ old age is destructive of beauty,’ 

b. meaning ‘dependent on,’ ‘belonging or attached to,’ ‘dear 

to ’e. g. ‘that remedy depends on you ’ 

(tava); ‘ give 

up whatever you have taken belonging to him ’ (asya); 

TTirr ' ’ who, pray, is dear to kings ?’ 

c. meaning ‘acquainted with,’ ‘versed or skilled in,’ ‘ac¬ 

customed to’ (concurrently with the loc.; 203/);—e. 

yon are, indeed, conversant with 

the ways of the world’; ‘unskilled 

0 
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in battle ’; people accustomed to hard¬ 

ships.’ 

d. meaning * like ’ or ‘ equal to ’ (concurrently with the instr.: 

199, 2c);—e.g. *Eama is equal to Krsna.’ 

3. The gen. expresses the agent with passive participles;— 

a. past participles having a pres, sense, formed from roots 

moaning ‘think,’ ‘know,’ ‘worship’; — e.g. ^I'sJI (‘well 

thought of’=)‘approved of kings’; 

'you are known to the hermits to be staying here,’ 

b. future participles (which also take the instr.: 199);—e.g. 

(IT^) fft:' 'Hari should be worshipped by me.’ 

4. The gen. is used with adverbs of direction in -tas 

(cp. I77<i);—e.g.^TW^ ' ‘to the south of the village’; 

sometimes also with those in -ena (concurrently with the 

acc.);—e.g. ' ‘to the north of this’ (asya) place. 

5. The gen, of time is used in the following ways:— 

a. with multiplicatives (108) or other numerals similarly used 

it expresses how often anything is repeated within a stated 

period;—e.g.^TTW f^^Tlf^^‘he should offer the funeral 

sacrifice three times a year’; 

‘ a Brahmin should perform at least one severe 

penance a year.’ 

b. Words denoting time are put in the gen. (like the abl.) in 

the sense of ‘after’;—e.g. (kati-payaahasya), ‘ after 

some days’; after a long time is also 

used alone in this sense. 

c. A noun and past part, in the gen., accompanying an ex¬ 

pression of time, have the sense of ‘ since ’;—e. g. ^51 

‘to-day (is) the tenth month since our 

father died’ (uparatasya). This construction is akin to the gen. 

absolute (205, 2). 
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6. Two genitives are employed to express an option or a differ¬ 

ence between two things;—e. g. 

*of vice and death, the former is called the worse’; 

this is the only difference 

between you (the long-lived) and India.’ 

Locative. 

203. The locative denotes either the place where an action 

occurs, or, with verbs of motion, the place whither an action is 

directed. The former sense may variously be translated by ‘in. 

at, on, among, by, with, near,’ the latter by ‘ into, upon ’; 

corresponding to Lat. in with abl. and acc. respectively. 

The following are examples of the ordinary use of the loc. in 

the sense of ‘ where ? ’ ‘ birds live 

in that tree ’; ‘inVidarbha’(i93, 3c); 

^rPTT^f^TfH ‘ I will kill myself at your door ’; ' at 

Kasi’ (Benares); fruit (is) seen on the trees ’; 

they encamped on (= close to) the Ganges’; 

neither, among gods, nor Yaksas, or among men either, 

had such a beauty anywhere been seen before ’; flti IIT% ‘t>y 

my side.’ 

a. When the loc. means ‘among’ it is often equivalent to a 

partitive gen. (202);—e. g. frnicRT: ‘ among 

(= of) all the sons Eama is dearest to me.’ 

b. The person ‘ with ’ whom one dwells or stays is put in the 

loc.;—e.g. ‘he lives with his teacher.’ 

c. The loc. with the verbs stands ’ and ‘ goes on’ 

(= Lat. versatur) expresses ‘abides by,’ complies with’;—e.g. 

you do not (stand by=) obey my command ’; 

‘comply with your mother’s desire.’ 
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d. The loc. is used to express the effect ‘of ’ a cause;—e.g. 

prt ^rrwi‘ fate alone (is) the cause of the 

prosperity or decline of men.’ 

e. The loc. expresses contact with verbs of seizing by (^^), 

fastening to (^^), clinging or adhering to 

leaning on, relying on or trusting to;—e. g. 'seizing 

by the hair’; taking by the hand’; 

‘ he fastened a noose to the tree ’; ‘a hero 

not addicted to vices ’; f‘ reclining on the roots 

of trees ’; ' he trusts in his enemies ’; 

the gods fix their hopes of 

victory on his bent bow.’ 

f. The loc. is used (concurrently with the gen.: 202, 2 c) with 

adjectives meaning ‘acquainted with,’ ‘versed or skilled in’;— 

Eama (is) skilled in the game of dice’; 

*rr^ I * ''■0 (are) expert in acting.’ 

g’ The loc. is used figuratively to express the person or thing 

in which some quality or state is to be found;—e.g. 

«if^‘i look for everything in him’ (cp. 202, i d)-, 

'hunting (is) recognized as sinful in a prince’; 

^ ‘ there is no harm in (giving) advice to 

the afflicted.’ Similarly, when the meaning of a word is explained, 

the loc. expresses ‘in the sense of’;—e.g. Tfr ‘ kalapa 

(is used) in the sense of peacock’s tail.’ 

h. The circumstances in which an action takes place are ex¬ 

pressed by the loc.;—e.g. in case of distress ’; 

‘ in fortune ’; (‘in the presence of’=) 

there being openings, misfortunes multiply.’ ' In the last 

example the loc. expresses the reason; if it were accompanied by 

a predicative participle, it would be a loc. absolute (cp. 205, I a). 
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/. The loc. of time, expressing when an action takes place, is 

only a special application of the preceding sense;—e.g. iu 

the rainy season at night ’; every day.’ 

/. The loc. expresses the distance at which anything takes 

place;—e. g. ‘ the great sage 

lives at (a distance of) a yojana and a half from here.’ 

204. The loc. answering to the question ‘ whither ? ’ is always 

used with verbs of falling and jdacing; concurrently with the dat., 

with those of throwing and sending (200 A i h); and, concurrently 

with the acc., with those of going, entering, ascending, striking, 

bringing, sending;—e.g. ' he fell on the ground ’; 

'having put (it) in that same begging 

howl’; f wr ‘ placing his hand on his breast ’ (H * do,’ 

is frequently used in the sense of putting); 

‘ he darts arrows at his enemy ’; iRTT ‘ the fish 

entered the river ’; ‘ he set out lor 

a neighbouring town he struck him on the 

head.’ 

Secondary applications of this loc. are the following:— 

a. It expresses the person or object towards which an action 

is directed or to which it refers = ‘towards,’ ‘about,’ ‘rvith 

regard to’;—e.g. ‘the good show 

compassion towards animate beings ’; ‘ he 

courteous to your attendants ’; ’ they are disputing 

about a field.’ 

b. Concurrently with the dat. (and gen.), it expresses the in¬ 

direct object with verbs of giving, telling, promising, buying, 

selling (cp. 200 A l a; 202, i e);—e. g. having 

promised (it) to Indra ’; ‘ having sold 

himself to a rich man ’; a teacher 

imparts knowdedge to an intelligent pupil.’ 
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c. Concurrently with the dat.(2ooBi, 2), it may express the aim 

of an action with words expressive of striving after, resolving on, 

wishing for, of appointing, choosing, enjoining, permitting, of being 

able or fit for;—e.g. an enemy prepared 

for the appropriation of all property’; e(i4 fl}} «q ‘he appointed 

(him) to a task ’; fW: ‘ she chose him for her 

husband’; he is incapable of 

supplying food for us ’; 3T^ ‘the 

sovereignty even of the three worlds is fitting for him.’ A predi¬ 

cative loc. alone is capable of expressing fitness ;—e. g. •RIWI' 

sovereignty befits a man who is en¬ 

dowed with worldly wisdom, liberality, and heroism.’ The loc. 

is sometimes used with verbs which do not in themselves imply 

an aim, to express the object gained as the result of an action;— 

e.g.=^^ he kills the panther for the sake of 

(obtaining) his skin.’ 

d. Nouns expressive of desire, devotion, regard, friendship, 

confidence, compassion, contempt, neglect, aie often connected 

with the loc. (as is also the gen.) of the object to which those 

sentiments are directed;—e.g. 

‘ my love is, indeed, not towards Sakuntala ’; 

fwre; ‘I have no faith in you 

‘ neglect of duties, however small, should not be indulged in.’ 

e. The loc. is similarly used with adjectives or past participles 

meaning ‘ fond of,’ ‘ devoted to,’ ‘ intent on,’ and their opposites;— 

e. g. ^rr^: ‘ women (are) intent on their own 

pleasure only.’ 

Locative and Genitive Alisolxite. 

205. I. The locative is the usual absolute case in Sanskrit, 

and has much the same general application as the Greek genitive 
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and the Lat. ablative absolute ;—e. g. as the days 

went by ' the cows having been milked, 

be departed ‘she gives ear when 

I speak.’ 

a. The predicate of the absolute loc. is practically always a 

participle; the only exception being that the part. ‘being,’ 

is frequently omitted;—e. g. 

^ ‘ ‘ bow (can there be any) interference with the good in the 

performance of their duties, when you (are) their protector? ’ 

b. The part. being’ (or its equivalents and f^) 

is often pleonastically added to another absolute part.;—e. g. 

‘at sunrise, when the owls had 

become blind.’ 

c. The subject is of course always omitted when a past pass, 

part, is used impersonally; it is also omitted when the part, is ac¬ 

companied by indeclinable words like ;— 

e. g. ‘ when consent had been given by him ’; 

31^ ‘this being the case’ (lit. ‘it having gone thus’); 

or ‘ this being done.’ 

d. The particle and the noun iTT^ (as latter member of a 

compound) may be used after an absolute participle to express 

‘no sooner—than,’ ‘scarcely—when’;—e.g. 

•411 ‘ scarcely had it dawned, when 

‘ no sooner had his Honour entered, than.’ 

2. The geu. absolute is much less common than the loc. 

and more limited in its application. It is restricted to contem¬ 

poraneous actions, the subject being a person and the predicate 

a present participle in form or sense. Its meaning may be ren¬ 

dered by ‘while,’ ‘as,’ or ‘though’;—e.g. II39eft ^ 

‘ wandering about, though I was looking on ’; 1?^ ^ 

‘ while he was speaking thus, the hunter 
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remained concealed ’ ; 

f^: ‘ while he was thus reflecting women came there to fetch 

water.’ 

Participles. 

2o5. Participles are constantly used in Sanskrit to qualify the 

main action, supplying the place of subordinate clauses. They 

may, as in Latin and Greek, express a relative, temporal, causal, 

concessive, or hypothetical sense. A final sense is also expressed 

by the future participle. All these meanings are inherent in the 

participle, without the aid of particles, except that is usually 

added when the sense is concessive. 

E. g. wra: rw: ‘ the jackal, being filled 

with anger, said to him 

‘ though you have been frequently dissuaded by me, you do not 

listen to me’; WRrI% fllft ‘ if 

you do not tell, though knowing it, your head will be shattered 

to pieces’; he ran again at 

Bhima in order to strike him.’ 

a. Bahuvrihi compounds are very frequently employed in a par¬ 

ticipial sense, the part. ^1?!^being omitted;—e.g.'^^ ^(^ <1*1 *11 

then being anxious he reflected.’ , 

207. Present Participle. This participle (as well as a past 

with a present sense) is used with or 3T^‘i8,’*sits,’ 

' stands,’ ^ ‘ goes on,’ to express continuous action, 

like the English ‘is doing’;—e. g. 

‘ this is the very forest in which we formerly dwelt 

for a long time’; ‘he keeps eating’; ^ 

W»TTT!JT ‘she is being carefully guarded 

this pot is filled with porridge.’ 
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a. The negative of verbs meaning ‘to cease’ is similarly 

construed with a present participle;—e. g. ^rnn- 

‘the lion did not cease (=kept) slaying the 

animals.’ 

b. Verbs e:spressing aib emotion such as ‘to be ashamed,’ ‘to 

endure,’ may be accompanied by a pres, part, indicating the cause 

of the emotion;—e.g. are you not 

ashamed of speaking thus ? ’ 

c. A predicative present (or past) part, accompanies the acc., 

or the nom. in the passive construction, with verbs of seeing, 

hearing, knowing, thinking, wishing (cp. 198, i);—e.g. 

^ »rr no one saw me entering 

1*1 ‘the king one day heard some 

one repeating a couple of s’lokas ’; 

'many daughters of royal sages 

are recorded to have been wedded according to the marriage of 

the Gandharvas.’ 

208. Fast Participles. The passive part, in ^ and its active 

form (161; 89, n.^) in ^f^(but hardly ever the perf. act. part, in 

89) are very frequently used as finite verbs (the copula 

being omitted);-—e.g. ' this was said by him ’; 

he said this,’ 

a. The passive of intransitive verbs is used impersonally; other¬ 

wise its past participle has an active sense;—e. g. 

twi:‘i stood there for a long time ’; ^ >1^1 Jldl ‘ he went 

to the Ganges ’; ^ ‘ he died on the w’ay.’ 

b. Some past participles in cf have both a passive and a tiansi- 

tive active sense;—e.g. ' obtained ’ and ‘ having reached ’; 

entered (by)’ and ‘having entered’; iftcT' imbibed ’ and 

‘having drunk ’; ‘ forgotten ’ and ‘ having forgotten ’; 
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f^PTW ‘ divided’ and ‘having divided begotten ’ and 

‘having home’ (f.); ‘ridden,’ &c., and riding,’ &c. 

c. The past participles in ^ never seem to occur with a transi¬ 

tive active meaning. 

209. Future Participles Passive. These (162) express 

necessity, obligation, fitness, probability. The construction is 

the same as with the past pass, part.;—e.g. 

‘I must needs go to another country 

you must not (= do not) kill me, 0 king’; iHl 

‘then he too will surely make a noise.’ 

a. Occasionally the fut. pass. part, has a purely future sense;— 

e. g. ‘ i too shall go with 

ease by the strength of your wings.’ 

b. 3TfqcI'=il*I,and ^ |oy+(^ (from ^‘be’) are used impersonally 

to express necessity or high probability. The adjective or sub¬ 

stantive of the predicate agrees with the subject in the instr.;— 

e.g. rl^ ‘she must be ( = is most 

probably) near’; r[^ TTlfW^ ‘the 

strength of that animal must be very great.’ 

210. The Indeclinable Participle (Gerund) nearly always 

expresses that an action is completed before another begins 

(rarely that it is simultaneous). Kef erring to the grammatical 

or the virtual subject of the main action, it generally agrees with 

the nom., or, in the passive construction, with the instr., but 

occasionally with other cases also;—e.g.TT ‘having 

bowed down to him, he departed’; 

tthut: ‘ then he throwing himself upon him 

lost his life ’ (irf^ agrees with %^T); W WRIT 

his love increased as soon as he had seen the 

sweetly smiling maiden’ (<^|}| agrees with cRI). 

a. It may frequently be translated by ‘ in ’ or ‘ by ’ with a verbal 
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noun;—e. g. »rr f^rvH fwr ‘ what would you gain 

hy killing a poor man like me ? ’ This use represents the original 

sense of the form as an old instrumental of a verbal noun. 

b. Having the full value of inflected participles, it may 

express the various logical relations of the latter, and may even 

be accompanied, like them, by to express 

continuous action;—e. g. he is the foie- 

most of all the townsmen.’ 

c. A number of gerunds are equivalent in sense to preposi¬ 

tions (179). 

d. The original instr. nature of the gerund is preserved in its 

employment with or or with a general subject ex¬ 

pressed by the impersonal passive construction;—e.g. 

* what (gain accrues) to you by concealing ? ’ % 

‘have done with going to the forest 

if^jne goes to heaven by killing animals.’ 

Infinitive. 

2II. This frequent form expresses the aim of an action and 

may in general be used wherever the dative of purpose is employed 

(200 B). It differs from the dative of an ordinary verbal noun solely 

in governing its object in the acc. instead of the gen.;—e.g. 

‘he strives to conquer him ’=f?^ ‘he strives 

for the conquering of him.’ It preserves its original acc. sense 

inasmuch as it is used as the direct object of verbs (e. g. 

'he obtains a bathe’), and cannot be employed as the sub¬ 

ject of a sentence. Verbal nouns usually supply its place as the 

subject;—e.g. giving (=to give) is better 

than receiving’ (=to receive). The construction of the acc. with 

the infinitive is unknown to Sanskrit, its place being supplied, 

with verbs of saying, &c,, by oratio recta with f;fW (180), or 

otherwise hy the use of a predicative acc. (198, i and 207 c). 
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The infinitive may be used with substantives (e. g. ‘ time,’ 

‘ opportunity *), adjectives (‘ fit,’ ‘ capable ’), as well as verbs (e. g. 

‘ be able,’ ‘ wish,’ ‘ begin ’);—e.g. *this 

is not the time to delay ’; '35ir3rR 

‘ this is an opportunity to show yourself 

who (is) able to escape from what is written 

on his forehead (by fate)?’ "^1 J|dt I have come 

(in order) to ask you ‘he is able to tell ’; 

Wf ‘ she wished to make.’ 

a. The 2. and 3. sing. ind. of‘deserve’ are used with an 

infinitive in the sense of a polite imperatives' please,’ ‘deign to ’;— 

e.g.H^^rr^g^rff^' will your Honour ])lease to hear me? ’ 

b. The infinitive, after dropping its final may be formed 

into a Bahuvrihi compound (189) with Mll^ ‘desire,’ or 

‘mind,’ in the sense of wishing or having a mind to do what the 

verb expresses;—e.g. ‘desirous of seeing’; 

what do you intend to say ? ’ 

c. There being no passive form of the infinitive in Sanskrit, 

verbs governing the infin. are put in the passive in order to give 

it a passive meaning;—e.g.‘it is not fit to be done’; 

they can be taught morality by me ’; 

‘a hut (was) begun to be erected 

by him.’ 

d. The fut. part. pass. sak-ya may either agree with the 

subject or be put in the neut. sing,;—e.g. ^ wr% (^m:) 

‘those (mischiefs) cannot be repaired’; ^ 

HT ‘ she cannot be ignored (lit. ‘ she is not a possible 

thing to ignore’) when angry.’ ‘fitting’ and ‘suit¬ 

able’ may be construed in the same way;—e.g. 1^I 

she should rightly be released by 

from you.’ 

mo 
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TENSES AND MOODS; 

Present. 

212. The use of this tense is much the same as in English. 

But the following differences should be noted:— 

1. In narration the historical present is more commonly 

used than in English, especially to express the durative sense 

(which the Sanskrit imperfect lacks);—e.g. 

‘ Damanaka asked, “ How was it ? ” ’ 

Hiranyaka, having taken his food, used to 

sleep in his hole.’ 

a-HTT' ‘formerly,’ is sometimes added to this present;—e.g. 

I formerly used tolive in a certain 

tree.’ The particle ^ ('which in the older language frequently 

accompanied and thus acquired its meaning when alone) is 

much more frequently used thus; — e.g. 

in a certain place a weaver 

named Somilaka used to live.’ 

b. The present is used to express the immediate past;—e. g. 

here I come,’ i.e. *1 have just come.’ 

2. The present also expresses the near future, ‘soon’ and 

just’ (180) being sometimes added; — e.g. rrff ^mr 

‘then leaving the how, I am off’; 

irwrt*T' therefore I will just send S'atrughna.’ 

a. With interrogatives it implies a doubt as to future action;— 

e.g.f^ ' ‘ w'hat shall I do ? ’ 

b. It may express an exhortation to perform an action at once;— 

e.g.fitf ‘ then we (will) enter (= let us enter) 

the house.’ 

Fast Tenses. 

213- All the three past tenses, imperfect, perfect, and aorist, 

besides the past participles in W ta and rf^c^ ta-vat (and the 

historical present), are used promiscuously to express the historical 
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or remote past, applying equally to facts which happened only 

once, or were repeated or continuous. 

a. The perfect is properly restricted to the statement of facts 

of the remote past, not coming within the experience of the 

speaker. The i. and 2. sing, are therefore very rare. 

b. The imperfect, in addition to describing the historical past, 

states past facts of which the speaker himself has been a witness. 

c. The aorist has (along with the participles in rf and 

the special sense of the present perfect, being therefore appropriate 

in dialogues; — e. g. ‘my 

desire has obtained sweet fulfilment ’; 

‘ I have bestowed the sovereignty on you ’; TT I ‘ I have 

seen him.’ 

d. The aorist (very rarely the imperfect) without the augment 

is used imperatively with ITT (215 e and 180). 

e. As there is no pluperfect in Sanskrit, its sense (to be inferred 

from the context) has to be expressed by the other past tenses 

or the gerund, or occasionally by a past participle with an auxiliary 

verb. 

Fntnre. 

214. The simple future is a general tense, referring to any 

future action, while the periphrastic future, which is much less 

frequently employed, is restricted to the remote future. Both can 

therefore often be employed in describing the same action, and 

they frequently interchange. 

a. The future is sometimes used in an imperative sense, when 

accompanying an imperative;—e.g. 

go, my dear, but first hear my request.’ 

Imperative. 

215. Besides the ordinary injunctive or exhortative sense, this 

mood has some special uses. 
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a. The first persons, which are survivals of old subjunctive 

forms, may be translated by ‘ will ’ or ‘ let ’;—e. g. 

^?T?TT *bis brother said, “Let us play” ’ j lf<!J ‘l will 

make.’ 

b. The 3. sing. pass, is commonly used as a polite imperative 

instead of the 2.pers. act.;—e.g. Sire, pray listen! ’ 

(cp. 2H a). 

c. The imperative may be used, instead of an optative or 

benedictive, to express a wish or blessing;—e. g. fM: 'may 

you live long may your paths he 

auspicious ’ = ‘ G odspeed.’ 

d. It may express possibility or doubt, especially with inter- 

rogatives;—e.g. TIT ^ XRZTZtTfr ‘ whether 

there be poison or not, the swelling of a serpent’s hood is 

terrifying who on earth would believe it ? ’ 

‘ what should we do now ? ’ 

e. The imperative with the prohibitive particle ?TT is somewhat 

rare, its place being commonly supplied by the unaugmented aor. 

(213 d), by the opt. with or and HfH^with the instr. (180). 

Optative or Potential. 

216. Besides its proper function this mood also expresses the 

various shades of meaning appropriate to the subjunctive (which 

has become obsolete in Sanskrit). 

I. In principal sentences it expresses the following mean¬ 

ings :— 

a, a wish (often with the particle added);—e. g. 

0 that I could see Eama here! ’ 

b. possibility or doubt;—e. g. per¬ 

haps he may be awakened by the lowing of the cows 

‘ kings can see through the eye of their 
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spies ‘the arrow 

shot by an archer may hit an individual, or may not hit him.’ 

c. probability, being often equivalent to a future;—e.g. 

this girl (is not likely to =) will not stay here.’ 

d. exhortation or precept;—e.g. do you act thus ’; 

one should save wealth against calamity.’ 

2. The optative is used in the following kinds of subordinate 

clauses:— 

a. in general relative clauses;—e. g. 

^ 3i^cT ' ‘the king who (= every king who) does not 

neglect the time for the payment of salaries.’ 

b. in final clauses (‘in order that’);—e.g. 

indicate to me the place where I am to live’ (=that I 

may live there). 

c. in consequential clauses (‘so that’);—e.g. 

(only) such a burden should be borne as 

may not weigh a man down.’ 

d. in the protasis (as well as the apodosis) of hypothetical 

clauses, with the sense of the Lat. present (possible condition) 

or imperfect (impossible condition) subjunctive (cp. 218);— 

e.g. ^ ^ f^rl ‘ if there were 

not a king, the state w'ould founder like a ship.’ 

Benedictive or Frecative. 

217. This rare form (150), a kind of aorist optative, is properly 

restricted to the expression of blessings, or, in the first person, of 

the speaker’s wish;—e. g. mayst thou give birth 

to a warrior’; may I become successful.’ The 

imperative is also employed in this sense (215 c). In a few rare 
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cases the henedictive is indistinguishable in meaning from an 

imperative or an ordinary optative;—e.g. 

ye proclaim this speech 

*for I do not perceive what should drive away my sorrow.’ 

Conditional. 

218. The conditional, as its form (an indicative past of the 

future) well indicates, is properly used to express a past condition, 

the unreality of which is implied, and is equivalent to the 

pluperfect (conditional) subjunctive in Latin or English, or the 

aorist indicative, used conditionally, in Greek. It is employed 

in both protasis and apodosis;—e.g. 

‘ if there had been abundant rain, there would have 

been no famine.’ If a potential is used in the protasis, a con¬ 

ditional in the apodosis may acquire the sense of a hypothetical 

present (= imperf. subjunctive);—e. g.^ ^ 

‘ if the king did not 

inflict punishment, the strong would roast the weak like fish on 

a spit.’ 
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LIST OF VEKBS 

The order of the parts of the verb, when all are given, is: 

Present (pe.), Imperfect (imp.), Imperative (ipv.). Optative (op.); 

Perfect (pf.)> Aorist(Ao.); Future (ft.); Passive (ps.), present, 

aorist, participle (pp.); Gerund (gd,) ; Infinitive (inf.); Causa¬ 

tive (cs.), aorist; Desiderative (ns.); Intensive (int.). 

The Eoman numerals signify the conjugational class of the 

verb; P. indicates that the verb is conjugated in the Parasmai- 

pada only, A. that it is conjugated in the Atmanepada only. 

anc, ‘ bend, ’ I, P. II PS. I PP. I 

cs. II 

‘ anoint,’ VII, P. 'tSI'lfW I mp. I ipv. I 

OP. ^WTclII PS. I PP. ^1 CS, II 

ad, ‘ eat,’ II, P. ^5Srf^, I mp. 

w^i IPV. ^^i 

OP. II FT. ps.^^ I pp. Wryf n.'food’) I 

GD. wThsn I INF. CS. II 

an, ‘breathe,’ II, P. I IMP. or 

, ’^1*11 <T. or W*Tcl^ I IPV. I OP. 

cs. II 

'<41*1. ‘attain, ’ V, i a . IMP. j 
^ \» N* 

I ipv.’^^, op.^^rg^ ii 

PF. 
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’^r^as, ‘ eat/ IX, P. I ipv. WTOI, I 

OP. PF. I AO. Wlftci: I FT. I PS. 

pp. I GD. INF. CS. 1 

DS. tl 

■^as, ‘ be,’ II, P. ; W.,W>,W> ; W'-, 

I IMP. 

w^, I ipv. wrf^, Tifv, ; 

WRi; wm, i op. ^t:, 

Wlrm., ^TfTTJi; ^FT, ^Trl, II pf.^^, 

^1 ftij ) ^1 f^• j ^1 5 ^1 1 ^1 ^ j 

II 

as, ‘ throw,’ IV, P. II pf. &o., like 

be ’ I AO. I nr. I PS. I AO. Wf% I 

I CS. TS(|tl^fd II 

Wl ap, ‘ obtain,’ V, P. I IMP. ■^IJftd^ I IPV. 

^Tf^, ^IMlg I OP. ’3fm^Tri^|| PF. I AO. ^^1(1:1 

I K, I W I CD. I 

CS. I Ds. t:c^ II 

as, ‘ sit,’ II, A. I IMP. I IPV. I 

OP. II PF. I FT, I PS. I pp. 

’3iTf%fT I ■^arreV’T irreg. pres. part. A. | ivr. ’^iTf^g^ii 

^i,‘go,’II,p.-qfiT,T[f^,TTf^; 1^:; i mp. 

^; w^i IPV. ^'Errf^, Tfl’ i 

OP. xynn^w PF. tg:i iT-ipzrf^; 

Ijm 1 PS. I PF. T?T I I I CS. II 

adbij,‘ read,’ II, A . Wt^l IMP. 3. du.^r^- 

fTT^; 3- pi. I IPV. '^'^1%, ^nJV?n^; 
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'wt^fTPi; -^repn^tl, ^^'^- 

-E^, ’?r^crm:i op. wt^rr ii ao. ; 3- ci«- 

rU^; 3- p'l.'^^l FT. I PS. I PP. I 

cs. ■?rwT'*r^rf^ 11 

idh or ?[*^^indh, ‘kindle,’ VII, A. ‘, I imp. 

I IPV. X^, TsW^ I OP. ^5^ II FT. I 

PS. PP. X^ II 

?^is,‘wish,’ VI, I IMP. ^^fl^ll PF. 

Xi^; I AO.^rl^l rr.Tjfwf^ 1 ps. I pp- 

X^\ INF. cs. II 

Iks, ‘ see,’ I, A. I IMP. II PF. I 

AO. I FT. I PS. I AO. I PP. I 

cs. II 

US, ‘ bum,’ I, P. I IMP. II AO. PS. 

I PP. II 

^ r, ‘go,’ VI, P. I IMP. II PF. -WX, 

■^fTT ; '=M|R=I, &c. I PP. ^rl 1 cs. II 

T[VI edh,‘grow,’I, A.TJVI^ | IMP. I IPV. Tjvifrm: II 

PF. VVrr^TT^ I I TlfVgJi: I I Ds. II 

kam, ‘ love,’ A. (no present) || pf. or I 

FT. I PP. ^fiTnT I CS. II 

kas,‘shine, ’ I, A. II I I II 

?rkr, ‘do,’ VIII, gnc«i:, 

f^<T:; 3?^:, I ^chO<i; 

I i 

op.3f^ti)ii PF. =^5irrT (138) I AO. , ’wrfffi:; 

’wr^: i 
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rr. II A. 1 

^wr:, 1 g»^, 

fWPfi; I OP. f^cT II PF. ^ (138) I AO. 

’^rinsn:, 'fraw; 1 fp. crft^ 1 

PS. Ojra^l AO. PP. ^1 GD. ®lfW I INF. ^ili 

cs. I AO. I DS. II 

Sifi; krt, ‘ cut,’ VI, P. II PF. ^ojn^ I I PS. 

I PP. iPfT I cs. I DS. II 

krs.'draw,’ I, P. ‘plough,’ VI, P. II pf. 

^chfMVii, ; wf^ I PT. I PS. | iflg | 

INF. CS. II 

^ kf, ‘scatter,’ VI, P. II pf. ^^flT I rr. I 

PS. I I GD. II 

kip, ‘ be able,’ I, A. || pf. | fi-. efif^Tg^ | 
<yz ^ 

PP. cs. I AO. II 

kram, ‘ stride, ’ I, II PF. =^?FT»T, I 

AO. I n. ?FfTngf^, I PS. I I SRT^T, 

I cs. or I DS. I I.VT. 

II 

krl, ‘ buy,’ IX, wtirrf^, ^uft^ (p. 102) II PF. I 

n-.%TZrf^, I PS. I sRItI I 5fi^, "sR^^ I | 

DS^ II 

^ksan, ‘ kill,’ VIII, Wrf^, II pp. II 

ksi, ‘ destroy,’ V, P. f^xrrf^ II PS. I pp. f^IT I 

CS. or II 

f^l(^ ksip, ‘throw,’ VI, f^IMllT} I ipv. II 
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PF. I FT. I PS. f^tai^ I I 

GD. -NFcTT, I IKF. %^| CS. I DS. II 

ksubh, ‘ quake,’ IV, || pf. I pp- 

or I CS. «>% II 

T^khan, ‘ dig,’ I, 0^ II PF. | ft. 

I PS. or 1 pp. WTfT I ^ I or I, 

I I CS. ^iT«T^rf^ II 

khad, ‘ eat, ’ I, P. II PF. wr^ I FT. I 

PS. I pp. I CS. I DS, \ Ic^hTh II 

^T khya, ‘tell,’ II, P. ?5ITf^ I ipv. sing. 2. ^ff, II 

PF. 1 AO. -ijigqf^l ft. <SM I fd I PS. I ^STTfl I 

I i cs. i ds. fwwf^ ii 

gad, ‘ speak, ’ I, p.^i^ II PF. I nf^Tzrf^ I I 

3Tf^ I cs. I DS. I INT. II 

afJi: gam, ‘ go,’ I, P. (138. 7) I AO. ’^RI^I 

FT. ; d«rii I PS. 1 ^nr I ^r^Tj or ®3iw i 

WJI^I cs. I DS. f^T^^fTT I INT. It 

^rrw gak, ‘plunge, ’ I, A. II PF. I FT. I 

PS. I pp. or ^rrf%rT i gd. i cs. >iT^yfd ii 

’If gPik, ‘ hide, ’ I, II PF. 1 AO. I PS. 

fimi pp. ^5 I GD. ”3Wi INF. cs. II 

^ gai, *sing, ’ I, II PF. I AO. 

FT. I PS. I artrT I GD. ^WTj I INF. ’ITf’ll 

cs. ^rni^rf^ II 

TT^I^grath or granth, ‘tie,’ IX, P. ?I^f7T || ps. 4|«i4r^ | 

’if^rT I GD. “W I CS. or II 

grab, ‘take,’ IX, I ipv. ^fW, II 
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PF. I AO. I FI', ; 

^f^cTT I PS. I I gd. I inf. I 

CS. I AO. '^rf^RT^I DS. II 

1% glai, ‘droop,’ I, P. II pp. I cs.T^T?^ or 

II 

^^^ghus, ‘ sound, ’ I.'^fTT, II PS. I I GD. ogisi, 

CS. II 

WT ghra, ‘smell,’ I, P. f%r?Tfd II pf. I ps. | WTd I 

CS. II 

•ej^^caks, ‘speak,’ II, A. ; PL. , 

II PF". I FT. I GD. 0^^ I I CS. II 

^ car, ‘move,’ I, P. || pf.’^^, ; 3. pl.%?[: | 

Fl'. I PS. I I GD. 1 INF. 

I CS. I AO. -^dTd: H 

^^^cal, ‘ move, ’ I, p. d^rfd II PF. ; 3. PL. i m-. 

I pp. I I C8. ddr^fd or TT^dfd I 

DS. fd’df^Rfd II 

ci, ‘collect,’ V, f^dtfdj II PF. r^dud, I ft. 

%tdfd, ; %dT I PS. I f^d I GD. ofddi I 

INF. CS. I DS( or fd’^dfd II 

cint, ‘think, ’ X, P. f^dldfd II PER. PF. fddldTdld I 

PS. R«^ I RRrd I gd. RdiRwT, .11 

cur, ‘ steal,’ X, P. d^tdfd II PER. PF. I AO. 

^■^•j-<d. I PS. I II 

chid, ‘ cut,.’ VII, RdRl f II PF. , 

I AO. or dr%^i FT. %(^fdj I PS. 

f^dj^l ti^ I GD. fIndT, “fildl l INF.,%^d,| CS. ^^dtdll 
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jan, ‘ be born,’ IV, A. II pf. | ao. | 

rr. 5 I pp. WTtT I cs. | ao. 

DS. f^Wf^ II 

jagr, ‘ awake,’ II, P. (134 A 4) ^ |<|f^ ', WT^cTJ", ^ it^Pl I 

mp. wr:, wr^:; ^^^ii^gdin; i 
ipv. wRTrfti) ii p*"- ^rrtt or ^r vrr i 

FT. WRfr^WfW I PP. WRT^ I CS. <3| 1*14.^171 II 

fW ji, ‘conquer,’ I, P. (A. with VIXl and f^) ^Rlf^ II pf. f^T* 

3IR ; ; f^: l ao. l rr. l PS.^^ I 

I on. f^<<=IT, I INF.%g?^ I C8. WPRf^ I D8. 

^11 

jiv, ‘live,’ I, P. B PF. I AO. 

I FT, I PS. I I GD. I 

INF, CS. 1 ns. fcB^fqfclfd II 

^ jr, ‘ grow old,’ IV, P. || pf. ^TWR I ps. | pp. 

I CS. II 

^ jna, ‘ know,’ IX, ^IRTf^, II pf. I 

AO. ’WT€tci;i FT. ’STRlfci; ’WRTI PS. ’^R^l AO. wrf^i 

pp. ’^TR I GD. '^Twr, ‘•’^R I INF. ’irrgai: I CS. ’^R^rT, 

or ‘»^, pp. 'irrHR and ’SR | ns. || 

rfsi:tan, ‘stretch,’ VIII, TUftRf, cl^ II pf. rRR, I ps. 

or cTR^ I rIrT I gd. rf^T, ®fT(2I or OfTRI cs. cHaRfTT II 

rTH.lap, ‘bum,’ I, TRf^, 0% or IV, f^TZrf^, || pf. TRR, 

I rr. Tix^rf^ I PS. rnZ|% I fITI I gd. fT^T, ®fW I inf. | 

cs frnRf?T II 

tud, ‘strike,’ VI, II PF. gcfr^ | ps. I PP. 

^ I cs. II 
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trp, ‘ be pleased,’ IV, P. II PF. ; r!gfq^ | PP. 

IHI C8- I AO. 

^ tf, ‘ cross,’ I, P. or VI, A. cTTf^ or II PF. iifTTr; 

I AO. ^IfTT^f^or I ft. | pp. I 

GD. cf^^T, I INF. cT^, I cs. fTIT^, 

I DS. fddl^fd II 

iS|^_^tyaj, ‘abandon,’I, || pf. clSJl^, fT(iI% | ao. 

FT.sji^ff!, or rtif^tiif^, I PS.sysufi 1 (inff 1 

GD. file*!, *31311 I C8. 3n^Rif3 I DS. f33|’5^ II 

■^tras, ‘tremble,’ I, P. or IV, P. A. or *^ II 

PF. cT^TO ; cR^: or I rr. ’Sff^TgfTI I PP. W I CS. ^TO- 

^11 

tvar, ‘hasten,’ I, A. II PF. I PP. I C3. 

II 

^darns', ‘bite,’ I, P. || pf. | ft. | ps. 

I PP. ^1 GD. 0^ I cs. II 

dab, ‘burn,’ I, P. II pf. sing. 2. or ^^4^, 

^^1 AO. I FT. VtTSjt ffl I PS. I PP. ^1 GD. 

*^ I INF. cs. I DS. II 

^ da, ‘ give,’ III, II PF. ^ I AO. 

3. PL. -Slf^qd I ft. ; ^TcTT I I ^ I 

GD. ^ 3 I CS. I DS. II 

f^^div, ‘ play,’ IV, P. || ao. | ft. I 

PP. ^ I INF. CS. II 

fi^dis, ‘point,’ vi,'f^irf^, *% II PF.f^ir, i ao. 

1 FT. *^ I PS. I pp. I GD. *f^ I 

INF. ^1 CS. I DS. II . 
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dih, ‘ anoint,’ II, 

f^fi^; fvT^, I IMP. 

’^rf^VTR:; 

^rf^fir i ipv. 

f^f^i A.^,f%r^, ^fT^, f^fi^iH, 

f^frTR, I op. f^UTf^, A. 

t^fT II PF. t^, A. I PS. I PP. I GD. 

I cs. II 

diih, ‘ milk,’ II, (like f^l^) aiKo. 3. ^fi | imp. | 

IPV. ^ I OP. II PF. ffTf ^ I AO. 

I FT. I PS. I PP, I GD. I IKF. 

^tT^I cs. I AO. DS. II 

drs, ‘ see, ’ I, P. wf^ II PF. I AO. 

^01 FT. ^mi PS. f^tfSI GD 

I I CS. I AO. I DS. II 

dynt, ‘ shine,’ I, A. II PF. fir^i AO. ^J^l CS. 

II 

^ dm, ‘ run,’ I, P. ^^11 PF. ; I. DU. If^l 
AO. I PP. ^Cl I I I C3. ^T^^f¥» II 

drub, ‘hurt,’ IV, P. || pf. sing. i. 3. 

’, I. DU. I AO. PP. f^ll 

f|[^ dvis, ‘ hate,’ II, (p. 94) II PP. 1 I II 

dha, ‘ place,’ III,^VTt^; I A. V% 1 ; 

I IMP. | A. ^HiT^ ; 
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VTrrm:: 1 

A.^, 'q?^, Vttr:; ^vnfR:; ^wr:i op. a. 

II PF. ^ I AO. WTfi:, I FT. 'ViTRlf^, I 

PS. I AO. I pp. ffrT I GD. ovrra I >^T^i cs. 

I DS. fWf^ II 

^TR^dhav, ‘run,’ and ‘ wash,’ I, ^TRf^, II pf.^;VR | ps. 

I ^ running ’: vftf! ‘ washed ’ | cs. 'tlR^ II 

^ dhu, ‘ shake,’ V or IX, or II 

PF. I FT. I PS. I PP. ^1 CS. I 

IXT. II 

^ dhr, ‘ bear,’ (no present) || ^ I Vf^^, I 

I I II cs. I AO. II 

«n dhma, ‘ hlow,’ I, P. || pr. | ao. I 

PS. or I pp. I on. “UTR I cs. II 

nad, ‘hum,’ I, P. II pf. «i*l|«^, ', pp. 

I cs. or I int. ^TR^ II 

nam, ‘bend, ’ I, p. II PF. tRR ; I AO. ■^- 

IF9. I ^ I ^[W[, I ^rf^rg^iior 

cs. or RPfRfn I AO. DS. II 

nas, ‘ perish,’ IV, P. II pf. ^RHT I I ao. 

^RIR I FT. •rfiRrf^ or I pp. *15 I cs. ^URTf^ I 

AO. II 

^ nah, ‘ bind,’ IV, ^TIJItT, II ps. I pp. ^ I 

GD. I cs. RR^ II 

nT, ‘lead, ’ I, RRflf,®^ II PF.f^RTR (p. 113)1 ao.RTRR^I 

FT. %RrfR; %fm PS. R^l^l GD. rWt, 

cs. RTRRfR I DS. fifRtRtTT, I int.^R^R^ II 
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nrt, ‘ dance,’ IV, P. || pf. *151^ I ft. 

I PS. I PP. ^ I cs. I DS. I 

INT. II 

pac, ‘ cook,’ I, tr^f^, II PF. tnn^, I FT. TT^rRf i 

PS. TT^ I ADJ,=pp. I ii^T IC8. I int. xrnr^ ii 

Tlrl^pat, ‘ fall,’ I, P. || pf. XIXITfT ; I ao. I ft. 

i PP. xrfim I xrf^g^i I I cs. xrm- 

^ I DS. fxiT^ II 

Tl^ pad, ‘go,’ IV, A. || pf. '^ | ao. Atm. | 

FT. I PP. xi^ I *xj^ I XT^^I^ I cs. | ds. f^rtlr) | 

INT. xR^xrsi^ II 

xnpa,‘drmk,’i,p.fxi^iiPF.xnf|-,x?fTn? orxixrr^; xig: i 

AO. ’?nTrfi:i 1I AO. ’?ixrrt^ i pp. xJ^tt i xft^, 

I I CS.XniI^ I DS. fXTtTRlf^ I INT.^xft^ II 

xrr pa, ‘ protect,’ II, P. xnf^ II AO. I INF, ^g^ii 

pus, ‘thrive,’ IV or IX, P-H^f^ or gwrt^ii PF. Tft^l 

PS. I pp. gs I cs. xfr^^fd II 

^ pu, ‘ purify,’ IX, II pf. ^X^R , | ps. | 

PP. GD. 0^1 cs. xrm^ffi II 

^ pf pur),‘mi,’ III, p. fxixjf^; fxnit^ii pr. (xixrn:), 

PS. I pp. or I OD. I cs. II 

prach, ‘ask,’ VI, P. || pf. XJJl^ ; XfXT^: | ao. 

I ft. IT’^I PS. I pp. GD. W> 

I inf. ITJ^I DS. II 

pri, ‘please,’ IX, TiWrf^, II AO. PP. 

iftfl I CS. II 
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W^phal, ‘burst,’ I, P. Wf^ II rr. I pp. or 

5RWI cs. II 

baudh, ‘ bind,’ IX, P. Wrf^ II pf. or 

^=1^, I FT. I P3. I PP. I GD. 

I INF. CS. 

^ budb, ‘ perceive,’ I, P, A. or IV, A. iftVtTT, or U 

IT’- 1 AO. or 

(p. 122) 1 FT. »?rc^i PS. 1^1 pp. 1^1 GD. I INF. 

I cs. I DS. II 

^bru, ‘ speak,’ II, ^:, 

ffi:; ^w., I A. 5[^; 1 imp. 

I iPF. 

; ^TT^, ^<1*1.5 ^<rni,5 w^^i op. |r^ci;^ii 

vac is used in the other forms. 

bhaks, ‘ eat,’ I, P. II ps. I ps. ao. | 

PP. I INF. 5Tt^l CS. PR^II 

JTW^bhaj, ‘ divide,’ I, JT^rf^, || pf. i 

1 AO. ^»Tlf I ft. Plt%IlSrfrI, | ps. JT5?J^ | vm I 

ovm I I cs. I DS. fPT’^, II 

JT^^bhanj, ‘break,’ VII, P. I I I »IWrfI,ll 

PF. I AO. I ft. ; 3T^ I PS. 3T5q^ I 

AO. -^JTTfW I pp. WT I GD. PTfm, II 

JTT bba, ‘ shine,’ II, p. sTif^; »rrf^ 1 IMP. WTci:; wr^ 

or II PF. I FT. HT^f^ I PP. PTIfl II 

3TT^ bhas, ‘ speak,’ I, A. 3TT^ II pf. I ao. ^RPlt^S I ft. 

PTTf^^ I PS. HT5J^ I PP. I GD. PTTt^wr, "inizi I INF, 

I cs. II 
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bhid,‘cleave,’VII,II pf. I 

«>^ I P9. I fJTW I gd. fSPrETr, *t»RI I inf. 

I C8. II 

art I'M, ‘ fear,’ III, P. f^i^TfiT; I IMP. ; ^- 

ai^: II PF. f^avR | i ps. aft^ I aftTT I I cs. 

apRi^f^ or afN^ I INT. II 

^^bhuj,‘enjoy,’ VII, II PF. 1^1 FT. afrwfw, 

I PS. aj5ii^ I pp. ajTIf I GD. ^1 INF. afr^l cs.afrw^, 

I DS. INT. 

^ bbu, ‘ become,’ ‘ be,’ I, ap^, (p. 92) || (139, 7) | 

(148) I arf^Tzrf^; arf^T (152) I (154)1 ^o. ps. 

wrf% I ^ I I IC8. apR^if^, 0% I DS. 

^aj^, I INT. U 

^ bhr, ‘ carry,’ III, P. (also I, apa:t^, <»%) i I 

IPV. f^anjfiiF, f^arg 11 pf. WT, ; or 

f%anj^g5 I IT. arft’Bif^ i ps. i pp. ?CT I GD. ogm I 

INF. cs. arn:^ I DS. INT. II 

a^^ bhrajj, ‘ fry,’ VI, P. || ps. | PP. ^ I GD. 

gfT I cs. ai^aifTi II 

ajai^bbram, ‘wander,’ IV, P. or I, P. A. ajiaarHl or a^f^, 

II PF. ^apTap; ^ajg: or (139) 1 ft. apfai^rf^ | pp. 

a^rraiT I GD. or oarraaii INF. a^ragai: or a^faigao 

cs. a^jar^rf^ or ajapaif^ 1 int. ^pa^afrt^; u 

PI^majj,‘sink,’ I, P. W pf. am^ | ao. WT^^I 

ar^^rfai i pp. i oTn^ir 1 art^fgap^ 1 ap^r^rfPT 1 ds. 

tapai^=t7T y 
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mad, ‘rejoice,’ IV, P. II ao. I pp. ^ I 

cs. or II 

man, ‘ think,’ IV or VIII, A. or TI^ || pf. ^ | 

AO. I FT. I PS. FT. TTfT I on. Tf^T, or 

®*TSI I INF. CS. I DS. II 

Tnsj^manth, ‘ shake,’ I or IX,P. (or 3in!(f^) or || 

PF. FT. PS. pp. Trf^l GD. 

I cs. 3R-.ViJZ(f^ II 

W[ ma, ‘ measure,’ II, P. or III, A. or II pf. 

or I PS. I AO. wrf^ I PP. fimi GD. f^Twr, 

oju^ 1 iNT. I cs. *iimFt^ 1 ns. fii(^ 11 

muc, ‘ loosen,’ VI, II pf. | ao. 

I ft. ^frwfcT, I PS. I ^ I gpRT, 

I I cs. AO. I DS. 

or II 
« 

muh, ‘ be bewildered,’ IV, p. II PF. 

or fJlflJVI or I PP. or ^ | cs. | 

INT. II 

^ mr, ‘die,’ P. (no present) || pf. ^TTTTT) *1*1^ > I 

FT. ♦lf\*^rd I PS. f«4«4rl I pp. ^ I GD. ^1 INF. 

cs. Ao. I ®s. g^l INT. II 

^ mrj, ‘wipe,’ II, P. TTTft ; i I imp. Wli i 

I nw. ^rr^Tf^, ?n|; 

OP. ^CKII PF. 4{441^ ; I AO. or 

^jnrr^f^ or i i^. I pp. I on. 

, ®^3ir I INF. i cs. +n4iiffi i 

INT. y 
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rani, ‘ raention, ’ I, P. II AO. PS. 

pp. ’irm II 

^ ralai, ‘ fade,’ I, P. II pf. I ao. I 

pp. M I C9. iMilfrl or II 

yaj, ‘worship,’ I, II pf. | ao. 

I FT. I PS I PP. IGD I 

INF, cs. I DS. II 

^ yam, ‘ stop,’ I, P. ^^fTT II pf. i I 

FT. I PS. I PP. ^Irf I GD. I , ®«4*S4 I INF. 

or cs. or II 

m ya. ‘ go,’ II. P. ■?rrf7T I imp. WTci:; or ’^Tg: I 

IFV. OP. ^TRKII PF. I AO. wr^fCi rr. 

^thtt I PS. I pp. ^rni i gd. ^rrarr, i inf. ^ng^i 

cs. ^rrtRif^ I Ds. fw€f^ II 

^ yu, ‘ join,’ II, P. •?frf^ ; I IMP. I 

IPV. OP. W^'I pp. 

yiij, ‘join,’ VII, PF. ■g# I AO. 

I FT. <n^rd, 1 ps. I I 

ogsu 1 cs. I AO. DS. II 

raks, ‘ protect, ’ I, T^, II PF. I AO. '^nc^l 

FT. ; Tt^fH I PS. I FP. I on. ® W I 

INF. I cs. II 

ranj, ‘tinge,’ IV, P. II ps. | pp. I GD. 

“T5*I I cs. II 

rahh, ‘grasp’ ("^la-rabh, ‘begin’), I, A. || pf. 

I FT. I PS. I AO. I PP. I GD. I 

INF. T^^l CS. I DS. II 
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ram, ‘ sport,’ I, A. (P. only when transitive) II vr. 

I AO. ^it^l FT. I INT. T^l PF. ■^1 GD, W, 

I rs. I cs. I ns. || 

raj, ‘ shine, ’ I, TT^, II I n 

^ ru, ‘ cry,’ II, P. ; <v«|firl II pf. I 

rp. I INF. cs. I AO. I INT. frr- 

II 

rud, ‘weep,’ II, Pj frf^; I IBIP. 

-w^: or ’^rfr^or 

ipv.fr^Tf^, 1 op. 11 

PF. I AO. I FT. frf^XZrflT I PS. I I 

I I -d^f^ I I II 

^\(^rudh, ‘shut out,’VII, (p. loo) || pf. 

I AO. '9RWI or I rr.^<^ff | ps. 

I ^ I ^fT, I I I II 

ruh, ‘ grow,’ I, P. fnf^ II PF. I AO. or 
•>>. 

FT. I PS. I pp. 1 GD. I INF. 

ffini CS. or I DS. II 

labh, ‘grasp,’ I, A. ^*1^ II pf. | ft. | ps. 

pp. 5RI I GD. I CS. I DS. U 

f^Rf^likh, ‘ scratch,’ VI, P. II pp- I ps. t%' 

I PP. f^rf^cT I GD. cs. II 

^lu, ‘cut,’ IX, ^^rrt^, II PF. I pp.^ II 

^ vac, ‘ speak,’ II, P. ^ i , 

; ^:, (^^t^fr) i imp. ; 

^R^, ^RIR^, ^RWTPi; ^RPT, (^^) I ipv. 

I OP. w^iri II PF. ^-R; i 
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AO. I FT. I PS. ^3^ I AO. I 

^ I i IC8. I Ds. 11 

vad, ‘speak,’ I, P. IIPF. I AO. wr- 

I FT. I PS. yiil?} I pp. ■'3^3 I , ®3«!l I 

INF. I C8. ql<^qf3 I D8. II 

vap, ‘ sow,’ I, c|L|fH II PF. or ; 

I AO. I ft. or ftlfijSiilfTT I ps. I 

pp. ^ 1 C8. II 

vas, ‘ desire,’ II, p. ^ ; '^fsfT i 

IMP. ’95R^, I ipv. ^ • 

OP. wfci: II cs. II 

vas, ‘ dwell,’ I, P. II pf. ', I ao. '^RT- 

I ft. I PS. I pp. I GD. I 

INF. ^1 CS. ’3TiRf3ll 

^^vas, ‘ wear, ’ II, A. ^ II PF. I PP. I GD. ^f^RT, 

I INF. I cs. M 

vah, ‘ carry,’ I, II pf. I ao. qjqj- 

’^l FT. 1 PS. ^311^1 AO. ■^Rlf^ I pp. 3)3 I GD. 

INF. I cs. I INT, 3T^ftf3 II 

vid, ‘ know,’ II, P. '%f^,; f^:, f^R:, 

f^:; f^:, f^, f^fR i mp. or 

Rf^, 

or I IPV. ; 

OP. f%3rT3:ii PF. (^q<^ or f^^TR3)TT I 

AO. I FT. I PS. I I f^t^RT I 

I I II PR. PF. ^; 
(139.3) II 
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vid, ‘find,’ VI, || I ao. 

I °7t I rs. (‘there exists’) I 

pp. or I %=^ I cs. I DS. 

II 

xis, ‘ enter,’ VI, P. || pp. | ao. '^f^’^l 

Fr.‘%^f^ I PS. I AO. I pp. fWS I of^ I I 

cs. I AO. ^ftf^cl(| DS. II 

^ vr, ‘ cover,’ V, f# II pr. ; 

^:; I PS. I ^r{ 1 <»|^ IIKP. or I 

cs. cjK^fd II 

^ vr, ‘ choose,’ IX, A. ^uTl^ II pf- I ao. | ps. | 

PP. fcTI INF. C3. ^TTTf^ll 

FI vrt, ‘exist,’ I, A. (P. also in ao., ft.) II PF. ^1% I 

AO, ^IfTfcll FT. or I pp, 1^1 GD. ®f(2I I INF. 

I cs. II 

vrdh, ‘ increase,’ I, A. (P. also in ao., ft.) ^^11 PF. 

AO. I ft. I PP. 1^1 INF. 

cs. »% I AO. II 

vyadh, ‘ pierce,’ IV, P. II pf- f^^TTVI ; I 

PS. fVjbljrl I pp. I GD. f^T, I cs. II 
0| 

sT^T vraj, go,’ I, P. II PP- ^sJTW? I ao. ^T^T* 

^1 FT. I PS. I pp. ^cTI GD, I 

INF, 5«r^d*<i cs. WT^I^ II 

W^vrasc, ‘cut,’ VI, P. II ps. fS|^ I pp- I «»• 

II 
sanis, ‘ praise, ’ I, p. II I Ao.^^i iit%- 

I PS. I w I I cs. ’3t^^ II 
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s ak, * be able,’ V, P. UiJS^Tl (d II i’F- I I ao. 

I FT. I PS- I FP. *lh and I D3. 

flT^fTT II 

^l^sap, ‘ curse, ’ I, II FP. I FT. I 

PS. I pp. inri cs. II 

sam, ‘cease,’ IV, p. IIFF. ■anrm; i j’f. 

I cs. or AO, whi^ii 

IJT^sas,'order,’II, P. 5 I.du. 3. pl. IJWfH I 

IMP. ’^in- OF WTfi, ; wr^* i 

IFF. ; TT'RrR,fw*i> 

ftiH, irwg I OP. fipznfiii PF. I AO. IT. in- 

I P3. or I PP. ^Jlf^cT or f^ijS I CD. 

I INF. ^^11 

f^^sis,'leave,’VII, P.t^f^; f^i; I ipv. f^- 

fir%, II PS. I I fWi I 

cs. n 
^sl,‘lie,’ II, A. ^ ; 

I IMP. 

i ipv. 

nt, w^t, ’st^iwr:, wwT^i; w^. 
OP. ipftfl II PF. I AO. I FT. 

’5Tf^rs3^i pp. ^f^l cs. ITFT^f^l DS, fW^I^II 

’T^ sue, ‘ grieve,’ I, p. II PF. I AO. 

FT. ifrf^f^ I GD. ’sfrf^c^i I INF. CS, II 

■f%l sri,‘go,’ I, II PF. ■Rxf^^ I AO. ^rf^- 

f^nT<ii rr. I PS. I PP. f%nT I gd. 

<»f^(g I ivF. II 
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^ sru, ‘hear,’ V, P. ; ’3^: ; II 

; I. DU., 2, PL. I AO. 

jT. 1 PS. I AO. I PP. I GD, ^I^Tj 
On. S* N* 

I INF. I CS. I DS. II 

svas,‘breathe,’ II, P. ^f^ll PF. I r*!’. I 

rp. TO or I GD. "TO I INF. CS. ^5Er5rf^ II 

TO^sanj, ‘adhere,’ I, P. II pf. I ao. WT^cl^ I 

PS. TO^I PP. TOI GD. "TO I INF. CS. II 

sad, ‘sink, ’ I, P. ^^f?T II PF, , %f^T5r or ; 

%^: I AO. I FT. toiOt I PS. I PP. I GD. i 

INF. TO^I CS. ^I^^ II 

sah, ‘ bear,’ I, A. ^ II FT. ^Wri PS. 

PP. I GD. I INF. I CS. II 

sic, ‘ sprinkle,’ VI, 11 PF. I 

AO. "fT I FT. %^rf7r, I PS. flr^ i pp. tro i 

GD. "fro I CS. II 

sidh, ‘repel,’ I, P. %Vjt^ II pf. tlRVJ | ao. I 

KT. and I PS. fro^ I ftiir I INF. %f»ll CS. 

II 

su, ‘ press out, ’ V, ^ (p. 98) II PF. I 

vr. PS. PP. GD. I CS. II 

^su, ‘ bear,’ II, A. I mp. IPV. ^^1 

OP. 55^11 PF. FT, or PS. ^ I fa II 

^ sr, ‘ go,’ I, p. arfa II M. aaTT. 1 

Fi. ^r<«ifd I PP. ^ I GD. "TO I INF. CS. 

TO^^srj, ‘ emit,’ VI, P. II pf. I ao. TOT^fi; I 
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FT. i FS- ^511% I GD. ®'^W I INF. cs. 

I BS. II 

srp, ‘ creep/ I, P. II PF. FT. 

I PS. I PP. W?{ I CS. I 1)3. II 

stambh, ‘prop,’ IX, P. ^PsTTf^ I ipv. ^WT^, 

II PF. fTW I PS. I AO. ^rerf%i I PP. I GD. 

o^pjj I INF, «sI«mH. I CS. II 

^ stu, ‘ praise,’ II, or | mp. 'ijlsftfl, or '^^- 

f^i ^ or I II PF. I AO. 

or wts I FT. PS. PP. Iff I GB. 

INF. CS. ^TR^I B3. II 

^ sir, ‘ cover,’ V or IX, or || pf. WTT, 

fTWT I I PS. (as if from ^ str, 58) | pp. 

^1 GD. I cs. II 

^ri stha, ‘ stand,’ I, f^fTT II PF. cT^ I AO. I FT. 

^T^HT I PS. I AO. WTf^ I pp. f^rT I OD. 

I INF. CS. ^rnr?rf^ i DS. II 

sprs, ‘ touch,’ VI, P. II PF. XI^r$ ; I AO. 

■^l^Ml^fV I I PS. I pp. I GD. I 

cs. INF. DS. II 

smi, ‘ smile, ’ I, A. II PF. I AO. I 

pp. I GD. f^TWT, I cs. ^^[rni^rf^ or ii 

^ smr, ‘ remember, ’ I. P. ^frl II PF. wr: I rr. 

^frr I PS. I PP. ^ I GD. I INF. ^*11 

cs. WTT^Tf^ II 

syand, ‘ drop, ’ I, A. II PF. I PS. I 

PP. ^ I CS. II 

^ sru, ‘ flow,’ I, P. II PF. I FT. I ^ II 
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^W^svaj, ‘ embrace,’ I, A. || | pp. \ 

svap, ‘ sleep,’ II, P. || pf. g^'ni I ao. 

FT. I P3. I AO. WTfq IFP. ^ I 

GD- I inf. I C8. *5im^nT I D3. II 

l|^han,‘kill,’II, P. f rf: ; ^f5?T I imp. 

ipv. ^ I OP. ii pf. w^tr i ao. 

FT. I PS. I pp. IfT I GD. 

INF. 1^1 CS. ^TcRf^ I D9. f^TEITOt^ II 

fT ha, ‘leave,’ III, P. ", I ipv. 

^i^r<3 ; II PF. or l ao. or 

Wfll i^- I PS- I PP. I gd. f^, 0^ I 

INF. fTg*i:i CS. I DS. II 

hims, ‘strike,’ VII, P.fW^I iMP.^^rtf^; ^rfw^l 

IPV. tt^rarf^, fff^, I OP. ff^Tfi: II PF. i ao. 

I fff%^ I FS- I I C9. II 

^ hii, ‘ sacrifice,’ III, ^Cft^ (p. 96) II PF. or ^fwf- 

I AO. FT. fr^fTi I PS. I ^ I GD. I 

INF. CS. I DS. ^^t|ffl I INT. II 

5 hr, ‘ take, ’ T, fTf^, 0% II PF. iifTT;, I AO. 

I ft. ; fctr I PS. • AO. ■■^ifTf^ I 

fcT I GD. l^T, “IW I CS. fTT^ I DS. I INT. 

II 

^ hri, ‘be ashamed,’ III, P. ; fW^l i I 

IMP. I IPV. I OP, II PF. f^riR; 

f^rf^: I pp. FtW or ^ I CS. I int. II 

^ hve, ‘ call,’ I, ®?t II pf. ^fR; I ft. 1T^|^ | 

PS. I PP. ^ I GD. I INF. 5Tg»i:i CS. I 

INT. II 
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METRE IN CLASSICAL SANSKRIT 

The versification of classical Sanskrit differs considerably from 

that of the Vedic hymns, being more artificial, more subject to 

strict rules, and showing a far greater number of varieties of metre. 

Classical Sanskrit metres are divided into— 

I. those measured by the number of syllables; 

II. those measured by the number of morae they contain. 

Nearly all Sanskrit poetry is written in stanzas consisting of 

four metrical lines or quarter-verses (called pada,‘foot’= quarter). 

These stanzas are regularly divided into hemisticbs or half-verses. 

Quantity is measured as in Latin and Greek. Vowels are long 

by nature or by position. Two consonants make a preceding short 

vowel long by position, Anusvara and Visarga counting as full 

consonants. A short vowel counts as one mora (matra), a long 

vowel (by nature or position) as two. 

I. Metres measured by Syllables 
(Aksara-cchandah). 

These consist of— 

A. two half-verses identical in structure, while the quarter- 

verses I and 3 differ from 2 and 4. 

B. four quarter-verses all identical in structure. 

A. Tbe Sloka. 

The S'loka (‘ song,’ from sru, ‘ hear ’), developed from the Vedic 

Auu.stubh, is the Epic verse, and may be considered the Indian 
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verse par excellence, occurring, as it does, far more frequently 

than any other metre in classical Sanskrit poetry. It consists of 

two half-verses of sixteen syllables or of four padas of eight 

syllables. 

Dividing the half-verse into four feet of four syllables, we find 

that only the second and the fourth foot are determined as to 

quantity. The fourth is necessarily iambic ^ —), while the 

second may assume four different forms. The first and the third 

foot are undetermined, except that is always excluded 

from them. By far the commonest form of the second foot is 

-— (in Nala 1442 out of 1732 half-verses). 

The t}’pe of the Sloka may therefore be represented thus— 

E. g. Asid raja Nalo nama | Virasenasuto ball | 

ilpapanno gunair istai | rupavan asvakovidah || 

It is only when the second foot has v-— that the first foot 

niay assume all its admissible forms. When the second foot has 

any of the other three forms, the first foot is limited, as shown 

in the following table;— 

I. II. III. IV. 

The first (typical) form is called Pathya; the remaining three, 

called Vipula, are in the above table arranged in order of 

frequency of occurrence. Out of 2579 half-verses taken from 

Kalidasa (Eaghu-vamsa and Kumara^sambhava),Magha, Bharavi, 

and Bilhana,each of the four admissible forms of the Sloka in the 

above order claims the following share: 2289, 116, 89, 85. 
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In the table a dot indicates an undetermined syllable: a comma 

marks the caesura. 

The end of a pada coincides with the end of a word (sometimes 

only with the end of a word in a compound), and the whole S'loka 

contains a complete sentence. The construction does not run on 

into the next line. Occasionally three half-verses are found 

combined into a triplet. 

B. All Four Fadas identical in Form. 

1. Of the numerous varieties developed from the Vedic Tri- 

stuhh (ii syllables to the pada), the commonest are— 

a. Indravajra:-w]-— v.^|-|| 

b. Upendravajra — w|-— ^./|-|| 

c. Upajati (a mixtine of the above two): 

d. Saliui:-— w|->../|-|| 

e. Bathoddhata: — — jv./ — || 

2. The commonest forms of Jagatl (12 syllables to the pada) 

are— 

a. Vamiastha : w — v.^|-— w] — — || 

b. Dmtavilambita : — v.yw| — w — [j 

3. The commonest variety of Sakvarl (14 syllables to the 

pada) is— 

Vasantatilaka :-v^|—— — 

4. The commonest form of Atisakvarl (15 syllables to the 

pada) is— 

Ualini -, — |w-jv./ — — j| 

5. The commonest varieties of Atyasti (17 syllables to the 

pada) are— 

a. Sildiarinl: -|-, — 

b. Harini , |- 
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c. Mandakranta: 

-- '^1- 

6. The commonest form of Atidhrti (19 syllables to the 

pada) is— 

^ardnlavikrl^ta: 

7. The commonest variety of Prakrti (ai syllables to the 

pada) is— 

Sragdhara: 

-1-^-1-, - 

II. Metres measured by Morae. 

A. Metres in which the sum total only ofthe morae is prescribed 

(Matra-chandah). 

The Vaitaliya contains 30 morae in the half-verse, 14 in the 

first pada, 16 in the second. Each pada may be divided into 

three feet, the second always consisting of a choriambus, and the 

third of two iambics; while the first foot in the first pada consists 

of a pyrrhic, in the second pada of an anapaest. The half-verse 

thus contains 21 syllables. The •’ollowing is the scheme of the 

half-verse:— 

B, Metres in which the number of morae in each foot (gana) 

is ^ecified (Gana-cchandab). 

Arya or Gatha has 7^ feet to the half-verse, each foot con¬ 

taining 4 morae (= 30 morae altogether). The 4 morae may take 

the form yj,-, — v-> or vj ; in the 2nd and 4th 

they may also become — v->; in the 6th they appear as <-1 w w w 

or yj — yj. The 8th foot is always monosyllabic; the 6th of the 

second half-verse consists of a single short syllable. Hence the 

second half-verse contains only 27 morae. 
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CHIEF PECULIARITIES OF VEDIC GRAMMAR 

1. As several stages can be distinguished in the development 

of the Vedic language, some of the following statements are 

strictly applicable only to the Rig-veda, the oldest and most 

important monument of Yedic literature. 

The Alphabet. 

2. The sounds are the same as in Sanskrit, with the exception 

of two additional letters. Cerebral ^ d and 5 dh between vowels 

regularly become cerebral 96 1 and Ih;—e.g. 5db ile=%% Ide, 

‘l praise’; mllhiiserr midhuse, ‘to the bountiful.’ 
* * 

Sandhi. 

3. A. Vowels. Hiatus is not avoided either wdthin a word, 

or between the members of a compound, or between the words 

of a sentence; and, in particular, initial a after e and o (21 a) is 

only occasionally elided;—e. g. suriasya, ‘ of the sun ’; su-asviam, 

wealth in horses ’; Ydrunasya Agn^, ‘ of Yaruna (and) Agni ’; 

abhi eti,‘he goes towards’; vfpro aksarat, ‘the priest poured out.’ 

a. The e of the pronominal forms (dat.,loc.) tve, ‘to or in thee,’ 

asm^, ‘to or in us,’ yusme, ‘to or in you,’ remains unchanged 

before vowels; as does the final o produced by the coalescence of 

a with the particle u, as in atho (dth^), mo (mau), no (nau). 

B. Consonants. The final syllables an. In, tin, In are treated 

as if they were am\i, Ini^ji, umli, fmlj (cp. 36 B i, and 45, i) ; 
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i. e. an becomes am (except in the 3. pi. subjunctive, where it 

represents an original ant), while In, un, fn become imr, umr, 

fmr;—e. g. niaham asi, ‘thou art great’ (hut a gacchan utfara 

yugani, ‘later ages will come’); rasmimr iva, ‘like reins.’ 

a. Sometimes rules which in Sanskrit apply inteimally only, are 

extended to the initials of words;—e. g. saho su nalj (cp. 67). 

Declension. 

4. A. Endings. Singular, a. Instr. a is sometimes added 

to stems in a, less commonly to feminines in a;—e. g. yajfid, m. 

‘sacrifice,’ instr. yajnena and yajna; manisa, f. ‘wisdom,’ instr. 

manlsdya and manisa. The a of ena is also often lengthened. 

Stems in -man sometime.s do not syncopate the vowel of tlie 

suffix, while when they do, the m or the n is occasionally dropped; 

—e. g. bhu-mdna and bhu-n-a for bhu-mn-a; dragh-m-a for dragh- 

mdn-a. 

b. Loc. Stems in i take a, though less commonly than au ; — 

e.g. agnf, m. ‘fire,’ loc. agndu and agna. 

Stems in -an usually drop the i;—e. g. brdhmani and brdhman. 

They never syncopate the a of the suffix ;—e. g. rajani only 

(cp. 90). 

c. Voc. Stems in -mat, -vat, -vas, -yas regularly form their 

vocative in -as;—e.g. nom. bhanuman : voc. bhanumas; harivan: 

harivas; cakrvan : cdkrvas ; kdniyan: kanlyas. 

Dual. a. The nom. acc. voc. take a more usually than au ;— 

e. g. asvfna,‘the two Asvins’: dvara, f. ‘the two doors’; nadfa, 

‘ the two rivers.’ Feminines in derivative T remain unchanged;— 

e.g. devf, ‘the two goddesses.’ 

b. The personal pronouns of the i. and 2. pers. distinguish five 

cases;—e.g. N. yuvdm; A. yuvam ; I. yuvabhyam or yuvdbhyam; 

Ab. yuvdd; L. yuvos. 
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Plural. Nom. a. Masculine stems in -a often (feminines 

in -a rarely) take asas beside as;—e.g. martyasalj, ‘mortals.’ 

b. Feminine stems in derivative I take s only; — e.g. devilj, 

‘ goddesses.’ 

c. Neuters take a, T, u (sometimes shortened to a, 1, u) as well 

as ani, ini, uni;—e. g. yuga, ‘ yokes ’ (cp. Lat. juga, Gk. fuyd). 

Instr. Stems in -a take ebliis nearly as often as ais;—e. g. 

devebhih and devdih. 

B. Inflexional Typo. Tbc main difPerence in type of 

declension is in the polysyllabic stems (mostly feminines, with a 

few masculines) in I and u, a considerable number of which are 

inflected like the monosyllabic stems dhl and bhu(ioo), excepting 

the gen. pi., where they take nam. (Stems in derivative 1 other¬ 

wise for the most part follow nadl and vadhu as in Sanskrit: 100.) 

E. g. rathi, m. * charioteer ’; nadi, f. ‘ river ’; tanu, f. ‘ body.’ 

Sing, N. rathi-8 nadi-s tanu-3 

A. rathi-am nadiam tan dam 

I, rathia nadia tanda 

D. rathie nadie tande 

Ab.G. rathias nadias tandas 

L. — — tandi 

V. rdthi — tanu 

Du. N.A.V. rathia nadia tanda 

I. rathibhyam nadibhyam tanubhyam 

G.L. rathios nadios tandos 

PI. N.A. rathias nadias tandas 

G. rathi-n-am nadi-n-am tanu-n-am 

L. rathisu nadisu tanusu 
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Conjugation. 

5- Augment, a. This prefix is in some cases permanently 

long, in others metrically;—e. g. a-var, 3. sg. aorist of vr, ‘ he 

has covered’; a-raik, 3, sg. aorist of ric, ‘she has given up.’ 

b. The augment can alvrays be di'opped without changing the 

meaning. Unaugmented forms are, however, often used as in- 

junctives: this use has survived in Sanskrit with the prohibitive 

particle ma (128 a). 

6. Verbal Prefixes. These generally precede, but sometimes 

follow the verb. They can be separated from it by particles and 

other words;—e. g. a tva vi^ntu, ‘ let them enter thee ’; gdmad 

vajebhir a sd nafi, ‘ may he come to us with riches.’ 

7. Endings, a. The primary termination of the i. pers. pi. 

active, -masi, is much commoner than -mas;—e. g. i-mdsi and 

i-mds, ‘ we go.’ 

b. In the 2. pi. -thana and -tana often occur beside -tha and 

-ta ;—e. g. ya-thd and ya-thdna, ‘ye go’; j^td and ya-t4na, ‘do 

ye go.’ 

c. The 2. sg. impv. has a not uncommon alternative ending in 

-tat (added to the weak stem), which expresses an injunction to 

be carried out in the future; rdksa-tat, ‘ protect ’; bru-tat, ‘ say ’; 

dhat-tat, ‘ place ’ (cp. Gk. (^epe-TO), Lat. lege-tod). It is sometimes 

used for the 2. du. and pi., or i. and 3. sg. 

d. The 3. pers. sg. pres.middle (like the perf. middle, 136) is not 

uncommonly identical with the i.;—e.g. s^y-e, ‘he lies’ (=8ete). 

8. Reduplication. Many roots reduplicate with a long vowel 

in the perfect;—e. g. dhr, ‘ support ’: dadhar-a; vas, ‘ clothe ’: 

va-vas-e; tu, ‘ thrive ’: tu-tav-a. 

9. Tenses, a. There is a pluperfect, which does not, however, 

occur often. It is formed from the perfect stem by prefixing the 
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augment, and adding the secondary terminations;—e. g. from cit, 

'appear,’ i. sg. d-ciket-am, 3. a-ciket. 

b. The periphrastic future does not exist; the periphrastic 

perfect is not known to the Rig-veda. 

10. Moods, a. There is a subjunctive, which is much com¬ 

moner than the optative. Its meaning is imperative or final; it 

is also often equivalent to a futirre indicative. Its stem is formed 

by adding -a to the tense stem. In the a-conjugation it therefore 

end.s in a;—e. g. bhava. In the second conjugation -a is added to 

the strong stem, which remains throughout;—e. g. from kr, ‘ do ’; 

krnav-a. The endings are partly primary, partly secondary. 

Thus the subjunctive ofbhu,‘be,’ and su,‘press out,’ are formed 

as follows:— 

Par. I. bhdva-ni bhdva-va hhava-ma 

2. bh^va-si, bhava-s bhava-thas bhdva-tha 

3- bhdva-ti, bhava-t hhava-tas bhava-n 

Atm. I. bhdv-ai bhava-vahai bhava-mahai 

2. bhava-se bhdv-aithe bhdva-dhvai 

3- bhdva-te bhdv-aite (bhav-anta) 

Par. I. sun^v-a-ni sunav-a-va sundv-a-ma 

2. sunciv-a-s sun^v-a-thas sundv-a-tha 

3- sun£iv-a-t sunav-a-tas sundv-a-n 

.\tm. I. sunav-ai suuav-a-vahai sundv-a-mahai 

2. sunav-a-so sunav-aithe sunav-a-dhvai 

3- sunav-a-te sunav-aite sunav-anta 

b. Not only the present, but the perfect and aorist as well, 

have all the three moods, subjunctive, optative, and imperative. 

E. g. pf. subj. of stu, ‘ praise ’: tu-stav-a-t; opt. of vrt, ‘turn ’: 

va-vrt-yat; impv. of muc, ‘ release ’: mu-mug-dhi; ofbhu,‘be’: 

ba-bhu-tu; Atm. 2. sg. of vrt: va-vrt-sva. 
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Aor. subj. nl, ‘ lead’: 3. t<g. nes-a-ti or n^s-a-t; budh, ‘ wake’; 

bodhis-a-t; vid,‘find’: vid-a-t; kr,‘do’: kdr-a-tiork£ii-a-t. Opt. 

ofvid: vid-et; as,‘reach’; as-yat; bhaj,‘share’: bhaksista. Impv. 

of av, ‘ favour ’: 2. sg. avid-dhf, du. avis-tam, pi. avis-tana; 3. sg. 

avis-tu; sad,‘sit down ’: 3. sg. sada-tu,du. sada-tam,pl. sada-utu; sru, 

‘hear’: 2. sru-dhi, sni-tam, sru-t^; 3. sro-tu, sru-tam, sruv-antu. 

11. Participles. In addition to those surviving in Sanskrit 

the Veda has an aorist participle, both active and middle;—e.g. 

Par., from kr,‘do’: kr-ant; gam, ‘go’: gm-ant; stha, ‘ stand ’: 

sthant; Atm., kr: kr-ana; budh: budh-and. 

a. The part, in -ta-vat is not known to the Eig-veda. 

12. Gerunds. In addition to the gerund in -tva, there is a 

commoner one in -tvi, and a very rare one in -tvaya. The 

vowel of the forms used with prefixes, -ya and -tya, is generally 

lengthened. 

13. Infinitives. About a dozen kinds of infinitives can be 

distinguished, having the form of an acc., dat., abl., gen., or loo. 

The last three cases are rare. The vast majority are dat. infini¬ 

tives, these being about twelve times as common as the acc. 

a. The acc. inf. is formed either from the root or from a 

verbal noun in -tu (the latter being very rare in the Eig-veda);— 

e.g. sam-idh-am, ‘to kindle’; prati-dha-m, ‘to place upon’; 

pra-tir-am, ‘to lengthen out’; kar-tu-m, ‘to make’; da-tu-m, 

‘ to give.’ 

b. The dat. inf. is formed from the root or from verbal nouns 

in -as, -man, -van, -tu, or -dhi;—e. g. drs-e, ‘ to see ’; srad-dhe, 

‘ to believe’(cp.fiSeff-^ai); jiv-ds-e,‘to live’; vid-man-e(’S-/ifv-at), 

‘to know'’; da-vdn-e (fioCvat from dof€vai), da-tav-e, to give’; 

kdr-tav-di (with double accent), ‘to do’; gama-dhyai, ‘to go.’ 

c. Examples of the other cases are: ava-pdd-as, ‘ to fall down ’; 

da-tos, ‘ to give ’; ne.s-dn-i, ‘ to lead ’; dhartdr-i, to support.’ 

a 
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Prepositions. 

14. The genuine prepositions are used only with the acc., loc., 

and abl. (ai)art from a few isolated instances of the instr.). 

a. With acc. dti, ‘ beyond ’ j ^dhi,‘onto*; dnu, ‘ after ’; antar, 

‘ between ’; dccha, abhi, a, dpa, prdti, ‘ towards ’; pari, ‘ round ’; 

tiias, ‘across ’; purds, ‘before.’ 

b. With loc. ddhi, ‘on’; antdr, ‘within’; dpi, a, and dpa, 

‘ near ’; purds, ‘ before.’ 

c. With abl. ddhi,‘from upon’; antdr,‘from within’; a,‘away 

from ’ or ‘ up to ’; pdri, ‘ from (around) ’; purds, ‘ before.’ 

Accent. 

15- The accent is marked in all the texts of the four Vedas, as 

well as in two Brahmanas. Of the four different systems of 

marking it, that of the Rig-veda is the most important. Here 

the chief accent, the acute (ndatta, ‘ raised ’), or rising tone, is 

not marked at all, probably because it comes midway between the 

grave or low tone (an-ndatta) which precedes, and the svarita, 

or falling tone, which follows it and marks the transition from an 

accented to a toneless syllable. The anudatta preceding the acute 

is marked with a horizontal stroke below, and the svarita following 

it, with a vertical stroke above;—e. g. ag-ni-na. The 

so-called independent svarita (originally also preceded by an acute, 

which disappears by removal of hiatus in the written text, but 

has often to be restored in pronunciation) is marked like the 

enclitic one;—e.g. ^ kva (=kua); the anudatta being also indi¬ 

cated under the preceding syllable;—e.g. ^'*i^viryam ( =vTriam). 

If an independent svarita precedes an udatta it is marked with 

the numeral ^ (i) when the syllable is short,'with ^ (3) when it 

is long, the figure bearing both the svarita sign and the anudatta 

which precedes the udatta; •fP^apsv antar (=apsu antdr); 
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rayd ’vduilj (=ray6 av^ni^). An accented syllable 

at the beginning of a line remains unmarked ; all grave syllables 

at the beginning of a sentence preceding an acute must he marked; 

and all graves following a svarita are left unmarked till the one 

preceding an acute or svarita ;—e.g. *14^) ndmb yu- 

janam; karisyasi. 

16. Enclitics, a. The particles u, cid, svid, iva, gha, ha, ca, 

sma,va. b. Ceidain monosyllabic pers. pronouns, me,te, &c. (109a). 

c. The demonstrative pron. ena, and Tm, sIm. d. The indefinite 

pronouns tva,'another’; sama,‘some.’ 

17. Unaccented Forms, a. The demonstrative pron. a, 

when unemphatic as replacing a noun;—e.g. asya j^nimani, ‘ his 

(Agni’s) births ’; but asya usdsa^i, ‘ of thdt Dawn.’ 

b. The vocative loses its accent, unless it begins the sentence, 

whatever the length of the vocative expression;—e.g. a rajana 

maha rtasya gopa, ‘ hither, ye two sovereign guardians of great 

order.’ 

18. The employment of the accent in declension and con¬ 

jugation may be gathered from the paradigms given in the 

preceding grammar ; but the following peculiarities of its use 

in the sentence should be noted. 

a. The vocative is invariably emphasized on the first syllable 

only, all the other syllables of a complex expression losing 

their accents ;—e. g. hotar yavistha sukrato, ‘ 0 most youthful 

wise sacrificer ’; uijo napat sahasavan(nom.urj6 ndpat sdhasava). 

b. The finite verb of a principal clause is unaccented, unless 

it begins the sentence ;—e.g. Agnfm lie, ‘ I praise Agni,’ Since 

a voc. does not count in a sentence, a verb following it is accented; 

—e.g. asriit-karna, s'rudhi havam, ‘ 0 thou of listening ears, hear 

our call.’ A sentence being regarded as capable of having only 

one verb, all verbs syntactically connected with the same subject 
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as the first are accented as beginning new sentences ;—e.g.tardnir 

fj jayati, kseti, pusyati, * successful he conquers, rules, thrives.’ 

c. In subordinate clauses (introduced by the relative or its deri¬ 

vatives, and the particles hi, ‘for,’ ca and ced, if,’ ned, ‘ lest,’ 

kuvid, ‘whether’) the verb is always accented;—e. g. yani yajiidiii 

paribhur asi, ‘what sacrifice thou protectest.’ When two principal 

clauses are in a relation of antithesis, the first is often treated as 

subordinate, and its verb accented. 

d. In principal clauses the verbal prefix is separated from the 

verb and accented; in subordinate clauses it is compounded with 

the verb and loses its accent;—e.g.a gacchati,‘he comes,’ but ya 

agdcchati, ‘he who comes.’ 
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ABBEEVIATIONS 

adv., adverb, adverbial, ao., aorist. cd., compound, 

cpv., comparative, cs., causative, dem., demonstrative, 

ds., desiderative. end., enclitic, f.n., foot-note. 

ft., future, gd., gerund, ij., interjection, 

inf., infinitive, int., intensive, inter., interroga- 

irr., irregularities. N., note, n., neuter, neg., 

nom., nominal, ord., ordinal, par., paradigm, 

per., periphrastic, pf., perfect, pose., possessive, pp., 

pr., present, pri., primary, prn., pronoun, pro- 

prp., preposition, prepositional, ps., passive, pt., participle, 

spv., superlative. Tp., Tatpurusa. v., vocative, vb., verbal. 

A. = adjective, 

cj., conjunction, 

den., denominative, 

fp., future participle passive, 

indec., indeclinable, 

live, ipv., imperative, 

negative, nm., numeral, 

pci., particle, 

past passive participle, 

nominal, 

sf., suffix, 

w., with. 

A-vowel, pronunciation of, 15, i. 
a, pronominal root, in. 
a-, augment, 128. 
-a, sf. of 1st conj., 124; pri. nom. sf., 

182, lb; sec. nom. sf., p. 163; 
nominal stems in, 97. 

ams, ‘reach,’ pf., 139, 6. 
aksi, n. ‘eye,’ 99, 3. 
agni-mat, a. ‘ having fire,’ 86. 
agra-tas, adv. ‘before,’ I'j'jd. 
agre, ‘ in front of,’ prp. adv., 177 <f. 
ahga, pci. ‘ pray,’ 180. 
ahgiras, m. a proper name, 83 a. 
-ac, ‘-ward,’ adjectives in, 93. 
afij, ‘anoint,’ 134D (p. 107). 
anu, adj. ‘ minute,’ cpv. of, 103, 2. 
-at, stems in, 85; 156; 182, i b. 
ati-ric, ‘ surpass,’ w. abl., 201, 2 a. 

atra-bhavat, m. ‘ your Honour here,’ 
195, I c. 

atha, pci. ‘ then,’ ‘ now,’ 180. 
atho, pci. ‘then,’ 180. 
ad, ‘eat,’pr. stem, 127,1 ; pf., 135,2. 
adat, ‘eating,’ pr. pt., 85. 
adas, dem. prn. ‘ that,’ 112. 
adhara, prn. adj. ‘ inferior,’ 120 c. 
adhas, adv. prp. ‘ below,’ 1771?. 
adhastilt, adv. prp. ‘below,’ I77f/. 
adhi, prp. ‘over,’ 176, 2 a. 
adhij, ‘read,’ 134 A 3d (p. 106); 

cs., 168, 2 ; w. two acc., 198, 4. 
adhika, adj. ‘plus,’ 104c. 
adhi-krtya, prp. gd. ‘ regarding,’ 

179.' 
adlii-sthaya, prp. gd. ‘ resorting to, 

179.' 
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an, ‘ breathe, 134 A 3 a (p. 106). 
-an, pri. noin. suffix, 182, i h ; stems 

in, 90; irregular, qi. 
anad-vah, m, ‘ ox’, 96, 2, p. 54. 
an-antaram, prp. adv. ‘ after,’ 177 c. 
an-adara, m. ‘ disregard for,’ 204 d. 

-aniya, fp. suffix, 162, 3; 1S2, 1 b. 
anu, prp. ‘after,’ 176, i. 
anu-kr, ‘imitate,’ w. gen., 202, i b. 
an-udatta, m. grave accent, p. 242. 
anu-nasika, m. nasal, 7. 
anu-vrata,a.‘devoted,’w. acc.,197,3. 
anu-8as,‘ instruct,’w.two acc., 198,2. 
anu-svara, m., 4, f.n. i ; 7 ; 10; 15, 

9; 29, 3; 36, 2 ; 42 B; 65 ; 
66 A 2 ; 144, I. 

anucana, pf. pt. ‘learned,’ 159. 
antar, prp. ‘ within,’ 46, f. n. i; 

176, 2 a. 
antara, pm. a. ‘ outer,’ 120 c. 
antara, n. ‘ difference,’187 c (p. 173). 
antara, prp. adv. ‘between,’ a. 
antarena, prp. adv.‘between,’ 177 a. 
antika, n. ‘vicinity,’ 178; a. ‘near,’ 

103, 2 b. 
anna, n. ‘ food,’ p. 26, f.n. i. 
anya, prn. a. ‘ other,’ 120 a; w. abl., 

201, 2 h. 
anyac ca, adv. ‘moreover,’ 180. 
anya-tara, prn. a. ‘ either,’ 120 a. 
anya-tra, prp. adv. ‘ apart from,’ 

177 c. 

anyo ’nya, prn. ‘one another,’ 188, 
2 d. 

anvanc, adj. ‘ following,’ 93 o. 
ap, f. pi. ‘ water,’ 96, l. 
apa-kr, ‘ injure,’ w. gen., 202, i c. 
apara, prn. adj. ‘other,’ 120 e; w. 

abl., 201, 2 b. 
nparam, adv. ‘besides,’ 180. 
apa-radh, ‘injure,’ w. gen., 202, i c. 
api, pci. ‘ also,’ i8o ; w. pt., 206 ; w. 

potential, 216 a. 
abhi, prp. ‘ against,’ 176, 2 a. 
abhi-jna, a. ‘ versed in,’ w. gen., 202, 

2 c, 
abhi-tas, prp. adv. ‘ around,’ 177 a. 
abhi-la.sa, m. 'desire,’ w. loc., 204 d. 

-am, gerund suffix, 166. 
ami, prn. nom. pi. ‘ those,’ 25 ; 112. 

amba, f. ‘mother,’ p. 55, f.n. 5. 
-aya, sec. vb. sf., 125, 4; 151 a, 2 ; 

154, 7 ; 168. 
ayam, prn. ‘this,’ m ; 195, 2 a. 

ayi, ij. ‘ prithee,’ 181. 

aye, ij. ‘ ah ! ’ or vocative pci., 181. 

are, ij. ‘ sirrah ! ’ 181. 

arc, ‘praise,’ pf., 139, 6. 

artha, m. ‘need of,’ w. inst., 199, 

I j ; adv. at end of cd. = ‘ for the 

sake of,’ 187 d. 

ardha, prn. a. ‘ half,’ 120 d. 

ardha-ratra, m. ‘ midnight,’ 188, 2 e. 

arpaya, cs. ‘ hand over to,’ w. dat., 

200 A I. 

arvak, prp. adv. ‘before,’ 177c. 
arh, ‘deserve,’ w. inf., 211a. 
alam, adv. ‘ enough,’ 180; 184 b; w. 

inst., 199, Iff; 2156; w. dat. 
200 B 2 as; w, gd., 2iod. 

alpa, prn. a. ‘little,’ 103, 2 b; i2od. 
ava-graha, m. mark of elision, 9. 
avara, prn. a. ‘ posterior,’ 120 c. 
ava-lambya, prp. gd. ‘ resorting to,’ 

179. 
ava-sara, m. ‘ opportunity,’ w, inf., 

211 (p. 204). 
avac, adj. ‘ downward,’ 93 b. 
avyayibhava, m. indec. cd., 188, 3 a. 
as, ‘ eat,’ ds., 170, 2. 
A^oka, king of India, 2. 
asta, nm. ‘ eight,’ 106 b, 
as, ‘ be,’ 134 A 2 b ; pr. pt., 156 o ; 

w. per. pf., 140; w. per. ft., 152 ; 
w. dat., 200 13 I a; w.,gen., 202, 
I a. 

as, ‘throw,’ ao., 147 a. 
-as, pri. nom. suffix, 83 ; 182, i b. 
asuya, ‘ be angry,’ w. dat., 200 A 2. 
asrj, n. ‘blood,’ 79. 
asau, prn. m. f. ‘ that,’ 112 ; 195, 2 b. 
astam, adv. ‘ home,’ 184 b. 
asti, ‘ is,’ omitted, 191b; w. pr. pt., 

207. 

asthi, n. ‘ bone,’ 99, 3. 
asmad, prn. stem of 1st pers., 109. 
asmadiya, poss. prn. ‘our,’ 116. 
ab, ‘say,’ pf., 139, 5 ; w. two acc., 

198, 2. 

-ah becomes 0 in Sandhi, 69 6. 
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ahan, n. ‘ day,’ 91, 2 ; 188, a c.- 
aham, prn. ‘ I,’ 109. 
ahar, n. ‘ day,’ 46, f.n. i ; 50 a. 
ahar-gana, m. * series of days,’ p. 49, 

f.n. 

ahar-pati, m. ‘ lord of day,’ 50 a. 
ahaha, ij. ‘ ha ! ’ ‘ alas ! ’ 181. 
aho, ij. ‘ oh ! ’ 181. 
aho-ratra, m. n. ‘day and night,’ 

p. 49, f. n. I ; 186, I. 

A, I. ij. ‘ah!’ 181 (p. 158). 
ii, 2. prp. ‘from,’ w. abl., 176, 2; 

compounded w. gam and da, 
184, f.n. 

-a, sec. sf., 182, 2 (p. 163) ; stems in, 
97 ; roots in, pf., 136, 4 ; 137, 2 ; 
137, 2d. 

ah, ij. ‘ ah ! ’ 181 (p. 158). 
a-cam, ‘ sip,’ 133 A r. 
a-tta, pp. of a-dS, ‘ take,' 160, 2 6. 
atman, m. ‘ soul,’ ‘.self,’ 90 ; 115 6. 
atmane-pada, n. ‘middle voice,’ 121. 
a-daya, prp. gd. ‘ taking,’ 179. 
adi, m. ‘beginning,’ 189 A. 
a-dis, ‘enjoin,’ w. dat., 198, 2a; 

200 B 2. 
adya, adj. ‘first,’ 189 k. 
-ana, pt. sf., 1580; 182, 16; ipv. 

sf., 131, 4a (p.90), f.n. 
-ani, sec. sf., 182, 2 (p. 163). 
ap, ‘ obtain,’ pf., 135, 2 ; ds., 170, 2. 
apah, f. pi. ‘ water,’ 193, 3 d. 
a-yatta, pp. ‘ dependent on,' w. gen., 

202, 2 b. 
-ayana, sec. sf., 182, 2 (p. 163). 
iiyus, n. ‘ life,’ 83. 
a-rabhya, prp. gd. = ‘since,’ 179, 2. 
a-rudha, pp. ‘ ridden ’ and ‘ riding,’ 

208 h. 
arya, f. a metre, p. 235. 
avam, prn. ‘ we two,’ 109. 
avis, adv. ‘ openly,’ 184 h. 
a-sams, ‘ reckon on,’ w. loc., 203 e. 
a-sis, f. ‘ blessing,’ 83 h. 
a-srtya, prp.gd.‘resorting to,’179, i. 
a-sru, ‘ promise,’ 200 Ala. 
as, ‘ sit,' per. pf., 140, i; 158 a ; w. 

pr. pt., 207. 
a-sthaya, prp. gd. ‘ resorting to,’ 179. 

I, ‘go,’ pr., 127, I ; pf., 136, 2 ; ft., 
151a; per. ft., 152 a ; 153; ps., 

154. 2. 
i, prn. root, ‘this,’ ill. 
-i, pri. sf., 182, I h ; sec. sf., 182, 2; 

stems in, 98. 
itara, prn. a. ‘ other,’ 120 a ; w. abl., 

201, 2 h. 
iti, pci. ‘so,’ 180 (p. 148); 194, i; 

196 b ; 205, .1 c; 211, 
ittham, adv. ‘ thus,’ 205, i c. 
idam, dem. prn. ‘ this,’ in. 
-in, sec. sf., 182, 2 ; 189 y ; stems in, 

. 87. 
indra-vajra, f. a metre, p. 234. 
iyat, a. ‘so much,’ 86 h; 118. 
iva, end. pci. ‘ like,’ 180 (p. 149). 
is, ‘ wish,’ pr., 133 C 2 ; pf., 135, 3 ; 

136, I; w. inf., 211. 
-is, aorist suffix, I42 ; 145. 

-istha, spy. sf., 103, 2 ; 182, i h. 
-is, pri. nom. suffix, 83 ; 182, i b. 

1, sec. sf., 182, 2 ; feminines in, 95; 
100; 103,1a; 107; 188,2 a. 

iks,‘ see,’ per. pf., 140, i ; ds., 170, 2. 
id, ‘ praise,’pr., 134 A3 b (p. 106). 
i-drksa, -drs, -drsa, prn. ‘ such,’ 117. 
-ina, secondary suffix, p. 164. 
ipsa, ds. stem of ap, ‘ obtain,’ 170,2 ; 

pp., 160, 3. 
-iya, poss. sf., 107; ord. sf., 116. 
-iyas, cpv. sf., 88 ; 103, 2 ; 182, i b. 
is,‘rule,’ pr., 134 A 3b; w. gen., 

202, I a. 

U, pci. ‘ and,’ 180 (p. 149). 
-u, pri. sf., 182, I b; stems in, 98. 
ucita, pp. ‘accustomed to,’ w. gen., 

202, 2 G. 

ujjh, ‘forsake,’ per. pf., 140, i. 
uta, pci. ‘and,’ 180 (p. 149). 
uttara, prn. a. ‘ subsequent,’ 120 c. 
uttarena, adv. ‘north of,’ w. gen., 

202, 4. 
udahc, a. ‘ upward,’ 93 a. 
ud-atta, m. ‘acute’ accent, p. 242. 
ud-disya,prp.gd. = ‘towards,’ 179> i- 
ud-vij, shrink from,’ w. abl., 201 a. 
-una, pri. sufiix, 182, 1 b. 
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und, ‘wet,’ pr. and impf., 128. 
upa-kantha, m. ‘ vicinity,’ 178. 
npa-kr, ‘benefit,’ w. gen., 202, i c. 
upa-jati, f. a mixed metre, p. 234. 
upa-dhmaniya, 6, f. n. 4. 
upa-ram, ‘ desist,’ 207 a. 
upari, prp. adv. ‘over,’ 177 d. 
uparis^t, prp. adv. ‘ above,’ 177 rf. 
upa-nah, f. ‘shoe,’ 81. 
npendra-vajra, f. a metre, p. 234. 
ubba, pm. ‘both,’ p. 81, f.n. 
iibhaya, pm. a. ‘ both,' 120 b. 

ubhaya-tas, prp. adv. ‘ on both sides 

oV 177 fl. 
-nr, ending of gen. sing., go, i. 2: 

101; of 3. pL, 131, 6; 136; 142; 
148. 

nsanas, m. a proper name, 83 a. 
lisas, f. ‘ dawn,’ 83 a. 
u.«nih, f. a metre, 81. 
-us, pri. suffix, 83; 182, I b. 

U, pri. sf., 182, I b; stems in, 100. 
Cina, pp. ‘ diminished,’ 104 b. 

urj, f. ‘ strength,’ 79 b. 

urdhvam, prp. adv. ‘ above,’ 177 c. 

R, ‘go,’ pr. impf., 128 ; pr., 133 C 2 ; 
cs., 168, 2. 

-r, stems in, loi. 
rte, prp. adv. ‘ without,’ 1770. 
rtvij, m. ‘ priest,’ 79 b. 

E, ai, o, roots ending in, 129, 8. 
eka, nm. ‘ one,’105, I ; 120 b; 192. 
eka-tama, prn. a. ‘one of many,’ 

120 a. 

eka-tara, pm. a. ‘ either,’ 120 b. 

etad, dem. prn. ‘this,’ non. 
eta-vat, prn. ‘so much,’ 118. 
edh, ‘thrive,’ per. pf., 140, i. 
e-dhi, 2.8g.ipv. of as, ‘be,’ 134 A 2b. 

ena, prn. ‘ he, she, it,’ 112 a. 

eva, pci., 180 (p. 149); w. pt., 205, 
I d, 

evam, pci. ‘thus,’ 180; w. pp., 205, 
I c. 

esa, dem. pro. ‘this,’ 48; 112a: 
195, 2 a. 

Ai, o, au, nominal stems in, 102. 

Au, ending of i, 3. sg. pf., 136, 4. 

Ka, inter, pm. ‘ who ? ’ 113 ; with 
api, cana, cid, 119. 

kakubh, f. ‘ region,’ 78. 
kac cid, inter. pcl. = ‘ I hope,’ 180. 
ka-tama, pm. a. ‘ which of many ? ’ 

120 a. 
ka-tara, pm. a. ‘which of two ? ’ 120 a. 
ka-ti, prn. ‘how many?’ ii8a. 
kati-paya, prn. a, ‘ some,’ I20d. 
kathaya, den. ‘tell,’ 175 a; 198, 

2 a; 200 Ala. 
kada, inter. ‘ when ? ’ 113a; w. cid 

and cana, 119 a. 
kanistha, spv. ‘ least,’ 103, 2 b. 

kaniyas, cpv. ‘lesser,’ 103, 2 b. 

kam, ‘ love,’ 125, 4 ; pp., 160, 2 c. 
karma-dharaya,‘descriptivecd.,’i88. 
kalpa, m. ‘manner,’ 189/. 
kas-cid, indef pm.‘some,’ 119; 192. 
kastam, ij. ‘alas!’ 181 (p. 158). 
kanta, pp. ‘ beloved,’ 97 ; 160, 2 e. 
-kaxna, compounded w. inf., 211 b. 
kamam, adv. pci. ‘indeed,’ 180. 
kala, m. ‘time,’ w. inf., 211 (p. 204). 
Kalidasa, the poet, 185 ; p. 233, 

kim, inter. ‘ what?’113 ; 180; 199, 
i^; 210 d. 

kiyat, prn. ‘ how much ? ’ 86 4; 
113 a; 118. 

kila, pci. ‘indeed,’ 180 (p. 150). 
kl-drS, -dr4a, prn. ‘ what like ? ’ 117. 
kirtaya, ‘celebrate,’ 175 a. 
ku, prn. as first member of a cd., 

113 «• 
ku-tra, inter. ‘ where ? ’ 1130. 
kup, ‘ be angry,’ w. dat., 200 A 2. 
kusala, n. ‘ health,’ 200 A 3. 
kr, ‘do,’ pr., 127, 5 a; 134 E 

(p. 107); pf., 135, i; 1360; 136, 

2 : 137. i; 138, 2; 140; pf. pt., 
157; ao., 143 a; 144, 2 ; ft., 151, 
I ; per. ft., 152 a ; ps., 154, 3 ; 

154, 7 : 155; PP; 160, 3 ; fp., 
162, ib; 162,3; gd., 163; inf., 
167 ; cs., 168; w. inst., 199, i (/; 
w. loc., 204. 
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krt, ‘cut,’ pr., 133C 1. 
krtam, adv., 180; 199, 1 9; 215 e. 
krta-vat, act. pp. ‘ having done,’ 89, 

f.n. 3; 161. 
krte, adv. ‘ on account of,’ 1'J‘J d. 
-krtvaa, adv. sf. forming multiplica- 

tives, 108 a. 
kf, ‘scatter,’ pf., 137, i a; ps., 154, 

4- 
kip, ‘ tend to,’ pf., 135, i ; w. dat., 

200 B I. 

kevalam, adv. ‘ only,’ 180 (p. 151). 
ko ’pi, indef. pm. ‘ some one,’ 119. 
kovida, a. ‘ skilled in,’.w. gen., 202, 

2 c. 
kram, ‘stride,’ pr., 133A1; gd., 

165a; int., 1730. 
kri, ‘ buy,’ pr., 127,6 ; par., p. 102; 

pr. pt., 156. 
kriidh, ‘be angry,’ w. gen., 202, 

I e; w. dat., 200 A 2. 
krostr, m. ‘jackal,’ loi c. 

kva, inter. ‘ where?’ 180 (p. i.^i) ; 
w. api, 119 a. 

ksam, ‘ forbear,’ w. gen., 202, l c. 
ksip, ‘cast,’ w. dat., 200 A ih; w. 

loc., 204. 
ksudra, a. ‘mean,’ cpv. of, 103, 2. 

Khan, ‘ dig,’pf., 137, 2 b; p8.,i54a; 
pp., 160, 2d; gd., 165a. 

khalu, pci. ‘indeed,’ 180 (p. 151). 
khya, ‘ tell,’ ao., 147 a ; cs. w. dat., 

200 Ala. 

Gata, pp. ‘gone,’ in cds., p. 171, 
f.n. 4. 

gam, ‘ go,’ 89 h; pr., 133 A 2 ; pf., 

137. 2 ^ : 138, 7: per. pf-, 140; 
per. ft.. 152 a ; ps. ao., 155 a; pp., 
160, 2; fp., 162, 2; gd., 163: 
164 a ; 165 a; ds., 171,1; w. acc., 

197, I a. 
gariyas, cpv. ‘ heavier,’ 88. 
gava^va, n. Dvandva cd., 186. 
ga, I. ‘ sing,’ pf., 129, 8 ; ps., 154, i. 

ga, 2. ‘go,’ aorist, 148. 
gatha, f. a metre, p. 235. 
gir, f. ‘ voice,’ 82. 
guna, ‘ vowel-strengthening,’ 17 « ; 

19 ; 21; loi ; 125, i. 4 ; 127, i. 
2. 4. 5; 134A1 c; 135,3; 136, 
I. 2; 142 ; 147a, 2 ; 151 a; 155 ; 
162, I ft, c, 2. 3; 173. 

guru, a. ‘ heavy,’ cpv. of, 88 ; 103, 2. 
guh, ‘ conceal,’ pr,, 133 A i. 
gr, ‘ awake,’ int. of, 174. 
grhitva, prp. gd. = ‘ with,’ 179, l. 
go, m. f. ‘bull,’ ‘cow,’ 102. 
gopaya, den. ‘protect,’ 175. 
gai, ‘sing,’ pf., 129, 8; ps., 154, i. 
grab, ‘ seize,’ pr,, 134 E 2 (p. 108); 

pf., 137, 2 c; ft., 151 b, 4 ; ps., 

154. 6; pp., 160, 3a; ds., 171, 2 ; 
203 e. 

grama-prapta, pp. Tp. cd., 187, l. 
gravan, m. ‘ stone,’ 90, 4. 
gla, ‘languish,’ cs., 168, irr. i. 

Ghas, ‘eat,’ pf., 137, 2 ft ; ds., 171,5. 
ghnat, pr. pt. ‘ killing,’ 156 a. 

ghra, ‘smell,’ pr., 133 A 3. 

N, doubling of final, 52. 

Ca, end. pci. ‘and,’ 180 (p. 151). 
cakas, ‘ shine,’ pr., 134 A 4 (p. lo6) ; 

per. pf., 140, 2. 
cakrvas, pf. pt. ‘ having done,’ 89. 
caks, ‘ say,’ w. dat., 200 Ala. 
catur, nm. ‘ four,’ 105, 4. 
catvarimsat, nm. ‘forty,’ p. 68, 

f.n. 4. 
car, ‘ move,’ cs. gd., 164 a; int., 

174 a. 
carama, prn. adj. ‘ last, 120 d. 
ci, ‘ gather,’ pf., 139, 4; ps., 154, 2 ; 

fp., 162, 3; ds., 169, i; 171, 4. 
cirasya, gen. adv. ‘after long,’ 202, 

5 ft. 
cur, ‘steal,’ pr., 125, 4; ft., 151 a,. 

2 ; ps., 154, 7 ; gd., 163 a ; inf., 

167. 
ced, pci. ‘ if,’ 180 (p. 151); 218. 

Ch, initial, doubled, 51. 
chid, ‘ cut off,’ ao., 143, 2. 

Jaks, ‘eat,’pr., 134 A3a, 4 (p.io6). 
jaganvas, pf. pt. ‘ having gone,’ 89 ft. 
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jagmivas, pf. pt. ‘ having gone,’ 89 h. 
jaghnivas, pf. pt. ‘ having killed,’ 

896. 
jan,‘beborn,’pr., 133 B 2 ; pf., 137, 

2 b ; ps., 154 a: pp., 160, 2 d. 
jana, m. ‘ folk’ = plural, 193, i. 
jabh, ‘ snap at,’ int., 174 a. 
jala-matra, n. ‘wrater only,’ 189 g. 
jala-muc, m. ‘ cloud,’ 79 a. 
jahi, 2. 8g. ipv. of han, 134 A 2 c. 
jagr,‘awake,’46, f. n. l; pr., 134 A4 

(p. 106); per. pf., 140, 2 ; int., 
174. 

jatu, pci. ‘ever,’ 180 (p. 152). 
jatya, ‘ by birth,’ 199, i b. 
ji, ‘conquer,’ pf., 139, 4; pp., 160, 2 ; 

fp., 162, lb, 2; gd., 165 ; cs., 168, 
irr., 2 ; ds., 171, 4; w. two acc., 
198, 2. 

-jit, a. ‘ conquering,’ 7,7 a ; 187 6. 
jihvamuliya, spirant, 6, f.n. 4. 
jiv, ‘live,’ pf., 136, I ; ds., 169. 
juhudhi, 2. sg. ipv. of hu, 131, 4 c. 
jna, ‘ know,’ pr., 134 F 2 ; ps., 154, 

I; 155; cs., 168, irr. i; w. two 
acc., 198, I. 

jfiana-vat, a. ‘ knowing,' 86. 
jyayas, cpv. ‘ superior,’ 103, 2 a. 
jyestha, spv. ‘ eldest,’ 103, 2 a. 

T, final, before 1, 34 ; before palatals 
and cerebrals, 38 ; 39. 

-t, determinative sf., 182, i a ; 187 b. 
-ta, pri. sf., 160, 2 ; 182, i 6; 205 c, 
taksan, m. ‘carpenter,’ 90. 
ta-tas, adv. ‘ thence,’ 180 (p, 152). 
tati, prn. ‘ so many,’ 118 o. 
tat-purusa, m. dependent cd., 187. 
tatra-bhavat, m. ‘ his Honour there,’ 

195, I c. 
tatha, adv, ‘ so,’ 180 ; 205, i e. 
tad, prn. ‘ that,’ no ; adv., 180. 
tadiya, poss. prn. ‘ his,’ 116. 
tan, ‘ stretch,’ pr., 127, 5 ; pf., 137, 

2n; i38,6;pf.pt.,896; 157; ps., 

154 « : gd-. 165 a, 
-tana, i. sec. suffix, p. 164. 
-tana, 2. Vedic 2. pi. ending, p. 239. 
tanu, a. ‘thin,’ fern, of, 98 c. 
tanQ, f. ‘ body ’ (Vedic), p. 238. 

tantri, f. ‘ string,’ 100, 4. 
tandri, f. ‘ sloth,’ 100, 4. 

tap, ‘be hot,’ int., 173. 
tarn, ‘ languish,’ pr., 133 B r. 
-tama, sec. sf., p. 164; spv. sf., 103; 

ord. sf., 107. 
tamo-bhuta, pp. ‘dark,’ 188, i c. 
-tara, cpv. sf., 103; p. 164. 
-tavat, pp. act., as finite verb, 208; 

213 c ; p. 241, II a. 
-tavya, fp. sf., 162, 2; 182, i b. 
tasthivas, pf. pt., ‘ having stood,’ 

89 a, b. 
-ta, sec. suffix, p. 164. 
tad, ‘ strike,’ w. loc., 204. 
-tat, Vedic 2. pi. ending, p. 239. 
ta-drksa, -drs, -drsa, prn. ‘ such like,* 

117.' 
tavaka, poss. prn. ‘thy, 116 a. 
tavat, prn. ‘so much,’ 118; adv., 

‘so long,’ &c., 180 (p. 152). 
-ti, pri. sf., 182, I b. 
titirsu, des. a., w. acc., 197, 3. 
tiras, prp. ‘across,’ p. 51, f.n. 3 ; 

184 b. 
tiryanc, a. ‘ horizontal,’ 93 a. 
tisthati, w. pr. pt. = ‘ keeps,’ 207 ; 

2106. 
tu, pci. ‘but,’ 180 (p. 152). 
-tu, pri. sf., 182, lb (p. 162); inf. 

sf., 167. 
tulya, a. ‘ equal,’ w. inst., 199, 2 c ; 

w. geii., 202, 2 d. 
-tr, pri. sf., 182, I b ; stems in, loi ; 

152. 
trtiya, nm. ‘ttiird,’ I20e. 
trp, ‘ be satisfied,’ w. gen., 202, i 
tf, ‘ cross,’pf., 135. I ; gd., 164; ds., 

169, I. 

te, end. dat., gen. of tvam, •109 a; 
195, I b. 

tenivas, pf. pt. act. of tan, 89 b. 
-tya, gd. sf., 165 ; sec. sf., p. 164. 
-tra, pri. sf., 182, l b. 
tras, ‘tremble,’ pf., 139, i. 
tri, nm. ‘ three,’ 105, 3. 
tris, adv. ‘ three times,’ 108 a; w. 

gen., 202, 5 a. 

-tva, sec. suffix, p. 164. 
tvac, f. ‘ skin,’ 79 a. 
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tvad, prn. stem, 109. 
tvadiya, poss. prn. ‘ thy,’ 116. 
tvam, prn. ‘thou,’ 109. 
tva, end. acc. of tvam, 109 a; 195, 

I b. 
-tva, gd. suffix, 163. 
tva-dr^, pm. ‘like thee,’ 117. 
-tvaya, Vedic gd. sf., p. 241, 12. 
-tvi, Vedio gd. sf., p. 241,12. 

-Tha, pri. sf., 182, i h; sec. sf., p. 164; 
ord. suffix, 107. 

-thana, Vedic.2. pi. ending, p. 239. 
-thama, ord. suffix, 107. 

Darti^, ‘bite,’ pr., 133 A4; cs., 168, 
irr. 4. 

daksa, a. ‘ skilled in,* 202, 2 c; 293/. 
daksina, prn. a. ‘ south,’ 120 c. 
daksina-tas, adv. ‘ to the south of,’ 

w. gen., 202, 4. 
dandaya, den. ‘ fine,’ w. two acc., 

198, 2. 
datta, pp. ‘ given,’ 160, 2 b. 
dadhi, n. ‘curds,’ 99, 3. 
day, ‘have mercy,’ w. gen., 202, i h. 
daridra, ‘ be poor,’ pr., 134 A 4 ; int., 

174 h. 
darsaya, cs. ‘ show,’ 198, 4a: 200 

A I a. 

daviyas, cpv. of dtira, ‘ far,’ 103, 2. 
dah, ‘bum,’ 69 a ; ao., 144, 5 ; ft., 

151a, I ; ds., 170, I; int., 174. 
da, ‘ give,’ pr., 134B i ; ao., 144, 3 ; 

148, i; ft., 151; pp., 160, 2f>; 
fp., 162, I a; 162, 2 ; cs., 168 a ; 
ds., 171, 3 ; 200 A I. 

datr, m. ‘ giver,’ loi. 
datri, f. ‘giver,’ loi e. 
darah, m. pi. ‘wife,’ 193, 3 d. 
div, I. f. ‘ sky,’ 99, 4. 
div, 2. ‘ play,’ pr., 125, 3; 133 B i. 
diva-naktam, adv. ‘ day and night,’ 

186, 3. 
dis, r. f. ‘point,’ 79. 
dis, 2. ‘ to point,’ 141 a. 
distya, inst. ‘ by good luck,’ 181. 
dih, ‘ anoint,’ 69 a. 
dip, ‘ shine,’ ao., 149 o, 2. 
dirgha, a. ‘ long,’ cpv. of, 103, 2. 

dirghayus, a. ‘long-lived,’ 83 n. 
duh, ‘ milk,’ ao., 141 6 ; ds., 170, i a ; 

w. two acc., 198, 2 ; a. ‘ milking,’ 
55 : 81. 

dura, a. ‘ far,’ 103, 2 ; 201 c. 
drs, ‘ see,’ pr., 133 A 5 ; ao., 144, 4; 

147 a; ft., 151 b, I ; fp., 162, i c; 
inf., 167 ; int., 173 b. 

-dr^, a. ‘ seeing,’ 79 d, 
drs^-purva, a. ‘ seen before,’ 188, 

2 b. 
drh, ‘ be firm,’ 69 b. 
deva-datta, m. Tp. cd., 187, 2. 
deva-nagari, script, 3 ; 4; 6; 8. 
dehi, 2. sing, ipv., 134 B 1. 
dos, n. ‘ arm,’ 83 c. 
dyava-prthivyau, f du.Dvandva cd., 

186, ib. 
dyu, f. ‘ sky,’ 99, 4. 
dyo, f. ‘ sky,’ 102 a. 
dyauh, nom. of div and dyu, 99, 4; 

102 a. 
dra, ‘run,’ int., I’J^-b. 
dm, ‘run,’ pf., 136 a; ao., 149. 
druta-vilambita, n. a metre fast 

and slow’), p. 234. 
drumaya, den. ‘ rank as a tree,’ 175. 
drub, ‘ injure,’ w. dat., 200 A 2. 
-druh, a. ‘injuring,’ 81. 
dva, nm. ‘ two,’ 105, 2. 
dvandva, n. ‘ aggregative compound,’ 

186. 
dvaya, prn. a. ‘ twofold,’ 108 d; 

120 d. 
dva-da4a, nm. ‘ twelve,’ p. 68, f. n. 1; 

p. 170, f. n. I. 
dvar, f. ‘ door,’ 46, f. n. I. 
dvi-gu, m, numeral cd., 188, 2 o. 
dvitaya, pm, a. ‘ twofold,’ 120 d. 
dyitiya, nm. ‘ second,’ 120 e. 
dyi-^ata, n. ‘ 102 * and ‘ 200,’ 104 d. 
dvis, I. ‘hate,’ 131, 6; par., p. 94. 
dyis, 3. m. ‘ enemy,’ 80. 
dvis, adv. ‘twice,’ 108a. 

Dhanam-jaya, a. ‘winning booty,’ 
187 a. 

dhanin, a. ‘ wealthy,’ 87. 
dharma-gup, m. ‘ guardian of law,’ 

78. 
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clha, ‘place,’ p. 27, f. n. i; pr., 
134B I ; pf. 136,4: 138,3 (par.); 
ao., 144, 3 ; 148 ; pp., 160, 2 (t ; 
ds., 171, 3. 

-dha, adv. sf. of manner, 108 b. 
-dhi, 2. sing. ipv. sf., 131, 4. 
dhik, ij. ‘ fie,’ 181 (p. 158). 
dhi, f. ‘thought,’ 100 (p. 60). 
dhu, ‘ shake,’ pr., 134 C 3 ; 134 F i; 

cs., 168, 3. 
dhehi, 2. sing. ipv. of dha, 134 B l. 
dhma, ‘blow,’ pr., 133 A 5. 
dhvan, ‘ sound,’ pp., 160, 2 d. 
-dhvam, 2. pt. sf., T44, 2; when 

changed to -dhvam, ibid. 

N, Sandhi of final, 35 ; 36 ; 40 ; 41; 
52; palatalized, 63 c ; cerebralized, 
65; not cerebralized, 92, f. n. 2; 
changed to Anusvara, 66 A 2 ; in¬ 
serted in neut. pi., 71 c. 

na, neg. pci. ‘not,’ 180 (p. 153). 
-na, pri. sf., 182, i h; pp. sf., 160. 
nadi, f. ‘river,’ 100 (p. 60); Vedic 

declension of, p. 238. 
nanu, inter, pel., 180 (p. 153). 
n.aptr, m. ‘grandson,’ 101 a. 
nam, ‘bend,’gd., 1650. 
namas, n., 184 b; w. dat., 200 A 3. 
namas-ya, den. ‘adore,’ 175. 
nas, ‘be lost,’ ft., 151 b\ 2. 
nas, end. prn. A.D.G. pi. of aham, 

109 a; ips, I b. 
nah, ‘ bind, 69 b ; ps., 154. 
nagarl, Sanskrit script, 3. 
naina, adv. pel., 180 (p. 153). 
naman, n. ‘ name,’ 90, 2. 
ni-kata, n. ‘ proximity,’ 178. 
ni-kasa, prp. adv. ‘ near,’ 177 a. 
nij, ‘cleanse,’ int., 173. 
ni-ja, a. ‘ own,’ 115^. 
ni-dha, ‘ deposit,’ with loc., 204. 
ninivas, perf. part, act., 89 b. 
nipuna, adj. ‘ skilled in,’ w. gen., 

loc., 203/. 
ni-yuj, ‘ appoint,’ w. dat., loc., 

200 B 2 ; 204 c, 
ni-vedaya, cs. ‘ tell,’w. dat., 200A i a. 
ni, ‘lead,'89 b ; pf., 137, i«; 138, 

4; per. pf., 140, 3; ao., 143, i ; 

144, 2; fp., 162, I b; cs.,i68; int., 
173; w. two acc., 198, 3. 

ni-tvii, prp..gd. = ‘with,’ 179. 

nu, pci. ‘now,’ 180 (p. 153). 
-nu, pri. sf., 182, l b. 
nud, ‘push,’ pp., 160, I a. 
nunam, pci. ‘indeed,’ 180 (p. 154). 
nr, m. ‘ man,’ loi b. 
nrt, ‘ dance,’ ds., 169, 2; int., 

173 
nedistha, spv. ‘nearest,’ 103, 2 6. 
nediyas, cpv. ‘nearer,’ 103, 2 b. 
no, neg. pci. ‘not,’ 180 (p. 154). 
nau, I. f. ‘ ship,’ 102. 
nau, 2. end. dual prn., 1090; 195, 

I b. 

nyanc, adj. ‘ downward,’ 93 a. 
nyayya, a. ‘suitable,’ w. inf., 211 d. 

Pac, ‘ cook,’ pf., 137, 2 a. 
panca, nm. ‘ five,’ 106 b. 
pafica-guna, a. ‘fivefold,’ 201, 2 c. 
pat, ‘ fall,’ pf, 137, 2 a; ao., 147 a ; 

pp., 160, 2 ; 204. 
pati, m. ‘ husband,’ 99, l. 
patni, f. ‘ wife,’ 99, i. 
pathya, f. the typical doka metre, 

P- 233- 
pad, ‘go,’ ao. ps., 155; ds., 171, 3; 

int., 174 b. 
pada (or middle) endings, 16 a ; 56 ; 

73 a. 
panthan, m. ‘path,’ 91, i. 
-paya, cs. sf, 168 o. 
para, a. ‘ subsequent,’ 120 c; ‘ chief,’ 

189/. 
para-tas, prp. adv. ‘ beyond,’ 177 c,d. 
param, prp. adv. ‘after,’ 177c; 

‘very,’ 180 (p. 154). 
parama, a. ‘ chief,’ 189 /, 
parastat, prp. adv. ‘ beyond,’ 177 d. 
paras-para, ‘ one another,’ 188, 2 d. 
parasmai-pada, 121; 187 a (p. 172). 
parafic, a. ‘ averted,’ 93 b. 
pari, prp. before kr, 134E. 
pari-tas, prp.,adv. ‘ around,’ 177 o. 
pari-tyajya, prp. gd. = ‘ except,’ 179. 
parivraj, m. ‘ mendicant,’ 79 c. 
pareM, prp. adv. ‘ after,’ 177 a, c. 
pa^cat, prp, adv. ‘after,’ 177 d. 
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ji/iiya, |ir. stem, 133 A 5 ; w. prej. 

aeo., 207c, p. 2 iS (under drs. ‘see’), 

pa, ‘drink,’ pr., 133 A 3; ps., 154, 
1 ; pp., 160, 2. 

pani, m. ‘hand,’ 1891 (p.'i77). 
Pilnini, the grammarian, i; 6. 
pada, m. ‘ metrical line,’ 26 ; 195 b. 
padah, m. pi. ‘ feet,’ 193, 3 a. 
paisva, n. ‘side,’ 178. 
pitarau, m. du. ‘parents,’ 186, 3 c. 
pitr, m. ‘father,’ 46, f. n. l ; lOI ; 

186, 3<!. 

pita, pp., w. act. and ps. sense, 208 h. 
pi-van, a. ‘ fat,’ f. -vari, 95 c. 
putri-ya, den. ‘ desire a son,’ 175. 
putrau, m. du., 186, 3 c. 
punar, adv. ‘ again,’ 46, f. n. l; 180. 
puinarns, m. ‘ man,’ 96, 3. 
pur, f. ‘city,’ 82. 
pura-tas, prp. adv. ‘before,’ 177 d. 
purah-sara, a. ‘preceding,’ 189^. 
puras, prp. ‘ before,’ 176, 2a; 184?). 
purastat, prp, adv. ‘beyond,* 177 d. 
pura, prp. adv. ‘before,’ 177 c; 

‘formerly,’ 212,1 a ; ‘80on,’2i2, 2. 
purusa-vyiighra, m. ‘ tiger-like man,’ 

188, I b. 
puro-gama, a. ‘ preceding,’ 189 h. 
pu, ‘purify,’ pr., 134 F; ao., 145. 
purna, pp. ‘full,’ 202, if. 
pflrva, prn. a. ‘ prior,’ 120 c; 188, 

2 b; 189A; ‘east,’201c. 
purvam, prp. adv. ‘ before,’ 177 c. 
prthu, a. ‘ broad,’ f. of, 98 c. 
pr, ‘fill,’ ps., 154, 4; 155a; pp., 

160, I ; gd., 164. 
prakrtya, inst. ‘by nature,’ 199, i b. 
pra-grhya, a. ‘ uncontrac table ’ vow els, 

25-' 
prach, ‘ ask,’ 63 d; pr., 133 C 3; ds., 

171, 2 ; w. two acc., 198, 2. 
prati, prp. ‘towards,’ 176, I. 

prati-jfia, ‘ promise,’ w. dat., gen., 
200 A I « ; 204 6. 

prati-sru,‘promise,’ w.dat., 200 A la. 
pratyaksam, prp. adv. ‘before,’ 177d. 
pratyanc, a. ‘ backward,’ 73 a; 93. 
pratliama, nm. ‘first,’ 120 d. 
pra-da, ‘grant,’ w. dat., gen., 202, 

I e. 

pra-bhu, ‘tend to,’ w. dat., 200Bi; 
‘ be master of,’ w. gen., 202, i a. 

pra-bhrti, f. ‘ beginning,’ 189 A; prp. 
adv. ‘after,’ 177 c. 

prayojana, 11. ‘ use,’ 199, i ff. 
pra-vi^, ‘ enter,’ w. loc., 204. 
pra-vis^, pp., w. act. and ps. sense, 

208 b. 
pra-vrt, ‘ begin,’ w. dat., 200 B 2. 
pra-sad, ‘ favour,’ w. gen., 202, 1 c. 
pra-suta, pp. with act. and ps. sense, 

208 b. 
pra-sthita, ‘ set out for,’ w. dat., 

200 B ; w. loc., 204. 
prak, prp. adv. ‘before,’ 177 c. 
prakrta, ‘ derived from the original 

source’ (prakrti, i. e. Sanskrit), 
Prakrit, name of the popular 
dialects, 2. 

prac, a. ‘ forward,’ 93 A. 
pranah, m. pi. ‘life,’ 193, 3d. 
pratar, adv. ‘ early,’ 46, f. n. r. 
prapta, pp., w. act. and ps. sense, 

208 b. 
prapta-grama, poss. cd., 187, i. 
pray a, m. ‘ chief part,’ iSgf. 
prayas, praya-^as, prayena, adv.,‘as 

a rule,’ 180 (p. 154). 
prarthaya, ‘ ask,’ w. two acc., 198, 2. 
pravrs, f. ‘ rainy season,’ 80. 
priya, a. ‘ dear to,’ w. gen., 202, 2 b. 
pri, ‘love,’ cs., 168, 3. 
preyas, cpv. ‘ dearer,’ 103, 2 a. 
prestha, spv. ‘dearest,’ 103, 2a. 
praudha, pp. ‘lifted up,’ 236. 
plu, ‘float,’ int., 173. 

Banij, m. ‘ merchant,’ 79 b. 
bata, ij. ‘alas!’ 181 (p. 158). 
bandh, ‘ bind,’ pr., 134 F 3 ; 203 e. 
babhuvas, pf. pt. ‘ having been,’ 89 b. 
balin, adj. ‘ strong,’ 87. 
bahis, prp. adv. ‘ outside,’ 177 c- 
bahula,a.‘abundant,’ cpv.of, 103,2. 
bahu-vrihi, m. ‘poss. cd.,’ 189; = 

part., 206 a. 
badham, adv. ‘ indeed,' 180 (p. 154)- 
buiih, I. ‘awake,’ pf., 136, i ; 137, i: 

140; ao., 145 a; prec. ,l 50; ft., 151 a; 
inf., 167; ds., 170, la; int., 173. 
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budh, 2. a. ‘ wise,’ 55. 
brahman, m. ‘ creator,’ 90, 3. 
brahma-han, m. ‘Brahman-killer,’ 

9^- 
brahmi, Indian writing, 3. 
bra, ‘ speak,’ pr., 134 A 3 c ; w. two 

acc., 198, 2. 

-Bha, sec. sf., p. 164. 
bhagavat, a. ‘ adorable,’ 49 a. 
bhagoh,v. of bhagavat, 49 a (Sandhi), 

bhaj, ‘ share,’ pf., 139, i. 
bhanj, ‘ break,’ pr., 134 D; ps., 154, 

5; pp., 160, I h. 
bharti, ra. ‘ husband,’ loi a. 
bhavat, l, m. ‘your Honour,’ 49; 

86a; 95 a, f. n. I; 193, 3 a; 
195, I c. 

bhavat, 2. pr. pt.' being,’ 86 a; 156. 
bhavati, ‘is,’ as copula, 191 6; with 

pr. part., 207. 
bhavadiya, poss. prn. ‘your,’ 195, 3. 
bhavas, old v. of bhavat, 49 ; 86 a. 
bhavitavya, fp. ‘that must be,’ 209b. 
-bhaj, a. ‘ sharing,’ 76 6. 
bhavatka, prn. ‘ your,’ 116 a; 195,3. 
bhavya, fp. ‘ that must be,’ 209 b. 
bhid, ‘cleave,’ pp., 160, l; fp., 162, 

I c; 162, 2. . 
bhinna, pp. ‘ different,’ 201, 2 b. 
bhisaj, in. ‘ physician,’ 79 b. 
bhi, ‘ fear,’ cs., 168, 3; w. abl., 201 a. 
bhuj, ‘ bend,’ pp., 160, 1 b. 
bhu, I.‘be’; pr., 125, I ; 132 ; pf., 

I39> 7 ; per. pf., 140; ao., 148, 2 ; 
ft., 151; per. ft., 152 a; 153; 
ps. , 154; pr. ft. pt., 156 : 158 ; pf. 
pt. , 89 b; 157; 159; fp., 162, 
I b; 162, 2 ; 162, 3; 162, 3a; 
gd., 164 ; inf., 167 ; ds., 169 ; int., 
172; w. dat., 200B I n ; w. gen., 
202, I a; fp. w. inst., 209; par., 
p. 92 ; ps., p. 130. 

bhu, 2. f. ‘earth,’ 100 (p. 60). 
-bhuta, pp. ‘ being,’ 188, I c. 
bhQyas, cpv. ‘ more,’ 103, 2 a. 
bhQyistha, spv. ‘ most,’ 103, 2 a. 
bhr, ‘ bear,’ pf., 136 a ; 140, 3 ; ds., 

170, I. 

bhoh, V. of bhavat, 49; 86 a; p. 158. 

bhrarni^, ‘ fall,’ pr., 133 B 2. 
bhrajj, ‘ fry,’ pr., 133 C 3. 
bhram, ‘wander,’ pr., 133 B i ; pf., 

139. I- 
bhratarau, m. du. ‘ brother and 

sister,’ 186, 3 c. 

M, Sandhi of final, 42; internal 
Sandhi of, 68. 

-ma, pri. sf., 182, i b; sec.sf., p. 164; 
nm. sf., 107. 

maghavan, m. ‘ Indra,’ 91, 5. 
majj, ‘sink,’ ft., 151 b, 2; pp., 160, 

I b. 

-mat, sec. sf., p. 165 ; stems in, 86. 
mata, pp. ‘ approved,’ w. gen., 202, 

3 a. 
mati, f. ‘ thought,' 98 a. 
-math, adj. ‘ destroying,’ 77 a. 
mad, 1. ‘rejoice,’ pr., 133 B i; ao., 

145 b. 
mad, 2, pm. stem, 109. 
madlya, poss. prn. ‘ my,’ 116. 
madhu, n. ‘ honey,’ 98 b. 
madhu-lih, m. ‘ bee,’ 81. 
man, ‘ think,’ ao., 144, i; gd., 165 a; 

ds., 171, I. 

-man, stems in, 90. 
manas, n. compounded w. inf., 211 b. 
manasvin, adj. ‘ wise,’ 87 a. 
mantraya, den. ‘take counsel,’ 175 n. 
manth, ‘ churn,’ pr., 133 A 4 ; 134 

F3. 
mandakranta, f. (‘ approaching 

slowly’), a metre, p. 235. 
-maya, sec. suffix, p. 165. 
-masi, Vedic ending of I. pi. pr., 

P- 239- 
mahat, a. ‘great,’ 85 ; 188, 2 c. 
maharaja, m. ‘great king,’ 188, 2 c. 
ma, I. ‘ measure,’ pr., 134 B 2 ; ds., 

171, 3- 
ma, 2. proh. pci., 128; 180; 213 d; 

215 «• 
ma, 3. end. acc. of aham, 109 a ; 

mata-pitarau, m. du. ‘father and 
mother,’ 186, 3 c. 

matr, f. ‘mother,’ loi; 186, 3 c. 
-matra,n. compounded w.pt.,205, i d. 
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matra, f. ' measure,’ 189 g. 
ma-drsa, pm. ‘ like me,’ 117. 
-mana, part, sf., 158; 182, i h. 
mamaka, poss. prn. ‘ my,’ 116 a. 
malini, f. (‘garlanded’), a metre, 

P- 234- 
-mi, pri. sf., 182, i b. 
mitra-varunau, m. du., 186, 3 h. 
-min, stems in, 87 a. 
mil, ‘ wink,’ ao., 149 a, 2. 
muktva, prp. gd. =‘ without,’ 179. 
muc, ‘ loosen,’ pr., 133 C i; ao., 149, 

2 ; ps. ao., 155. 
muh, ‘ be confused,’ 69 b. 
muhuh, adv. ‘again,’ 180 (p. 154). 
murdhan, m,‘head,’6 ; 90. 
murdlianya, a. ‘ cerebral,’ 6. 
mr, ‘die,’ ds., 169, i; int., 173^. 
mrj,‘wipe,’pr., 133A1; 134 A ih. 
mrta-bhartrka, a. f., i8gj. 
mrdu, adj. ‘soft,’ 98. 
me, encl.gen.dat. prn.,109a; 195,1 b. 
mna, ‘ study,’ pr., 133 A 5. 
mla, ‘ fade,’ pp., 160, i ; cs., 168, i. 

Ya, rel. ‘ who,’ 114 ; with ka, 119 b; 
•repeated, 119 c. 

-ya, ps. sf., 121 ; 154 ; fp. sf., 162, i; 
182, I b ; gd. sf., 164 : int. sf., 172; 
den. sf., 175; sec. nominal sf. 
p., 165 ; ordinal sf., 107. 

yaj, ‘sacrifice,’ pf., 135, 4; 137, 
2c; ps., 154,6; pf.pt., 157; pp., 
160, 2 ; 199, ij (p. 188). 

yat, ‘ strive,’ w. dat., 200 B 2 ; w. 

loc., 204 c. 
-yat, sf. of quantity, 118. 
ya-tas, adv. ‘whence,’ 180 (p. 155). 
yati, prn. ‘ as many,’ 118 a. 
ya-tra, adv. ‘where,’ 180 (p. 155). 
ya-tha, adv. ‘ as,’ 180 (p. 155). 
yad, cj. ‘ that,’ 180 (p. 155). 
yadi, cj. ‘if,’ 180 (p. 155) ; 218. 
yam, ‘restrain,’ pr., 133 A 3; pf., 

139- 2- 
yaviyas, cpv. ‘younger,’ 103, 2. 
yasas, n. ‘ fame,’ 83. 
-yas, cpv. sf., 103, 2 a. 

ya» ‘ go/ ^31. 6; ao., 146 ; w. acc., 
197, I a. 

yac, ‘ask,’ w. two acc., 198, 2. 
yadrs, yadr^a, prn. ‘ what like,’ ii 7. 
yavat, prn. ‘as much,’ 118; adv., 

‘just,’ 212, 2 ; cj., 180 (p. 156); 
prp. adv., 177 o. 

yu, ‘join,’ pr., 134 A i a ; pf., 137, 
I a. 

-yu, pri. sf, 182, i b. 
yukta, pp. ‘prepared,’ w. loc., 204 c; 

‘ fitting,’ w. inf., 211 d. 
yuj, ‘join,’ fp., 162, I c; ps. w. loc., 

304 c ; w. inf., 211c. 
yudhi;sthira,Tp.cd.,l87,6 a (p. 172). 
yuvatl, f. ‘ maiden,’ 95 c. 
yuvan, m. ‘youth,’ 91, 4. 
yuvam, pm. ‘ye two,’ 109. 
yusmad, prn. stem, 109. 
yusmadiya, poss. prn. ‘your,’ 116. 
yUyam, prn. ‘you,’ 109; 193, 3a. 
yena, cj. ‘that,’ 180 (p. 156). 
yojana, n. distance of 9 miles, 197, 

2; 203j. 

R, as original final, 46, f. n. i ; 47 ; 
50; stems in, 82. 

-ra, pri. sf., p. 163 ; sec. sf., p. 165. 
rao, ‘ fashion,’ ao. ps., 155 a. 
rata, pp. ‘ delighting in,’ 204 e. 
ratna-bhuta, pp. ‘being a jewel,’ 

188, I c ; 184, N. 

ratni-bhuta, pp. ‘ become a jewel,’ 
184, N. 

rathi, m. ‘ charioteer ’ (Vedic), 
p. 238. 

rathoddhata, f. a metre, p. 234. 
rabh, ‘seize,’ ps. ao., 1550; ds., 

171. 3- 
ram, ‘ be glad,' ao., 144, i. 
raj, ‘ shine,’pf., 139, i. 
rajan, m. ‘ king,’ 90, 1; 188, 2 c. 
raja-putra, m. ‘ king’s own,’ 189 a. 
rajarsi, m. ‘royal sage,’ 189, i. 
rajaya, den. ‘ play the king,’ 175. 
ratri, f. ‘night,’ 188, 2 c. 
radh, ‘ succeed,’ ao., 149 a i. 
-ru, pri. sf., p. 163. 
rue, I. f. ‘ light,’ 79 a. 
rue, 2. ‘please,’ w. dat., 200 A 2 ; 

w. gen., 202, I e. 
ruj, f. ‘ disease,’ 79. 
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rud, ‘ weep,’ pr., 134 A 3a (p. 106). 
rudh, ‘obstruct,’ pr., 127, 3; ao., 

144, 5; ft,, 151 a; par., p. 100. 
rub, ‘grow,’ ao. ps., 155a, 4; cs., 

i68, 2 ; ds., 170, I a. 
rai, m. ‘ wealth,’ 102. 

-La, sec. suffix, p. 165. 
laksini, f. ‘ prosperity,’ 100, 4. 
lag, ‘ cling to,’ w. loc., 203 e. 
laghiyus, cpv. ‘lighter,’ 103, 2. 
laghu,.adj. ‘light,’ fern, of, 98 c. 

labh, ‘take,’cs., 168, 4; ds., i7i,3- 
likh, ‘ scratch,’ pp., 160, 3. 
lip, ‘paint,’ pr., 133 Cl. 
lih, ‘lick,’ 69; pr., 127, 1; nom. 

stem, 81. 
li, ‘cling,’ pp., 160, I. 

lup, ‘ break,’ pr., 133 C i. 
lubh, ‘desire,’ fp., 162, 3; w. dat., 

200 A 2. 
lu, ‘cut,’ pr., 134F I (p. 108); pp., 

160, I. 

loka, m. sg. pi., ‘ world,’ 193, i. 

-Va, pri. suffix, p. 163. 
vamsa-stha, f. a metre, p. 234. 
vac, ‘ speak,’ pf., 135, 4 ; 137, 2 c ; 

138, 8; ao., 147 a; ps., 154, 6; 
pp., 160, 2; fp., 162, ic; gd., 
163; 164; w. two acc., 198, 2. 

vancaya, ‘ cheat,’ w. abl., 201 b. 
-vat, I. sec. sf., p. 165 ; stems in, 86; 

89, f. n. 2; 118; act. pp. in, 161; 
208. 

-vat, 2. pci. ‘like,’ i8o (p. 156). 
vad, ‘speak,’ pf., 137, 2c; ao., 

145^'; PP-> 160, 3a; w. gen., 
203, I d. 

vadh, ‘slay,’ ao. ps., 155 a. 
vadhu, f. ‘woman,’ 100 (p. 60). 
-van, pri. sf., p. 163 ; sec. sf., p. 165 ; 

steins in, 90; fern, of, 95 c. 
vap, ‘strew,’ pf., 137, 2 c. 
vain, ‘vomit,’ pf., 139, 2. 
vayam, p. ‘we,’ 109. 
varam, n.‘better,’ 180 (p. 156); 3il. 
vara-varnin, a., 189J. 
variyas, ‘better,’ cpv. of vara, 103,2. 
varjayitva, prp. gd. ‘except,’ 179. 

varnaya, den. ‘ depict,’ 175 a. 
vartate, ‘goes on,’ w. pr. part., 207; 

210 b. 
vartainana, pr. pt., 205, i b. 
varsah, f. pi. ‘ rains,’ 193, 3 d. 
varsistha, spv. ‘oldest,’ 103, 2 4. 
varsiyas, cpv. ‘older,’ 103, 2 b. 
vas, ‘ desire,’ 134 A 2 a. 
vas, I. ‘ dwell,’ pf., 137, 2 c ; ao., 144, 

i; ft., 151 4, 3 ; pp., 160, 3 a; 
203 b. 

vas, 2. ‘wear,’ pf., 139, 2. 
vas, 3. end. pm., 109 a ; 195, i b. 
-vas, pf. pt. in, 89; 157 ; 182, i b. 
vasanta-tilaka, f. a metre, p. 234. 
vah, ‘ carry,’ 69 b ; pf., 137, 2 c; inf., 

167. 
va (ve), ‘weave,’ ps., 154, irr., 3 

(p. 132)-. 
va, end. cj. ‘ or, 180 (p. 156). 
vagmin, a. ‘ eloquent,’ 87 a. 
vac, f. ‘ speech,’ 79. 
vacas-pati, m.‘lord of speech,’187 a. 
vam, end. pm., 109 a. 
var, n. ‘ water,’ 46, f. n. i. 
vari, n. ‘ water,’ 98 a, 4. 
vi-kri, ‘ sell,’ w. dat., gen., loc., 

204 4. 
vij, ‘ tremble,’ pp., 160, i b. 
vi-tr, ‘ impart,’ w. loc., 204 b. 
vid, 1. ‘know,’ 3. pi. impf., 131, 6 ; 

pf-, 139, 3: pf- pL, 157 «: cs-> 
168 ; ds., 169, 2 ; int., 172 a. 

vid, 2. ‘find,’ pr., 133 C i ; pp., 
160, I o. 

vidita, pp.‘known,’w. gen., 202,3a. 
vidyate, ‘exists,’ w. gen., 202, 1 a. 
vidvas, pr. pf. pt. ‘ knowing,’ 89 b. 
-vin, sec. sf., p. 165 ; stems in, 87 a. 
vina, prp. adv. ‘ without,’ 177 b. 
vinasini, a. f. ‘ destructive,’ w. gen., 

202, 2 a. 
vipula, f. a form of the doka metre, 

.P- 233- 
vi-bhakta, pp. w. act. and ps. sense, 

ao8 b. 
vi-yuj, ‘separate,’ w. abl., 201 b. 
vi-rama, m. ‘ stop,’ 9. 
vis, I. m. ‘ settler,’ 79. 

vis, 2. ‘ enter,’ao. ps., 155; ds., 170, i. 
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vi-sesa, m. ‘ difference,’ at end of cd., 
187c; w. gen., 202, 6. 

visva-jit, a. ‘ all-conquering,’ 187 b. 
vi-svas, ‘trust,’ w. gen., 202, i c; 

w. loc., 203 e. 
vi-4vasa, m. ‘ confidence,’ w. loc., 

304 d. 
visvanc, a. ‘ all-pervading,’ 93 a. 
vi-sarga, in. ‘ hard breathing,’ 4, 

f.n. I ; 6, f. n. i ; 15, 8 ; 37 ; 29, 

6; 31; 32 «; 37 : 43: 44: 45: 46; 
48 ; 49; 82 ; p. 49, f.n. I. 

vi-srj, ‘ send away,’ w. two acc., 198, 
3 ; \v. dat., 200 Alb. 

vi-smrta, pp., w. act. and ps. sense, 
208 b. 

vr, ‘choose,’ pf., 136a; w. loc., 
304 c. 

vrt (vartate), w. loc., 203 c ; w. pt., 
207. 

vrddha, ‘old,’ cpv. of, 103, 2 h. 
vrddhi, f. ‘ strongest vowel grada¬ 

tion,’17 a; 19; 22; 23; 99,4 ; loi; 

125,4; 128: 134 Ai a, b; 135,3; 

136, 2. 3: 142; 144. 4: 145?’; 
155 ; 162, I b. 

vrdh, ‘ prosper,’ w. distya, p. 158. 
-vrdh, ‘ increasing,’ 77 a. 
veda, pr. pf. ‘ knows,’ 139, 3. 
vedaya, cs. ‘ tell,’ w. dat. or gen., 

198, 2 a, 4 a. 
vai, expletive pci., 180, p. 157. 
vaitaliya, n. a metre, p. 235. 
vyadh, ‘pierce,’ pr., 133 B 2; pf., 

137, 2 c; ao., 149« I. 
vyavasita, pp. ‘resolved,’ w. dat., 

200 B 2. 
vyaghra-buddhi, f. ‘ thought of (its 

being) a tiger,’ 187, 5: 199, i a. 
vrasc, ‘ cut,’ pr., 133 C 3. 

S, initial, changed to ch, 53. 
sains, ‘ tell,’ w. dat., 200 A i a. 
sak,‘be able,’pr., 134C2; fp., 162, 

I c; ds., 171, 3 ; w. dat., 200 B 2; 
w. inf., 211 c. 

sakya, fp. ‘ possible,’ w. inf., 211 d. 
sank, ‘doubt,’ pp., 160, 3. 
sankaracaryah, m. pi. of respect, ! 

193. 3 a-’ I 

^atani, n. ‘a hundred,’ 106 c. 
sam, ‘ cease,’ pr., 133 B i. 
-sas, distributive adv. sf., 108 c. 
sardula-vikridita, n. (‘ tiger-play ’), a 
^ metre, p. 235. 
salini, f. a metre, p. 234. 
sas, ‘rule,’pr., 134 A4a; ps.,154 (12. 
sikharini, f. a metre, p. 234. 
si, ‘lie,’pr., i34Aic; ds., 169, 2. 
sitosna-kiranau, m. du. ‘ moon and 

sun,’ 189 c. 
suci, a. ‘ pure,’ 98. 
suni, f. ‘ bitch,’ 95. 
subh, ‘ beautify,’ ds., 169, 2. 
sr, ‘ crush,’ ds., 169, 2. 
srad, ‘ heart,’ compounded with dha, 

‘put,’ 184 b. 
sram, ‘ be weary,’ pr., 133 B i. 
sravaya, cs. ‘ tell,) w. dat. or gen., 

198, 4 a. 
4ri, ‘go,’ pf., 137,1 a ; red. ao., 149. 
sru, ‘ hear,’ pr., 134 0,31; pf., 136 a; 

ps., 154; ao., 155 ; ' gd., 166 ; w. 
part., 207 c. 

sreyas, cpv. ‘ better,’ 103, 2 a, 
sHs, ‘ cling to,’ w. loc., 203 e. 
sloka, m. a metre, pp. 232-34. 
svan, m. ‘ dog,’ 91, 3. 
svasurau, m. du. ‘parents-in-law,’ 

186, 3 c. 
svas, ‘ breathe,’pr., 134 A 3 « (p. 106). 

S, internal Sandhi of, 64 a. 
sas, nm. ‘ six,’ 106 «. 
soda^a, nm. ‘ sixteen,’ p. 68, f.n. 3. 
sthiv, ‘spit,’ pr., 133 A i. 

S, becomes t, 66 B i ; 89, f. n. 2 ; 
151^3: 171, 5 : becomes s, 67 ; 
disappears, 66 B 2 ; stems in, 83. 

-s, aorist suffix, 143 ; 144. 
sa, prn. ‘ that,’48 ; no; 192; 195, 

2 b. 
-sa, ao. sf., 141 a; ds. sf., 169. 
samvrta, pp. ‘ closed ’ (pronunciation 

of vowel a), 15. 
sam-^ri, ‘ cling,’ w. loc., 203 e. 
sam-skrta, pp. ‘ elaborated ’ (cp. Lat. 

per-fectus), i. 
sakaw, in. ‘ vicinity,’ 178. 
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sakta, pp. ‘ attached,’ with gen. .and 

Inc., aoj, a b ; ao3 e. 
sakthi, n. ‘ thigh,’ 99, 3. 
sakhi, m. ‘ friend,’ 99, 2 ; 188, 2 c. 
sakhi, f. ‘ friend,’ 99, 2. 
sanj, ‘ adhere,’ pr., 133 A 4; w. loc., 

203 e. 
sat,pr.part.* being,’156n; 205,1 a,b. 
satyann, adv. ‘truly,’ 180 (p. 157). 
sad, ‘sink,’ pr., 133 A i; cs., 168. 
sadr^a, a. ‘ like,’ w. inst. or gen., 

199, 2 c. 
Bain-dhi,in. ‘ euphonic combination,’ 

16 ; 144, s. 
sam-nidhi, ni. ‘ vicinity,’ 178. 
sa-patni-ka, a. ‘ accompanied by his 

wife,' 189^. 
sam, prp., before kr, ‘ make,’ 134 E. 
sama, a. ‘ equal,’ w. inst. or gen., 

199, a c; 202, a d. , 
s.am-aksam, prp. adv.‘before,’ 177 d. 
samanta-tas, adv. ‘ around,’ 177 a. 
samam, prp. adv. ‘ with,’ w. inst., 

177 h; 199, 2. 

aamaya, prp. adv. ‘ near,’ w. acc., 

177 a. 
samartlia, a. ‘ able,’ \v. loc., 204 c; 

w. inf., 211. 
samana,a.‘equal,’w. inst.j 199, 2 c. 
samipa, n. ‘vicinity,’ 178. 
sam-pad, ‘ tend to,’ w. dat., 200 B 1. 
sam-prasarana, reduction of the 

syllables ya, va, ra, to i, u, r, 
p. II, f.n. I; p. 32, f.n. I; p. 51, 
f.n. I ; 91, 3. 4. 5: 96, 2 : pr., 
i?3 B 2, C 3; 134 A 3a; pf., 135, 

4; i.37i 2 <•; ps-, i.‘;4. ^: pp-. i^o, 
2. 3 a ; ds., 171, 2. 

sam-bhavaya, cs. ‘ expect,’ w. gen. 
or loc., 202, i d; 2035.. 

samyanc, a. ‘ right,’ 93 a. 
samraj, m. ‘ sovereign,’ 79. 
sarva, prn. a. ‘ all,’ 120 b. 
sarva-tas, prp. adv. ‘around,’ 177 a. 
sah, ‘bear,’ pp., 6gb; inf., 167. 
saha, prp. adv. ‘with,’ w. in.st., 

177 b; 199, 2 (p. 188). 
sahasram, n. ‘thousand,’ 106 c. 
sakam, prp. adv. ‘with,’ w. inst.. 

'77 109- 

sMhu, adv. ‘well,’ 181 (p. 158). 
sayam-pratar, cd. adv. ‘evening and 

morning,’ 186, 3. 
sardham, prp. adv. ‘with,’ w. inst., . 

177 b; 199,2. 
sic, ‘sprinkle,’ pr., 133 C i; ao., 147. 
-sis, aorist suffix, 142 ; 146. 
su, ‘ press out,’ pr., 127, 4 ; 134 C i ; 

par., p. 98. 

su-manas, a. ‘cheerful,’ 33 a. 
su-hrd, m. ‘ friend,’ 77 ; 189 b. 

sf. ‘go.’ pf-. 136a- 
srj,‘create,’ao., 144, 4 ; ft., 151b, i; 

ds., 170, I. 
srp, ‘creep,’ ft., 151 b, i. 
stu, ‘praise,’ pf., 136a; 137, i; .138, 

5 ; ds., 169, I. 

str, ‘strew,’ pf., 137, i a ; ps., 154, 

4; pp., 160, I. 

stri, f. ‘ woman,’ 100 a (p. 62). 
stha, ‘stand,’ pf. pt., 89b; pr., 

133-A-3: a-o., 144. 3; 148; pp., 
160, 2; inf., 167; C.S., 1680; ds., 

170, I ; w. loc., 203 c. 
sthita, pp. ^sat w. pt., 205, i b. 
sthira, a. ‘firm,’ cpv. of, 103, 2 a. 
sna, ‘bathe,’ cs., 168, irr. i. 
snih, ‘be oily,’ pp., 69 a. 

spr^, ‘touch,’ ao., 144,4 ; f*-, i.Sib, i. 
-sprs, a. ‘ touching,’ 79 d. 
sprli, ‘desire,’ w. dat., 200 A 2. 
sma, pci. used w. pr., 212, 10. 
smr, ‘remember,’ ps., 154,3; w. gen., 

202, I b. 

-sya, future suffix, 151. 
srag-dharii, f. (‘ wearing a garLand’>, 

a metre, p. 235. 
sraj, f. ‘garland,’ 79 b. 
sru, ‘flow,’ pf., 136a. 
sruc, f. ‘ l.-idle,’ 79 a. 
sva, refl. prn. ‘ own,’ 1150; 120 c. 
sv. ap, ‘sleep,’ pr., 134 A 3 a ; pf.. 

I37i 2 o : Pi?-, 154.6; pp., 160. 2 ; 
<ls.; 171, 2. 

svayam, prn. ‘ self,’ 115 a. 
svar, ‘ heaven,’ 46, f.n. i. 
svarita, ‘ falling accent,’ p. 242. 
svar-pati, m. ‘lord of heaven,’ 50 o. 
■svasr, f. ‘sister,’ loi a. 
svasti, ij. ‘hail,’ 181 (p. 158). 
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sv-agataui, adv. > welcome,’ w. dat., 
200 A 3. 

svamhi, ni. 'master,' S; a. 

svami-ya, den. ‘treat as master,’ 173. 

H, 6, f.n. 3; 29, 6; aspiration of 
initial, 54 ; intenial Sandhi of, 69 ; 
noun stems in, 81. 

ha, end. pci., 180 (p. 157). 
hail, ‘kill,’ pf. pt., 89b; 92; pr., 

134A2 c; pf., 136, 3; 137, 2 b; 

i.?9. 4; per. ft., 152 a; pr. pt., 
156a; pp., 160, 2; gd., 165a; cs., 
16S, 5 ; ds., 171, I. 4. 

hanta, ij. ‘pray,’ 181 (p. 159). 
harini, f. a metre, p. 234. 
Iiavis, n. ‘ offering,’ 83. 
hasta. 111. ‘ hand,’ at end of post', cd^.. 

1S9 /. 
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hasta-gata, pp. ‘held in the hand,’ 
p. 171, f.n. 4. 

hasty-asvau, ni. du. Dvandva cd. 
‘ elephant and horse,’ 186, i. 

ha, I. ‘ depart,' pr., 134 B 2. 

ha, 2. ‘ abandon,’ pr., 134 B 2 a ; ps., 
201 b. 

ha, 3. ij. ‘alas!’ 181 (p. 159). 
hi, I. ‘impel,’ pf., 139, 4. 
hi, 2. cj. ‘for,’ 180 (p. 157). 
-hi, ipv. sf., 131, 4. 

Iiims, ‘injure,’ pr., 134 D. 
hu, ‘ sacrifice,’ pr., i 27, 2 ; pt., 156 ; 

158 a; fp., 162, I b ; par., p. 96. 
hu, ‘ call’ = hv5, int., 172 a. 

I hraaiyas, cpv. ‘shorter,’ 103, 2. 
hva (hve), ‘call,’ pf., 136, 4; per. 

pfv 14O) 3: ps-, 154 «, 3: int-, 
1720. 

GENERAL INDEX 
The abbreviations occun-ing in this Index have been explained at the 

beginning of Appendix I and of the .Sanskrit Index. 

The figures refer to paragraphs unless pages are specified. 

Abbreviation, sign of, 9. 
2\blative, syntactical use of, 201 ; 

■with prepositions, 176, 2; 177 a, 
b, c; 179, 2. 

Absolute cases, 205 ; participles with 
eva or -matra, 205, i d. 

Accent, 15, 10; 104 tf; 107; 109(1; 
112 ; 169; 175; 176, f.n.; App. 
111,15-18; shift of, 7 2 «, b; 860; 
94,30; 126; 131; 189a; Vedic,pp. 
242-4; of the vocative, p. 243; of 
the finite verb, pp. 243-4. 

Accordance with, expressed by the 
instrumental, 199, i b. 

Accusative, syntactical use of, 197 ; 
double, 198; with infinitive, not 
used in Sanskrit, 211; with pre¬ 
positions, 176, I; 177 (I, b, c, d ; 

179,1. 
Action nouns, 182, i. 
Active, voice (Parasmaipada), 121 ; 

sense of past passive participle, 
208 o, b. 

Adjectives, 86 ; 87 ; 88 ; 93 ; 95 c; 
pronominal, 120; expressing iden¬ 
tity, equality, likeness construed 
with inst., 199, 2 c; with gen., 
202, 2 d ; construed with the in¬ 
finitive, 211. 

Adverbial compounds, 186, 3; 188, 
3 ; particles, 180. 

Adverbs, 180; numeral, 108 a-c; 
indefinite, I19('(; prepositional, 
177; constructed with gen., 202,4. 

Agent, expressed by iiistr., 199; 
noun.'i, loi; 152; 182, 1. 

Aggregative numeral nouns, 108 d. 
Aim of an action, expresseii by dat., 

200 B 1, 2 ; by loc., 204 c; 211. 
Alphabet, arrangement of the, 4 ; 

6; table facing p. 1 ; the Vedic, 

p. 236. 
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Analogy of feminines in i, p. 55, f. n. 
5; of stems in -an, p. 56, N. 2 ; 
of stems in -u, p. 57, f. n. 2 ; of 
stems in r, p. 58, f. n. i. 

Aorist, 141-9 ; sa- ao., 141 a; s- ao., 
143; 144; is- ao., 145; sis-ao., 
146; second ao.: form with the- 1 
matic -a, 147 ; root ao., 148 ; re¬ 
duplicated ao., 149; passive ao., 
155 ; syntactical use of, 213 c. 

Apodosis' in conditional sentences, 
216 d; 218. 

A pposition in descriptive compounds, 
188, I. 

Article, 192 ; 195 b. 
Articulation, place or organ of, 29. 
Aspiration, 29, 6; 30, 2; initial, 

40- (^). 53 Wf 55 (li): loss of, 62 ; 
compensation for loss of, 55; 62 a, h. 

Assimilation, 16 ; p. 67, f. n. i; of 
final t, 34; 37; 38; 39; of final n, 
36, 2-4; 37; 40; of final m, 42 B. 

Attraction in gender, 194, 3 c; in 
number, 194, 4 a. 

Augment, 128; Sandhi of, 23 c; 128; 
Vedic, p. 239. 

Avesta, 131, 6 ; 134, 2 h ; 137, 2 a, 
f. n. 

Bahuvrihi compounds used parti- 
cipially, 206 a ; with infinitive as 
first member, 211 Z). 

Benedictive (Precative), 150; 217. 

Cardinal points, 201 c. 
Cardinals, 104; declension of, 105 ; 

106 ; syntax of, 106 c. 
Case-endings,normal, 71; sometimes 

retained in compounds, 187 a. 
Cases, 70 c ; 176; strong, 73; syn¬ 

tactical use of the, 196-204. 
Causative, 168 ; its suffix dropped, 

154.7; I55“4: 160,3; 162,30; 
its suffix retained, 163 a ; 164 a ; 
168b; suffix-paya, 168 a; 15504; 
syntax of the, 198, 4. 

Cause, expressed by the abl., 201, i. 
Cerebralization of dentals, 64; 65 

(n); 144, 2 (dh); 67 (s); 145 (s). 
Cerebrals, 6, f.n. 2 ; 15, 5. 7 ; in¬ 

ternal Sandhi of, 64; 65 ; 67 ; 
nominal stems in, 80; Vedic 1 and 
Ih, p. 236. 

Changeable consonant stems, 84-96: 
in-at, 85 ; in -mat, -vat, 86; in 
•in, 87 ; in -iyas, 88; in -vas, 89 ; 
in -an (-man, -van), 90, 92, 96 ; 

in -ac, 93 ; feminine of, 95. 
Cognate accusative, 197, 4. 

I Collective, compounds, 186, I; 188, 
! 20; words expressing plural sense, 

193, I- . 
Comparative, in -iyas, 88 ; 103, 2 ; 

in -tara, 103, i; 182, 2 ; abl. after, 
201, 2 a. 

Comparison, degrees of, 103; in 
compounds, 188, i h ; 189 e. 

Compounded verb, 164, 165 (gd.); 
184. 

Compounds, 184-9; '''orbal, 184; 
nominal, 185 : co-ordinative 
(Dvandva), 186 ; dependent (Tat- 
purusa) determinatives, 187 ; de¬ 
scriptive (Karmadharaya) deter¬ 
minatives, 188; possessives (Ba- 
huvrihi), 189 : ending in-in and 
-ka, 189J). 

Concomitance, expressed by inst., 

199- 
Concord, 194. 
Conditional, 153; its syntactical 

use, 218. 
Conjugation, 121-75 : two kinds of, 

124; 131 ; first: 125; 133; 
second: 126; 127; 134; para¬ 
digms of the present system, 132. 

Conjugationalxlasses, ten, 124-7. 
Conjunctive particles, i8o. 
Connecting vowel -a, 147 ; 149 ; -i, 

89 a; 136a; 152 a; 157; 160,3; 
169. 

Consonant stems, 75-96. 
Consonants, 6-13; changes of, 32; 

37 ; classification of, 29; 30; 
doubling of, 51 (ch) ; 52 (n, n) ; 
final, 27; 28; 31; 32 ; 33; 76 ; 
loss of final, 28 ; 61 ; conjunct, 
11 ; 12; list of compound, 13 ; 
quality of, 30 ; changes in quality 
of, 32; Vedic Sandhi of, pp. 236-7. 
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Contracted forms, 133 A i; p. iii, 
f. n. I; 137, 2 a; 147 a 4; 170, 2; 

i/L 3- 
Countries, names of, 193, 3 c. 

Dative case, syntax of, 200; 202, 
I e ; with causatives, 198, 4 a. i 

Declension, 70-120; of nouns, 74- j 
102 ; of numerals, 104-8 ; of pro- j 
nouns, 109-20 ; Vedic, pp. 237-8. ; 

Demonstrative pronoun agrees in ; 
gender with predicate, 194, 3 c. 

Denominative, 175. 
Dentals, 15, 6. 7 ; 34-41 ; palatal¬ 

ized, 38; 40; 63 c; cerebralized, 
39 ; 41 ; 64 ; nominal stems in, 77. 

Derivative verbs, 168-75. 
Desiderative, 169; 170; 171 ; ad¬ 

jectives, 197, 3. 

Diphthongs, 5, 3- 4 1 6. 
Dissimilation, 96, 2 ; 66 B i a. 

Distance expressed by acc., 197, 2 ; 
by loc., 203 y. 

Distributive adverbs, 108 c; relative, 
119 c. 

Doubling, of ch, 51 ; of n or n, 52. 
Drama, 153. 
Dravidian dialects, 2. 
Dual, its syntactical use, 193, 2 ; 

Vedic, p. 237. 
Dvandva compounds, 186 ; con¬ 

tracted, 189c; elliptical, 186, 3 c. 

Elision of initial a, 9 ; 21a; 45, 2 h. 
Enclitic words, 109 a ; 112 a; p. 243. 
Endings, in declension, 70; conju- 

gational, 131 (table); of the per¬ 
fect, 136; Vedic, pp. 237, 239. 

Epics, 26 ; 153; 180 (uta). 
External Sandhi, 17-55. 

Feminine, formation of, 73, f.n. 1; 

83 ; 83a; 95 ; 98c; 99, 1. 2 ; 100; 
loi e; 103, I a; 105,3. 4; 107 ; 
117a; 118; special terminations 
of (in i and u stems), 100, 2; p. 60, 
f. n, I ; 100 a ; suffixes, 183 a. 

Final consonants allowable, 27: 28; 
61; how treated in unchangeable 
stems, 76. 

Fitness for, expressed by loc., 204 c. 
Frequentative, see Intensive. 
Future, simple, 151; 214 (in syn¬ 

tax); periphrastic, 152; 214 (in 
syntax); used imperatively, 214a. 

Gender, 70a; 186, i; rules of, 183; 
in syntax, 194; natural instead of 
grammatical, 194, 3 b ; attraction 
in, 194, 3 c. 

Genitive, absolute, 205, 2; with pre¬ 
positions, 176, 2n: iTjd; 178; 
syntax of, 202 ; with causatives, 
198, 4a; double, 202, 6. 

Gerund, 163-6 ; its syntactical use, 
210 ; Vedic, p. 24T. 

Gerunds equivalent to prepositions, 
179; 210c. 

Goal of an action, expressed by the 
acc., 197, 1; by the dat,, 200 A1 h ; 
by the loc., 204. 

Gutturals, reversion to, 81 ; 92 ; 
134 A 2 c ; 160, 1 b; 171, 4. 

Hard sounds, 6,f.n. 5; 31,1; 32; 33. 
Hiatus, 16; 215; 22; 45; 48; 49. 
Historical present, 212, i ; 213. 
Hypothetical clauses, 216 cf; 218. 

Imperative 2. sing., formation of, 

I3i> 4i syntactical use of, 215. 
Imperfect, syntactical use of, 213 b. 
Impersonal construction, 205, 1 c; 

2080; 209 b; 2io«f; 215 b. 
‘In respect of,’ expressed by the 

inst., 199, if. 
Indeclinable, words, 176-81; parti¬ 

ciple, 163-6 ; 210. 
Indefinite pronouns, 119. 
Indirect object, expressed by dat., 

200 A j 202, 1 e; by loc., 204 b. 
Infinitive, 122; 167; its syntactical 

use, 211; no passive of, 211c; 
Vedic, p. 241. 

Inscriptions, 2. 
Insertion, of vowels: a, i, i, 134 A 3 

(pr. stem) ; i, 134 A 2 b (imp.) ; 
172 a; 173*; I74b(int.); of 
consonants ; k, 35 (in Sandhi) ; t, 
36 A 6 (in Sandhi) ; n, 66 A 2 (in 
N. pi. n.); 105,4; 106a (in G. pi.); 
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168, 3 (C8.); 174 ^ ; u or 
11a, 127, 3 (pr. stem); p, 168 (i 

(cs.); y, 155 (ao. ps.); r, 134 Aic 
(pr. stem); s, s, 36 B i (in 
Sandhi); s, 150 (prec.); nasal, 
151 h 2 (ft.); 168, 4 (c9.). 

Instrumental, with prepositional ad¬ 
verbs, 1776; syntactical use of, 
199; 202, i/; Vedic, p. 237. 

Intensive, 127, 2a; 172-4. 
Interjections, 181. 
Irregularities, of vowel Sandhi, 23 ; 

of consonant Sandhi, 48 ; 49 ; in 
declension, 91 (an stems) ; 92 ; 
99 (i and n stems); in conjuga¬ 
tion: 133, 134 (pr. stem); 139 
(pf.) ; 144 (s- ao.) ; 147 a (second 
ao.'i ; 149 « (red.ao.) ; 1516 (ft.); 
i68 (cs.) ; 171 (ds.) ; 174 (int.). 

Labials, stems in, 78. 
Locative, with prepositions, 176, 2 a ; 

absolute, 190 ; 205 ; syntactical 
use of, 203 ; Vedic, p. 237. 

Loss of sounds: of initial a, 21 n ; 
45, 2 b; 134 A 2 h ; of medial a 
(see Syncope) ; of metlial u, 134 C 
I ; 134 E; of-final n, 90 ; 94, 2 
(nom.);of radical nasal, 139,6 (pf.); 

I.I3 4 (pr-) ; 168, 4 (cs.) ; 160, 2 
(pp.) ; 165 a (gd.) ; of n in 3. j,!. 
ending, 131,5; 156 (pr.) ; of Vi- 
sarga, 45 ; 48 ; 49 (in Sandhi) ; 
of s (nom.), 100, 4 (i-stems). 

Manner, expressed by inst., 199, 2 a. 
Masculine suffixes, 183. 
Metathesis, 103, 2 (cpv.) ; 144, 4 (s- 

ao.) ; 151 ?>, I (ft.) : 167 (inf.). 
Metre in classical Sanskrit, pp. 232-5. 
Middle, case-endings, 160; 76; 

stem, 72, 73 (declension) ; voice, 
121 ; verbal endings, p. 89. 

.'loods, 122 : 215-18 (syntax); Ve¬ 
dic, p. 240. 

iMorae, metres measured by, p. 235. 
Motive,expressed by ablative,201, i. 
.Multiplicative, adverbs, 108 a ; 

words with abl., 201, 2 c ; with 
gen., 202, 5 (i. 

Nasals, 29, 3 ; final, 35. 
Need ‘of,’ expressed by inst., 199, 

1 .'7- 
Neuter, 73 h ; of adjectives in i and 

u, 98ft; loid; suffixes, 1836; 

its syntactical use, 194, 30. 
I Nominal stem formation, 182. 
! Nominative, syntactical use of, 196 ; 
1 with iti sometimes = acc., 194, 1 ; 

196 h. 
Nouns, declension of, 74-102. 
Number, 706; icia; 193(insyntax;. 
Numeral, adverbs, 108 : compounds, 

188, 2 a. 
Numerals, 104-8 ; 202, 5 a. 
Numerical figures, 14. 

Objective genitive, 202. 
Optative (Potential) in syntax, 

216. 
Order of words, 191. 
Ordinals, 107. 
Organ of articulation, 39; 31; 37. 

Pada or middle case-endings, iC a ; 

73 ; 75 ; 76- 
Palatals, origin of, 6, f. n. i ; 15, 4. 

7 ; nominal stems in, 79 ; repre¬ 
sent gutturals in reduplication, 

1^9. 3- 
Pali language, 2. 
Participles, 122; 156-63; senses 

inherent in, 206 ; used with gen. 
absolute, 205, 2 ; with loc. abso¬ 
lute, 205, I h ; pr., 85 ; 156 ; 15S ; 
207 (in syntax) ; ft., 85 ; 156 ; 
158; pf., 89 ; 157; 159; pf. ps., 
160; 208; 213; 213 c (syntax) ; 
with gen., 202, 3 « ; ft. ps., 162 ; 
202,36 ; meaning and construction 
of, 209; fell), ofpr. and ft., 95 a,h ; 
attraction in gender to predicate, 
194, 3c; Vedic, p. 241. 

Partitive genitive, 202. 
Passive, 121 ; 154 (paradigm) ; ao., 

155; construction, 190; 196; 198, 
46; 199, 2 6; 210. 

Past, participles used as finite verbs, 
208 ; tenses, 213. 

Perfect, 135-9: endings of, 236; 
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paradigms of, 138; irregularities 
of, 139 ; syntactical use of, 213. 

Periphrastic forms : perfect, 140 ; 
future, 152 ; in syntax, 214 ; non¬ 
existent in the Rig-veda, p. 240, 
gh. 

Pluperfect, not used in Sanskrit, 
2136; Vedic, p. 239. 

Plural, its syntactical use, 193, 
3a-e; words used only in, 193, 
3 d ; used for singular, 195, i c ; 
Vedic, p. 238. 

Positive for comparative, 199 ; with 
abh, 201, 2 a. 

Possessive genitive, 202. 
Postpositions, 176. 
Potential (Optative), 216; in condi¬ 

tional sentences, 216, 2d; 218. 
Prakrit dialects, 2. 
Precative (Benedict!vo), 150; 217. 
Predicative nom., 196 a; part,, 

207 c. 
Prefixes, verbal, 184a; Vedic, pp. 

239, 244. 
J’repositional adverbs, 177; nouns, 

178; gerunds, 179. 
Prepositions, 176; Vedic, p. 242. 
Present, system, 123-34; tense, 212 

(syntax); participle in syntax, 207. 
Price, expressed by inst., 199, i 0. 
Primary endings, 131; suffixes, 182, 

I ; 182, I b. 
Pronominal declension, 109-20 ; its 

influence on nominal forms, p. 5.5, 
f. n. 2. 3 ; 120. 

Pronouns, 109-20; personal, 109; 
195, I (syntax) ; demonstrative, 
110-12; 195, 2 (syntax); inter¬ 
rogative, 113 ; relative, 114 ; re¬ 
flexive, 115; possessive, 116: 193, 
3 (syntax); compound, 117 ; of 
quantity in -yat, -vat, &c., 118 ; 
indefinite, 119; 195 (syntax); 
Vedic forms of personal, p. 237. 

Pronunciation, 15, 
Proper names, 188, I «; iSgh; 193, 

3 a. 
Protasis, 216, 2d; 218. 
Punctuation, 9. 
Purpose, expressed by dat., 200. 

Reason, expressed by inst., 199, i a ; 
by abh, 201, i. 

Reduplication, general rules of, 129; 
special rules of, 130 (pr.); 135, 
1-4 (pf.); 149 (ao.); 170 (ds.); 
173 (int.); with an-, 139, 6; with 
final r.adical nasal repeated, 1730 
vint.); with nasal inserted, 174a, 
h (int.) ; Vedic, p. 239. 

Rhythm in red. ao., 149, 2 ; 149 a, i. 
Root as nominal stem, 183, i a. 

Sandhi, nature of, 16 ; 1. external: 
of vowels, 18; 19; 20; of diph¬ 
thongs, 21; 22; irregular, 33; 
absence of, 24-6 ; of consonants, 

^1~bS ■ of final k, t, t, p before n 
or m, 33 ; of final t before 1, 34 ; 
before palatals, 38 ; before cere¬ 
brals, 39 ; of final nasals, 35 ; of 
final dental n, 36; 40; 41; of 
final m, 42 ; of final Visarga, 43 ; 
44 ; 49 ; of the final syllable ah, 
43, 2 ; 46 ; 48 ; of the final syllable 
ah, 45, I ; 46 ; of final r, 46 ; 47 ; 
50 ; 2. internal: 56 ; of vowels, 
57; 58 ; of r, 38 ; 154, 3 ; of r, 

58; I54» 4: of diphthongs, 39; of 
consonants, 60 ; of palatals before 
consonants, 63 ; of dentals after 
cerebrals, 64 ; of dental s, 67 ; of 
m before y, r, I, v, 68; of h before 
8, t, th, dh, 69; Vedic, pp. 236-7. 

Sanskrit and Vedic, i. 
Secondary endings, 131 ; suffixes, 

182, 2. 
Semivowels, i 7 B i; 20 ; 29, 4. 
Sibilants, 29, 3. 
Soft sound.s, 6, f. n. 5 ; 30, l. 
Space, extension of; expressed by 

acc., 197, 2. 
Spirants, 29, 6. 
Stem formation, nominal, 182. 
Stems, classification of nominal, 74; 

endinginconsonants, 74-96; nouns 
with two, 83-8; nouns with three, 
89-93 ; ending in vowels, 97-102. 

Strong stem in declension, 72; 73; 
in conjugation, 124; 126 (pr.); 

134 (prO; 136 (pf); t42 (ao.)' 
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Subjective genitive, 202. 
Subjunctive, surviving forms of, 

122 a; 215 a; its meaning ex¬ 

pressed iiy the optative, 216; 
Vedic, p. 240. 

Suffixes, primary, 182, i; secondary, 
182, 2 ; 16 a. 

Superlative suffix in -tama, 103, i; 
in -istha, 103, 2. 

Syncope, 90 (-an stems) ; 134 A 2 c 
(pr-): 134 A 4 (radical) ; 137, 2 h 

(pf-): 171,3(^8.): Vedic, p. 237. 
Syntax, 190-218; characteristics of 

Sanskrit, 190. 

Tenses, 122; 212-14; past, 213; 
Vedic, p. 239. 

Terminations, see Endings. 
‘ Than,’ expressed by abl., 201, 20. 
Time, gen. of, 202, 5 ; loc. of, 203 i; 

duration of, 197, 2 (acc.) ; within 
which, 199, I d (inst.) ; after 
which, 201 d (abl.). 

Transitive sense of some perfect 
passive participles, 208 b. 

Unaccented pronouns, 109 a; 112 a; 
195 ^; Vedic forms, p. 243. 

Unaugmented forms, Vedic, p. 239. 
Unchangeable consonant stems, 75- 

83. 
‘ Use of,’ expressed by inst., 199, i g. 

Vedic, I; outlines of its grammar, 
pp. 236-44. 

Vehicle ‘on’ which, expressed by 
inst., 199, I e. 

Verb, concord of the, 194, 2. 4; 
Vedic accent of, p. 243. 

Verbs of going (with abstract sub¬ 
stantives), 197, la; of fearing, 
201 a (abl.) ; of separating, 201 b 
(abl.), 199, 2 b (inst.) ; governing 
gen., 202, I. 

Vernaculars, modern Indian, 2. 
Vocative, 71 a; 72a; 760; 94,3; 

986; Vedic,p.237; accent of,p.243. 
Voice of the verb, 121. 
Vowel declension, 97-102 : stems 

in a, a, 97 ; in i, u, 98 ; in i, u, 
100; in r, loi ; in ai, o, au, 102. 

Vowels, 5; classification of, 17; co¬ 
alescence of, 18; 19; lengthened, 
82 (i, u), 83 (nom. pi. n.), 85 a 
(mahat), 86 (-mat, -vat stems), 
87 (-in stems), 92 (han), 94, i 
(nom. masc.), 154, 2 (i, u in ps.), 
155 (ps. ao.), 160, 2 c (ps. pt.), 
162, 1C (ft. pt. ps.), 169, I (ds.), 
171,1 (ds.), 173 (int.), 175 (den.), 
184, N. (i for a, a, i) ; liquid, 
17 B I; 20 ; shortened, 94, 3 (v.) ; 
129, 6 (red. syll.); I3i,f.n. i (pr. 
stem) ; 182, l a (a); 187 b (a) ; 
stems ending in, 97-102 ; Vedic 
Sandhi of, p. 236. 

Way ‘by’ which, expressed by the 
inst., 199, I e. 

Weak stem, in declension, 72; 84; 
inconjugation, 134 A 2: 137 (pf.); 
160, 2 (pp.) ; in compounds, 185 a. 

Writing, origin of Indian, 3 ; of 
vowels, 5 ; of consonants, 8; ii;i2. 
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